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ATLANTIC if NON
TUESDAY, AUGUST 30, 1966

HouSE OFrEPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTrEE ON FouioN AFFAIRS,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:25 a.m., in room 2172,
Itayburn Building, lon. Thomas E. Morgan (chairman) presiding.
Chairman MOROAN. The committee will come to order.
The committee meets this morning to begin hearings on House
Concurrent Resolution 523, House Joint Resolution 769 and similar
resolutions. The committee has before it some 84 resolutions similar
to the Zablocki-Findloy resolutions.
Members of this committee who have introduced such resolutions
are Mr. Morse, Mr. Derwinski, Mr. Broomfield, Mr. Farbstein, Mr.
Fraser, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Zablocki, and Mr. Diggs. At the beginning
of these hearings I want to say that it is the intention of the Chair to
develop fully the theory behind these resolutions and their implication and we will hold a sufficient number of hearings to permit this
to be done.
The administration can't appear until September 8 because the
Under Secretary of State has been out of the country and is going to
return on September 7.
Our first witness this morning is the Honorable Dr. Edward Teller,
professor of physics at large, at the University of California at
Berkeley.
Dr. Teller, the committee welcomes you this morning. If you
have a prepared statement, you may proceed, sir.
STATEMENT OF DR. EDWARD TELLER, PHYSICIST AND PROFESSOR,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY
Dr. TnLLaR. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, it is a great honor to be
permitted to testify on a topic wh ich, if one takes a proper long-range
view, is the most important active topic of our time. I say this in
full recognition of the fact that one can hardly enter a public discussion today without mentioning the word "Vietnam." I happen to
admire the determination and the successful patience of our adininistration. We are stabilizing a part of the world that contains hundreds of millions of people. We have chosen the hard and correct
alternative and chosen it with proper moderation.
But in the face of this I still maintain that the problems in Europe
are even more important. The difficulties of the NATO alliance are
unmistakable and present a greater danger. The efforts expressed in
many wonderful resolutions on Atlantic Union aim at the very heart
of the problem: how to preserve peace for ourselves and our children.
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greater than the simple dollar addition on the simple count of heads

would indicate.

In planning a l)eaceful and secure future, unity in the Atlantic
community has become as important as anything you can imagine.
'is is the basic reason why I am in full and wholehea'rted support of
the several resolutions amed at establishing the goal and the timetable
for an Atlantic Union.
Thank you, gentlemen.
Chairman MotI AN. Thank1 you, Dr. Lellor. Dr. Toller, thls
committee operates under what, we call the 5-1nimuite rulo. Each
meniher' will have 5 minutes to ask you questions.
Dr. Teller, I want to thank you for your lippell'll I('O hIco today.
I know you have traveleda great distance to 1e h.ere, Inid we corlinly
al)l)cilte your coming to testify on behalf of thus series of rosohlltions..
'Dr. 'Teller, iurIing your. testimony youilmentioned the crisis in
NATO. Do you think that with tle l)resent crisi in NATO, with
the )oslion of isolation that the I)e Gaulle adlinis-liStilt is now
taking, that tile formation of a dclegation as called for 1111(or this
resolution would he effective in estalishing an Atlantic conllnlillily
relationship?
)r. 'ruLLIt. I hope that there will be an immediate )eneficial
effect because
I
holpo that the 1'rench will not stay out of it. In
addition, I want to say that whether or not there is an immediate
beneficial effect in case of a positive outcome of the activities of this
delegation, we can start on a number of common undertakings so
important, so appealing so advantageous to each of the participating
members that General de Gaulle won't be able to stay away.
Chairman MORGAN. You think then that France, even though they
have refused to cooperate in NATO, would become a member of an
o1anization of this kind.
Dr. TELLER. I certainly hope so. Let me for instance say this ill
greater detail. The French dream of a force de frappe; the iussians
are developing their defenses, at least they say so. I don't know
whether these defenses are sufficient to stop the United States. But
I think there is an excellent chance that they can stop a force de
frappe. If we enter into detailed work on missile defense, General
de 0aulle's advisers might be led by practical work to see the in.
herent weakness of their present position.

Chairman MORGAN. Thank you, Dr. Teller, for that statement.
Mr. Adair.
Mr ADAm. Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Teller, obviously, this whole question, and specifically your

testimony raises a multitude of (luestions 'i our minds. You have
directed a considerable amount of your testimony this morningunderstandably, of course-to tile scientifle and military defensive
need for an Atlantic alliance.
Could not these results which you say aire necessary be achieved
without a very close political alliance?
Dr. 'TELr. There is a very simple and I am afraid correct answer
to your question. The answer is I don't know. I would like to say
I don't know, but I would also say first'.that when I think of a union,
I do not have in mind a union as closely knit as these United States.
I have in mind something much more loosely structured, but permanently established for mutual defense and for handling the problems
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of the shrinking world, like the weather, for instance, or like the

exploitation of the oceans.

A pohticnl structure to my mind seems to give a franework within
which problems can be beftor worked out, and even though I am
certainly not a politician, my conception of politics is that when there

is so much that we must do, we should lay some political foundations,
and if these are well laid, they will help in every other-respect.
Mr. ADAIR. You have anticipated a further line of questioning by
saying that in your own mind you are not at all certain as to what
kind of a poliical organization we ought to have, if I understand you
correctly, how closely knit such a political organization ought to be.
Would you envisage, Doctor, an organization which would have an
executive, a chief executive of some kind with greater or lesser degree
of control over each of the member States, or would you think rather
inl terms of an organization in which representatives of the various
States came together and sat as a council?
Dr. TEmain. Here I will say with full conviction I don't know and
I will stick to it.. We are talking for instance about sending 18 delegates. If I should have the great honor, which probably oughtn't
and probably will not come to me, to be one of these delegates, I
would go to such a meeting without having made tip my mind about
the points that you ask,
I would like to listen to what everyone says, I would like to see a
discussion, an extended discussion of the various possibilities, and I
would want to explore what is tho'best way of common action and
equitable distribution of responsibilities. I would tend to believe tliat
some kind of executive is needed, but as to his powers, eyen as to the
Stiestion of whether the'e should be one leader or whether there
should be several heads in several fields, I have a thoroughly opon mind.
MrI. ADAR. Mi. Chairman, if I have some flime for one more
question. What do you conceive to be, if such a union of some type
were to be established the relationship which ouglt to exist between
it and the United Nations?
Dr. TIELEr, n. The United Nations provides for groupings with lu it.
TI.he formation of such a union need not be and should not be, and will
not be a dotrnont to the United Nati6ns. 'At tle same thni the
United Nations, because of the frequent use that has been made of
the veto, because of 'very many other reasons, has acted effectively
only in limited areas. '16 my mind this organization we aire talking
about should be much more closely knit, much more effective and
should do it number of things that we cannot dream that the United
Nations will do for as far as I can see into the future.
Mr. ADAIR. You would not picture this as a regional group ping
under the United Nations?
Dr. TELLER. Sir, I cannot answer the question. I do not know
the legal implications of this phrase. It could bo, but I do not think
that it this imposes upon the NATO organizations any restrictions
within the United Nations that we need such restrictions.

Mr.

ADAIR.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman MORGAN. Mrs. Kelly.

Mrs. KELLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you for being here, Dr. Teller. I fully share the appreciation of your coming here that our chairman has expressed.
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The Subcommittee on Europe has Just finished holding a long series
of hearings on the crisis in NAT'O. With that in mind, I have it question to ask. Is your proposal regarding the alliance a substitute for
NATO?
Dr. TELLER. I would not want it to be a substitution for NATO.
NATO exists. NATO should be extended. It should be maintained.
In the end, in the course of the development of the federal union it
might turn out that the military part, the defense part will be the
continuation of NATO.
Mr.s. KELLY. With that in mind, the objectives of both the alliance
and of NATO would appeal to be complementary.
Did I understand you to say that the purpose of NATO was not
defense?
Dr. TELm. Mrs. Kelly, I never imagined that our Government
or our friends abroad have ever contemplited anything but the various modes of defense and the insurance of peace. I would like to
add one more thing. The stronger youth are tile more patient you can
be, and the least you need e%'en to dream about the possibility of
moving first.
Irs. KELLY. Unity of purpose was most important in tile creation
of NATO. That unity has now been impaired to a (leg'ee by France's
withdrawal. One of the reasons for this withdrawal appears to be
the revival of nationalism among the countries of Europe, particularly France. With that in mind, do you, think that France would
come into an alliance and cooperate with it if we undertook this
project?
Dr. TELLER. It is so easy to criticize Do Gaulle, and there are so
many reasons to criticize lin, that for a moment I would like to take
the other side and defend him.
Mrs. KELLY. I have done that.
Dr. TELLER. I realize that. I would like to sa, to underscore this
very specially, I believe that perhaps vanity and national pride may
not be the main motive power in -France's posture, but simply the
desire not to lose completely the direction of their own destiny.
Now thenMfi. KELLY. And the realization that they need a change; is that
correct?
Dr. TELLER. I believe so. I would also say that if in our first
moves we offer defense for each one, defense in the hands of each one
in a form that cannot be used for attack, but can be used only for defense, this coincides with the interests of all of us and with the interests
of France. In the long run, as I indicated in my answer to Mr. Adair,
I hope that enough independence will be maintained even in time fully
developed organization to keep control of one's internal affairs, to
keep tle differences which make the French, thank God for their sake
and for ours, different from us.
Mrs. KELLY. I hesitate to ask you a question about science, but I
must. In your statement on applied science as an area in which we
might eollab orate with Europe more closely, do you have in mind the
type of collaboration we witnessed duriig World War I-for example,
the Manhattan Project?
Dr. TELLER. During World War II we did collaborate with the
British and the Canadians. And this was a splendid idea. It worked
well, and what I propose is indeed in line with that. Thank you for
the question.
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Mrs. KEILx. One further question: What would we do with the

U.S.S.R.?

What about the U.S.S.R.?

Dr. TELLER. I love the Russians. I (to not quite like some of their
declared aims and in a functional manner I do not like to collaborate
with someone who doesn't tell me everything that is in his mind within
the field of collaboration,
MrS., KELLY. But aren't some of our friends collaboratihg today
with them?
Dr. TELaLE. To some extent they are. The exchange of information, some degree of colla oration, human contacts are all to the good.
But when you spend money together in a massive m11anllr youl are
entitled to every )it of information. And I will go with the Rusians
to the moon as soon as they will show mc every rocket they fire for
whatever purpose .
Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Miailliard.
Mr. MAIJIAn)D. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Teller, we are very happy to see you, back here, although I
think that the weather is probably nicer at home than here.
One question that occurs to me in listening to this exchange between
you and( the other members of the committee is whether you envisage
these resolutions and the delegation that would be appointed under
theni as a planning group or some kind of a permanent organization?
Do I understand correctly you. envisage this group to attempt to
work out future procedures and that this would not be a permanent
group in itself?
Dr. TELLER. Sir, this is my understanding. I may have misunderstood the intent. I think the first step is to plan and then we will have
to make recommendations, and it will have to be ratified. Depending
on the nature of these recommendations and depending on the nature
of the measures in the end adopted, one will then have to see about the
permanent organization.
Mr. MAILLIAiD. In some of the discussions that we have had
among ourselves on this subject "different views have been expressed.
Perhaps you wouldn't want to prejudge, but if you have any views,
I would be interested in them as to whether we use for example the
existing provisions of the NATO Charter which do provide for further
nonmihtary organizations but which have never actually been activated, whatever we could work out through the NATO structure
or whether it would be better to look to something like tile Council
of Europe where other Western European nations are represented
that are not in NATO, or whether you think we would have to have
something entirely new and apart from anything that exists?
Dr. TELLER. I really do not know. My feelings are that it might
be well to start With NATO members. It might be well, however,
not- to be bound by the. wording that has been used in establishing
NATO. But to my mind these points can be easily changed depending on the wishes of the participants.
If you want to have an agreement and many divergent views
must be reconciled, it is necessary not to fix your own mind except
on the essential point of agreement on vital issues. Freedom of
action in detail remains important.
Mr. MAILLIARD. Just one more question then from a scientific
point of view. You were discussing the challenge in our new technological capabilities in the field. of weather.. How important are the
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non-NATO countries in Western Europe from a scientific point of
view?

Dr. TELLER. It so happens that. almost all the scientific strength
in the NATO countries. I would say that Sweden and Switzerland
would be most welcome additions, and there are others as well. But
the NATO countries would contain at least 00 percent of the scientific
talent even if we include all of Eastern Europe.
Mr. MAILLIARD. Thank you, Dr. Teller.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Chairman MORmAN. Mr. Nix.
Mr. Nix. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Teller, I am happy to see you again. I would like to simplify
matters. It seems to me that what everyone is saying is that in a
world that is rapidly going mad, anything that is sane, or prudent,
is

is good. I accept this conclusion, but I prefer to look first to the
harm that this proposal might do, and since I see no harm that it can
do, I am willing to accept the proposal on the chance of the good it
might accomplish.
During the course of your remarks you said this organization could
do things that the United Nations cannot do. I would be interested
to have you elaborate on that.
Dr. TELLER. The simple fact that I have mentioned is the fact of
the veto. I believe that one thing that we cannot dream of doing
in the United Nations is to organize missile defense because at the
moment, at any rate, our interests, and let us say the interests of the
Russians, are diametrically opposite. If we could do that in the
United Nations, then the main problem of our times would indeed be
solved, and I believe to try to solve this main problem in one step
by direct agreement with the Russians, nuch as it is desirable, is
explicitly impossible.
This organization can, however, in my opinion provide for the real
defense of its members and that I am quite sure the United Nations
cannot ().
Mr. Nix. I don't see, Dr. Teller, yet how this organization could
do that. As I understand it, they could meet, they could discuss, they
could formulate plans, they could then present those plans, but they
couldn't do anything about it.
Dr. T.LLER. I am quite sure that vhat you say is correct with
respect to the delegation. I am talking about the organization of
Atlantic Union which this delegation is to bring about, How this
organization might act with respect to defense would take some time
to explain in a little detail, and if this is agreeable with you, Mr.
Chairman, and compatible with the rules, I would like to talk about
it, but I am afraid that it might go beyond the bounds of the present
discussion.
Mr. Nix. Let me close by saying, in the interim is there hope of
some constructive action, some accomplishment by such an organi.
zation as this?
Dr. TELLER. I would say tiat, and I would go further, to the extent
that you say the world is going mad-+-and I mn not sure that this is
my view of the world-there always was madness about, and there was
always reason about, and it is a hard task to judge the balance.
To the extent that all this may be true, I thinkthat from this resolution no harm can come.
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Mr. Nix. I will only close by saying this, Mr. Chairman. From
where I sit, Dr. Teller, there is madness all around me.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Monagan.
M\1r. 1\ONAGAN. Dr. Teller, would you Igree that the eun'ent frustration that we are experiencing in relation to NATO is a matter of
differences in philosophy rather than any fault of the structure of the
Organization?
Dr. TELLER. I would tend to agree. I would say, however, that
the difficulty is perhaps in the nature of any alliance in a rapidly
changing world. In order to remain stable it has to move on to a
more and more permanent responsibility along the general lines outlined in some of the proposed resolutions.
Mlr. MIONAGAN. The reason I ask the question is it seems to me
that these objectives could be reached through the existing NATO
organization . I don't see why the same conflicts would not arise
even with the formation of a delegation. I wouldn't even be sure
that France would name a delegation to the conference that is suggested here.
Dr. TELLER. Mr. Monagan, I am not at all sure that France at
the present time would name a delegation. I hope they would, and
that in itself would be a help. If you get to an impasse-and we
indeed have gotten to an impasse-there is always reason to look for
a new form, even if some of the old content will have to be poured
into it.
Mr. MONAGAx. There is one point I raise and it is rather a technical one, I suppose, but I wonder if you have any reaction to it.
This resolution is, of course, a matter that relates to the foreign policy
of the United States, and the proposal in one of these resolutions that
eight of the delegation should be named by the Congress and eight
by the President of the United States. This is an equal division
between the executive and legislative.
The Constitution gives the direction of foreign policy to the President. Have you any opinion as to this division?
Dr. TBLiE. No, sir. You are now asking me a question in a
field in which I am very ready to profess my incompetence.
Mr. MONAGAN. I didn't think we could ever reach that area, Dr.
Teller. How would you appraise public support of this resolution
in the country at tie present time in relation to our experiences with
the U.N., NA'TO, another attempts at international collaboration?
Dr. '1'iLLrim. I have a deep conviction that throughout thle -country
there is a justified feeling of uneasiness. Any measure that gives any

leadership in the direction of peace and unity I believe can, if properly

presented, achieve widespread support.
Mr. MONAGAN. Thank you very much.
Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Gross.
Mr. Guoss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Teller, I seem to get from your responses to the questions asked
you by Mr. Adair and Mr. Nix, with regard to the United Nations,
that you consider that to be at least something of a failure and that
the Atlantic community, organization would mean the creation of
another bypassing organization.
Dr. TELLER. I do not consider the United Nations a failure. I
know that the United Nations has helped in many areas; for instance,
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as it,
in many
otherisare,
fiold,(he
andUnited
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field,service.
the public
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Nations
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givei
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I believe

it nlulber of nowconiors int the st rtlgo art, of democracy it vory wionderfill t gaining.
I believe that the United Nations is the most magnificent, debating
society the world has ovor seot. But please don't ask it right now to
take omi jobs that this debatllg society cannot uIndortake.
Mr. (Moess. I can heartily agro with you that it is a glorifled debating soviet v.

1 am pleased'to have you say so.

I see in the creation

h1nic Union orgallizat ion, if this resolit ion were to be
Of *Ihis AMt
adopted, (lie end resut that, you would hope for-t hat militarily atd

otherwise there would be created atiothier organization bypassing the
United Nations?
Dr. ]I'hi.:RI. I agreo, sit. But I don't (juliofeel it, would be bypassing tohe United Nations because I do not believe that looking at
the real world one should oven intagine that the United Nations cal

take on this job.

The United Nations performs an inmportalnt job; it is a division of
labor. I have great respect for debate. I have groat Ies)ect for
(lebating socioties. But I think that other organs are needed. I 11mu
saying th,, same thing ais you, but, trying to say it in a way that al)preciates tho United Natiins toIa greater extent.
Mr. Omtoss. Militarily speaking, would Atlantic Union espouse
nmultilatoral making of ships and multilateral commands of military
forces? Would that be your idea, Dr. Teller?
Dr. T'mhiax. What Atlantic Union would do, I do not know. I
happen to believe that the proposal of the multilateral force was not
fortunately colceived. It, does not aim at sill)le defense. The
sooner we stop talking about it, the better. Missile defense is the
proper way to satisfy our allies.
Mr. Gioss. Thai'is all, 'M'. Chairman.
Chaialnttl IMOIRoAN. 'l'. loybal.
M\[r. ROYBAh,. Dr. Toller, as to the participationi of Do Gaulle in

this organization, you stated in your remarks that unity can be

achieved by careful planning and that we must start with the Atlantic
community,
H[ow niuch careful planning can go on if Do Gaulle refuses to iano
a delegation?
Dr. TI',LRt. I believe tlit, we (a lay the I)ns, we can leave the
door open for Do Gaulle to enter, and f believe that we can oven l)y
rivato eans .explore the convictions which will make it easier for
(ie Gaulle or his stecessor to onter the pact.
I dso think that tie specific actiots that will then follow, not tle
sottng up of the organlizltilon, but what the organization does in
in financial ts)ects, in technological and scientific ilit1s,
dofeso,
these all ntay create situations where it may be increasingly difficult
for France to stay away.
I hope, of cellrse, that they will 11n1e a1delegation right away.
'Ihatt would be my hope, btut I cannot say that I im1 convilnced. I
think if they don't, ,o shouldn't ge llp.
Mr. RoYiAH.How mutch tino do you think will go on before the
permanent organization is established?.
I would like to see it today. I know it. isn't here today,
Dr. TLL1Eh.
and I know it can't be done in a day. I have come in my mind to the
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that a plan extending over the long period of 20

yeans might be reasonable,
Mr..RoVI,., At. what polit, will the l)Orllanont organization be
'
estahlished? You are talking about the dologation making plans.
Dr. '.l'iL-It. I at11 hoping .hat a portanont organization shall be
estabhlishod and functioning in all its essential aselocts in 20 years.
It, I possible, and it is desirable that the organizations should assume
certainn important functions ii it mutch shorter period, and the sooner
the hotter.
NMI. ROYIA. Ihen it. is possible that. the partii)ation of France
will come soniothe rulingg the 20 years, and it is also (luito possible
thut leraneo's particir nation will start. with Do Gaullo's successor
and not with Do Gaulle?
I)r. 'l'mimat. All of this is oitirely possible.
MrI. RovI,;u, 'Thatt is all, Mr. Clai'man.
('haiman Nfo11 ,oMN.Mr. Mors8e.
Mr. N1orsm. 'lhank you, Mr. (Cha timan.

1)r. Toiler, I would like youito puisuo ie,
oaret
t to which Mr,Roybal

S

1i1s been liddressing hiniself. it sees to me, Doctor, that we err
in just treating Do Gaulle as a temporary nuisance. It seems to me
that porhal)s Do Gaullo does re)rOsent. a body of thinking that is
pVialont,not only in France but in many other countries In Western
I4yuopo. It. seems to ili0, firothorie, that, one of the groat errors that
we in the United States have made in recent years is our almost
exclusive emlphasis on the military or defensive aspects of NATO.
It. also seems to me that there is an oplortunity by virtue of this
initiative which our colleague Mr. Findlay has brought forward,
to overcome this error within article II of the NATO Charter. It
seems to me that we can be somewhat confident about French participation because Do Gaulle has specifically said lie is withdrawing froin
the military aspects of NATO but not front the pohitical aspects of
it,.
Perhaps President do Gaulle would junip ab this opportunity.
'l'hlis may give us an opportunity to deflne a motivating force which
will bind NATO as the threat from the Soviets did 17 yearns ago,
that the force of unity will perhaps be a force that will cause cohesiveuess of the NATO nations which we so mich need,
In light of that lengthy preamble, Doctor, lot me ask what in.
your
view would be the attitude of European leaders toward Atlantic
Union?
)r. T)lommi. I do not know, It is again not in my field.
I can perhaps add to tile very wonderful things that you said one
slightly different point, of view--excuse me-not one that (lifers
fr'hin ,hat you stid, but that refers to a different aspect.
I studied in Germany for many years, and have many friends in
Germany. I left Germany when Hitler came to power.
I have visito d on a few occasions in Germany after tile Second World
War and on one occasion, namely, just a year ago, I have spoilt 2
months there and talked with many of my old friends, and had an
opportunity to explore their thinking on allikinds of political hovels,
It seems,- to ie that il tolling you what the answer in Germany
might be I might indeed resl)ondin a small measure to what you have
asked. I found there a very poeuliar situation. Many people who
are over 40 years old, who eitlier carry, or at least feel they carry a part
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of the terrible responsibility for World War 11 are siklit . A few ef
them, th e Courageous ones, will I filk.--i.iiy of tiheml just, don't, lm,
1-o talk, The people under 40 yelrs Ci nnot talk about anything l)bt
politics 1111d1c'oiidemn hlfli' elers for living made it thorough mess,
which they indeed1 11111de, ''alking with -youlige )eo)le, .nOWel
oler people I had tho feeling that in Connany a wish for
friends, n1111
establishiing find holding oil to gelluille dei(locrafti institutions deinlitely exists today.
Bit. 11an, of the most. thought fiul people are worried. What will
happen in another catast'roplhe, or even, not, in a eattistrophe but, i
major disturbance, like a serious ecollollie depression such11 as brought
Hitler to power in 1933? I elioe'e that, we are, not impolitely, and
not diectly, )il, anyway we tire b)b iniplicatl Ion accused of lick of
leadership. If we would coflio forward with full stipport of Atlhntic
Union we would have the hearty cooperalioll of the best leoplo ill
1ermany and Would I) able to 1 Y111 lut,ilhe kind of sta)litly which
lot, exist., whieh t olday alt, least ill soiuie nleasulr'e
today
ma111.y
or allay
is ill (lol,.
MIor.
[nsf. 'Thank you, Doctor.
You hia've alluded to wha0t. I regard its on of tho ullost difficult, forces
at. work in the world today-nationolisin.
How strong is this atitudo withiln the Couintlries %%Iowould pirtficil)ite, al)art, from (.i'eriaiv? Do you find evidence of it, in your
travels ill the other Wes, European Cotllltries? We see i, ii; the
sol)histicatcd form that, Do Gaulle practices, but how about, the other
countries?
Dr. '-l1i.
Myf general inl)rssion is that in Europe nationalism
is in some areas reviving, btt, it is not, st.ong. 'Thie lesson of the
Second World War is too recent and too horrile, But, nevert heless,
this divisive form of nationalism has its advocates. It mnay grow,
A clearly defined aim could decide this battle in ill (f Western
Europe, could resolve it once and for all, in the sense that natlionalism
in its proper )lace, proper sphere, in the l)ursuit, of justified nat-ional
differences should survie, but in the pursuit of aggression or dor!iiation associated first with Napoleon and then with many more terrible
people1 should be buried. This may be achieved in ]Europo through
Atlantic Union.
Mr. Momsm, I think there are other kinds of nationalism a)art,
from the two that you describe. Nat-ionalism! also collies froin
affluence today.
Tapnk you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MORoAN. Mr. MoVicker.
Mr, MeVielcyn, Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Dr. Teller, let me direct my question to you, to ask you to corment
on the subject that Mr. Morse has been talking about. I think the
question that has to appear in front of a congressional committee as
it looks into this is the question of public (cceptanco of what certainly
many of us feel is an excellent Ilea,
We have to face tile pragmatic as well as the ideal. In this area
what .would our people accept? Would they in effect give tip some
of their nationalism? Would our people b6 truly willing to take part
in an organization in which they give up some of their sovereignty?
Where have we ever given up real sovereignty? In NATO? In
any of our economic or military organizations?
I
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Where, really, have we give i1) sovoreigniy? f loll', think ill it
111tnt,'y/h
major 111ai thiere ihas voIe w)el tilln OX1llj)le of where this
do(1 this. Iii the United Nations? We have the veto.
I can' t think of it real prac ical sit tat ion where we would have do1

it oursolves.

This gets to be the rei1 key (Julestionl.

With that

proilise then, I think the (fllestioll will be: How, if yoU 11re truly
iteeCstC(l mtticd see this as a 1(eessaltr basis for the fail tre, how do you
p0reseit, iR? You ask for the molon a1(d you lose it, all. In what, direcdo11 shotild you l)m cee? A un1ion moains giving ill)some soverolgnly.
lhe ver0y respe tod gentletant from Iowaposed some key questions.
.1want. to direct, your atteiol to t(its comm!tont I ;till making.
ly feeling wothl be that, in the area of (ololnliCs, as Oh (on inomll
Malket in "Eairopel aind in Co trol AmIerIica, we illay have it real advaltago without, giving "i basic, soveoieigity. Thie type of ration or
ion of this ta'at of interest.
i first in the dirt,
)N to
N
c('orditlat i(1 wouln
'I'ils 1111Y hio It first step, looking toward an Athlmitic Union that may
of Its Wo(Itld like to see.
ur coinlmnlt ol that rather involved premise?
May I haevo
IDr. ~I'i~'rmtrho question is involved. 'The ideas art necessarily
oven more o. I Iml very grateful that you raised it, becallso I til
deeply c(livialced that you caleilot. have somliethlg for tllhIlg, Il11d
that, in this (alse we aire askhlig for mol'e security wh'llilch we badly need.
We 1re akilng for an orderly developiletlt '1,lvhch ile worl( lady
ieeds an1(d we ]lave to give lit) somlething, and this soinethiiig is
sovereignlty.
SovereiJlty as I think you haove clearly pointed out., is not. one
tililtg. 0)tme m1ust not t.hilnk that you give up all of it, or you give up
i111 of it. You can also give up little pieces. I an sure one can
argue that, we have given up sovereignlty. We have done so every
time we elitel all alliance. But we have given llup very little.

It is almost., ossiblo to saly that so far we have ofit givol 1ll) any

so.voreigty, 'I h1s is )OssiblO to say because in the last Cel)t lry he
United States was far from the rest of the world and more reconltly
the Uited States was stifliciently powerful so that it did not icedi
to give 111) sovereiglity ill ordor to make the necessary arrangementts.
But, it, is clear that the world is shrinking, I will not agree that this
is bad. I consider the world is full of promise, but I will admit that
the world is also full of dangers.
I thilk that, those people wihom you send as delegates will have to
realize in a fuller measure that tlhey have to give up soeie sovereignty
but thfat they should be careful about what they give up, whether it
is really necessary, whether one gets adequate compensation for it.
I believe that this is one of the deepest. and most important questions
that cannot be solved by general arguments, but only inl detail. In
general I can continue to say only that with respect to all, with respect
to the French affairs for the Frencilh, the British affairs for the British,
as far as ever possible, each of us should retain full freedom of action,
except in those very broad areas of defense, economics, and technological advance where cooperation is essential.
Even in those areas one should limit cooperation and not adopt
for the sake of cooperation. Even so it will be necessary
cooperation
to mako this cooperation rather broad if it is to be effective. I am
afraid this is the most incomplete answer I have given yet. It was
also the most difficult question.
68-586-66--2
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Mr. McVIcKER. Thank you.
Mr. SELDEN (presiding). Mr. Fulton,
Mr. FULTON. We are glad to have you here, Dr. Teller. This is it
coinuittee with many points of view. Having relatives in France,
I probably have a different point, of view than many others. My
relatives feel--what is the alternative to Do Gaulle? There is none.
There would be chaos.
Secondly, France in 1958 had $750 million worth of gold reserves
and we had $20 billion. Since then France has gone tip to $5 billion
worth of gold reserves, and we have lost $7 billion because of our
policies. I would say that that was a pretty smart country because
while gold has remained at $35 an ounce, copper has gone up six times,
lead four times in value, and maybe with Do Gaulle's attitude that the
British pound is not stable and will have to be devalued, we might
have to devalue the dollar in the United States, which will make
French francs then the basic currency of the world.
Is lie quite as dumb as he looks when he gives tip NATO and taking
on a lot of expense he doesn't need? As a matter of fact from you
scientists' point of view he is the research man for science on the atom,
independently, and secondly lie is, from the finance point of view the
gold bullion "man in a world that is moving away from it with its
spending, currency devaluation.
Some of us don't think he is as ill mannered or dull as some other
people think. May I ask you this: We are speaking of the integration
of the Atlantic community. To me it must be done in the various
levels of living. If we do it on the various levels of living as we are
now proceeding, couldn't we by some such conference on Atlantic
Union come up with a method of organization if we keep our minds
open? What do you think of that.?
Dr. TELLER. I have said earlier that I am in agreement with you
by having kept my mind open. I will say, however, that positive
action means that in some phases you will have to come to an answer.
I am in full agreement with you that France has developed under De
Gaulle in a magnificent way, and you haven't even mentioned the
fact that De Gaulle managed to show firmness and managed to bring
peace in Africa and he managed to continue the surprising and
wonderful cooperation with Germany.
I have the impression of a magnificent individual of very great
virtues and perhaps some great faults as well.
Mr. FULTON. He has never said that he wouldn't join with the
United States, the Western Powers under NATO in time of war. Of
course, we will all need the shield in time of war. But lie is not
basing his policies for France in peacetime on military alone, which
I in some way agree with, wouldn't you?
Dr. TELLER. I might agree with it biut certainly not completely.
I will say that war in our present age can come so rapidly that preventive planning has to proceed and'may have to proceed in a joint
way.t
While I admire De Gaulle for many tings, his withdrawal from
some phases of NATO I cannot admire. But I hope that by presenting a new opportunity, by presenting unmilitary aspects and by
presenting other aspects of the military planning we can get him back
into at least a discussion at the earliest possible time.
II.
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Mr. FULTON. My last point is this: Why couldn't we have a confoence that would have the various disciplines and the various cornmercial practices as well as the arts, science, and research, so that

the various elements are realized on making a viable Atlantic cominunity. My point is we shouldn't eniphasize the common defense
alone, such as there is under NATO, but we should go to a broader
look, for, example in science and research.
I am on the Science and Astronautics Cominmittee of the House,
and that is getting to be international. As a matter of fact, we are
talking of a common currency now in the free countries.
We have common art, literature, theater, scholars, actually in
education, the humanities, we are making very great international
progress. We have the same basic philosophies. On trade and cominerce we are getting international cooperation, arriving, at international cooperation. We have internationally locking banking systems,
agriculture, so that where we have these levels of culture and development already set up I think that a meeting to look into the whole
method of our civilization and then low to organize it might be in
order.
Would you go that far?
Dr. 'I LLER. I certainly would. I would also ask you to excuse me
for having emphasized defense and technology, for the simple reason
that those are the areas with which I am a little more familiar and I
happen to like to talk about the subjects that. I understand better.
This does not mean that I have a lesser respect for the other fields,
nor does it mean that in the discussions these other fields should have
a lesser emphasis.
Mr. FULTON. You recommend that a meeting of delegates or representatives of countries be held by Atlantic countries, that you think it
would be productive, do you, and should it be held soon?
Dr. TELLER. I think it would be productive. I think it should be
held very soon. I also believe that all the fields that you have been
mentioning should be represented and one should give detailed thought
to the cooperation in all of these fields.
Mr. FULTON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SFLDEN. In discussing the sovereignty question in answer to
questions asked by Mr. Morse and Mr. McVicker, did I gather from
your answer that you feel that we have reached a point in this country
where people of the United States would accept the idea of an Atlantic
alliance?
Dr. TELLER. I am convinced if this idea is presented properly with
proper limitations so that we keep our individuality as a country, if it
is presented as an attempt to stabilize peace and bring about a development, an exploitation of the new possibilities of our age, if, above all,
it is presented not as one more paper agreement but a concrete plan
for positive action, then I have no doubt that the people of this
country will happily approve Atlantic Union.
Mr. SELDEN. hank you, Dr. Teller. If there are no further
questions we thank you for your statement and your frank answers
to our questions. The next witness will be Mr. D. Bruce Shine,

chairman of the Young Citizens' Committee for Senate Concurrent
Resolution 64.. Mr. Shine, you may proceed.
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STATEMENT OF D. BRUCE SHINE, CHAIRMAN, YOUNG CITIZENS'
COMMITTEE FOR SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 64
Mr. SHINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am D. Bruce Shine of Nashville and Greeneville, Tenn. I appear
today as chairman of the National Young Citizens' Committee for
Senate Concurrent Resolution 64 (the Atlantic Union resolution).
I am all attorney and a member of the bar in Tennessee and New
York. I do not testify as a salaried member of any organization, but
as a citizen, deeply interested and personally involved in the Atlantic
Union concept.
I have a longstanding personal interest in Atlantic Union. I first
became acquainted with the idea of a federal union of Atlantic nations
in the 1950's while I served as a page to the late Senator Estes Kefauver.
My interest increased when in 1963 I had the opportunity to work in
the Information Office of NATO in Paris. In the past few years I have
been active in the International Movement for Atlantic Union, serving
on its advisory council, and as a member of its U.S. affiliate, Federal
Union, Inc.
In April of this year, a number of young people-including myselfbecame vitally interested in the then forthcoming hearings on Senate
Concurrent Resolution 04 before the Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee on International Organization Affairs. We felt that the
Senate and House should be made aware of the support for the
Atlantic Union resolution among our Nation's young citizens. At
our first organizational meeting, attendance was evenly divided
between Young Democrats and Young Republicans.
We pooled our resources. I might add that we have made no
appeals for funds, and those we have raised have been from our own
pockets or from small gifts from friends.
In April we sent a letter to selected State and national leaders of
the Junior Chamber of Commerce (Jaycees), Young Democrats, and
Young Republicans, asking their support for the resolution and
inviting them to join us.
In that letter we stated our purpose:
The Committee is hi-partisan. Its sole purpose is to provide information on
the Resolution to young civic and political leaders, and inform Congress of the
strength of their support for the caring of such a Convention.
I am here today to demonstrate support achieved by the committee.
We further stated in the letter:
It (meaning our committee) will in no way try to effect the composition of the
U.S. delegation to the Convention; we are concerned only with getting the Convention called.
The response to our letter was outstanding. Our group grew from
less than a dozen to over 140 members within 3 weeks. The caliber
and range of the membership is noteworthy. Political affiliations
are evenly divided and a cross section shows that Jaycees, Young
Democrats, and Young Republicans hold an equal number of conl'
mittee seats. Membership ranges from the conservative Young
Americans for Freedom to the literal chmpus division of Americans
for Democratic Action. We represent young businessmen, professionals, students, college professors, and even a lady lawyer who%was
once "Miss Tennessee." This is the first time all these responsible
young people have cooperated in a conimon effort, but now they seek
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an alternative to the growing disunity in NATO. They see the Atlantic Union Convention as rich potential for federating the free
l)eoples of the Atlantic community.
I call the committee's attention to an interesting note: our bipartisan nature is demonstrated by the fact that within our group we
have nominees for Congress from both major parties. D.E. (B uz)
Lukens, past national chairman of the Young Republican National
Federation, is seeking a newly created House seat in Ohio. Franklin
Haney, Democratic nominee in the Third District of Tennessee is
State president of the Tennessee Young Democrats.
I would like to direct your attention to a list of our membership
attached to this statement. XNr. Chairman, I ask that this list be
made a part of the record of this hearing.
Mr. SELDEN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The list referred to above is as follows:)
(From the Congressional Record, August 2. 196)
YOUNG CITIZENS' COMMITTEE FOR AN ATLANTIC CONVENTION
(Mr. FULTON of Tennessee (at the request of Mr. FARNUM) was granted permission to extend his remarks at this point in the REcORD and to include extra-

neous matter.)
Mr. FULTON of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to bring to the attention
of my fellow Members of the Congress the formation of a national Young Citizens'"Committee for an Atlantic Convention.
During this session of Congress, 76 Members of the House have introduced
resolutions calling on this country to establish a delegation of 18 prominent citizens to attend an Atlantic Union Convention. I am proud to be associated with
this effort as the author of one such resolution, House Resolution 1096.
In the Senate a companion resolution has been introduced-Senate Concurrent
Resolution 64-and cosponsored by 18 Members of that body. Hearings have
already been held before a subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Coinmitte,". It is my understanding that hearings are plannedd before the House
I
Foreign Affairs Committee for the latter part of August.
The Young Citizens' Committee includes among its members National and
State leaders of the Young Democrats, Young Republicans, and Junior Chamber
of Commerce. Its Chairman is D. Bruce Shine, a young attorney from Tennessee,
who at 25 authored a book about the Atlantic Community. At one time lie
served on the NATO staff in Paris.
The broad base of support among young people for the Atlantic Convention
becomes apparent in a review of the membership of the National Young Citizens'
Committee for an Atlantic Convention. I include the names, addresses, and
biographical data of the committee members:
NATIONAL YOUNG CITIZENS' COMMITTEE FOR SENATE CONCURRENT

RESOLUTION 04
E. Thomas Adams, 30; 1342 Slater St., Toledo, Ohio 43012; Ninth Ohio District
Young Republican Committeeman.
Alan Abrens, 22; Elberfeld, Id.; Republican College Chairman for Indiana.
Avery L. Avery, 22; 4727 Kavanaugh St., Little Rock, Ark., Little Rock
Javcees Young Democrats.
Ted A. Behr, 32; 6353 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90028. Past
National Director, U.S. Javcees: Past District Governor, California Jaycees,
Carl R. Biletta, 33 Rivera Blvd., Vineland, N.J. 08360; National Director,
New Jersey Jaycees.
Edward F. Bishop, 33; 50 Barnes St., Providence, R.I. 02906; President,
Providence R.I., Jaycees.
R. L. Blomberg, 27; Rte. 1, Box 230, La Grande, Ore.; Past Pres., La Grande
Jaycees; Past State Vice-Pres., Oregon Jaycees; Current National Director,
Oregon Jaycees.
Joanna Bowers, 25; 130 South Union Rd., Dayton, Ohio 45427.
Charles Boyd, 26; 315 Bernard St., Denton, Tex. 76201; Second Vice-Pres.,
Texas Young Republican Federation.
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Victor Braren, 26- 1430 Tulane Ave., New Orleans La. 70112; Chairman,
Second Congressional District, Louisiana Young Republican Federation.
Russel L. Brown, 30; 1441 Tongass, Box 1125, Ketchlkan Alaska 99001;
Vice-Chairman, Alaska Young Democratic State Central Committee; Chairman,
Young Democratic Southeast Alaska District Comnlttee.
Paul (Bud) Burke 32; 5110 West 87th St., Prairie Village Kansas 60207;
Chairman, Prairie Village Republican Central Committee; Past 6ity Councihnan
of Prairie Village; Kansas Turnpike Authority.
J. Frank Cafferty, 31; 1601 Interlaken Pl. B., Seattle, Washington 98102;
Pres., Overlake Democratic Club.
Neil CaInan, 23; 2020 Amherst St., Houston, Tex. 77005; Past State ViceChairman, Texas Young epublican Federation.
Bobby Capps, 27; Box 241.5, Anchorage, Alaska 99501; Pres., Alaska Young
Democrats.
It. D. Carmichael, 30; 812 Monterey Dr., Bessemer, Ala.; Chairman, Bessemer
Young Republicans.
Paul Carter, Jr., 23 Rte. 0, Box 304, Salisbury, N.C. 28144; Editor, North
Carolina Young Republican News.
Marvin C. Cecil$ 29; 10.5 7th St., N., Naples, Fla. 33940; State Vice-Pres.,
Florida Jaycees.
Joseph Cehluro, 27; 48 St Paul's Ave., Jersey City, N.J. 07306; Vice-Pres.,
New Jersey Jaycees; Past Pros., Jersey City Jaycees. ,
Jack Christensen, 23; 8408 West 42nd St., Tacoma, Washington 98460; Washington State Young Republicans.
Lee W. Cline, 22; 5113 West Wabash Ave., Crawfordsville, Ind. 47933; Coordinator of Research, Republican Party of Indiana; Executive Director, Midwest
College Republicans.
Charles Coleman, 20; 1910 G St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20003.
Patricia J. Combs, 37; 547.5 Broadway St., Gary, Ind.; District Vice-Chairman,
Indiana Young Republicans.
Sally L. Cope 22; ARC-USAII, Ft. Jackson, S.C.; Vice-Chairman, Richland
County Young Republicans; Past Pres., Wesleyan College Young Republicans.
Elizabeth L. Cox, 38; 390 Morris Ave., Summit, N.J. 07901; Former UN
Observer; Young Republican National Federation.
Germaine C. Culbertson 25; 735 Anson St., Winston Salem, N.C. 27103;
Past Scty. North Carolina Federation of Young Republicans.
James B. Culbertson 28;735 Anson St., Winston Salem, N.C. 27103; State
Chairman North Carolina Voung Republicans.
Itoward A. Denis, 26; 4977 Battery Lane, Apt. 119, Bethesda, Md. 20014;
National Committeeman, Maryland Federation of Young Republicans; Pros.,
Montgomery County Young Republican Club.
W. E. (Skip) Dunkirk, 27; 1105 Sheridan Rd., Normal, Ill. 61761; National
Director, Illinois and U.S. Jaycees; Republican Precinct Committeeman.
Paul IM.Elvig, 24: P.O. Box 1881, Vancouver, Wn. 98603; Vice-Pres., Washington State Young fip ublican Federation.
Fritz Endris, 28; 722 B.. Main St., Greensburg, Ind. 47240; Pres., Decatur
County Young Democrats[ National Director, Indiana Jaycees.
Cheryl Ann English, 20; 1305 Potomac St., N.W. Apt. 16, Wash., D.C., 20007;
Executive Secty., District of Columbia Federation of College Young Democrats.
Claude Farrls, 27; 8203 Nelson St., New Orleans, La.; National Committeeman,
Louisiana Young Remblican Federation.
James L. Fire, Jr 30; 72 Robbins Rd., Bricktown, N.J. 08723; National
Director, New Jersey Jaycees.
John R. Fiorino, 39; 267 Main St., Matawan, N.J. 07747; Past Pres., Monmouth County Young Democrats. Matawan Boro Municipal Leader.
David T. Flaherty, 37; 803 Hospital Ave., Lenoir, N.C.; Past Chairman,
North Carolina Young Republicans; National Committeeman, National Federation of Young Republicans.
Douglas R. Fonnesbeck, 22; 29.5 North 1st St., W., Logan, Utah 84321; Regional Director, Young Democratic Clubs of America.
M. L. Funderburk, Jr 27; 4820 Stafford Dr., Durham, N.C. 27705; Executive
Seoty., North Carolina Federation of Young Republicans; Chairman, Durham
County Young Republicans.
Betty Jane Gainey, 36; 2848 Rockwood PI., Toledo, Ohio 43160; National
Committeewoman, Ohio Young Democratic Clubs.
William Gaia, 23; 4540 Ridgewood Rd., Memphis Tenn.; Board of Directors,
Shelby County Young Republicans; Pres., Whitehaven, Tenn., Young
Republicans.
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Alan L. Gaudynski, 24; 3504 South 19th St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53221; State
Area Coordinator, Wisconsin Young Republicans; Nrice-Chairman, Milwaukee
County Federation of Young Republicans.
Walter C. Gebelain, Jr., 24; 576 Summer Ave., Newark, N.J. 07104; Past
State Chairman; New Jersey College Young Republicans; Past Chairman,
Rutgers University Young Iepublicans.
Harlan L. Gllitland, 29; P.O. Box 435, Vashon, Wash., 98070; Washington
State Jaycees.
John It. Gower, 34; 507 N. Joslin St., Charles City, Ia.; State Vice-Pres.,
Iowa Jaycees; Past Pres., Charles City Jaycees.
Edward Griffith, 29; 4427 Clairmont Ave., Birmingham, Ala. 35222.
John A. Gromala, 36; p.o. Box 620 Fortuna, Cal. 95540; Past Pres., California
Young Republicans; Administrative Assistant, California citizens for GoldwaterMiller.
Ken Hagerty, 21; 1476 Hill Dr., Lo. Angeles, Calif. 00041; State Vice-Pre..,
Oregon Republican College League; Pres., Oregon Stato University Young
Republicans.
James if. Handler, 32; 5311 South Cornell, Chicago, 11. 600615; Executive Comnittee Chairman, Cook County Young Democrats.
Frances Hlarris, 37; 629 Dakota, Dr., Rapid City, S.D.; National Committeeman, Young Republicans,
Donald A. Henry, 33; 723 Eaton ld Rochester, N.Y. 14617; District Pres.,
New York State Jaycees; Vice-Pres., and Board of Dir etors, Rochester Jaycevs.
.Mtrs. 'Mary lloekstra, 29; 625 E. Orchard Beach 11tce Lake, Wis. 54868; Past
National Committeewoman, Young republicans; League of Women Voters.
Frank J. Horacek, 20; 7937 Flamingo l)r., Alexandria, Va.; National Student
Secty., United World Federalists.
Les Edward Hunt, 23; 395 North Broad St., Globe, Ariz. 85501; Republican
Precinct Committeeman; State Vice-Pre., Arizona Jaycees.
William L. Hunt III, 23; 2810 West lIrkwood Ri., Nashville, Tenn. 37204;
Chairman Davidson County Young republicans for Goldwater-Miller.
TMerle 9. Jansen, 32; 2771 29th Ave., Columbus, Nebr. 68601; Pres., Columbus
Jaycees; Vice-Pres., Nebraska Jaycees.
Carol Johnson, 21; 65 Osborne St. Stratford, Conn.; Correspoxeding Seety.,
Young Democratic Clubs of Connecticut.
Robert H. Jones 32; 1104 Emerald Ave., Lansdale, Pa. 19446; Charter Pres.,
North Pennsylvania Young Republican Club; State Vice-Pres., Pennsylvania
Jaycees.
Richard L. Jorandby, 27; 325 36th St West Palm Beach, Fla., State Pros.,
Tennessee College Republican Clubs; State Director, Tennessee Youth for
Goldwater-Miller,
David D. Jordan, 27; P.O. Box 8426, Asheville, N.C. 28804; Candidate, North
Carolina House of Representatives; Treasurer, North Carolina Federation of
Young Republicans.
Ralph L Jordan, 34; 71 Steele Rd., Thompsonville, Conn.; National Director
Connecticut Jaycees- Past Pres., Enfoeld, Conn., Jaycees.
Frank H. Kelly, 33; 51 Newark Ave., Bloomfield, N.J.; National Committeeman, New Jersey Young Democrats.
James M. Klebb, 23; Highway 50,-West, Jefferson City, Mo. 65101; Director,
New England Region, College Young Democrats; Past Pres., North Central
Region, Association of International Relations Clubs.
Barry Allan Klein, 19; 346 New York Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11213; Kings
County Young Democrats.
Frank B. Knapke, Jr., 31; 10260 October Dr., Cincinnati, Ohio 45239; State
Vice-Pres. Ohio Ja cees Young Republican Club Hamilton County, Ohio.
David koontz, 1M09 North Elm St., Ottumwa, Iowa 52501; District Chairman,
Iowa Young Republicans.
Richard Kosinski, 24; 190 Willoughby St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201; Past Pres.,
St. John's College Young Democrats.
Walter J. Kozloski, 31' 19 Schiverea Ave., Freehold, N.J. 07728; President,
Freehold, N.J., Democratic Club; Past Pres., Greater Freehold Jaycees.
Mrs. Norma Laskey, 35; 6164 Guilford Ave., Detroit, Mich.; Labor Co-Chairman, Executive Board Young Republican National Committee.
Edwin Latham, 28; P.O. Box 872, Bethany, Okla. 73008; National Committeeman, Young Republicans of Oklahoma.
Thomas D. Loftus, 35; 2304 West Crockett St., Seattle, Wash. 98199; National
Vice-Chairman, Young Republican Clubs.

zu
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John H. Lovejoy, Jr., 36; 15 Portland St., East Rochester, N.H.; State VicePres., New Hampshire Jaycees.
D. E. (Buz) Lukens, 35; 4728 Primrose Lane, Middletown, Ohio; Current
Republican Nominee for Congress; Past National Chairman, Young
Republican
Clubs.
Frank Lyons, 27; 31 Grace Rd., Quincy, Mass. 02169; Past Pres., Vermont
Young Democrats; Past Vice-Pres., New England Intercollegiate Young Democrats;IfTternatfonal Director, Massachusetts Jaycees.
Lowell Malcolm, 32- 5247 Drew Ave. North, Minneapolis, Minn. 55429; Past
Chairman, Hennepin ounty Young Republican League.
Darrell March, 32; Box 407, Wyoming, Ill. 61491; National Director, Illinois
Jaycees.
Donald 0. Martinson, 40; 1323 Princeton Ave., Salt Lake City, Utah; Past
Pres., Utah Young Republicans; Delegate, Atlantic Council of Young Political
Leagues,
Oxford,h.England.
Mrs. Donald
I\ Cullough, 34; 4402 Humble St. Midland, Tex. 79701; Director, Chaves County Young Republicans; Central committee member, Chaves
County Republican Party.
James M. MeCutcheon, 30; Box 1752, 606 Stephenson Ave., Parkersburg,
W.
Va. 26102; National Committeeman, Young Ropublican League of West Virginia.
W. C. MeMKeen, 25; 282 Camden, St., Rockland, Me. 04841; Vice-Pres., Maine
Jaycees; Pros., Aroostook County Young Republicans.

Manford L. M~eade, 31; P.O. Box 351, Limon, Colo. 80828; Past State Vice-Pres.
Colorado Jayvcees.

Barry L. Mednick, 19; 2276 Hannibal St., Salt Lake City, Utah 84106; Young
Democrats.
Thomas C. M\ilone, 20; 105 Shoreham Way, Merrick, N.Y. 11566; Past Pres.,
Merrick, N.Y., Junior Democratic Club.
William 0. Myers, M.D., 35; 9 E. Coconut Way, Hobe
Fla. 33455.
County Chairman, Republican Executive Committee; Past Sound,
Pros., Hobe Sound
Chamber of Commerce; Pros., Hobo Sound Young Republicans.
Tom Nord, 31; 3105 Futura Dr., Roswell, N. M. 88201; Pros., New Mexico
Young Republicans.
)anny L. O'Grady, 26; Box 136, Havana, Ill. 62644; U.S. Junior Chamber
of
Commerce.
lluskin R. Oldfather, 30; 1605 Grant St., Elkhart, Ind. 46514; County and
District Chairman, Young Republicans.
Yaneo Opperinan, 23; 1822 7th South St., Minneapolis, Minn. 55404; Past VicePres., U.S. National Students Association.
Robert Owens, 22; Carleton College, Northfield, Minn. 55057; Regional Director, Young l)emocratic Clubs of America; Past State Pros.,
Minnesota Young
Democrats.
Frank N. Peakinson, Jr., 39: 318-A 2nd St., S.W., Roanoke, Va.; Executive
Vice-P res Young democraticc Clubs of Virginia.
Mr. and Mrs. John Plnsoneault, 36; 13430 Euclid Ave., Apt. 206A, East Cleveland, Ohio 44112; Past Recording Secty., Greater Cleveland Young
Republican
Club.
.Jackson A. Po.hlor, 26; 200 South Road, Lindamore Wilmington, Del.; Past
Chairman and Advisor, College Youn Republicans of ielaware.
Richard Rausch, 30; 201, 220 2nd St., S.E. Washington, D.C.; Past Executive
Secretary, Young Democratic Clubs of America.
Ron Robinson, 25; 601 AV. Emerson St., Seattle, Wash. 98119; National Committeeman, Washington Young Republicans; Chairman, Washington
College
Young Republicans.
Max Terry Rockhold, 30; 1111 East Leander St., Clinton, Ill. 61727; Past Pros.,
Clinton, Ill., Jaycees.
Peter M. Rutherford, 21; 2 Main St., Derby, Me. 04425; Past Chairman, Maine
Young Republicans; Treasurer, New England Young Republicans College
Federation.
John Gerard Ryan, Jr., 22; 31 Crabtree Lane, Tenafly, N.J.; Southern Area
Chairman, College Young Republicans.
Michaei J. Schady, 21 4323 Katonah Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10470; Pres., Fordhamn
University 1)emocriitic 6lub.
John R. Schliermlcer, 21; Haraeywold Dr., St. Louis, Mo. 63136; St. Louis
County Young Republicans.
H. Ann Schmidt, 10; 2936 MeNeal Rd., Allison Park, Pa. 15101; Recording
Secty., Pennsylvania State University Youbg Republicais.
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Lee A. Schneider, 31; 423 E. 30th St., Davenport, Iowa 52803; District Chairman, Iowa Young Republicans.
Renny L. Scott, 21:1537 Yale Station, New Haven, Conn,; Pres., Yale Republiean Club; Chairman, Now England Young Republican College Federation.
Kent Shearer 30; 1332 Harvard Ave., Salt Lake City, Utah 84104; Legal
Counsel, Utah Aepublican Executive Committee; Past Chairman, Utah Young
Republicans.
1). Bruce Shine 27; Nashville, Tenn.; Past National Vice-Chairnman, College
Young Democrat blubs of America; State Field Secretary to Sen. Estes Kefauver;
Former Staffer, Information Office of NATO.
James A. Skidmore, 33; 4332 South Atlanta St, Tulsa, Okla.; President, U.S.
Javcovs.
Jack 1). Skriden, 33; 1204 N. Woodward Ave., Royal Oak, Mich., 48067;
Pres., Michigan Javees; Chairman of the Board, Michigan Jaycees.
James Stanbery,*22; P.O. Box 41, San Pedro, Calif. 90733; Vice-Pres., California Federation of Young Democrats.
Jack Marshall Stark 38; 5325 Westpath Way, Bethesda, Md. 20016; Former
Aide to Go. William icranton; Former Campaign Manager for Cong. CJAUL1'S
MA'rAs (I. Md.); Former Minority Counsel, Legislative Oversight Committee
(H. of I.).
B. J. Steinersen, 24; Box 523, 137 Division St., Manahawkin, N.J. 08050;
State Committeewoman, Now Jersey Young Democrats; State Secty. New Jersey
College Young Democrats.
Joe Stephenson, 33; 45 N. Belvedere, Apt. 110, Memphis, Tenn.; Pros. Memphis,
Tenn., Jaycees.
Dwaine R. Stoddard, 36; 8030 S.E. Taylor, Portland, Ore. 97215; Chairman,
Young Republican Federation of Oregon.
Robert R. Stone Jr., 28; Box 535, Arlington, Va. 22201; National Vice-Chairman and National T reasurer, Young Republican Federation.
Dick Sybert, 21; 52 Mar Vista Dr., Pocatello, Idaho; State Vice-Chairman,
Idaho Young Republicans.
Alvin G. Tenner, Esq, 30; 6399 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 500, Los Angeles, Ca.
90048; California Federation of Young Democrats- California Bar.
Eugene A. Theroux, 28; 3833 Warren St. N.W, Washington, D.C. 20016;
Chairman, International Affairs, Young Democratic Clubs of America.
Jack H. Titus, 28; 14 Suburban Sq., South Burlington, Vt. 05403; Vice-Pres.,
Vermont Jaycees; Pros South Burlington, Vt., Jaycees.
Lionel Y. Tokioka, 31; 3335 Pawaina St., Honolulu, Hawaii 06822; Pres-Elect.,
Honolulu Jaycees; State International Director, Hawaii Jaycees.
National Committeeman,
Hood St., Dallas, Tex.,
3303
R. Trice, 33;
John Republican
Young
Clubs;
Chairman,'Republican
Lawyers of Texas.
W. F. Tweedle, 37- 246 Babcock St., Eau Gallic, Fla. 32935; Pros., South
Brevard, Fla., Young Republicans.
Sonny Utzman, 31; 601 First National Bank, Longview, Tex. 75601; State
Vice-Pres., Texas Jaycees.
Robert David Voreis, 17; 725 Windsor St,, Orangeburg, S.C.; Past Chairman,
South Carolina Teen Age Republicans.
l)enis Wadley, 26; 3251 35th Ave., South, Minneapolis, Minn. 55400; National
Director Americans for Democratic Action, Campus Division.
Peter Weiner, 21; 1340 Londonderry Pl., Los Angeles, Cal. 90009; Past Pros.
Harvard-Radcliffe Young Democrats.
James P. Wesborr, Jr., 31; Box 8087, Atlanta, Ga. 30306; Georgia State
Senator; National Vice-Pros., U.S. Jaycees; Vice-Pres., National Society of State
Legislators.
Larry L. Wewel, 25; Box 497, Wayne, Nebraska; Pros., Young Democratic
Clubs of Nebraska.
James W. White, 39; 354 N. Jefferson St., Kittanning, Pa. 16201; Past Pros.,
Young Democratic Clubs of Pennsylvania; I ormer Special Assistant to President
of Young Democratic Clubs of America.
Edith-E. Williams 35; 1818 Security Life Bldg., Denver, Colo. 80202; National
Committeewoman, Y'oung Republicans; Socty., American Association, NATO
Young Political Leaders.
Peter Wyman, 30; 2014 West 4th St., Spokane, Wash. 09204; State Director,
Washington Young Republicans.
Frederick N. Young, 34; 5512 Laureldale Rd. Dayton, Ohio 45429; Past State
Chairman, Ohio League of Young Republican dlubs
Joseph Ml. Zell, 34; 4016 Park Ave., Ashtabula, Ohio 44004; Past National
Director, Jaycees.
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Joseph Fallon, 25; 236 East 46th St. New York, N.Y. 10017; Pres., United
States Youth Council; Former College Director Democratic National Committee.
Franklin Hancy, 27; Attorney at Law, Cleveland, Tennessee; President Young
Democratic Clubs of Tennessee; Democratic Nominee for Congress (1966, Third
Congressional District of Tennessee.
Paul Cahill 25; 2530 Hilgard Avenue, Berkeley, California 94709- California
Young Republicans; Catholic Interracial Council; Commonwealth Club of
California.
Joe MeKinnon, 24; 8211 East Marlita, Spokane Washington 99206; Former
Nat'l. Committeeman, Young Democratic Clubs ol Washington; Former Nat'l.
Executive Committeeman and Treasurer, College Young Democratic Clubs of
America; President, Spokane Valley Young Democrats.
Robert A. McCann 28; 474 Hollister Bldg., Lansing, Michigan 48933; Field
Representative, Republican State Central Comm.; Former staffer, Republican
National Committee; former Executive Assistant to Cong. Clark MacGregor

(It.-Minn.).

A. Robert 'Marley 22; 420 South Florence, Sandpoint, Idaho; Past State
Chairman Idaho Colfege Young Republicans.
Frank B. Allen, 29; 2836 28th St., N.W., Washington, D.C.; & Jackson, Miss.;
Attorney and civic leader; Mississippi Young Democrats.
Patricia Eaves, 25; 415 North Jeferson, Cookeville, Tennessee; Nat'l Commit-

teewoinan, Young Democratic Clubs of Tennessee; Former "Miss Tennessee"
1957; Attorney.
William
H.1-artman, Ph. D., 26; 135 N. Grant Street, Wesmont, Ill. 00559;
College Professor.
Michael MeGuiness, 21; 768 Maple St., Rocky Hill, Conn., 06067; Ex-Tres.
Fairfield Univ. Young Democrats.
Isabelle It. Rudisill, 36; Rfd No. 1 Washington Bore, Penna. 17582; Secretary,
Pennsylvania Federation of Young Republicans.
Dexter W. Lehtinen 20; 9340 S.W. 87th Ave., Miami, Fla. 33156; Chairman,
Florida Federation of College Young Republicans.
(Organizations listed for identilleation purposes only.)

Mr. ShINE. The crisis in NATO has awakened young people of
this country to the shifting political climate in Europe. The fear of
Communist, armed aggression has lessened for Europeans since 1949,
notwithstanding the fact that the Berlin wall still stands. Therefore,
the United States must reexamine its role in NATO-moving from
pirely military involvement to embrace the political and economic
ife of the Athntic community.
Economic interdependence between us and our allies is an established fact. The Crotonville Conference of December 1965 indicated
that $12 billion in direct U.S. corporate investments now exist in
Europe, while $6 billion of European corporate capital is invested in
the United States. It is obvious that this exchange of investments
materials, and individuals must continue rather than become polarized
into two opposing forces existing on each side of the Atlantic. The

young businessmen who have joined with uts reflect that concern.
One reason the present conflict in Vietnam is a raging issue among
young Americans is that they cannot see any connection with this
war and our previous efforts-suich as NATO and SEATO-to develop
a coniumnity of freedom-seeking nations. In Vietnam we appear to
be standing alone and our longtime allies appear to be watching from
the sidelines. To young people, this appears to mean we have shatterel the very alliances we originally were instrumental in organizing.
Most people don't recognize the interdependence of freedom-that
freedom and its defense is the responsibility of the free.
Where NATO has failed to provide an operative structure to
implement an eventual Atlantic community, Atlantic Union may
succeed. However, we cannot measure its effectiveness until this
concept has been tried. It is time'to quit second-guessing Europe.
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It. is time to call the convention. We must honestly solicit, the thinking and view. of our allies, rather than depending on poorly conceived
opinions of European attitudes.
For the past 17 years, Congress has had before it a variety of
Atlantic Union resolutions. Tle system we propose-federalism-lias
been, avoided consistently in all discussions with our allies. It is
surprising we have failed to explore the very system of government
nmitiured'in this country, and adapted successfully in Canada,.Switzerhnd, and Germany. We have overlooked the obvious. This philosophiy of.government should be tried before we move on to any other

alternatives,

The time and the hour is late. On behalf of those for whom I am
privileged to speak today, let me urge you to give favorable consideration to the Atlantic Union resolution. Let us try federalism first,
and that failing, we may explore other avenues of Atlantic cooperation.
I fear, however, that by continuing to delay consideration and passage

of this resolution, we may shortly find that we have discussed and

debated the problem, but have atrived at no conclusions. For if we
wait, the Atlantic community will be insuch disarray that no amount
of effort or activity will save it or us.
In 1962, 'rhe Declaration of Paris stated:
Our survival as free men, and the possibility of progress for all men, demand the
creation of a true Atlantic Community within the next decade.

Four years later our alliance is weaker because we hesitate to move
toward Atlantic federation. We cannot afford to wait for the expiration of the decade and the possible demise of the community.
I appreciate your allowing me to testify on behalf of our Natlional
Young Citizens" Committee for Senate Concurrent Resolution 64 (the
Atlantic Union resolution). Thank you.
Mr. SEiD@.- Thank you, Mr. Shine. Among the young people
with whom you have discussed this proposed resolution, do they feel
that the tinie has come when this idea of an Atlantic alliance and
later a federal union would be accepted by the people of this country?
Mr. SHInE. I think so. It is an education process. What a
convention would ultimately do, it would be hard to say. But I
think the people who have joined with me in this want to do something and at least try this idea. I don't believe they necessarily
support soome specific idea of what the structure should be, but I
think they support the idea of moving toward some sort of answer, at
least general discussion. They may not agree on a specific eventual
structure but they feel we should move toward some sort of structure.
Mr. SETDEN. Have you had any discussions on the degree of
sovereignty that might have to be given up by all the nations that
might take part in this Atlantic Union?
Mr. SHmI.
Yes. I think the question of sovereignty with most of
these people is pressing, but I think they go back to the political
science idea that the ultimate sovereignty rests within the individual,
that the individual sovereignty and method of government is somewhat at his control and that if an Atlantic Union would accomplish
for him, the individual, the goals and aspirations of freedom, then
that transfer of sovereignty in specific areas would be a worthwhile
transfer and that his individual sovereignty would not therefore be
destroyed.
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Mr. SELDEN. Do you feel that is a majority view in this country
at the present time?
Mr. SHINE. I would say that the majority-most people just
haven't given it much thought. I think sovereignty is perhaps the
most difficult thing to discuss with somebody. I don't think we, as
people, have done much political education on sovereignty, It is a
shame because after all, we are the father of the idea of individual
sovereignty. Our syvsten of federalism is based on freedom for the
individual. It is a shame that we don't discuss it more.
After all we
are the creators of it.
Mr. SELDEN. Mr. Adair.
Mr. ADAIR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Shine, it occurs to
mo that you might, give some thought to ('hanging the name of your
organization particularly since this Congress is going to expire sometime between now and next January and new numbers will be used.
Do I understand you have 140 members now?
Mr. SHINE. That is right.
Mr. ADAIR. You are here today speaking for 140 people in your
organization?
Mr. SHINE. YeS.
Mr. ADAm. With how many of those people have you had an
opportunity personally to discuss these matters upon which you have
been testifying today?
Mr. SHINE. I would say about half of them. We have corresponded back and forth. In our letter we made it quite clear that
the only thing we would do, would be to indicate the support of these
young people for the resolution and not for any specifics as to what
the convention should do or what the ultimate goal of the convention
would be. These people support the idea of a convention to discuss
an eventual Atlantic Union.
Mr. ADAm. I am interested in your idea of individual sovereignty.
It is a little unusual to hear that expression in a day when in our own
country in the opinion of I think most of us, certainly in my opinion,
we are moving in the direction of a more paternalistic Federal Government which means less individual sovereignty. If you would agree
with that, then would you still feel that people generally on this much
broader scale would be willing to surrender rather large chunks of their
sovereignty to some Atlantic Union organization?
Mr. SHINE. I really don't think they would be surrendering any
of their own sovereignty, Mr. Adair. I think you would find union
would cover many areas where individuals have already surrendered
sovereignty to the Federal, State and municipal governents.
ihe
area of defense and some of the other areas that the Atlantic Union
would cover, are areas where sovereignty has already been surrendered, I think the citizen has a ritht then to decide that perhaps he
should remove some of that sovereignty. I don't think the idea oft a
federal ution in any sense meais time loss of individual sovereignty.
I think it means more substantiation of individual sovereignty.
Through a larger alliance in these specific areas we protect the indivihual's rights to a greater degree. f would be violently opposed to
this if it meant I was going to lose my indlividual right of freedom of
action. Atlantic Union, in my opinion, means the protctiOln of my
individual rights. In other words, a stronger structure to protect tile
within society, as compared to a structure which is closed and where
my freedom of choice -becomes less.
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Mr. ADAIR. You have just pointed out and I agree with you that
the individual has surrendered some of his rights, some of his sovercighty, if you will, to local government, State, and Federal Government. It seems then to me that your argument fails if you say adding
another layer of government does not still further subtract from his
sovereignty.
1\r1. SHINE, I don't think the layer is the criteria but rather what
is within the layer. In the area of defense-for instance Mr. Percival
Brtndage, former Director of the Budget tinder President Eisenhower,
said that $10 billion in defeinse costs could be saved through Atlantic
Union. We have such duplication of expenditures in our defense
and other areas that if we developed into an Atlantic Union we would
save considerable sums of money and we wouldn't be giving up any
sovereignty as such. We still have to defend ourselves. This would
be a more efficient wvay to do it.
Mr. ADAIR. I woul agree with the point of view if we could get
some of our allies to contribute a little more heavily in the matter of
defense. It would be a vrery welcome relief to American taxpayers.
If I have time for another question, Mr. Chairman, just how far would
you go with the concept of federalism? I put a question to Dr. Teller
along these same lines. Would you have an executive in the Atlantic
Union with considerable power and authority or would you regard it
rather as an exclusively parliamentary organization where you have
some sort of a council to discuss these problems and then take them
back to the individual governments? Would you have a court system within this organization? Would you have a parliament if you
had an executive? How far would you go with this concept?
Mr. SnINxE. In my own personal-

Mr.

ADAIR.

Speaking for these 140 people.

Mr. SHINE. I don't think I could speak for them because I haven't
really felt them out. When our forefathers met in Philadelphia to
reform the Articles of ConfedQration they ended up with a whole
new constitution. I think it is hard to say what would come of an
Atlantic convention. I would certainly want any Atlantic Union
to be a limited union in such areas as defense, et cetera, and perhaps
common citizenship. I think we need some sort of court system.
How broad their powers would be would have to be determined by
the people within the eventual federation and by the delegates to
this convention.
Mr. ADAIJ. Do you envisage a rather strong executive?
Mr. SHINE. Personally, no.
Mr. ADAIR. Do you envisage an executive of any kind?
Mr. SHINE. I wouldn't think that there would be anyone other than
an administrator.
Mr. SEAD EN. Mr. Roybal.
Mr. ROYBAIJ. Mr. Shbine, I would like to compliment you for coming
before the committee and presenting your views. Our moving toward
the Atlantic federation and the surrender of our sovereignty ig going
to be a matter of discussion no doubt in every university in the
country if we approve the organization. Is the organization equipped
to provide speakers in the event that speakers were needed il a particular organization at the time the subject matter was discussed.
Mr. Smiun. I don't know; I think if the convention wore called,
the news media and such from this country would do the main job of
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education. I think in this day and age it is almost possible for an
organization or group of people to tr to educate the populace of this
country as to any specific issue. I think you are dependent upon the
media. I think the convention would be one way of educating.
The convention may well end up and decide the federal union is
just ridiculous or the people in this country upon observing, reading
about what is happening at the convention would decide against it.
I think you have to go back to the people in this country. I think the
mass media would educate them. I don't think we could provide
that education. We could provide some speakers.
Mr. ROYBAJ. I asked that question because I wanted to see how
broadly your organization is established. I see from your impressive
list you have members in Los Angeles, Arizona, other paris of the
West. How do you communicate with them. Strictly by correspondence? Are there meetings held?
Mr. SHiNA. We just started in April. It is basically correspondence.
We have sent out a number of mailings and have written to just about
all of them personally in addition to regular letters. This is not in
any sense to beia formal organization. This organization will cease
to be as soon as some action on the resolution is taken. It is not
meant in any sense to be a formal or longstanding thing. Mr. Adair,
you might note that Mr. Fulton, when he inserted this membership
list in the record, mentioned the Young Citizens' Committee for an
Atlantic Convention. We are looking toward the future. The
committee is meant to be just a temporary ad hoc organization without
it structure or anything like that. I don't see anything formal.
Mr. ROYBAL. It is commendable that you have such an organization even in an informal manner to present to the Congress and work
along with it when the convention is called;
Mr. SHINE. Mr. Waldon Moore, the director general of the Declaration of Atlantic Unity and Mr. Richard Wallace of the Atlantic
Council have been kind enough to send various pieces of information
on the whole area of the Atlantic Community to all these committee
members. They are receiving a broad education in the affairs of time
Atlantic community and not necessarily Atlantic Union.
Mr. SELDEN. Mr. Mailliard.
M'fr. MAILLIARD. I have no questions. I want to commend the
gentleman for his contribution.
Mr. SELDEN. If there are no further questions, Mr. Shine, we thank
you for appearing this morning.
The meeting stands adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the meeting was adjourned until the
following morning, Wednesday, August 31,)
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HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS,

I'ashington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10:25 a.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn Building, Hon. Thomas E. Morgan (chairman)
presiding.
Chairman MORGAN. The committee will come to order.
The committee meets this morning in open session for the consideration of House Concurrent Resolution 523 and House Joint Resolution
769 to establish an Atlantic Union Delegation and related resolutions.
Our first witness this morning is Mr. Alexander C. Dick, president
of the Independent Bar Association.
Mr. Dick, you have a prepared statement. You may proceed, shi.
STATEMENT OF ALEXANDER C. DICK, PRESIDENT, INDEPENDENT
BAR ASSOCIATION
Mr. DjcK. Mr. Chairman, and other members of the committee,
I am grateful for the opportunity to be heard on this resolution which
proposes action of deep concern to me and those for whom I speak.
By way of identification: I was born, bred, and educated in South
Carolina, having graduated in 1915 from the College of Charleston.
In 1918 I received appointment as' a Rhodes scholar from South
Carolina, and after about 2 years' Army service took up a 3-year
residence at the Oxford college known as Christ Church, taking the
degrees of bachelor of arts in jurisprudence and bachelor of civil law.
Returning to this country, I gained admission to the bars of South
Carolina, Ohio, and New York, and have practiced in New York since
1928. My present office is at 380 Lexington Avenue, New York N Y.
I am president of the Independent Bar Association, which was
described in a speech of Hon. John M. Ashbrook, of Ohio, in the House
of Representatives, October 16, 1963. A copy of Mr. Ashbrook's
speech is furnished for inclusion in the record of this hearing.
Chariman MORGAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The document referred to is as follows:)
(From the Congressional Record, Oct. 16, 19631
NEw NATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION: THE INDEPENDENT BAR ASSOCIATION
(Speech of lion. John M. Ashbrook, of Ohio, in the House of Representatives,
Wednesday, October 10, 1963)

Mr. AsHBnoo. Mr. Speaker, as a lawyer I am a member of the American
Bar Association along with some 40 percent of the lawyers of the Nation who
belong to this, the largest professional association among lawyers.

I have been
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proud of ty membership, but more and more over the past few years I have

noticed a great shift of emphasis on the part of the American Bar Association.
Instead of sound work for the benefit of the profession and the United States, the
American Bar Association has taken to pushing various causes such as plans for
world laws with an all-powerful World Court, and moreover it has been more
than usually willing to accommodate itself to the demands of the present administration instead of maintaining its professional Independence.
INDEPENDENT

BAR ASSOCIATION

Last year I learned about the Independent Bar Association, a new national
le al organization, of 550 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10036. Recently I ree'elved i a copy of the first issue of its official journal, Law Today, containing some
profoundland thought-provoking articles on the World Court and the Connally reservation. I have come to know the Independent Bar Association very
well and it soon became clear to me that this professional organization is wholeheartedly devoted to true American principles and intends to emphasize a professlonal approach to legal questions.
What motivated the Independent Bar Association to devote its first issue of
Law Today to the World Court question was the tremendous pressure exerted by
the American Bar Association and its World Peace Through Law Committee on
lawyers to promote the concept of an omnipotent and compulsory World Court
to which the United States would have to surrender a large measure of its sovereiguty. This pressure culminated in anminternational lawyer conference in Greece
this past summer and the introduction of Senate Resolution 166 by Senator
ltussell Long which urges new, far-reaching powers for the World Court.
LAW TODAY

The Law Today issue on the World Court contains scholarly articles by such
distinmguished jurists as Chief Justice B. K. Roberts, of Florida, Presiding Judge
11. E.Nichols, of the Georgia Court of Appeals, and Superior Court Judge Joseph
L. Call, of Los Angeles. There are excellent articles also by Frank E. Holman, of
Seattle, former president of the American Bar Association and holder of its
hilghest medal, and by Alexander C. Dick, of New York, both Rhodes scholars.
Other writers are Dr. Bella V. Dodd, of New York noted expert on International
affairs, Carl H. Zeiss, of Chicago, John B. Gest, of Philadelphia, and Howard H.
Boyle, of Milwaukee, all recognized authorities on the World Court question.
Law Today also includes a carefully-reasoned report of the Independent Bar
Association's Committee on International and Comparative Law, devoted to the
recent proposal to increase the World Court's power. The chairman of this committee is Vincent F. DeCain, Brooklyn, N.Y., attorney, who has written authoritatively on the question of the Connally reservation for the National Review.
EMPHASIS ON THE LAWYER

The Independent Bar Association has the Important goal of returning professionalism to bar association work. For many years there has been a drift away
from emphasis on improvement of law and help to the lawyer in his work, to
using bar associations as political forums for whatever views some bar association
leaders might espouse.
For example, just since 1960 the American Bar Association has sought to eliminate the Connally reservation, has abolished its committees on tax limitation and
nonpartisan selection of Federal judges, and has attacked proposals to amend the
U.S. Constitution to preserve States rights. At the same time It has remained
silent on the Supreme Court's decision on school prayer. It even abolished, after
first havIn* weakened it, its famous committee on Communist tactics, strategy,
and objectives, replacing It with a new committee on education against commuism. It was only after Its own members strongly objected that the American
Bar Association ordered major revisions in the new committee's handbook on
communism for high schools, after its first verdict had ignored most experts on
communism and treated it as a philosophy rather than a conspiracy.
An unfortunate example of the American Bar Association's willingness to
accommodate itself to the wishes of the present administration ias been shown
by its attitude on appointment of Federal judges. Its special committee on
nonpartisan selection of Federal judiciary was set up during the administration
of a Republican President in 1958 to urge that a substantial percentage of the
members of the Federal bench come from a party other than that of the President
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making the appointment. However, in 1962, (luring the administration of a Democratic President, the committee was abolished, although the present President
had, in barely a year, just appointed more Federal judges than any other President
during his entire term and in 92 percent of the cases had appointed judges from
hIls own party. What was especially dimppoiIting was the extravagant praise
by the American Bar Association's regular Federal judiciary committee of those
representatives of the administration who sought the advice of the committee,
ille at the same time acting as executors of this partisan policy. Such acts
hardly seem to show an independent professional spirit dedicated to the rule of
law and not of men.
A

PROFESSIONAL APPROACH

The Independent Bar Association seeks to reverse this trend toward politics
and to place its emphasis on sound professional work on behalf of lawyers. It
will insist the temptation to transmute what are truly political issues into legal
questions as other bar associations seem so eager to do. Even so, in self-defense,
tile
Independent Bar Association will not avoid political Issues where other bar
groups have taken political stands it considers objectionable. Tie Independent
Bar Association considers it to be its professional duty to make it clear that
most lawyers, for example, do not seek elimination of the Connally reservation.
At all times the newv association will strive to uphold the Constitution of the
United States.
Besides its official journal, Law Today, the Independent Bar Association Will
also publish Law Today Newsletter, to inform its members and the profession
of its activities and plans. Membership in tileIndependent Bar Association is
open to any duly admitted lawyer in the United States, regardless of whether lie
)ues are $10 a year for lawyers if admitted
belongs to any other i)ar association.
over 5 years; if under 5 years their dues are $5 a year.
GOAL OF 10,003MEMBERS

The Imdependenit Bar Association has an initial goal of 10,000 members to be
eached over t 3-year period. It has niot yet made a national membership
drive, prferm1ing to interest lawyers oi a grass-roots basis. The members who
have joined go far are lawyers with a strong interest in established constitutional
plriciples. So far members come from more than 30 States and the District of
Columbia.
One thing the Independent Bar Association will strive to do is be independent
of outside pressuress, whether these come from Government officials, judges, or
merely domnination by a few large law firms.
OUTLOOK ON LAW

The outlook of the Independeit Bar Association on law is modern and forward
looking. To it the proper function of government under our Constitution is first
of all to protect our citizens from outside enemies and second to maintain peace
Inside our borders. Other activities of government the new bar group considers
should be limited to those which meet with general support of nearly all citizens.
For most of our history it contends the Constitution was Interpreted In this way,
giving us a level of freedom which had never previously existed illthe world.
The views of the association on law are similar; hn a free country the law should
protect a citizen's life, liberty, and property. The supposition that the Constitution and the law should constantly be changed by courts or the legislature to
accommodate time opinions or appetites of transient majorities is one which denies
that the Constitution or law has any more value than the notion of the court or
marshal who enforces it.
Many bar association leaders disagree with these views. What they have done,
however, the Independent Bar Association fears is more than to express a differing
philosophy of law. It suggests that soein bar leaders have used bar associations
as forums to propagandize for particular viewpoints, viewpoints which had previously carmied little or no respect among the rank and file of lawyers; that they
have created an intellectual segregation in which views they reject are ignored or
shrugged off as outdated; that they perpetuate this segregation by keeping some
lawyers-off committees on which they wish to serve, by Issuing committee reports
which minority members have not had proper opportunity to consider,, and even
by closing association publications to those with differing views. The association's complaint goes beyond that of an outvoted minority. For the Independent
Bar Association such conduct justifies a lack of confidence in the old leadership.
us-5310------3
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No longer is there a true forum in which a lawyer may express his vi.ws oil law
in many another bar association. A particularly unfortunate example was tht,
use by bar leaders seeking repeal of the Connally reservation of the house of
delegates of the American Bar Association as a sounding board for a later administration attack on the reservation in the U.S. Senate.
A NEW FORUM FOR LAWYERS

Where disagreements arise between members of voluntary associatiotis, those
who find their views being denied recognition can either try to convince the
others in the old of the value of their views or set up a new voluntary associttion to reflect their own views. Some lawyers with views like those of the members
of the Independent Bar Association believe it Is possible to seek a change of
heart by the old bar association leadership, with the hope of fair treatment
for their views. These lawyers point to the good, noncontroversial work done
within present bar associations, and fear that an open rift would divert ellergies
front useful projects all lawyers can support.
While respecting the views of those who would stay with the older bar groups,
and not ruling them out as members of both, those who established the Independent Bar Association do not believe they etkn adequately trust the leadership
of the older bar associations to give due consideration to tleir views. Therefore
they have established the Independent Bar Association so they may have a forum
in which to express their own views on law and the U.S. Constitution.
CONCENTRATION ON CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLES

The Independent Bar Association believes that the desire to uphold the Constitution wholeheartedly as written is not great enough lit existing bar leadership.
The Independent Bar Association does not claim a monopoly on faith in the true
principles of the Constitution.
Yet it can hardly feel sympathy for the views of
the leadership of other bar associations which on the one hand call loudly for
new interpretations of the Constitution by court decision or legislative fiat, Vhile
on the other hand ridiculing the efforts of those who wish to amend the Collstitution-by the method specified in the Constitution itself-to reestablish the
very Words and principles of the Constitution as originally written.
In particular the Independent Bar Association is concerned with the characterization by the older bar leadership of three amendments to the U.S. Constitution proposed by the Council of State Governments, which would restore to
the States the sole right, to apportion their own legislatures, would establish the
right of States to amend the Constitution, and would establish the court of tle
Union. The new association has not yet taken a stand on these important
roposals. However, it is seriously concerned at the tactics of much of the older
ar leadership in trying to defeat the proposals by misrepresenting what they
would do.
There are other issues which reflect the split in viewpoints between the older
bar associations and the Independent Bar Association. In assessing each the
new association intends to take a constitutional approach, hoping thereby to give
the feeling of confidence to lawyers everywhere in the United States that there
is at least one bar association which proudly stands by the Constitution.
COOPERATION WITII OTIIER LEGAL ORGANIZATIONS

The Independent Bar Association offers to cooperate with other legal organizations, both in the United States and abroad, on all matters, whether they are
controversial or not, affecting their common interests and those of the lawyer.
It will not attempt to duplicate good work done in noncontroversial areas but
will instead seek to further it. Its members are free to join any other bar group
for which they may be eligible. The association is located in 1ew York because
no other general, national bar association is located there, and because New York
is so often visited by lawyers from all parts of the country. Its first national
meeting of members will be held August 7-9, 1964, in New York City in order
to encourage attendance by many of the lawyers who will be visiting the city to
attend the New York World's Fair of 1964-65.
The Independent Bar Association is headed by Harry S. Middendorf, of New
York City, president, Alexander C. Dick, of New York City, treasurer, and
Vincent F.De Cain, of Brooklyn, New York assistant secretary. Its board of
governors is made up of Peter J. Byrnes, of Wantagh, N.Y.; Dr. Bella V. Dodd,
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J. Daniel Mahoney, Kieran O'Dolierty, John Coinninel, and Edward J. Schultz,
all of New York City, James P. Donovan, of iallas, Tex.; Butler D. Shaffer,
Lincoln, Nebr.; John Inger, of Danville, Ill.; and Emanuel M. Cannonito, of
Blme Island, Ill.
Mr. Speaker, I believe that tl lawyers who are members of the Independent
Bar Association are doing good work and the country will be better for it. I
have myself recently joined the xssoclation and give it my full support because
it is so firmly dedicated to upholding our Constitution and to a true professional
spirit.

\fr. DICK. We oppose House Joint Resolution 769. Though
couched to appear, on quick reading, as a call for an innocent supranational exchange of views, the resolution is in actuality a working
poposal for initiating the (issolution of the independence of the
hinted States of America.
The mischief of the resolution is primarily in the recitals or
"whereas" clauses. The sixth and climaxing recital would put the
Congress solemnly on record as declaring that federal union with
the NATO countries is our "eventual goal." The resolution would
create a delegation of 18 American citizens, half chosen by Congress
and half by the President, which delegation would organize a convention of similar delegations from the other NATO countries "to
explore the possibility of agreement on a declaration that the eventual
goal of then peoples is to transform their present alliance into a
federal union."
"Federal union" with other Atlantic countries means a number
of things which will be later enumerated. But most prominently
and most shockingly in my opinion it means abolition of our citizenship. We would all cease to be citizens of the United States of
America and would become citizens of the Atlantic Union, which
will be called Atlantica. We would cease to be Americans and
would become "Athunticans."
It, is of course the privilege of Mr. Findley and others proposing this
resolution as individuals to prefer, even ardently to desiree citizenship
other than American citizenship. But as members of the Congress
elected by and representing the people of this country, it is lghly
improper to declare this as the eventual goal of the people, or to spend
time and energy in promoting the idea, at least in the absence of a
clear mandate of the voters who elected them.
Will the gentlemen make this an issue in the coming election? Will
each of them face their constituents and say: "I favor abandonment
of American citizenship, and merger of tins Republic with a dozen
other countries, and I ask you to return me to Congress, not as one
proud and content to be forever an American, but as one eager to be
an Atlantican"? Will they speak thus to their constituents? I think
not. Yet honesty and candor require just that of all who urge the
adoption of the joint resolution under discussion.
Honesty and candor further require that the voters be given a full
explanation in simple terms of all the consequences of Atlantic Union.
There is a temptation to slur the unpalatable details in favor of easy
generalities-to say, for example, that federal union involves the
surrender of a little of our Nation's sovereignty in order that our
people and those of other countries may enjoy much greater blessings.
This will not do. Every Member of the Conges knows or can
easily find out, exactly what Atlantic Union involves. Its advocates
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eace. You expressed confidence that the American people would extend the
fee countries the support which the situation might require and that their
determination to defend themselves would be matched by an equal determination
on our part to help them to do so.
Shortly thereafter, my predecessor, General Marshall, and Mr. Robert Lovett
undertook a series of consultations with the leaders and members of the Seonate
Foreign Relations Committee on the problems facing the free world and how they
might best be met by bringing American influence to bear it) the cause of peac,
in association with other free nations, and within the framework of the United
Nations Charter.
On May 19, 1948, the Foreign Relations Committee unanimously reported
Senate Resolution No. 239. That resolution declared:
Whereas peace with justice and the defense of human rights and fundamental
freedoms require International cooperation through more effective use of the
United Nations: Therefore be It
Resolved, That the Senate reaffirm the policy of the United States to achieve
international peace and security through the United Nations so that armed force
shall not be used except In the common interest, and that the President be advised
of the sense of the Senate that this Government, by constitutional process, should
particularly pursue the following objectives within the United Nations
Charter: * * *
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A2) Progressive development of regional and other collective arrangements for
individual and collective self-defense in accordance with the purposes, principles,
and provisions of the Charter.
(3) Association of the United States, by constitutional process, with such
regional and other collective arrangements as are based on continuous and
effective self-help and mutual aid, and as affect its national security.
(4) Contributing to the maintenance of peace by making clear its determination
to exercise the right of individual or collective self-defense under article 51 should
any armed attack occur affecting Its national security.
On June 11, 1948, the Senate adopted that resolution by a non-partisan vote
of 64 to 4. The preamble of H.R. 6802, which was unanimously reported by the
Foreign Affairs Committee of the House of Representatives on June 9 but not
voted upon prior to adjournment, contained language identical in substance with
that quoted above.
In July, on the basis of these expressions of the wishes of the legislative branch,
you authorized Mr. Lovett to begin exploratory conversations with the Ambassadors of Canada and of the parties to the Brussels Treaty. These conversations
resulted in Septemberin agreement by. the representatives participating in them
that an arrangement, established by treaty, for the collective defense of the North
Atlantic area was desirable and necessary. Agreement was also reached on the
general nature of the treaty. Following approval by the governments concerned
of the recommendations of their representatives, negotiation of the treaty was
begun in December and finished on March 15, 1949.
Throughout these conversations and negotiations Mr. Lovett and I have
constantly made clear that, so far as the United States was concerned, the treaty
must conform to the expression of guidance contained In the Senate resolution.
I am glad to say that the principles stated in the resolution received the wholehearted concurrence of the other participating governments. From time to time
during the negotiations, first Mr. Lovett and, since January 20, I have consulted
fully with the chairman and ranking minority member of the Foreign Relations
Committee. During the later stages of the negotiations I met twice with the
Foreign Relations Committee as a whole. The treaty In its final form reflects a
number of constructive suggestions made by members of the committee.
Early in March the Norwegian Government decided to join in negotiating
the treaty, and since March 4 the Norwegian Ambassador has participated fully
in the discussions.
It Is clear that a collective defense arrangement of this nature, in order to be
fully effective, should be participated in by as many countries as are in a position
to further the democratic principles upon which the treaty is based and to contribute to the security of the North Atlantid area and as are prepared to undertake the necessary responsibilities. Accordingly invitations to become original
signatories of the treaty were issued on behalf-ol the eight participating governments on March 17 to the Governments of Denmark, Iceland, Italy, and Portugal.
It Is a source of gratification that those governments decided to participate In this
collective enterprise.
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Treaties are ordinarily, negotiated iii strict confidence and their contents made
public only after si nature. In this case, while it was necessary to conduct the
negotiations in confdence until general agreement had been reached, the negotiating governments decided to make the text public as soon as it had been
tentatively agreed upon. This was done in order to give public opinion in each
of the participating countries and in all other countries the maximum opportunity
to study and discuss its terms. I am exceedingly gratified by the popuhr reaction
to the treaty in the United States and abroad. *
The text of the treaty is, I think self-explanatory. In drafting a document of
.uch importance to millions of individuals every effort has been made to make
it as clear, concise, and simple as possible.
Trhe preamble expresses the spirit and purposes of the treaty. In Itthe parties
reaffirm their faith in the purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter
and their desire to live in peace with all peoples and all governments. They
express their determination to safeguard the freedom and the common herita' e
and civilization of their peoples founded on the principles of democracy, inividual liberty, and the rule of law. They express their desire to promote stability
and well-being in the North Atlantic area and their resolution to unite their
efforts for collective defense and for the preservation of peace and security.

Article 1 reflects "their desire to live in peace with all peoples and all governments" by explicitly reaffirming the obligations, expressed In article 2 of the
Charter And reflected throughout the Charter, to settle any international disputes
in which they may be Involved, with any nation, by peaceful means In such a

manner that international peace and security, and justice, are not endangered
and to refrain in their international relations from the threat oi use of force in
any manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations. It is clear
that any allegations that the treaty conceals aggressive intentions are deliberate
perversions of fact.
Article 2 reflects the conviction of the parties that true peace is more than the
more absence of war. In this article the parties indicate their desire to strengthen
the moral and material factors upon which true peace depends. They will do so
by strengthening their own free institutions, by bringing about a better understanding of the principles upon which those institutions are founded, and by promoting conditions of stability and well-being. They will also seek to eliminate
conflict in their international economic policies and will encourage economic
collaboration between any or all of them.
Article 3 carried into the treaty the concept contained in the Senate resolution
that such collective arrangements should be based on continuous and effective
self.help and mutual aid. This means that no party can rely on others for its
defense unless it does its utmost to defend itself and contribute toward the defense
of the others. The article does not itself obligate any party to make any specific
contribution to the defense capacity of any other party, at any particular time
or over any given period of time.* It does contain the general obligations of
determined self.defense and assistance in strengthening the defense capacity of
the group as a whole. The concept of "mutual aid" is that each party shall
contribute such mutual aid as it reasonably can, consistent with its geographic
location and resources and with due regard to the requirements of basic economic
health, in the form in which it can most effectively furnish it, whether in the form
of facilities, manpower, productive capacity, military equipment, or.other forms.
Article 4 provides for consultation at the request of any party whenever in its
opinion the territorial integrity, political independence, or security of any of the
parties is threatened. Any situation or event anywhere could be cause for consultation if it were deemed to threaten the integrity, independence- or security
of any party, but It is not anticipated that consultation would be lightly sought
or that it would be productive if it were. The article contains no obligation beyond consultation. Any action taken as a result of consultation would be deternined by each party in the light of the seriousness of the situation and of its
obligations under the United Nations Charter and in the spirit of the treaty.
There is no intention that such consultation should in any way duplicate the
functions of the United Nations Security Council or the General Assembly. In
particular, there is no intention of undertaking any enforcement action withiin the
meaning of article 53 of the Charter unless the Security Council should specifically
call upon the parties to take it.
Article 5 is based squarely on the "inherent right," specifically recognized in
article 51 of the Charter, of "individual or collective self-defense if an armed
attack occurs against a member of the United Nations." That right does not
derive from article 51 of the Charter; it is inherent, and recognized as such and
preserved by that article. The article is also based upon the fact that in the world
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of today the security of the parties to this treaty Is so interdependent that an
armed attack on any one of them would be in effect an attack on all.
This article provides that, if such an armed attack occurs, each party will
take such action as It deems necessary, Including the use of armed force, to restore
and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area.
The basic purpose of the treaty is to contribute to the maintenance of peace,
as recommended in the Senate resolution, by making clfar the determination of the
parties to exercise the right of self-defense should an armed attack occur against
any of them.
As you stated in your inaugural address, if it can be made
surliieently clear that such an attack would be met with overwhelming force, the
attack may never occur.
This treaty is designed to prevent such an attack occurring by making clear
the determination of tile sigmatory nations to take the necessary action, should it
occur. Far more important than language in a treaty is the determination of tile
peoples bound by it. It is my hope anti belief that ihe American people and the
peoples of the other signatory nations will, by their national conduct, make this
unmistakably clear.
The obligation upon each party is to use its honest judgment as to the action
it deems necessary to restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area
a(i accordingly to take such action as it deems necessary. Such action might
or might not include the use of armed force depending upon tile circumstance
and gravity of the attack. If an attack were of a minor nature, measure short
of force would certainly be utilized first, and might suffice. Oil' in tile clear ease
of a major armed attack would the use of force be necessary. Each party retains
for itself the right of determination as to whether an armed attack has i fact occurred and what action it deems necessary to take. If the situation were not clear
there would presumably be consultation prior to action. If the facts were clear,
action would not necessarily depend on consultation and it is hoped that the action
would be as swift and decisive as the gravity of the situation was deemed to require.
This does not mean that the United States would automatically be at war if we
or one of the other parties to the treaty were attacked. Under our Constitution,
the Congress alone has the power to declare war. The United States would be
obligated by the treaty to take promptly the action which it deemed necessary to
restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area. That decision as to
what action was necessary would naturally be taken in accordance with our Constitutional processes.
Article 51 of the Charter recognizes the Inherent right of self-defense until the
Security Council has taken the measures necessary to maintain international
peace and security. Article 5 of the treaty provides that any armed attack upon
a party and all measures taken as a result thereof shall immediately be reported
to the Security Council and that such measures shall be terminated when the
Security Council has taken the necessary action.
Article 6 specifies certain areas within which an armed attack would give rise
to the obligations of article 5. The area covered by the treaty is the general
North Atlantic area and is deliberately not defined by lines on a map. The purpose of the treaty is to prevent an armed attack by making clear that such an
attack within that general area would meet the collective resistance of all the
parties. It would not be in keeping with the spirit of the treaty to provide that
an attack such as the sinking of a vessel at one point at sea would give rise to the
obligations of article 5, while a similar attack a few miles away would not. Furthermore, it is not contemplated that minor incidents would bring tie provisions
of article 5 into effect.
Article 7 makes clear that the obligations of the parties tinder the treaty are
subordinated to their obligations under the Charter. Their obligations inder
the Charter are in no way affected by the treaty and the provisions of the Charter
are paramount wherever applicable. In this article the parties also explicitly
recognize the primary responsibility of the Security Council for the maintenance
of international peace and security.
In article 8 each party declares that none of its existing international engagements with any state is in conflict with the provisions of the treaty and undertakes
not to enter into any international engagement in conflict with it.
By article 9 the treaty becomes not merely a static document but the basis for
a continuing collective arrangement as envisaged in the Senate resolution. That
article establishes a Council, on which each party is to be represented, to facilitate
implementation of the treaty. The Council is to be so organized as to be able to
meet promptly at any time and shall set up such subsidiary bodies as may be
necessary, in particular, a defense committee to recommend measures for the
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implementation of articles 3 and 5. The Council will have no powers other than
to consider matters within the, purvlew of the treaty and to assist the parties in
reaching agreement upon them. Consequently, no voting procedure is needed
or provided. Each government remains the judge of what actions it should take
in fulfillment of the obligations of tie treaty.
Article 10 recognizes that not all states in the North Atlantic area in a position
to further the principles of th(, treaty or to contribute to the security of the area
may wish to become parties at. this time. The article accordingly provides that
the parties may, by unanimous agreement, invite any other European state illit
position to further the principles of the treaty and to contribute to the security of
the North Atlantic area, to become a party at a later date.
Since Canada and tile United States are original signatories and the other

American Ilepublics are actual or potential parties to tile l1io Treaty, no accessions
by other American states are contemplated.
Since the accession of additional parties might alter the responsibilities of tile
original signatories, unanimous agreement Is required to invite other states to

join.
Article 11 provides that the treaty shall be ratified and its provisions carried
out by the parties in accordance with their respective constitutional processes.
The Senate resolution spoke of association of the United States "by constitutional
Srocess" with such arrangement as that established by the present treaty, and
is naturally understood, as this article provides, that both ratification of the
treaty and tile carrying out of all its provisions must be in accordance with the
constitutional processes of the signatory nations.
At the request of the other signatory governments, the United States Government has agreed to act as the depositary of the treaty.
It was considered advisable that the treaty enter into effect only when it had
been ratified by each of the seven governments which originally participated in
the negotiations, and a provision to this effect is contained in this article.
Article 12 provides for the review of the treaty at the request of any party
after the treaty has been in force for 10 years, or at any time thereafter. This
provision corresponds to the similar provision of article 109 In the United Nations
Charter providing for a review of the Charter after 10 years. Article 12 provides
that the review of the treaty shall take into account the factors that affect peace
and security in the North Atlantic area, including the development of universal
as well as re-gional arrangements under the Charter for the maintenance of international peace and security.
Article 13 provides that any party may cease to be a party, after the treaty has
been in force for 20 years, upon the expiration of 1 year's notice of denunciation.
The common heritage of the signatory nations dates deep in history and the
bonds between them are fundamental. It. is hoped that their cooperation will
be permanent and progressively closer. The treaty must have a relatively long
duration if it is to provide the necessary assurance of long-term security and
stability. On the other hand, the impossibility of foretelling what the international
situation will be in the distant future makes rigidity for too long a term undesirable. It Is believed that indefinite duration, with the possibility that any
party may withdraw from the treaty after 20 years and that the treaty as a
whole might be reviewed at any time after it has been in effect for 10 years,
provides the best solution.
Article 14 is a formal article concerning the equal authenticity of the English
and French texts and the disposition of the original treaty and certified copies
thereof.
I believe that this treaty will prove to be an important milestone in realization
of the desire of the American people to use their great influence for peace. It
makes clear, in my opinion, their determination to do so. The treaty has been
formulated in accordance with the guidance given by the Senate in Resolution
No. 239. In the Senate debate on that resolution It was made clear that the
Senate, in advising you particularly to pursue certain objectives, inno way yielded
Its freedom of action to scrutinize and to give or withhold its consent to ratification of such treaty as might be negotiated. I know that the Senate will COlIscientiously exercise that prerogative and I trust that the treaty will meet with its
approval.
Respectfully submitted.
DEAN ACHESON.
(Enclosure: NorthI Atlantic Treaty.)
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The Parties to tile Treaty reaffirm their faith in the purposes and principles
of the Charter of the United Nations and their desire to live In peace with all
peoples and all governments.
They are determined to safeguard the freedom, common heritage and civilization of their peoples, founded on the principles of democracy, individual liberty
and the rule of law.
They seek to promote stability and well-being in the North Atlantic area.
They are resolved to unite their efforts for collective defense and for the preservation of peace and security.
They therefore agree to this North Atlantic Treaty:
ARTICLE 1
The Parties undertake, as sot forth in the Charter of the United Nations, to
settle any international disputes in which they may be involved by peaceful
means in such a manner that international peace and security, and justice, are
not endangered, and to refrain in their International relations from the threat or
use of force in any manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations.
ARTICLE

2

The Parties will contribute toward the further development of peaceful and
friendly International relations by strengthening their free institutions, by bringing about a better understanding of the principles upon which these Institutions
are founded, and by promoting conditions of stability and well-being. They will
seek to eliminate conflict in their international economic policies and will encourage
economic collaboration between any or all of them.
ARTICLE

3

In order more effectively to achieve the objectives of this Treaty, the Parties
separately and jointly, by means of continuous and effective self-help and mutual
aid, will maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity to resist
armed attack.
ARTICLE

4

The Parties will consult together whenever, in the opinion of any of them the
territorial integrity, political independence or security of any of the Parties is
threatened.
ARTICLE 5

The Parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them in Europe
or North America shall be considered an attack against them all; and conse(juently they agree that, if such an armed attack occurs, each of them, in exercise of the right of individual or collective self-defense recognized by Article 51
of the Charter of the United Nations, will assist the Party or Parties so attacked
by taking forthwith, individually and In concert with the other Parties, such
action as it deems necessary, including the use of armed force, to restore and
maintain the security of the North Atlantic area.
Any such armed attack and all measures taken as a result thereof shall immediately be reported to the Security Council. Such measures shall be terminated
when the Security Council has taken the memures necessary to restore and maintain
international peace and security.
ARTICLE 0

For the purpose of Article 5 an armed attack on one or more of the Parties is
deemed to Include an armed attack on the territory of any of the Parties in Europe
or North America, on the Algerian departments of France, on the occupation
forces of any Party in Europe, on the islands under the jurisdiction of any Party
in the North Atlantic area north of the Tropic of Cancer or on the vessels or aircraft In this area of any of the Parties.
ARTICLE

7

This Treaty does not affect, and shall not be interpreted as affecting, in any
way the rights and obligations under the Charter of the Parties which are members
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of the United Nations, or the primary responsibility of the Security Council for
the maintenance of international peace and security.
ARTICLE 8
Each Party declares that none of the international engagements now in force
between it and any other of the Parties or any third state is in conflict with the
provisions of this Treaty, and undertakes not to enter into any international
engagement in conflict with this Treaty.
ARTICLE 9
The Parties hereby establish a council, on which each of them shall be represented to consider matters concerning the implementation of this Treaty. The
council shall be so organized as to be able to meet promptly at any time. The
council shall set up such subsidiary bodies as may be necessary; in particular it
shall establish immediately a defense committee which shall recommend measures
for the implementation of Articles 3 and 5.
ARTICLE 10

The Parties may, by unanimous agreement, invite any other European state in
a position to further the principles of this Treaty and to contribute to the security
of the North Atlantic area to accede to this Treaty. Any state so invited may
become a party to the Treaty by depositing its instrument of accession with the
Government of the United States of Ameriea. The Government of the United
States of America will inform each of the Parties of the deposit of each such instrument of accession.
ARTICLE 11
This Treaty shall be ratified and its provisions carried out by the Parties in
accordance with their respective constitutional processes. The instruments of
ratification shall be deposited as soon as possible with the Government of the
United States of America, which will notify all the other signatories of each
deposit. The Treaty shall enter into force between the states which have ratified
it as soon as the ratifications of the majority of the signatories, including the
ratifications of Belgium, Canada France, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, the
United Kingdom and the United States, have been deposited and shall come into
effect with respect to other states on the date of the deposit of their ratifications.
ARTICLE 12
After the Treaty has been in force for ten years, or at any time thereafter, time
Parties shall, if any of them so requests consult together for the purpose of reviewing the Treaty, having regard for the Lactors then affecting peace and security in
the North Atlantic area, including the development of universal as well as regional
arrangements under the Charter of the United Nations for the maintenance of
international peace and security.
ARTICLE 13
After the Treaty has been in force for twenty years, any Party may cease to be
a party one year after its notice of denunciation has been given to the Government
of the United States of America, which will inform the Governments of the other
Parties of the deposit of each notice of denunciation.
ARTICLE 14
This Treaty, of which the English and French texts are equally authentic, shall
be deposited in the archives of the Government of the United States of America.
Duly certified copies thereof will be transmitted by that Government to the Governments of the other signatories.
In witness whereof, the undersigned plenipotentiaries have signed this Treaty.
Done at Washington the fourth day of April, 1949.
For the Kingdom of Belgium:
P. H. SPAAK
SILVERORUYs

For Canada:
LESTER B. PEARSON
H. H. WRONG
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For the Kingdom of l)ennark:
GUSxTAV IASMUSSEN
IENRIK K.UFFM.NN
For France:

II. BONNET
For Iceland:
BJARNJ BENEDIKTSSON
itO Tlolls
For Italy:
SroaZA
A ,BEltTO TwIwniANI
For the Orand Duchy of Luxenbourg:
Jos BiEcn
luouPs Lm G.,LAms
For the Kingdom of the Netherlands:
STI K KER

E. N. VAN KILEFPENS
For the Kingdom of Norway:
JIALVAHRD l. L.NGE
WILHELM

MIUNTHiE

IORIENSTIERNE

For Portugal:
Jos CANE1Ro VA MATTA
PEDRO TnIEOT6NIO PEREIRA

For the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland:
ERNEST BEVIN
OLIVER FRANKS

For the United States of America:
DEAN ACHESON

I CERTIFY THAT tie foregoing is a true copy of the North Atlantic Treaty signed

at Washington on April 4, 1949 in the English and French languages, the signed
original of which is deposited in the archives of the Government of the United
States of America.
)EAN ACHESON, Secretary of State of the United
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, 1,
-States of America, have hereunto caused the seal of the Department of State to
il
y minie subscribed by the Authentication Officer of the said Debe affixed
,, and
partment, at tihe city of Washington, in the District of Columbia, this fourth day
DEN AmiEsoN
of April, 1949.
Secretary of State
[SEAL]

By M, P. CHAUVIN
A uthentication Officer
Department of Stale

Mr. DICK. Proponents of Atlantic Union claim many virtues for it.
Among ot her blessings, t hey say it will guarantee to member countries
prosperity, peace, freedom, and monetary stability. But the proponents rest their case principally on the experience of the former
colonies of this country. Federal union was good for the colonies, the
argument runs, so it will certainly be good for the NATO countries.
Typical of their reasoning in this respect is the fifth recital of the
instant resolution, as follows:
Whereas our Original States, when beset with danlgers caused by disunion under
their confederation, sent delegates to the 1787 Convention, which traced their
troubles to their confederal structure and invented federal union, which has endliringly safeguarded member States from (lomnination by one another, equitably i)portioned aniong their sovereign citizens voting power on common concerns-and
the benefits and burdens of un ion-assured each State an independent government
for State affairs, met other challenges similar to those facing the Atlantic allies,
and thereby proved that free people thus united can work wonders;

This is over.implification with a vengeance, and furnishes no reliable
basis for any conclusion.
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In the first place, there is no analogy between the Thirteen Colonies
and the NAIO countries. Young colonies cannot be compared to
centuries-oll countries. And the Thirteen Colonies had built-in
homogeneity-common nationality to a great extent, and religion,
nd languTge. They shared in mutual customs, traditions, interests,
outlook and institutions, not the least of which wts law.
Nor were their "troubles" and "challenges" similar to those of the
NATO countries. "Confederal structure" has not failed the NATO
countries-it has, never been tried by them. It is only a defensive
alliance which seems to be disintegrating, as defensive alliances inevitably do when the common
danger seems to diminish which brought
them into being. If anything different is desired for the NATO
(ountries, a confederation should be tried. It would be folly to jump
from a tenlporary defensive alliance into a p~ernlanent federal union.
Marriage is not a remedy for cooling friendship.
Finally, federal union was not an "invention" which like a welll)lanned gadget worked immediately, and it was not entirely responsible for the "won(lers" that were worked by the I)eol)le on this
continent. It was not accepted by everyone enthusiastically. It
had rough going in many places. And it took a 4-year war 74 years
after federal union was "invented" to insure that federal union would
endure. Would anyone care to contemplate what our not-too-happy
but bloodless and l)olito relations with France might be if we were
chained to each other in an indissoluble Atlantic Union?
Tie State Department is opposed to the present resolution because
of the untimeliness of the action it proposes. Mr. John M. Leddy
)resented views of the State Department before the Senate committee
marings on March 23-24. He said in part:
The simple, but decisive, fact is that our Atlantic allies do not now wish to
move toward any type of federal political relationship with the U.S., even as an
objective. Until there is an interest on the part of the other states concerned,
we cannot do a great deal.
The fundamental reason why there is so little European interest In federal union
with us at this time Is, I think, evident. It is that Europe fears that it would be
swallowed by a more powerful U.S. * * *
If Eutrope'is hesitant about federation with us because of the inequality between
a U.S. and a divided Europe, we can hope that. Europe would be more'confident
in its relations with us once It had attained something approaching equality of
realpower. This hope has been one of the most compelfIlug reasons fo r our support
for European unification. We believe that this is itvirtual requirement before
political ties with North America of an organic sort can be seriously considered.

The State Department's logic is unassailable, and its position well
taken. Perhaps this is as far as the Department should go at this
time, although many of us wish that it would consider the instant
resolution on the grounds of principle as well as practicalit.y. Sooner
or later ideas such as Atlantic Union must, be faced on the basis of
their soundness or unsoundness; their wisdom or foolishness; and
whether they are just plain right or wrong. The action proposed in
the resolution is unsound for a number of reasons, but most ob0iously
on its unconstitutionality, or, more accurately, the unconstitutional
procedure which it involves.
The U.S. Government, we must always keep reminding ourselves,
is a Governmont of delegated powers. Powers not delegated to the
Federal Government remain in the States and the people. Nowhere
does the Constitution delegate to the Federal Government, much
less to any agency of or elected representatives in the Government,
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the power to abolish the sovereign Nation formed by the Constitution,
or to merge it, or change its nature one iota.
If it is to be abolished-God forbid-or merged or its sovereignty
diluted, such action would have to be authorized by a constitutional
amendment, making known to the people each and every aspect of
the proposal. Their decision for self-preservation should not be
compromised by advance declaration of the Congress that Federal
Union is an "eventual goal."
The Congress has no authority or duty to consider this subject.
There are some things which should not even be talked about in
legislative halls, and abolition of the United States of America is
one of them. St. Paul directs twice in letters to Timothy that
"profane and vain babblings" be shunned.
We urge rejection of this resolution with such emphasis that the
Atlantic Union notion will never be revived.

Chairman

MORGAN.

Thank you, Mr. Dick.

Mr. Dick, I have just read the speech of our colleague, the Honorable John M. Ashbrook of Ohio that you inserted in the Record. I
note that he compares the American Bar Association and this new
Independent Bar Association which you now head. He states that
"the American Bar Association has taken to pushing various causes
such as plans for world laws with an all-powerful World Court, and
moreover it has been more than usually willing to accommodate itself
to the demands of the present administration instead of maintaining
its professional independence."
Is that the real reason why the Independent Bar Association was
established?
Mr. DICK. No, sir. That is not the real reason. It happened that
the World Court was our first concern of intense interest after organization. We pointed out what we felt were the weaknesses in the socalled World Court, and we were actively against abolition of the
Connally amendment which as you know restricts the power of the
Court as regards the United States.
Chairman MORGAN. How many members does the Independent
Bar Association have?
Mr. DICK. It. has about 300.

Chairman MORGAN. 300 members?

Mr. DICK. Yos.
Chairman MORGAN. How many members does the American Bar
Association have?
Mr. DICK. Over 100,000 at the last count that I saw. Maybe
more. The New York State Bar Association has over 13,000.
Chairman MORGAN. I imagine it is tip in the hundreds of thousands
countrywide?
Mr. DICK. I think you are right.
Chairman MORGAN. Thank you, Mr. Dick, for a well-prepared
statement. I have no further questions.
Mr. Freliughuysen.
Mr. FRIELINGHUYSEN. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Fraser.
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Dick, you are speaking today on behalf of the
Independent Bar Association?
Mr. DICK. Yes.
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Mr. FRASER.

May I just have a word or two on its structure?

Do

you have annual conventions of the Independent Bar Association?
Mr. DICK. No; the Independent Bar Association is a small, nationwide organization. It was organized in New York by a number of
lawyers who felt, that certain points of view which were not emp hasized, certain points of view should be emphasized occasionally Which
are not emphasized by the older bar associations, which bar associations,
of course, are properly interested in many things that involve the
profession.

Mr.

FRASER.

You don't have conventions?

Mr. DICK. No, sir; we have general meetings approximately once
a year.
Mr. FRASER. Is there a board of directors?
Mr. DICK. Yes there is, but it is called the board of governors.

Mr. FRASER. Iow many serve?
Mr. DICK. Eighteen.

Mr. FRASER. They are not elected at a convention?
Mr. DICK. We have a meeting which I would not like to call a
convention. It doesn't actually reach that proportion. We have
members all over the United States and we have a voting procedure
by mail.
Mr. FRASER. Are you representing the board of governors in your
opposition?
Mr. DICK. Yes.
Mr. FRASER. Have they taken up this matter and considered this
resolution?
Mr. DICK. Yes; but not at a formal meeting.
Mr. FRASER. Have they passed a resolution in opposition?
Mr. DICK. It was the sense of the board of governors that our
international and comparative law committee, of which I am also a
member, should make a statement.
Mr. FRASER. Do you have the resolution? Is that something you
could submit for the record?
Mr. DICK. I could get it for the record.
Mr. FRASER. The date it was passed and so on?
Mr. DICK. Yes.
(See letter, p. 49)
Mr. FRASER. I notice that you suggest that if anything is to be
done to bring the Atlantic nations together a confederation should be
tried. Are you suggesting the possibility of a confederation of the
Atlantic nations?
Mr. DICK. No, I am not. I think that is impossible. I think if we
are going to try anything I think it would be better to come together
in a loose federation than in a union, which is permanent.
Mr. FRASER. You would not be opposed, let's put it that way, to
explorations of ways that the Atlantic nations might come into a closer
working relationship?
Mr. DICK. I don't, oppose it. I think it is impractical. I think if it
has been worked out by treaties for one purpose or another and then
the alliance you make callss apart-you consider in the last 20 years or
last 30 years our worst enemies-our best friends became our worst
enemies and vice versa. I am in favor of taking a strong stand, of
going it, alone and letting people that, think as we do at the time
gravitate toward us as they will-nations, I mean.
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We could be abolished very rapidly through that means in a cornpartitively short time.
The second thing is that I don't know of anybodyMr. DICK. Might I suggest right now, that, you are going to the
argument for Atlantic Union because of fear that we are going to be
destroyed by our enemies? That is one difficulty with most of the
proponents of the resolution. They are moving from fear instead of
moving on principle,
m
Mr. FRASER.
have run over my time. I think that in general,
when we are able to cooperate with our fellow man and where we make
government our servant and not our master, we are well advised to
work toward those kinds of governments that will serve our interests
the best. I think in this instance you and I disagree, because I think
working toward those kinds of governments that could bring strength
and purpose among the Western nations, would add enormously to
our ability to survive, to enrich the lives of all the people who live in
that community.
Mr. DICK. I disagree with the opinion.

Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Whalley.
Mr. WHALLEY. Mr. Dick, did you say the Independent Bar Asso-

ciation has 300 members?
Mr. DICK. I think it is about 300, sir.

Mr. WHALLEY. Is this a nationwide organization, or does it just
cover certain States?
Mr. DICK. It is nationwide. We invite membership everywhere.
We have membership from about 40 States.
Mr. WHALLEY. Where is the membership primarily?
Mr. DICK. It is primarily in New York. It is simply because the
officbs are there and we haven't money enough to go around and
I)roniote it. Actually we just get Inembers by people who are in
syinathy with us.
f. WHALLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Dick.

Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Roybal.

.Mr. ROYBAL. I am sorry I was not here to hear the beginning of your
statement, but I have been trying to read some of the parts that I have
missed. I was interested in your statement in which you say that the
resolution is in actuality a working proposal for initiating the dissolution of the independence of the United States of America.
You go on to say that it means also the abolition of our citizenship,
and in another section you say the abolition of the United States itself.
Would you elaborate on that?
Mr. bICK. I am taking the language from the proponents of the
Atlantic Union idea. They say that if we get into this Atlantica that
it, would im pose a common citizenship. That would be the supreme
tiing just like American citizenship is now. I think you would
rightly cease to be Americans and become Atlanticans.
Mr. ROYBAL. Doesn't it mean that you would be citizens of the
Atlantic Union and it does not necessarily mean that your U.S.
citizenship would be abolished?
Mr. DICK. Perhaps you could be citizens of both. But the emphasis
will gradually go to the larger organization, the organization with the
taxing power and the centralized power just as the Federal Government is now gathering to itself all the power-
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Mr. ROYBAL. Then the abolition of our citizenship is not really
in order?
Mr. DICK. That is my interpretation.
Mr. ROYBAL. I am asking what your interpretation is. I understand this is your language. Do you believe that our citizenship
would be abolished by going into this organization?
Mr. DIcK. Yes; it would tend to be.
Mr. ROYBAL. Can you explain to me why or how?
Mr. DICK. If you get common citizenship in some organization
called Atlantica of which the United States is only a part and will
soon be outvoted in that organization as they are now outvoted in
the United Nations, the citizenship that will predominate will be the
citizenship in the Atlantica.
Mr. ROYBAL. We are members of the United Nations. We
haven't lost our citizenship here in the United States. We have a
Constitution here that gives us certain rights.
Mr. DICK. The so-called Charter of the United Nations doesn't
call for common citizenship. But this Atlantic Union proposal does.
Mr. ROYBAL. What you are saying then is by belonging to the
Atlantic Union our U.S. citizenship would be abolished?
Mr. DICK. Yes; it would. It would tend to be.
Mr. ROYBAL. You haven't told me how it could or why, but it is
your opinion that it would.
Mr. DICK. Yes; that is my opinion.
Mr. ROYBAL. Isn't that your interpretation of the language?
Mr. DICK. No; the language is the language of the proponents of
Atlantic Union, to impose a common citizenship.
Mr. ROYBAL. Is that in the concurrent resolution?
Mr. DICK. That is in the 1949 resolution. It has been adhered to
right straight through. As Judge Harlan said in 1955 "with common
citizenship." I haven't seen a word that denies that or weakens that
purpose.
Mr. ROYBAL. You have read these resolutions, have you not?
Mr. DICK. Yes.
Mr. ROYBAL. Is that language in the resolution?
Mr. DICK. You are going to create an Atlantic Union delegation
which is going to explore the possibility of an agreement on the
declaration that the eventual goal of their peoples is to transfer their
eventual alliance into a federal union. This is the language of the
resolution.
Mr. ROYBAL. I am still trying to get to the point of how we will lose
our U.S. citizenship by belonging to the Atlantic Union. You haven't
been able to-Mr. DICK. Let's say the possibility is that you may keep your U.S.
citizenship but you will have superimposed on that the citizenship of
Atlantica. That is exactly the situation that we have in the Union.
The Constitution says we are citizens of both the State in which we
live and the United States of America.
But the State citizenship is hardly ever mentioned. It is your
American citizenship that is important. The same process will go on
if we get into an Atlantic Union; eventually the Atlantic Union citizenship would become of dominant importance.

Mr.

ROYBAL.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Morse.
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Mr. MORSE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Xf'r. Dick, doyou reside in New York?
Mr. DICK. I 10.
Mr. MORSE. New York City?
Mr. DICK. Yes, sir.

Mr. MousE. And you are a citizen of New York?

.i'.
DICK. I am a resident of New York.
Mr. MoRsE. You are not a citizen of New York?
Mr. DICK. I suppose I am a citizen of New York.
Mr. Mou sE. Are you or aren't you?
Mr. DICK. Yes.
Mr. XORsE. Tell me who the officers are of the Independent Bar
Association?
Mr. DICK. What do we do?
Mr. MORSE. I would like their names.
Mr. DICK. You want the officers now?
Mr. MORSE. I would like to know who the officers of the Independent Bar Association are.
Mr. DICK. I will give you a list of them. Mr. Harry S. Milddendorf,
Jr., is the moving spirit.
Mr. MoRsE. What position does lie hold?
Mr. DICK. He holds the present office of chairman.
Mr. MousE. Harry
Mr. DICK. M-i-d-d-c-n-d-o-r-f.
M1r. MoRsE. You are president, sir?
Mi. DICK. I am president.
Mr. MoRsE. Do you have vice presidents?
Mr. DICK. Yes; we have officers over the country.
Mr. MoRsE. Who are they, sir?
\I. DICK. I can't give you their names now.
Mr. MoRsE. Do you have a treasurer?
M'. DICK. We have a treasurer; yes. Not much of a treasury.
Mr. Mo s. Who is your treasurer?
Mr. DICK. Edward J. Schultz, of New York, N.Y.
Mr. MonsE. Do you have a secretary?
Mr. DICK. Robert La Borde, of Brooklyn, N.Y., is secretary, and
Edward C. Mackie, of Baltimore, Md., is assistant secretary.
Mr. MoRsE. Who are the members of the board of directors, sir?
Mr. DICK. I can't give you that now, sir.
Mr. MoitsE. Are you incorporated?
Mr., DICK. We are not incorporated, but under the laws of New
York, omr form of organization is that of an unincorporated association,
similar to the American Bar Association.
Mr. MORSE. Under the laws of New York?
Mr. DICK. Under the laws of the State of New York.
Mr. MORSE. You do not know who the directors are?
Mr. DICK. No; but I will send the committee a complete list of our
board of governors.
Mr. MonsE. You do not know who the'vice presidents are?
IMr. DICK. No, sir-; but, I will also supply a list of our officers.
(The witness subsequently submitted the following letter:)
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MELENRY, DICK & ENGEL,
New York, N.Y., Septenber 1, 1968.
le Appearance of Alexander C. Dick, president, Independent Bar Association,
on pending Atlantic Union 1)elegation resolutions, House Joint Resolution
769, August 31, 1966.
lion. TiiOMAS H. M-IORGAN,

Chairman, Committee on Foreign Affairs,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
l).n M. MOuGo.N: During my appearance before the distinguished Committee on Foreign Affairs on August 31st on behalf of the Independent Bar
Association to give my views on the pending Atlantic Union Delegation Resolutions, several of the members of the Committee expressed an interest in the
affairs and organization of the Independent Bar Association. It was agreed that
I would furnish the Committee with additional information concerning the
Association. This letter contains that additional information.
The Independent Bar Association was founded in April 1962 by a number of
lawyers who were concerned that existing national bar groups had become increasingly political and less dedicated to primary professional concerns. A rather
full summary of the purposes of the Association and the reasons it came into
being is contained in the speech of an eminent member of the Association, the
Honorable John M. Ashbrook of Ohio to the House of Representatives on October
10, 1963. A copy of this is attached to this letter. (See p. 27)
Our purposes and goals continue in 1966 to be those so aptly set forth in Congressman Ashbrook's speech. I should point out, however, with cautious optimism that we have noted among at least one of the other national law groups,
increasing signs of a return to concentration on professional principles that we did
not see when we were founded in 1962. Perhaps it Is too early for us to tell
whether these hopeful signs will be followed by a full change of direction. We like
to think that our founding and activities sounded a warning to other national bar
organizations that if they were going to get away from professional concerns there
would be an organization ready to fill the vacum they left.
To correct the record, the form of organization of the Independent Bar Association is an unincorporated association at common law. This is the same form of
organization as that of the much older American Bar Association. Because our
Constitution contains some 50 pages, I am not sending a copy of it, but would be
pleased to do so if you request it. For practical purposes it is very similar to that
of the American iar Association. Our headquarters is at 556 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10036, and our Board of Governors customarily meets in New
York City. Dues are $10 a year and include a subscription to our professional
journal, Law Today and Law Today News Letter, which we publish on an occasional basis.
Our present officers and Board of Governors are as follows: Peter J. Byrnes,
Wantagh, N.Y., Emanuel M. Canndnito, Blue Island, Illinois, John Comninel,
New York, N.Y., Robert, La Borde, Brooklyn, N.Y., Alexander C. Dick New
York, N.Y. Bella V. Dodd, New York, N.Y., John B. Gest, Philadelphia, Penn.,
James A.
higgins, Brooklyn, N.Y., Leo A. Hughes, Jr., Baltimore, Maryland 1. A

Kilpatrick, Cleburne, Texas, Edward C. Mackie, Baltimore, Maryland, J. baniei
Mahoney New York N.Y., Harry S. Middendorf Chairman, New York, N.Y.,
Kieran O Doherty, geiw York, N.Y. Edward J. Schultz, Treasurer New York,
N.Y., Butler D. haffer, Lincoln, Nebraska, John W. Unger, Danvilie, Illinois.
The Board of Governors is the governing body of the Independent Bar Assotiation and reviews the activities of its officers and Committees. Since the Board of
Governors has not met since spring, my appearance on behalf of the Association
and its Committee on International and Comparative Law before this Committee
was not formally placed before our Board. However, my appearance was made
with the full concurrence of every member of the Board with whom I discussed
the matter and in the opinion of all of us, is completely supported by the overwhelning majority of the members of the Association. this method of operation,
as I am sure you realize, is quite customary in the case of still small organizations
such as ours, which has a present membership of approximately 300 (from some
40 states) andi a continuing long-term goal on the order of 10,000 members.
If you deem it pertinent I will obtain a resolution of approval from our Board of
Governors for the record.
1 will be pleased to furnish any additional information which you or your distinguished colleagues might request.
Very truly yours,
ALEXANDER C. DICK,
President, Independent
Bar Association.
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Mr. MoRSE.

You indicate, sir, on page 3 of your testimony that,

let me quote:
The North Atlantic Treaty created a 20-year defensive military alliance--just
that and nothing more. It'was not a first step toward anything else.

Are you familiar with the North Atlantic Treaty, sir?
Mr. TDICK. Yes.

Mr. IMORSE. Are you familiar with article 2 of the treaty?
Mr. DICK. Yes.
Mr. MORSE. Would it not seem to you, sir, that article 2 of the
North Atlantic Treaty specifically contemplated economic cooperation?
Mr. DICK. I don't think that contemplated an thing further than
trelationships.
pious hope that this thing would work out, and ead to other happy
Mr. MINORSE. Even if it was a pious hope, it was something more
than the military.
Mr. DICK. I don't think so. I rely principally on Secretary Acheson's letter.
Mr. MORSE. I rely principally on article 2:

The, will also seek to eliminate conflict in their international economic policies
and will encourage economic collaboration between any and all of them.

Does that seem to you not to imply something more than a purely
defensive military alliance?
M[r. DICK. That is not the essence of the treaty.
Mr. iORSE. I didn't ask the essence. I asked the implication of
that sentence.
Mr. DICK. I think it only contemplated the hope and attitude.
Mr. MORISE. That is something more than a purely defensive
alliance, is it not?
Mr. DICK. Of course you hope for anything.
Mr. MORSE. Then your sentence on page 3 is not accurate, is that
correct?
Mr. DICK. That is not correct. The treaty was in regard to a
military alliance.
Mr. MORSE. Clearly the article 2 does violence to your assertion
that the North Atlantic Treaty AllianceMr. DICK. Let's read article 2 and see how far it goes:
The parties will contribute to a further development of peaceful and friendly
international relations by strengthening their free institutions, by' bringing about
a better understanding of the principles upon which these resolutions are founded
and by promoting conditions of stability and well being. They will seek to
eliminate conflict in their International economic policies and will encourage
economic collaboration between any and all of them.

They don't obligate themselves to do that.
Mr.' MORSE. You indicated that we have been outvoted in the
United Nations, sir. On what issue has the United States been outvoted in the United Nations?
Mr. DICK. Have you been following the history of theMr. MORSE. Yes, sir.
Mr. DICK. Do you know how many nations there are in the
Assembly now?
Mr. MORSE. Yes. I just asked you a question, Mr. Dick.
Mr. DICK. Yes, you are outvoted.
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Mr. MoRsE. Tell me the issue, sir.
Mr. DIcK. It happens so frequently I can't

Mr. MORSE. Just one. Which one, sir.
Mr. DicK. I am speaking of the Assembly now.
Mr. MousE. Yes, sir.

Mr. DICK. I can't mention to you any issue now, but it has gotten

so that everybody knows who follows this thing that our representatives in the United Nations do not propose anything until they know
who will support it.
Mr. MoRsE. You made the flat statement that we are outvoted
in the United Nations and I ask you to tell me one instance.
Mri. DICK. I can't give you the instance now.
Mr. MORSE. You say on page 3 that-

Sound intuition tells us that only a man or nation willing to go it alone attracts
friends or allies making it unnecessary to go it alone.

Do ou suggest the Australians, the Koreans, and the Philippines
and others should not be assisting in the U.S. efforts in Vietnam?
Mr. DICK. Will you repeat that question?
Mr. MORSE. You say in your statement on page 3 thatSound intuition tells us that only a man or nation willing to go it
friends or allies making it unnecessary to go it alone.

alone attruets

Do you suggest that the Australians, the South Koreans, and the
Filinos should not be assisting the U.S. effort in Vietnam?
r. DICK. I don't get the question, sir. I am saying that sound
intuition tells us as a general policy that unless we are willing to go it

alone, we are not going to attract allies who will stick with us. As
General MacArthur said, we have to be willing to go it alone. He
spoke from experience, and that is my opinion. 1 think it is the opinion of a great number of Americans.
Mr. MORSE. Thank you, sir.
On page 2 of your statement you specifically talk about, I will quote
your language, "From the beginning they"-and I presume you
mean the proponents of some sort of cooperation among the Atlantic
Community nations-"boldly declared that a union government
would have the power (1) to impose a common citizenship; (2) to tax
citizens directly," and so forth. Can you recite to me, sir, what there
is in the language of the resolution before this committee that implies
any of those things?
r. DICK. In the language of the resolution before you?
Mr. MORsE. Yes, sir.
Mr. DICK. They are talking about a federal union of nations.
This discussion has been going on since before the war. It got very
active right after the war. In 1949 there was a resolution, and these
quotes are taken from it.
Mr. MORSE. It isn't taken from the resolution, is it?
Mr. DICK. No.
Mr. MORSE. The resolution contemplates the exploration, the
possibility of agreement, upon certain things, is that not correct?
Mr. DICK. Yes.
Mr. MORSE. If you will, sir, is that not correct?
Mr. DICK. My answer is "yes," but with an explanation. The
resolution does not contemplate a discussion of the wisdom of Atlantic
Union. It contemplates that the Congress will have declared that
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Atlntic Union is our eventual goal, and then we are inviting other
people to agrlee with us on that. You are not talking about tile
advisability, you are not seeking truth and light. You are asking
people to agree with you, which & quite a different thing from asking
people to discuss tile wisdom of something with you.
Mr. MorsE. It, would seen clear that such agreement would result
only from thorough discussion and consultation.
Chairman MIORGAN. The gentleman's time has expired.
,Mrs. Kelly.
Mrs. KELLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dick, do you approve of the United Nations?
Mr. DICK. I approve of the effort that was made to get together tile
United Nations. I have never approved the form of the organization
nor thought that it would work out as people hoped, and I have not
been at all surprised that it is failing to work.
Mrs. KELLY. Would you approve of a revision of the charter
and elimination of the veto?
Mr. DICK. Eliminating what?
Mrs. KELLY. The veto in the Security Council.
Mr. DicK. No, I wouldn't.
Mrs. KELLY. Do you approve of the Peace Corps Act?
Mr. DICK. I am not against it., but have no great confidence in it..

Mrs. KELLY. Would you believe in any project which would
permit the United States to join other nations in exploring outer
space?
Mr. DICK. Yes.
Mrs. KELLY. You would?
Mr. DICK. Yes.

.[rs. KELLY. Mr. Dick-

Mr. DICK. But not necessarily permanent,.

Its purpose should be

limited.
Ms1i. KELLY. What purpose?
Mr. DICK. The purpose you mentioned, the exploration of outer

space.
Mrs. KELLY. I thought you said for only one purpose. You
mentioned that we were moving from fear, or the authors of this
resolution were moving from fear. Fear of what?
Mr. DICK. We are moving what?
Xins. KELLY. I believe you said-I will endeavor to repeat your
words-that the sponsors of this resolution were moving from fear.
Did you say that?
Mr. DICK. Yes. Much of this cooperation is from fear.
Mrs. KELLY. Fear of what?
Mr. DICK. From fear of destruction.
Mrs. KELLY. A fear of what?
Mr. DICK. Nuclear destruction. Incidentally that is the whole
basis of the formation of the United Nations, if you read the socalled charter.
Mns. KELLY. In other words, if we did not have communism in the
world today, you feel that this great power of ours, this great Nation
of ours should not help other people?
Mr. DimK. We should help them all we can, as we have (lone. But
we do not have to get into some kind of government with them and
turn over our sovereignty to them or be dependent on their votes.
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Mlrs. KELLY. What effort would you believe in, a joint effort to
build better understanding of other luman beings ill the world who
are less fortunate than we are, what kind of an organization?
Mr. DICK.and
Wewrite
don't need an organization. We can understand
thing-, read
.Mrs. ., ELLY. You wouldn't have any joint project; is that right?
You don't believe in any alliance with other nations?
Mr. DIcK. Which joint alliance?
Mrs. KELLY. You don't believe in any sort of an alliance with any
nation in the world to shareMr. Dici . 'Mrs. Kelly, that is not a correct statement. I
believe-Mrs. KEhhLY. 1 am just asking yoll the question.
.rh. I)ucK. Yes, and I am answering the question. I believe in
all kinds of alliances, temporary alliances, alliances made by treaties.
The NATO alliance.
Mrs. K ELLY. You support the NATO alliance?
Mr. DucK. What?
Mrs. KELLY.

Do you believe in NATO?

Mr. DICK. I think it was a fine alliance. I am very much disturbed
that it is disintegrating. Think what it would be if we had to go to
war with France to keep them in it.
Chairman MorGAN. Mr. Adair.

Mr.

ADAtit.

No questions, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Berry.
XIr. BEtiy. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman M'ORGAN. Thank you, Mr. Dick.

Our next witness is Maj. Gen. Thomas A. Lane, U.S. Army, retired.
General, you have a prepared statement, and you may proceed, sir-.
STATEMENT OF MAJ. GEN. THOMAS A. LANE, U.S. ARMY

(RETIRED)
General LANE. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am grateful for
this opportunity to present my comment upon House Joint Resolution
769 which proposes initial steps toward expanding the NATO alliance
into an Atlahtmc Union. Your inquiry touches matters of momentous
import for Western civilization.
I begin by paying tribute to the spirit which animates this proposal.
As members of the Atlantic community, Americans are aware of the
centuries of struggle against the hostilities of nature and the perversity
of man which have produced our civilization. We cherish the accomplishments of our own forebears and of like-minded men of other
nations of the community. We desire to see our civilization strengthened. This is the thrust of this resolution for Atlantic Union.
I accept this objective and associate myself with all constructive
measures to strengthen our Atlantic civilization. It will'be the burden
of my testimony, however, that this resolution, instead of strengthening our forces, will have an opposite effect. Tie resolution would be
destructive of the goal it professes to serve.
The general premise of the resolution is that political union is
desirable and attainable. If that union is either undesirable or unattainable, surely it would be fiddling while Rome burns to waste our
time and energies upon it.
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As to the desirability of this political union, consider the relationship of Canada and tile United States. We have lived side by side
in peace and amity for a century and a half. We are in" close
communication on all matters of common interest. Nevertheless,
I see no desire either in the United States or in Canada for political
u1ion.
Consider just one of the difficulties. Canada has a government on
the British model in which Parliament is the supreme authority and
in which the executive and judicial branches are subordinate arms of
government. The United States, in contrast,, has a government of
divided powers in which the judicial edicts of recent decades have
preempted the legislative powers. It is not to be expected that
people accustomed to parliamentary government. would look favorably
upon a form which tolerates judicial tyranny.
There are other reasons why the citizens of both countries would
consider political union undesirable. It, would centralize power at a
time when governments already command more power than men can
use wisely. Instead of building larger concentrations of power to
counteract the dictatorships of communism, free men should be
working to overthrow the dictatorships and to restore freedom to
people now oppressed by excessive governmental power.
'the centralization of power contemplated in Atlantic Union could
be justified only by some clear necessity or advantage. In comliparison, our American Colonies had many bonds of union. They were
separate from Europe by a formidable ocean barrier. They had
been unher a cOIlI)1(oJii sovereign. They enjoyed similar political institutiois and a common language. They had recently united in a
successful war of revolution.
There is notcomparable justification of Atlantic Union today. It is
true that tl e ('ommunist (litatorships tire formidable and ptrl)oseful
antaigonists. However, the Un~ited statess alone disp~oses iore p~oweri
t han thle entire Comnmunist world. The problem of the free world is
not to build1( more power lbut to use effectively the power it now
possesses.

.\'Ir. Chairman, I do not see how anyone can seriously advance the
I)rol)ositioin that the political union of the United States and Canada
is either desirable or possible within the present or foreseeable framework of international relationships. And if two countries which have
so much in common reject political union, why should this country
now embark on a project to unite politically the diverse nations of the
NATO community? Such a program would be a damaging diversion
of effort, and interest front the critical tasks which now confront us.
There is only one place in the NATO community where political
union is today warranted by historic, cultural, economic, and security
considerations. That is in the six countries of the Common Market.
These countries undertook in the Treaty of Rome in 1957 to unite
first their economies and then their political institutions. The
priority work of economic integration has achieved notable success.
They should soon beginwork on- he integration of political institutions.
A decade ago, the United States warmly supported this move toward
political union. American leaders recognized the anachronism of a
Europe which embraced a population equal to that of the Soviet
Union, at superior industry, superior industrial skills, and yet was
defenseless before the Soviet threat.: The power of Europe had been
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fragmented in many sovereignties. Considerations both of survival
and of well-being urged union.
Britain and other countries of the Outer Seven had been invited to
subscribe to the Treaty of Rome and they had refused. British
refusal reflected the application of a traditional balance-of-power
policy which had for centuries opposed political union of the continental countries. Britain has worked persistently since 1957 to
prevent the political union of the Common Market countries.
Despite British opposition, the United States supported the Treaty
of Rome. It might well be in the British interest to keel) U.S. power
in Europe indefinitely as a counterbalance to the Soviet Union rather
than create a superpower across the channel. But no analysis of U.S.
interest could support this narrowly selfish British concept of free
world organization.
The security and prosperity of Europe require the political unification of the Common Market countries. This union would effectively
counteract the threat of Soviet aggression in Europe, would confirm
the structure of economic power now sustained only by treaty, and
would give a decisive escalation of strength to the Atlantic Community.
In the face of this reality, the United States has, since 1958, retreated from its support of the Treaty of Rome. It has become a
fomentor of discord among the Common Market countries.
The great historic rift within the Common Market countries had
been the continuing conflict between France and Germany. Through
the wisdom of Chancellor Adenauer and President de Gaulle, progress
had been made in bringing these two great countries to an appreciation of their common interests. There was high promise that the
obstacles to reconciliation would be overcome and that the political
goal of the Treaty of Rome would be realized.
At this critical juncture of history, the United States sharply reversed its European policy. Within the past 5 years, it has practiced
a studied hostility to France. At the same time, it has firmly embraced a Germany which is dependent for its survival upof the protection of the United States. In this course, the United States has
obstructed the progress of the Common Market countries toward
their goals by diving a wedge between Germany and France.
A significant element of this attack upon Common Market union
has been the propaganda line that this union would create a "small,
inward-looking Europe," that we should work instead to create the
larger union of all of Europe. This is the red herring line. It is a

distraction from what is practical to what is impractical. The Outer
Seven have flatly rejected political unification. it is futile to initiate
a new movement for so impractical a goal.
This, Mr. Chairman, is my objection to the- resolution favoring
Atlantic Union. It would direct the power and influence of the
United States on a wild goose chase instead of directing that power
and influence in constructive service to our Atlantic civilization.
In opposing a resolution designed to serve so worthy a cause, I
feel obligated to offer alternatives which will better serve our common
purpose. We do have policy choices which will strengthen our
Atlantic civilization.
Our first step must be to restore U.S. support of Common Market
unification, including political union. We must restore our common
purpose and close collaboration with France and promote Franco-
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German cooperation. We must further the political unification of the
six countries into a new and vital bastion of freedom.
When the political union of the'six countries is achieved, tile balance
of power in Europe will be restored. Europe will no longer fear the
Soviet Union. Even ti)e small countries on the periphery of free
Europe will be secure in the shadow of this new barrier to Soviet
expansionism. Europe will prosper because security is taprerequisite
to progress.
When Europe is secure in its own power, the United States will he
free to deal attentively with the issues of policy in Asia. For 20 years,
the United States has dealt reluctantly with Asia because it has
regal rded Europe as the primary area of concern.
In tie light of this new policy of sup orting Comnnon Market union,
the withdrawal of France from the military structure of NATO must
be regarded as a tragedy of lost opportunity. NATO might have been
used to promote the unity of the Common Market Six instead of to
obstruct that unity.
As the Common Market countries completed their negotiations for
economic integration and prepared to discuss politicaT unification,
NATO should have been so restructured as to unite the military forces
of the six countries in unitary command elements within the NATO
framework. Thus, the military dispositions of the six countries
might have been so ordered as to support and reinforce their common
economic and political purposes.
We must note also that the presence of large U.S. forces in Europe
is a deterrent to European union. Through these forces, the United
States subsidizes the security of our NATO allies and enables them to
shirk a responsibility of self-defense which they are well able to bear.
Thus, U.S. policy undermines the national will of these allies by depriving them of their responsibility for self-defense.
It was originally planned that U.S. ground forces would remain in
Europe only until they could be replaced by the forces of our European allies. A planned Withdrawal of these forces and their replacement by other allied units should have been initiated in 1958. 1
believe it is correct to say that in the broad view of European interests, the U.S. presence on the Continent has since 1958 been an
obstacle to European security.
It is one of the tragic failures of U.S. foreign policy in this decade
that our country has turned its back upon the Common Market institutions which it had so wisely helped to create in the fifties. It is a
matter of great urgency to Europe and to the whole cause of freedom
that the United States should now retfirn to its earlier support of the
goals of the Treaty of Rome.
Mr. Chairman, if the Congress would put aside this resolution on
Atlantic Union and instead adopt a resolution reaffirming unwavering
U.S. support for the fulfilhnent of tile economic and political objectives of the Treaty of Rome, it would fulfill its high responsibility for
providing policy guidance to the President of the United States in a
matter of vital concern to the whole free world. I commend this
course to your consideration.
Thank you, sir, for this opportunit, to be heard.
Chairman MORGAN. Thank you, General Lane.
I want to commend'you for constructive criticism of the resolution.
Your statement is very well witten. It will be very useful to the
committee in determining iti position on tills resolution.

57
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I was Particularly interested in the paragraph in your statement oil
page 6 when you make the recommendationn that the plan to withdraw all our forces in Europeshould have been initiated by 1958. It
is your belief then, General, in the light of your past military experience, that we should be completely out of Europe now in 1966?
General LANE. I would say that if we had started on tine, we could
be out now. I do not, suggest that we move out. immediately. I
think the change should be a gradual change which would enable our
allies to replace our units which were withdrawn.
C(hairnuIII MoRoAN. I agreg-witn-yau that many of our European
allies have not. fulfillem.Alii NATO cointn ents over a period of
years. As one ineipher of this committee I hiar* been critical over it
WIto hanve shirked their
our NATO
of turnihing
years 9f'some
period in
eonmlitinent.
NATOallies
theiroftreed
duties
You knomw, ind I know that s(ue i thi0se same Etropean allies
atin indication thkt we might be about to
sereal to rgl hca1vell4 at
iove an1V illits out ofV_uropj. I xecept, 6f course, the President of
Frince, i o wantii "our ulits out.-Of there. W61e-rn Ge nI'My anId
on the remiloval of at\y of the
most of i other NATO coutt'fes friW),
U.S. forces from Europe.
not vc~v critiGen'l lA E. Mr. Cl11,kil, nihiv I IiAV talit I 11111
'tie poli(.Il of 'orI.allies imthi* respV't, I[in i,taiti f U.S. )oliey.
liyn ty.. Is iird i'essed -if lib must
tician, tie leader, of he. fiiei
et 111d put
v'olnteir to take lioney diit of welfhje edient s of In ud g)i
, , This ifoeiithim that nations d') only
it into t)ie mnilifmr bulgd
o It of n eeessitv. "'hlittiee4itv would
Tie created by i witiidrawal ot U.S. fr .e.i, and wel3avo not Are:ted the ecessiv %'lich
is.
lead their t'do t'l'huik'
would
you, , enertfn0 Late."
(himimnuN.loA.
"
'ou he and8ques ion.
_N
I. Fillt~h
NIh. Fumr'o. General, yoi hlave Ian ('elle'nit stauteliev( The question is, if we in\tAJis conlulllittee shoulM adopt your pully, the United
States backing thb provisions of th lie yi of Rolme of 1957, then
would that 1)e a prelhhiiiuary step to the ne\t"tep lip the ladder whiei
nihIt be Atlantic Union?
I am putting my question in obverse. Are you reaIlly opposing
the Atlantic Union' at the present time only on" tile basis that it is
not timely to take that second step before you have taken the first
step, the Treaty of Rome?
General LANE.. Mr. Fulton, I would say that there will not in the
foreseeable future be any necessity for 'Atlantic Union. I believe
we should only achieve such concentrations of power is are necessary
for commercial and cultural developmelit ef nations or for their own
security and that the smaller the concentrations of power in the world,
the more freedom will be retained by the citizens of the world. I
do not believe that these unions are desirable in themselves. There
must be-some specific purpose.
With the unification of the six Cotmnon M4 arket countries, I believe
that the security of the Atlantic world will be established. You will
have a balance of power in Europe, and no further union will be
necessary, except such additions 'to that union of the Common Market
countries as may be made for commercial and cultural reasons by
countries" Which are not participants initially.
It is conceivable that other members of NATO may want to join
a successful union and that this will occur.
A
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.Nlr.Ftmurox. At this point you favor the continuation of NATO
in limited form for military purposes. cultural,
Would you
favor expanding
trade?
NAfTO for other purposes-economic,
General LANE. Mr. Fulton, I would not favor the injection of the
other purposes into the NATFO alliance. We have engaged I believe
in consultations, discussions, and agreements with other nations
about commercial relationships and these have been conducted entirely outside the NATO framework. I believe that is the proper
place to keel) them.
Mr. FIULTON. So you would not, for peaceful purposes, expand the
NATO organization as it now exists?
General LANE. I would not, sir.
Mr. FuLToN. Thank you.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman M'ORGAN. Mrs. Kelly.
rs. KELLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

General, on page 6 you have mentioned that NATO might have
been used to promote the unity of the Common Market instead of
obstructing that unity. I don't understand how the Common
Market. was obstructed by NATO. Could you tell me?
General LANE. Within the NATO alliance the United States
announced an atomic policy, after consultation with the British Prime
Minister at Nassau, without any prior consultation on this decision
with the President of France or other countries of the NATO alliance.
This in my judgment was an affront to the French Government and
to the other allies.
I can't believe that the diplomats who understand the import of
such action could have done this casually or in unintentional error.
.Mrs. KELLY. May I interrupt you at that point. That may have
been one of the reasons for the General doing what he did recently,
but that is not obstructing the Common Market.
General LANE. Mrs. Kelly, the burden of my paper is that we have
obstructed the Common Market by dividing France and Germany,
because the essence of the Common Market is reconciliation of France
and Germany and their incorporation in this union. That was the
intention of those countries when they signed the Treaty of Rome.
The United States, by drawing Germany to itself, and Germany is
entirely dependent on the United States for its security, and by
repelliiig France at the same time, has divided France and Germany
and therefore obstructed the Common Market union.
Mrs. I\ELY. General, have you read the background and the report
on the Common Market written by the Subcommittee on Europe of
which I have the honor to be chairman? It is the only major
cougIressional report on the Common Market.
General LANE. I don't believe I have seen that.
M rs. KELLY. I would like to obtain a copy for you which I will do.
We are continuing the study of the Common Market because the
United States has backed the Common Market. I-believe that it was
the relationship between France and England that halted the progress
of the Common Market, not the differences between Germany and
France.
France vetoed England's entry into the market. What about the
Outer Seven? Have you anything to say as far as the Outer Seven
are concerned?
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I think the Outer Seven and Britain arc oil record

as opposing the Common Market union.

They did in 1957.

Nrs. KELLY. I can go back as far as 1950 to the idea of the Common
Market. If England had come in at the beginning you could have a
united Europe today. Did you have any comment?
General LANE. Yes. Mrs. Kelly, I would say about the French
veto that Britain had been applying for 1 year. Its application had
been pending and been discussed for a year before the so-called veto
by President de Gaulle. I think that when you have an established
treaty and union and an agreement by the members, the new member
approaching this union must accept the conditions within that union.
It cannot expect to change all the rules of the union.
So I think the question of British acceptance of the purposes of the
Common Market is at least doubtful. I personally do not believe
that the British people today are ready to surrender their sovereignty
and join the other six as one of seven countries in a political union.
Mrs. KELLY. I hate to disagree with you on this point. I was over
there, and so was my committee, at the time of the veto, and, as you
pointed out, Englandi was not anxious to sign the Treaty of Rome at
that time. I feel that the situation has changed and that the Britisl
are anxious to get in at this point.
General LANE. I must differ with you, Mrs. Kelly. This is a
question of judgment.
Mrs. KELLY. I welcome dissent. I welcome other peoples' views
at all times and on all occasions and will-General LANE. Do you really feel that Britain has abandoned its
balance-of-power policy and is now welcoming political union on the
continent?

Mrs. KELLY. I am talking about joining the Common Market for
economic purposes, which is the basic purpose of the Common Market.
The big problem as far as Englaid was concerned was the issue of
agricultural subsidies. I think that-General LANE. There was one other factor, Mrs. Kelly. I think
your committee should keep this in mind. Britain refusedto join the
Common Market and statements have been attributed to its representatives saying that after 400 years of preventing political union on
the continent, they were not about to begin to promote it.
Britain found that the Common Market was very successful. It
was headed toward political union. Britain could not prevent that
political union from the outside. But from the inside, because of the
unanimity required among the members, Britain could have prevented
political union.
Mrs. KELLY. It was quite a surprise not only to Britain but to the
entire world that the Common Market was becoming a success and
was moving so rapidly toward integration on several levels. I think at
this moment there is still a hope for the unification of the seven and the
six. I certainly feel that our Government is endeavoring to cooperate
and to help the Common Market advance toward its goals.
Thaik you.
Chairman 'IORGAN. Mr. Fraser.
Mr. FRASER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

General Lane, I enjoyed your statement. 1 thought it was a wellreasoned statement, although I don't agree with all the conclusions
you come to. Let me begin by saying that I have a somewhat different
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impression of the sequence of events in our relationship witl France
and tile Common Market.
It has been my impression that we have always stlpported the
fulfillment of the Treaty of Rome, although I think it can be argued
that some of our specific policies may have been detrimental. Certainly France had reason to complain of United States actions and
policies from time to time is being British centered, or in a way too
American centered, looking at. the world as though only our interests
were to be served rather than those of the larger community.
What I would like to comment on, and get your reaction to, is
the dialog that has gone on here. Your statement talks about the
shifts in policy toward Europe. We see differences in interpretation
on those events between you and 'Mrs.Kell, and I perhaps have
another one. All this illustrates to me one o1 the most cogent arguments as to why we need to find ways to come together
in a better
way with our fiends in Europe.
That is to say, we have seen in the past two decades in our relationships to Europe, In general, very
i
constructive attitude ii the broadtern goals., but also at number of misunderstandings, a number of
policy variances and even an inability to come together on an interpretat ion oi even s.
This is the Ii.tory of mankind. Tiis is the history of relations
among nations, that we each think the world is centered around our
own country. I think many of us think that Washington is tile center of the w-orld. Whether that is right or wrong certainly does not
affect, the point of view of people in France or Germany or elsewhere.
'T'hey think the world is centered around their nation.
This is a cogent argument for building mechanisms in the Atlantic
Community that will bring an end to the very things that you point
onut. Witl'ut such mechanisms the whole potential for further -wars
goes on over the years. We do not end our inability to cooperate
and work together on such simple but important matters as the
balance of l)ayments and all of the distress that causes us.
I would take vouir statement as an argument as to why we iced to
move on tlie Atlantic front.
General LANE. I hope you would agree with me that we should
move in support of the t)itical unification of the six countries and
not OR a broader front, because the move on the broader front is a
diversion from what is Ilractical to what is impractical, as I say. 1
don't believe political union of the Atlantic powers is ever going to be
achieved ill tlie foreseeable future. I think we are wasting energy
to concentrate on such a goal when we have a very desirable goal,
which will restore a balance of power in Europe and relieve the United
States of its responsibility for defending it. This is the goal which
we seek.
Mr, FIRASER. If it were true that we can pursue only one initiative
at a-time, and I think sometimes that, is the way the State Department
works, such as now when they are thinking of Vietnam and other things
are going by the board. This is not necessarily the way things need
to be. I think we can encourage the Common Market and we can
sit down with our friends ill Europe to begin exploration to develop
ways to bring an end to what has been the historical divisions among
mankind.
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I don't want to overstress this, but the one feature that is prominent
on the landscape of history is how misunderstandings and national
interests lead to conflict. I know of no way to resolve that in the long
term except to establish mechanisms of decisionn making, coordination;
the things that can make the Western values parunount and durable
in the worl.
I see in your own recitation of our policies the need to move. If
we had just to choose one policy that might be another matter. I
don't see we are compelled to say it is either one thing or another.
We ought to be talking frankly with our friends all the time about
ay-s in which we can work toward these goals. It ought not to be a
single initiative today or just a preoccupation with one problem today.
The world really is too important, people are too important to limit
our efforts to such small dimensions.
General LANE. Mr. Fraser, I agree with your general sentiment.
"'itis

why I am careful in my remarks to establish my concern

aotthe progress of tile improvement of our civilization. I feel tilat
larger anld larger political unions tire not the solution for this. I
invite your conisid'eration of Canada, and tile United States which are
separate sovereignties which have lived alongside for 150 years without
antagonisms or wars.
Other nations can do the same thing. There is no reason in history
to believe that only by a unified political world we can eliminate war.
Mr. FRASEnl. I ihink it would be a mistake to overdraw the conclusions from that. We have divergence on a number of international
i)olicies. 'T hey reconize Red China.
hI'iiev sell wheat. I think
they recognize Red Cina. At least they aresoiling wieat. extensively.
'they take a different view of our southeast Asian involvement.
They are a relatively small power although a large land mass. There
isn't really much they could do. This is not the history of the world.
We enjoy common heritages and relative stability. The history of
the worla has been one of conflicts.
General LANE. The history of the world is, I would suggest, not of
conflict, caused by separate sovereignties and political differences.
It is of wars caused by differences in the temperament of nations.
Nations go through stages when they are aggressive and other stages
when they are quiescent and peaceful.
In the United States, in the 1930's, we were the most powerful
Nation in the world. We had an army about the size of the New
York police force. There was no need to have any more. We had
security without it.
Nations of our kind, of the types found in the Atlantic vorld, will
reduce their armaments except when they are confronted with threats
to their security. They do this automiatically because their own
interests and the nature of their institutions demand it. It is tile
emergence of hostile aggressive powers, such as the Soviet Union and
the elements of the Communist world, which reqllires the peaceloving nations to prepare their defenses.
This is the history of conflict throughout the world. You have
civilization after civilization disal)pearing because it, failed to defend
itself against the omnslaught of new powers. Time problem is then how
do you pacify tile aggressive powers, not how call we cianlge the divisiols within
r0111
worhld, which are not harmifiul. How call we change
the nature of tile eimemy which is aggressive?
6S-536------5
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Mr. FRA s it. You use the word "aggressor" rather easily. Who is
the aggressor ill the case of the Suez incident?
General LANE. I use the word aggressor, Mr. Fraser, in tile sense
of a nation which is out to conquer, control, and dominate other
nations of the world, and to exploit other peoples. There are miny
conflicts which occur within countries, within the tTnited States,
and among nations.
Mr. FRASm. The point I was trying to make
General LANE. In the question 'of Suez-I didn't mean to avoid
your question, I think that we have to clarify terms-I would have
to say the aggressor there was France and Britain.
Mr1.FRASER. I understand they claim justification for it in terms of
their national interest.
General LANE. This was aggression in the sense of using force. It
was not in the sense that they were out to conquer other nations.
Mr. FRASER. This illustrates the. problem I have, you see, that
somehow history has a way of turning around and what now seems to
be the pattern of alliances and relationships, tomorrow proves to
be an illusion anld until we find a way to build more enduring relatimships I have no confidence that we aire going to avoid major conflicts.
People don't respond to realities very quickly. We didn't during the
thirties.
We didn't after World War If.
We disarmed in the face of a hostile Soviet Union. Until we find
better political answers I don't have the confidence that you seem to
have in the military might alone of individual nations trying to provi(e the security that I think people deserve. I think government
should do better for them than it, is doing.
General LANE. My point, Mr. Fraser, is that the peace-loving
nations will not maintain any military organization except in the face
of a threat. When tile threat is there--Mr. FRAsEmi. They don't evei in the face of a threat, you see.
That is the point I am making. The only way to stop World War Il
would have been for the West to rearm, but they didn't until it. wits
too late.
That is as much a part of our history, and so it isn't true that
nations arm under threats. Often they, don't arm soon enough.
Often they see the wrong threat. That is why I don't have comifidence iin the way you think things will work out.
General LANE. If yOU go back to the thirties, Germany and Italy
were the aggressive powers. l'hev were on the march. They proclaimed to the world that they were.
IMr. FRASEm. Thie draft wire enacted in 1940 by a margin of one
vote. Our vision was very poor in tile thirties. It. was poor after
World War II. And it will be poor again.
Chairman MOROAN. Thank you, General Lane.
General LANE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MORGAN. Our next witness is W. B. Hicks, Jr., executive
secretary of the Liberty Lobby.
Mr. Hlicks, you have a prepared statement and you may proceed,
Si'.
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STATEMENT OF W. B. HICKS, JR., EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
LIBERTY LOBBY
Mr. HICKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am W. B. Hicks,
Jr., executive secretary of Liberty Lobby, appearing today on behalf
of the 175,000 subscribers to our legislative report, in the name of our
board of policy.
Mr. Chairman, Liberty Lobbv will direct its remarks to the content of the joint resolution, which, if enacted, would create a delegation of persons and give them congressional mandate to go forth in
the name of the American people and strike some kind of bargain over
our constitutional rights and liberty.
Are these proposed "representatives" to be elected by the American
people for this purpose? No.
Is it proposed that the American people have any opportunity to
limit the powers of these "representatives"? No.
Does this resolution set forth the amount of money which the
American people are to pay for this venture? No.
Does the resolution recognize that the expressed aims of the resolution could only be achieved through amending the Constitution?
No.
Does the resolution take note of the potential bad effects on our foreign relations with other nations not members of NATO? No.
Are the historical grounds set forth to justify the proposal sound and
factual arguments on which reasonable men would agree? No.
Are the proposed "solutions" contained in the resolution, such as
the l)roposed "common currency," sound and self-evident solutions, as
the resolution presents them? No.
Does the Constitution of the United States, from which this Congress derives its authorities, grant the Congress the power to netrotiate-or have negotiated-thie sovereignty of the Nation with foreign
governments?
Mr. Chairman,No.
Liberty Lobby feels that the truth of the foregoing
statements of fact is so clear and so self-evident that detailed argument would be superfluous. Even so, reasonable men do not always
agree, and we will expand on this statement as the committee might
desire. However, in the light of what we see as its faults, Liberty
Lobby earnestly urges that you do not pass this resolution.
Thank you.
Chairman iORGAN. Thank you, Mr. Hicks.
Mr. Hicks, of your 175,000 subscribers to your legislative report,
you say, in the name of our board of policy, do you poll your subscribers
o|1 a resolution of this type?
Mr. HICKS. Yes, sir, that is roughly correct. We do have a board
of policy consisting of nearly 12,000 persons who-are actually members
of the board of policy. 'They have membership cards. They are
polled on issues. They are subscribers. They are part of our 175,000
subscribers, but obviously they are only the part that takes a very
dech) interest in tile operation of Liberty Lobby.
Chairman MoORGAN. Mr. Hicks, then I understand that possibly
12,000 members of Liberty Lobby were polled on this resolution; is
that, correct?
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Mr. lIlCiKS. All our menibels wero given ile oppor tilility to Vole oil
the position on which our opposition to this resolltion is based. IO.nly
12,000 of theni chose to become atenbers of tle board of policy. B1it,
all of them did have orll. )o,sition against wvoll" gover'lIn 1t, onl which
we base our Op)osit ion toIthis resolution 1)resented to t hem.
IORAN. Will yo, flrnish for t.he record the percentagure
'1
Chairman
of vote of the members polled on this particular resolution?
Mr. 11IcKs. I will )e glad to, sir. however, a, I hoped to niake
clear, we did not poll oil this particular resolution. We polled on
general isslles only, soni 37 general issues. Obviously we coull not
poll oi everV l)ill
or resoluitll ilntro(led ill tle (Jonlrcs. So we
have general statements of policy on which our boar( of policy is
polled.
I would be glad to submit for the record the actual vote cotitn
which was published in an issue of our Liberty Letter.
(Tie following information was submitted :)

Tablation of ballots cast by Liberty Lobby's Board of Policy on the issue of
"World Government."
For, 308; against, 10,821.

Chairman MO(IOAN. Thank you, h'. I-Ticks.
Mr. Filton.
Mr. FuIroN. Are all your 175,000 subscribers plersons--lint is
people, or are they corporations, partnerships, things of thait kinid?
Are you speaking 4 people who vote or organizalions who vote such
as COrporal ions?

Mr. HiKs. 'They are all individuals, sit', and in nany cases a situscription represents more than one inidividlual in the sense that a failily may receive only one copy of Ihe Liberty Letter.
Mr.'FuLTON.,. S,; thalt coror ionsr
i5 I
iot inchilded in tile 175,000
subscribers?
Mr. HICKS. No, sir. I can think of no company subscriptions of
any sort. that, we have.
Mi'. FuLTON. 'Ilie United Nations Charier was a treaty approved
by two-thirds of lie Senate. You state in your statement: Does the
resolution recognize thai the expressed aims of tlhe resolution could
oilv-1ild I repeat, oily--be achieved through amending tile (Constit'i0ion? When t he United Nat ions Chart er and NATO" )otIi were,
with the approval of the Senate, under the treaty provisions of the
Coasitultion, couldn't this be dole, too?
Mr. HiCKS. Sir-, f am not, prepared at this time to go into wlht may
or may not be the constitutionality of the United Nations Charter or
of thie NATO Treaty. I (10 think generally we Canl state thlat, it is
implJossible to determiiie tle conlstituIttionali ty ohftenty of any soi't
unless ani individual U.S. cit izen is delprivedl of life, liberty, 01' prioperty
as an oiigrowtl of this treaty.
To date there has beeniin clear-cut case-that I know of at any
rate-brought. into the courts in which'it is contended by an Americam
citizen that his constitutional rights have been violated by either of
the two trieaties that you refer to.
Mr. FuiT'oN. 'Te )oint. I am making is, you are making a point,
that the entry
into an Athntic Union would have to be an anicudmeit,
of the U.S. (4 onstit ution anld not under the treaty-making powers of
the President with thie alvi'e laid consent of the Senate; is that your
point?
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MXr. lhcits, Yes, sir, that, is our point. 'That.does not. mean--when
I say it. calnllot, be done, that. does not, lean that we (o not, see the
potential for an attempt,to bring Atlantic Union into being through a
treaty. We feel hat this would ho constitutional to dto so and I aim
sure that tauder the type of actut federal union which is envisaged
by this resolution we would have very soon the kind of case brought,
forth that.I was referring to earlier in'connection with NATO and the
those cases, that the federal
United Nations, that. we have not, haid ill
government, that woul )eestablished woul doubtless intiediately
begin to tread oiltile life, liberty, and property of some of the now
citizens of this federal tinlol.
low tile court, would rule is atiothier matter. It is a l)olit'ical
is oll' feeling that it is self-evident, for the ains of this
question. It,
'esolltion to call for constit utional amnendmnent.
not mention ill Vo1r statement tile necessitly
N1r. FtU,'roN. You (to
of giving up States' rights in tile United States under such a proposal,
nor do you liention 'chatiges in taritl or abolition of tairifs within
this arca0.
Why don't you?
Mr. iCIKs. As far as States' rihts ro, I think that it. has been well
is
demonstrated in rceet, history that. this concept is only that. 11,
a concel)t,. It. does not, exist illaet quality thanks to various interpretalions of the interest ate commerce claim use of the Constit-ution.
It. would (it) little ,ood for us to come before this committee and
speak in tnrms of maiintain i,a.State's right which we cannot point
to as existing prior to the resolution either.
In terms of the tairiffs, we (10 not, ordinarily concern ourselves with
arififs. It is not one of the iost active issues that. Iiberty Lobby
does t.estifv on. I am sure that tarifis are just, one of the problems
tfait would arise under a federal union, problems insofar ais Americans
feel abilout it.
Mr. FUL/roN. Coing from Pittsutrgh, 1 am interested in your
posil iol on the atit i(iuining provisions inl the t ariff laws, for example
in the steel industry. Do von have a position on that?
Mr.1[trs. We have aipositioll, sir, which is against, so-called free
trade and it is on this position on which our board of policy votes.
It is so-called free trade. Our board of policy is overwhelmingly
atinst, this so-called free trade. So we are for antidutmping laws.
We are for protection of Atnericans and American indiustries'in this
But ais I say, we have not, been extremely active in this area and

this is only o1e area that wolild come into-

Nit'. FUu'o,. Your organization I believe opposes the U.S. income
tax anld Wilts that, auclen tit, to our ('onstitition repealed. Likewise I believe Voit want, private industry to operate our U.S. Post,
Oflce facilitis. What, effee, does that, have ol y1our1' posit ion here
in respect, to tlie enlry of the Atlainlie unionn by the United Stat-es?
Mlr. I[iteKs. First, of tll, sit, for the record, our organization has
never taken tiny position rearIln in operate ion of the Post+ Office by
private industry. And also for tihe record I thlunk naiybe there is
oltfiisioi- - -in vourl mill concerning
anai
so1 ,otifuasioti- ---unt
ti le ihe-tv Atlendnei. ( committeee which is a,(ifferenlt organizations
from the i'Liberty Io )l).y.
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M'r. FULTON. That is a misunderstanding. Would you clear
that lip?
Mr. HICKS. It is understandable. Our position on income tax, for
example, is encompassed under a two-word phrase, "tax equality,"
which we would use to apply to whatever potential possibilities arise
in the Congress for equalizing the tax burdens that exist in the United
States. But we do not make an all out-campaign to abolish the income
tax.
Mr. FULTON. Thank you very much. That is all.
Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Fraser.
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Hicks, how long have you been with the Liberty
Lobby?
Mr. HICKS. Since the spring of 1964, sir.
Mr. FRASER. Doesn't your organization testify on the foreign aid
bill?
Mr. HICKS. Yes, sir.
Mr. FRASER. To get a sort of appreciation of the background of the
group, do you have chapters in Europe?
Mr. HICKS. No, sir. We discourage foreign subscriptions even by
American citizens who live abroad. It is not just for business reasons.
We want to be able to come before a committee of the Congress and
say that we represent voters.
Mr. FRASER. What I was thinking about was there might be a
Liberty Lobby in France or West Germany and dedicated to preserving the sovereignty of each of these nations.
Mr. HICKS. I would hope so, but I cannot say one way or the other.
Mr. FRASER. I was just trying to imagine what their position
would be on their problems of a comparable nature.
In general, you
all?are opposed to foreign aid. Do you take a position
on Vietnam at
Mr. HICKS. Our board of policy has taken only one position that
might be related to the Vietnamese situation and that is officially
stated as "opposed to a land war in Asia."
Mr. FRASER. I don't believe I have any other questions.
Chairman MORGAN. Thank you, Mr. Hicks.
Mr. HICKS. Thank you, sir.
Chairman MORGAN. The Chair wishes to incorporate in the record
without objection at this time statements from the Honorable Clement
J. Zablocki, Member of Congress from the State of Wisconsin; the
Honorable Theodore R. Kupferman, Member of Congress from the
State of New York; Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway, U.S. Army (retired);
Mr. Theophilus M. Taylor, secretary of the General Council of the
General Assembly, the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.; the
Honorable Theodore R. McKeldin, mayor of Baltimore; Philip S.
Moore, C.S.C., professor of medieval studies emeritus, University of
Notre Dame, Dr. Gustav-Adolf Gedat, Member of the German Bundestag; Vice Ad m. R. Ruge, Federal German Navy; Urban Hansen, Lord
Mayor of Copenhagen; Baron M[ichiels van Kessenich, burgomaster,
city of Maastricht, The Netherlands; Lauren K. Soth, editor, Des
Moines Register and Tiribune; and the Republican Committee of One
Hundred, Inc., New York, Mis. Ray i. Erb, president.
(The statements referred to are as follows:)
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Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have this opportunity to present testimony
to tle House Foreign Affairs Committee in support of 11.Con. Res. 523 and similar
resolutions which have been introduced for the purpose of authorizing the appointment of an Atlantic Union delegation to organize and participate In a conveition made up of similar delegations from our NATO allies.
At the outset, I wish to commend you, Mr. Chairman, for scheduling hearings
on these resolutions. By doing so you once again have demonstrated the kind
of leadership which has brought public attention and approval to tileHouse
Foreign Affairs Committee.
Because the reslutions before the committee are not complex and have been
dwelled upon by other witnesses, I want to address myself today to the larger
question of what allAtlantic Union convention might be expected to accomplish.
None of us need be reminded that the Atlantic Alliance, forged at the end of
World War II because of the Soviet peril, has now entered into a period of difficulty and unrest. These problems have been focused on France and President
Do Gaulle's withdrawal of his country's armed forces from the NATO command.
It would be a mistake and a retreat to a "devil theory" of history to blame the
problems of NATO and the Atlantic Alliance solely on President de Gaulle.
Much more is at work here than just one man. As'the House Foreign Affairs
Subcommittee on Europe has pointed out in its recent report, "The Crisis in
NATO," the world has changed a great deal since 1949, but the Atlantic Alliance
has been virtually untouched by the processes of change.
We in the United States have not been blameless for this static quality of
NATO. Despite urgings from tile Continent, we have been reluctant to expand
the Organization's functions from the military to other spheres of activity, including economic, scientific, cultural and political activities.
It is unfortunate that only now, as the Alliance enters a period of disarray has
serious thought been given by government to the reform and expansion of NATO.
Is it already too late? Is the Atlantic Alliance, one of the great historic treaties
of history, to end in mutual recriminations and fruitless wrangling among the
member states?
I think not.. It would appear from the solidarity which has been shown by the
other 14 nations against the French action that there remains considerable v'igor
and cohesion in the alliance. But we have had a most serious warning. To
ignore it is to court disaster.
In its report, the Subcommittee on Europe, ably directed by our colleague, the
gentlewoman from New York, Mrs. Kelly, has emphasized that: "* * * the
tasks of collective security are no longer sufficient to keel) the alliance together,
and that we must seek closer cooperation with Europe in other areas in order to
maintain unity."
It is a point wisely made, and an objective toward which the resolutions we
are considering today are directed.
Mr. Chairman, the free and democratic nations of the Atlantic Community
share many things In common. Our philosophical heritage and religious traditions are similar. Our art, our music, our cultures are closely related. The
political institutions we have created are compatible; our citizens generally enjoy
the same rights and freedoms. In addition, the Atlantic nations are bound by
many economic financial, scientific, and technological ties.
Tile basic unity of the Alliance is evident. But these underlying factors must
be translated into solid instances of cooperation and coordination of policy by
the various states. Recently Undersecretary of State Ball said that we live in
an "era of conccntration"-and he was right.
There is not, however anything deterministic about the move toward unity.
Disintegration of the Alliance, of a united Europe even, remains a possibility.
This is, In other words, an era of concentration only so long as men of different
nations choose to establish common policies and create common institutions to
carry out those policies.
We must, therefore work toward the goal of unity; it will not spring full-blown
from the exigencies of history.
To this purpose, the resolution before us was introduced. It calls for an Amen.
can delegation of private citizens to meet with similar groups from the other At.
lantic nations to seek agreement on common policies and to create tile
democratic
institutions which would implement those policies.
As you know the resolutions specifically call for discussions leading toward a
federal union of the Atlantic Alliance. It would be my hope, however, that in
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laying the groundwork for this dialogue the delegations would work out agreements on other, broader, less-directly political issues and problems.
For example, the Subcommittee on Europe has noted that American advances in
science and technology have enabled our nation to acquire increasing interests in
European industry. This development has tended to alienate some segments of
the ,uropean population. The Subcommittee has recommended that:
" * * * to build the foundation for a beneficial long-range relationship with
Europe, we ought to give more thought to the mutual sharing of knowledge and
scientific advances."
Hfere, it seems to me, Is an area of disagreement and concern on which a frank
discussion by outstanding American citizens with their European counterparts
could be extremely useful. There are a number of these problem areas to which
such a convention might fruitfully give attention.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, I simply want to comment briefly on the sometimesheard objection to this convention which expresses the belief that the United
States will only "rock the boat." to no advantage by seeking to alter the status quo.

This view, it seems to mep, is tragically shortsighted.
Although times have changed since' the Atlantic Alliance was formed, the
United States remains the single most powerful nation In NATO. Our strength,

our resources, our responsibilities still require of us expressions of leadership
and direction.
There is nothing coercive in the resolution before the Committee; It does not
demand that other nations send delegations to a convention. We would, of
course, hope that all the states in NATO would be present for the discussion.
But that is for them to decide.
If the Congress passes this resolution it will not represent an attempt by the
United States to throw its weight around in Europe. Rather, it will be an
expression of continued interest in the welfare of the entire Atlantic Community
and eloquent testimony to our commitment to the future of NATO and tle
Grand Alliance.
The spirit in which this resolution should be considered by Congress and the
parliaments of the other nations involved was aptly expressed by our late President
Kennedy when, paraphrasing the Preamble of the U.S. Constitution, he said:
"Acting on our own by ourselves, we cannot establish justice throughout the
world. We cannot insure Its domestic tranquility, or provide for its common
defense, or promote its general welfare, or secure the blessings of liberty to our.
selves and our posterity. But joined with other free nations, we can do all this
and more. We can assist the developing nations to throw off the yoke of poverty.
We can balance our world-wide trade and payments at the highest possible level
of growth. We can mount a deterrent powerful enough to deter any aggression
and ultimately we can help achieve a world of law and free choice, banishing the
world of war and coercion."
It is now within our capacity to begin to work effectively toward achieving the
fullness of the vision which President Kennedy has expressed. That opportunity
is embodied in the legislation which is before the committee today. I strongly
urge that it be given committee approval as soon as possible and reported to the
Floor of the House for action.
CONRoxSS

OF TH

UNITED STATES,

HOUSE OF RHPJRxSnNTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., August 30, 1966.
Re IT.J. R es. 1087 To establish an Atlantic Union delegation.
Hon. THOMAS 13. MORGAN,
Chairman, House Committee on Foreign Affairs,
House of Representatives, lVashington, D.C.
Mona.t8, Oil April 2.5h, I introduced H.J. lRes. 1087, a
D]EAR CII,\Ir.MA
'Jolnt Resolttion To Establish An Atlantic Union Delegation" which was referred to your honorable Committee.
I acknowledge the leadership in this regard of Congressman Paul Findley of
Illinois and commend him for such leadership.
If we are to have world peace and brotherhood, we must recognize the concept,
of one world for those who will in turn give similar recognition. The logical
place to attempt this approach is with our allies in the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization.
Our'Coustitution was the original product of long sessions given to thought,
arguinent and compromise. Almost two hu udred years later, the amnendments,
precedents, and interpretations are volinous. Yet, we had so mich in common
and of course, still do as one people in this country.
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So it will not be easy to fashion this Atlantic Union to which I refer when the
language barrier and even more differing backgrounds intervene. Still, we must
make the attempt, and so the creation of an Atlantic Union delegation is a flist
step in what will be a long process toward an eventual goal.
Ihope tie Joint Resolution will be passed by this Committee and sent to the
Floor.
Sincerely,
THEODOnE R. KUPFERMAN,
Member of Congress.
AueeST 23, 1966.
Hon. THOMAS E. IMVIORGAN,
Chairman, Foreign Affairs Comnittee,
U.S. House of Representatives,
W1ashington, D.C.
DEARIMR. CHAIRMAN: I am informed by the Honorable Paul Findley that your
Committee plans to hold hearings on the Atlantic Union Resolution on August 30,
and suggesting that I submit a statement in support of the Resolution.
I strongly support this proposed Resolution for reasons which follow.
It seems to me that the most vital problem in the world is stated at the outset
of the preamble to "The Charter of the United Nations"-"to save succeeding
generations from the scourge of war."
No group of nations, no, region, has such cogent and compelling reasons for
recognizing the ineluctable logic of this simple statement, as the peoples of the
Atlantic Community.
The briefest scanning of history from the time of Rome's greatness to the
present day-a period of two millenia-reveals that the peoples of Europe have
beel deluged in blood of wars, which within the last two centuries, have exacted
Increasing toll in human life and misery. Now, with the existing potential for
destruction, the costs in life and human values of another world conflict is beyond
calculation.
In the very magnitude of this possible catastrophe should lie the hope that the
sanity and wisdom of statesmen can devise viable methods to prevent this catastrophe. No present obstacle, no conceivable difficulty-not even human greed
and lust for power-should be permitted to deflect or weaken collective efforts to
attain this objective. No group of governments has greater reason, greater
stakes at issue, greater potential for attaining this objective, than does the group
of peoples of Europe and America-Europe because of its ceaselessly recurring
blood baths, America because of its inseparable identity of interests, and both
together because of the vulnerability of their highly developed social, economic
and cultural structures-quito apart from the inherent moral factor involved.
The purpose, if fulfilled, of the pending Resolution would be, in my humble
opinion, committing us only to taking one positive and constructive step toward
a goal, which however distant and seemingly Impossible of attainment, should
command the full and persevering support of our people.
With high respect, I am,
Siincerely,
M. B. RIDOWAY,
General, U.S. Army, Retired.
THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U.S.A.,

Ion. THlOMAS E. MORGAN,

New York, N.Y., August R3, 1966.

Chairman of Foreign Affairs Conommittee,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. MORGAN: It is my understanding that the House Foreign Affairs
Committee will be holding hearings on the Atlantic Union Resolution on August
30th, and I should like to present a brief statement in favor of this Resolution, a
copy of which I have seen by the courtesy of the Honorable Paul Findley, Congressman from Illinois.
The Resolution recommends an orderly procedure whereby a preliminary
convention might be hold to explore the possibilities of agreement on a lon range
goal, a timetable for the realization of such a goal, and the creation of Interim
democratic institutions which would prepare the way. It asks the Congress to
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establish an Atlantic Union delegation of IS citizens, 8 to be appointed by the
Congress, and 8 by the President. It authorizes them to initiate and participate
in a convention of similar delegations from "such North Atlantic Treaty Organization allies as desire to join in this enterprise." It further provides that any
recommendations from such a convention would be submitted to the Congress
for action following the lines of our usual constitutional procedures. It further
provides for bipartisan membership, so far as political affiliations are concerned,
of persons of national stature representing a broad range of background and
experience.
et Ismy belief that while there have been and continue to be some opponents
of the United Nations among our citizenry, the great majority of the American
people recognize that we must face inevitably some kind of 'development that
will eventuate in world order. The best way to make progress in such a direction
is to find order within major geographical regions as a step in the right, direction.
There is no conflict of interests between our continuing whole-hearted support
of the United Nations and tile
maintenance of such other organizations as NATO,
SEATO, and CENTO. They are mutually supportive.
Such a convention as the Resolution proposes would provide a democratic
forum where NATO nations, through their representatives, could confer together about the desirability and development of an Atlantic Union.
Many of us have been gravely disappointed that more understanding has not
been exhibited on the part, of the United States in relation to the increasing isolation of France under DeGaulle's administration. The offense which he has
taken at the domineering role which he feels the United States has maintained
within NATO has caused the widening of the gap. Everything we have done
nationally over the past two or three years has seemed to drive him further away.
A convention of this kind would, undoubtedly, go a long way toward healing g
such a division and certainly it is desperately needed at this time.
There is a natural affinity among the nations of the North Atlantic since our
own citizenry owes its ethnic origins dominantly to these nations. If there are
common interests to be discovered, they should certainly be found in such a
convention. It is my earnest hope, therefore, that the Cbommittee will report
this Resolution to the Congress, with its strong recommendation for approval.
Respectfully yours,
TnEOPHIbUS M. TAYLO,
Secretary of the General Council.

CITY OF BALTIMORE,

August 29, 1966.
Hon. THOMAS E. 'MORGAN,
Chairman, Foreign Affairs commitee,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN MIOROAN: It is my understanding that the House FVoreign
Affairs Committee will )old hearings on tile
Atlantic Union Resolution on August
30th.
I am familiar with the Joint Resolution which is now before your Committee
and I want to take this opportunity to give it, my enthusiastic support. As a
firm supporter of the United Nations and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, I believe favorable action on the Joint Resolution is the next logical step
towards achieving Federal Union among the nations of the Atlantic Alliance.
It has long been clear to me that the peace of the world would be more secure
if the States of the Atlantic Alliance could achieve governmental unity and
integration based on law. The Joint Resolution now under consideration establishes the means to explore that possibility. It must be considered therefore
a logical first step to be taken by the Government of the United States. This
Resolution looks to the future. "It looks towards peace and it looks towards
the establishment of democratic institutions to achieve the goal of Federal Union
among the States of the Atlantic Alliance.
There are ample safeguards contained within the Resolution to prevent precipitous action without Congressional and Executive approval. But it must be
understood that. the United States Government has the re-ponsibilitv of leadership of the free world amid, as the nation with the strongest economic, military
and political system, cannot afford to let slip away this opportunity to explore
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means of achieving strong governmental unity among the North Atlantic Treaty

Nations.

I respectfully
'incerel'y urge
yours,yolr Committee to approve the Resolution before you.
THEODORE R. M
KELDIN, Mayor.

UNIvEISITY OF NO-riE l)AME,

Notre Dame, Ind., A'iugust 23, 1966.
lion. THOMAS B. Mouc110,
Chairman, Foreign Affairs Committee,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
-WDnAa CONORKSMI tN MORGAN: I have read the Atlantic Union Resolution on
which I understand your Committee will begin hearings on August 30th. Firmly
convinced that the only way of ultimately establishing world order, alolishing war
anld bringing about lasting peace under liw is through the federation of the present
nation states, and further convincled that. federation of those states that are
ineinbers of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization woul be a tremendous
stride toward the ultimate objective, I filly and warmly endorse and support this
Resolution. I strongly hope the Congres. will create ihe Atlantic Union delegation l)romptly so that'it. will be prepared to meet. with other delegations of the
iember states of NATrO in the proposed convention as soon as possible.
Respectfully yours,
PnrrapI S. MOORE, C.S.C.,
Professor of Medieval Studies Emeritus.
INTERNATIONALEs FonuMi BunG LEBENZELL,

Bad Liebenzell/Schwarzwald, August 24th, 1966.
Mr. THO.(As 'MORGAN,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. MORGAN: I understand that on August 30th the House Foreign
Affairs Committee will hold hearings on the Joint Resolution to create a delegation to a convention of North Atlantic Natiens. Will you permit me to express
as a German citizen and for 12 years member of the German Bundestag my
sincere hope that this resolution will be successful. I have been engaged ill
international affairs for many cars and believe that we all should do our best
in supporting such a resolution for building a real Atlantic Union which In my
opinion is the only solution for our present worhl difficulties. I hope that this
htter may encourage you and the other colleagues for a successful hearing.
Sincerely yours,
0. A. GEDAT.
74 TOBINGEN, August 27, 1966.
]iOnh THOMAS E. M\OROAN,
6
Chairman, Foreign Affairs onmnittee,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
I fully support the Joint Resolution to create a delegation to a convention of the
North Atlantic Nations.
I am convinced that In this changing world the Atlantic Nations must be
firmly united to survive in freedom. Useful as it is, the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation In its present form is not adequate to safeguard our future. History
shows that alliances will fall apart sooner or later unless they develop a common
supranational organ with federal rights. (See the origins of Switzerland, the
Netherlands, the USA, the 2nd German Empire, etc.).
Especially in view of recent nationalistic tendencies in some parts of the
Atlantic World It is imperative to explore all roads which can lead to closer contact and cooperation between our nations with the final goal of a federal union.
F. RUGE,
Vice Admiral (retired), Federal German Navy.
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COPENIIAOEN, Auust , 1066.
lfeot. TuonAS R. MORGAN,
Chairnian, Foreign Affairs Cornnittee
U.8. House of Representalives,
Washington, D.C.
I
ihA
NlI
Il. MoRGAN: Through Mr. Paul Findlev I have learnt that the House
Foreign Affairs Conintlt.ted will hold hearings on tho Atlantlo Union Resolution
at the enld of tis month. In tills
connection I wish to tell you that I am very
Interested in the result of the hearings, and I hope that they wiRl be of value, not
only to outr two countries, but to the whole world.
Sinerely yours,
URBANHANSEN
Lord Alayor.
,
CITY OF~A
[AASTI1!CHT, TIlE NETIIERLANDS,
_
1*gust 25, 1066l.
MOROAN,
lion. TuoMAS H.
Chairman, Foreign Affairs domm ittee,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
)DEiSin: In a fow lays the house Foreign Affairs Committee will hold hear-

itgs on the Atlautio Union Resolution.

lain not a politician as burgonmasters in The Netherlands are not elected but
appointed for 0 years. If this Is a reason for vol to have no confidence I hope you
will nevertheless try and go on reading thrs letter. I am the burgomaster of
Maastricht-clty, the first town in The Netherlands that was liberated*by your
gallant troops in 1944.
I want you to know, that there are, on this side of the common swiminlgpool
that is caled the Atlantic Ocean, many more people than you might think who
are looking forward to the coming hearbigs, ardently interested as they are in the
outcome of Resolution '64.
There is an old Dutch saying that a near nelighbour Is better than a distant
friend. Neighbours normally live together in one street * * * their street.
They want that street clean nd safe and open to the whole world. This is only
Possible if everybody pays his share and has his say. 'This Is exactly the object.
that has as soon as l)o0ssiblc to be studied by Americans, Canadians and Europeans
together.
I hope you iIll be v'ery clearly aware that another flop would discourage nanly
friends that really want to become near neighbours. I pray that o3o clearly
visible and courakeous step will be taken by your Congress, slowing the whole
world that Anerican ideal isn is mnore than words, like it title proved on several
very critical occasions.
Sincerely yours,
Baron MICllIELS VAN KESSENICi,
The Burgomaster.
P.S. By tile way, I am giving practically all my free time, instead of to my largo
family, to the future of the nuchI larger family of all men of good will as the founder
and president of Tite Netherlands Cominttee for Atlantic Union.

DES MOINES REGIsTDR

AND TnIuNs,

Des Moines, Iowa, August 5, 1066.
E. 'Monok,
Chairman, Foreign Affairs Commiltee,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE MORGAN: Earlier this year the National Planning
Association issued a statement on "Strengtllenlng the Free World Through
Atlantic Unification." The statement was issued over the signatures of members
of the NPA Board of Trustees and Standing Committees. The statement assorted:
"We believe that the most promising approach (toward an eventual Community
of Democracies In the world) is to proceed first toward integrating the Atlantic
Community. While progress in tills direction must entail a considerable period of
political evolution, we reconimend that positive steps should be taken as quickly as
practicable. Attainment of Atlantic unitfiction can provide the best foundation

Honi. TRomAs
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for an eventual Community of Democracies, which could embrace so large aVproportion of the human race as to lead, in turn, to an ultimate free world."
As a member of the subcommittee which prepared tits statement and as a signer
of it I wish to express my enthusiastic support for the Joint Resolution to create
a delegation to a convention of the North Atlantic nations which your Committee
Qn Foreign Affairs is considering.
It seem to me that tits Resolution is a significant step in the direction of an
integrated Atlantic Community. While we all realize the many obstacles toward
integration at this time, it is always a good idea to keep the light burning for the
goal of a unified Atlatie Community. Should political events Utk place that
would make action toward Atlantic federation more feasible, .the groundwork
would have been hid.
Very truly yours,
• • .....
,
ILAURElN K. SOTH.
STATEMENT OF TI1AI EPUBLICAN COMMITTEE OF Oa

HUNDREb,

Ic., NEw YORK,

NY.
On October' 18, 1965 Republlemn Reprcsentativq Paul Findley,' qf Illinois, intro(luced 11.. lies. 761) iothelHe
0of
Representhtives which would authorize
the ereatioi of an 18-n)enber dele ation to convene with similar delegtions from

other coum) ries for tl~e purpose ofrtheilng the establishment of ap Atlantic
Conmuni.fy composed of-tho..NATO nat ibnt,
Similar resolutions Were introduced by/theso Republican mem

r-'-f the 1gousebf Representative,: Rogers

C. B. Mo).ton, of Maryland' F. Ir ,fordIlMorse, of Massaclusetts; Albert H. Qifle,
of Minnesota; Robert F. illso 'h, of Kansas;, Qlenard P, Lipscomb of Calf-

fornia; S.ymour M prn, of NIM. ork ilid John . Anderson, Robert it# Michel,
Edward . Derwins I and l.onold\ it tifeldi-alU f Ilinois.'
'
In the" etate the following' lepubl 1an menibe Aintroduced similar resolutions:

Frank Cgrlson, of Kansas; Ppui Fanniti 'of-Azoina; hliram Fong, of' Hawaii;
Jacob Ja .its, of New',York, and'Winston L. Pr9(it4;'of Vermont. (See Exhibit A
for text of. the resolution.) ,
I/ I
/ I
.
.
On Match 2, I9OQ, Mr. Findlo.
r ed permission to "extend his
remarks * * * in the Record and to lnoltde extraneous matter." Soprme excerpts
of Mr. FindLv's comments follow.-

"Mr. Spet~er, at a new

6Onfereiico toda~i Re~~ia

rs'eta~ec

w a
e
tie Atlantic dgoegatote solution. Pisent and par.
ticopating iA tim news confrnee-wer
Iprescntatives Eiswofpth, of Kansas;
Quick, of

Minnesota; Morton, of Maryland; F. Bradford Morse,-,of IMassachusetts,

and myself.

"Tie resolution is'tinQ most specific proposal ever
in!.rduced In Congress in
Egd to a federation ofafreQ nations.

'Ii~rs known as tile resohtitfon"oestablis

na-Affa ntic Union delegation.

It

would authorize an 18hmember dele giurgiiof eminent U.S. citizens to convene
with similar groups from other Interested NATO nations for these specific

lpurposeii:

."To explore the possibility of agreement on-"First. A declaration thatthe eventual goal of the Atlntic alliance In a federal
union government:
"Second. A timetable for reaching the goal; and

"Third. Ways and means to keep the project In motion.

"Eight of the delegation are to be named by the Congress and eight by the
President. Not more than half are to be from one political party.

"The resolution placed great stress on the need for high competence in the
delegation, and requests that former Presidents Eisenhower and Truman serve as
co-chairmtan [sil] It specifies that each shall be as free to speak and vote As
were the drafters of the U.S. Constitution.'#
We think It pertinent at this point to begin questioning 'Mr. Findley, to ask,

first-,, where, In the Constitution of the United tates he finds authority for the
Congress to delegate zuch powers as he proose to citizens of the United States
who are in no sense responsible to the Amneria people, since they have not been
elected to any public office, or are not now elected officials of the United States
government.
Weo would also ask Mr. Findlev y what reasoning he sees any relationship
between the Constitution of the United States, including its drafters, and "-a
federal union government" of the NATO nations, since our nation constitutes a
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niloii," whih a politiea UlniOn of thiNATO ('011nt16iis woild COnsli trim "federal
tiltit asll prtt-l1nttioIeat goverIllu'ltit.
Wlhitn wo rogeird Mr. Findhvy's proposal as no laulghihg iniater, wo could hardly
of "ollr etrorts
over ils ('(1jiatilig tlo IIiliportllco
resist driving sono tiltnllit'
to build the Atnnticconunnlty'' with "a goutl to plt,ittitan oil the Illoont , .of
houtld wo suggest that, Mrlr. Ftncdihy tako itguitar i)roJeot of his AttinoftlUnion

ptany

President's warning itsto entangliing and p(rnaitint
Illaving ilt mid oir first
allihties, wo iartitcularly de'iore Mr. ,indily's Invoking of our first, President
pila by cillninig hat "Just, itsViAshington saw th niood for it'governto bless lils
ln Origialil Htatos, so wo sen tile need Ovenltuatlly
mont for tile i'eopol' of the Thirtee
After so stating Air.
to havo oio for the wholo of thel Atiltito coninuuity."
Findloy conchidt's that '"'Tho resolittion is reatisie." (lRnpiiasis otrs)
reason for (t(i nws
thia:
''Tiit'
initain
ili
-ngess
finformls
th
Mr. iFilldtttv also
eonfi'reiwo wias to draw ait t'ntio to iters ('ndorslig thie Alittlo Mlioi (tlegittloti
rt'solulioit whielt I have reel('ei'i verv recetlv from former Vice lPresident,
of PelnsvVtlli:
lehiigal: (loverloi eranlltol,
Nixoli, (iovernor itomlney, of
(loivernor Ilittlh'id, of Oregol: (overolr IloekeftlhIr, New York, and fornller
(Meo| Ilibit 11for IWXt. of tto' lileitlolled 10ltes.)
Seciator (Iotdwtt'r.'I
'lie author of It ,J. les. 769 d(iille(iies from these ttters thatlls "most seeiii
sis
Ili
il'oplosal ever Illtrodluced in ( ogrems litregard to itfederation of frle
enidosed (siol by tie iteilieill canidhdates for President in l96t) nd 190.1, by I he
iiibleadhig couteliithrs for tue Ilepliultcin nmtination It 11)(14 nd hY Ote
ticanle mlost oftenminttioneit' s1pivsittt'ilt-a p)ossiilitites i I 1118.''

(hoedlt
that (t l ext lieiiitIeui l~resicteitt witt work it) achieve Atiuitle Uioni.
T mo tters; put atsi m111iiat, gloili) of Rem lbictit leaders onl record for at foreigiipolicy proposal thalt is '"bot1h p'ae-ft ami poieuil (eipliis ouirs).''

Anid aginh Mr. Fiitnuley erroneously resorts to i arlrelu to ourt owin history by
sitat 111g:
all tih lepresideiitil-levei leadersii) of the I ieptilllilt Party tills
;'Virl,utllY
plrOlosil for ilting free' ieole sttie the Aiierican
tUe most.
promising
siiipiports
1776-891,
revoluthiiary,
per~iodl,
icllihiriv dlistresshig to oir
St'nator (l'olwitter's endorseient of the, I)tan is pllrt
mebtiilers who overwhelmingly weleoined his 11inlniatloi for ti, Presidency 1by
the ltopiiblician Party li 141. who contributed siub.stant hilly to his ciiniilil
antt who worked (litigeilyfor llselection.
history of the Atiantlo
For those of our readers who are not familiar with the
.
we offer hero a brief history of RO Fltdloy's "realli io" aiid
Community pialil
roposatl.
"powerful
Tiho plan stenis from a book by Clarence K. Street' at 11hodes scholar and former
foreign correspondent for tile New York T'i,i;ea. Tit book, entitled Union Now
(and published lii1030), advocated a gradual approach through Federal tnions to
final world union. In 1041 Mr. Street wrote another book entitled Union Now
With Britain lin which he states, on page 192:
"])olnoerats cannot . . . quarrel wlIth Soviet Russia or any other nation
Idea of
because of Its economic collectivism, for democracy itself Introduced tile
collective machinery Into politics. Itile a profound mistake to Identify democracy
and Union necessarily or entirely with eittier capitalist or socialist society, with
method of individual or collective enterprise. There is room for both of
either tile
these methods litdemocracy ....
"Democracy not only allows mankind to choose freely between capitalism and
lnctudee marxist government, parties and press * * *."
collectivism, but it
(Emphasis ours.)
Mr. Street appears to have welcomed World War It as he states in a liter book
published in 1001 and entitled Freedom's FroltierAtlantic Union Notw:
"Japan Pearl Harbored us into the war we had sought to avoid by disunion ....
white heat of war to help leaders form tile nuclear
Now we Americans had tile
Atlantic Union."
We had been at war less titan a month when, on January 5 1042, Mr. Street's
Federal Union, Inc. (formed in 1940) widely advertised in tile press a petition
urging Congress to adopt a joint resolution advocating immediate union of the
United States with the free-society nations of the world, urging "Lot us begin now
a world United States * * *." Among the signers of the petition was John Foster
Dulles who, It is reliably reported, had actually written the joint resolution which
Federal Union asked Congress to adopt.
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This world government resoltion proved,

along other things, that in the

of lntiolls to be forne(ld, the "union government" would have the
federal 11111ol1
right:

to imposea common e'ti/eiii);

(g) to tax cit it3lle (ilh'etly;
{))to make an11d enforce fi,'s;
4 to coin an(d borrow neOiy;

b) to have a monopoly ol tl earned forces; and
0) to admit now 1Iinlhrws.

Congress was also asked hit 1042 to adopt a joint resoluttion by it world govern.
inoiit organization World Fellowship, Ino Its a blthday present to Presidont

Franmklln 1). Itoosov,,t. The resolution cnlied for "a eenInonlwtnalthlh of nations

to he known its ls. thited Nations of ith World, and to that e11(I it herelby gives

to the l'Vesl(h1it of the United Siates of America all the neeledi authority and

powers of every kind and lescripltion, without linittlions of any kind that tire

nee ssary Iii lilt; sole and absolute discretion to set up alld create the Federation
of the World." 'ite1 resolution also linked authorization to appropriate the sum
of 100 million dollars, 111010 or less, "to effeontate the purposes of this Joint resolutil, andicIlk alddition, lte stint of 1 million dllars for tile inuieulate use of tho
United Nations of the World under Its constitution as set. up nl)d created by the

l'resilent of the United States of America as provided lit IllsJoint resolution * * *."1
World Fellowshlip, Tilne.
Both rmlu~lt ions proposed by Federl tni on, lite. anmd
Wi'r1 1'eJetetd bv the, Collgrl's in 11142.
TIn' Ilext. 11ove ci1ne it 1011), wlell oil April 4lh of tint year the North Atlantic
rillty wus rattifleul by the I nlited States, Presiden1t, T'P1611111 igingl Its l)ro-11
tuatlon estthlishillg NATOiin force o11 Al19l1st 21, 109.).

l'trsentd In the maIln

1hi'
tla te t-hat "Tile
its a mili lllrv Iilitile(, It Sho1ul 11 oteItat. t preitmnble
and~ primicillies of tile! Chairter of thle
purIposes
tl~w
fit
flitll
their
relflin
Birth's
V
* *," i'c And A1ile,
l'nltd
shl1o 7 reads:
siitelt
cc as afetl
in
aywa
'ii
sNations
rc tdeno* ind
tile rights andiu obliguitionli lilder~l thlie (1iutit('r of the puilties wliit'h arole I'libera
of ilt nflited Natols, or the prhlllry responsibility of the Security Council
for thle Illaliten lice of Iuiteriatommal pl~lZce 11ttd security.'
Tnhe original NATO nation lui'ibert were: Belim, Caiudit lDeniark ,Franco,
Ievl, Italy, 1,uxenihourg,Th1ln Netherlands, Norwaly, Por-ttil l, tile Uited ingdomt
and thle Uitled States. Thestl itilies were later joined y Greece, Turkey and
West. Girnliany.

Also Iin 1041) Clrence K, Streit formed the Atlantic Union Committee, Inc.,
aind was able to have int-roduedt Into the Congress in1that year an Atlantic Unioll
Comnnitttee resolution which provided for lie calling of an International conventions
to 'xplro steps toward i linilted world government.
We believe it pertilent here to'add that Itepresentativo Paul Findley Is a
Ineniher of the board of directors of the 'successor organization to the Atlantic
Union Committee Inc., the Atlantic Council of tile U.S.A., fic., which was
formed 1l9(12, We have also learned that Representative Findley was a "Young
Fedeitilst" fit his college years, lteprosentatives Yllswortlhi and Qulo are members
of the Council, its well ais Senators Carlson and Metcalf, whoitrotlucecd companion measures in the Senate to the Findley resohltlon.
Senator Eugene J. McCarthy of Miniesota, author of S. Con. Res. 04 tile
Senate co1pa ion resolution to I.J. Res. 709, is also a member of the goard
of Mr. Strelt's Federal Unlio In c as well as Senators Dodd Metoalf Carlson
and Mageo (all Democrats wthi the exception of Senator Carlson). Tho House
members include Representatives Zablocki of Wisconsin Richard McCarthy of
Now York, Olson of Minnesota (all Democrats) and Findley of Illinois. Mr.
Findley is also a member of the Council of the International Movement for
Atlantlo Union.
Mr. Streits 1949 resolution was not voted on it the 81st Congress (1049-1050)
and it was introduced In each succeeding year to 1059 without the Congress
taking action. However, the resolution was passed by the Congress 11 1000 and
became known as "The NATO Citizens Commission Law of 100 (Public Law
80-710)" emphasis ours). Accordingly, In March, 1001, Sam Rayburn for the
Houe of Representatives, and Lyndon Johnson, for the Senate, selected 20 persons to serve on the Citizens Colnmission, none of them having any responsibility
to the American electorate.
Time does not permit research ol what this commission was able to accomplish, if anything. However, another form of the resolution, identified as Senate Concurrent Resolution 12, was extensively discussed in Acarings before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee in 1955 and 1050, but it was tabled in 1056.
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Pressure continued to be applied officially to create a United States Citizens
Commission on NATO to permit them to participate with their counterparts in
other nations it an international convention of representative citizens to examine
how greaterr political and economic cooperation" among their peoples might be
promoted. (Etnphlsi ours,) Thus, on September 7, 160,S.J. lies. 170 became
Public Law 80-719. This law was signed by President Eisonhower. On November 20, 1900, the Sixth Conference of the NATO Parliamentarians, meeting in
Paris, unanimously welcomed the enactment by the United States of Pu ble
Law 80-719.
The next important stop was taken in 1902 when the Declaration of Paris was
adopted by the Atlantie Convention of NATO Nations in Paris on January 19,
This Declaration was described by a member of the United States Com190.
mission on NATO thus:
"It deolAted for a true Atlanti

Commu nity i ton years, with the pattern for

it to be slled out in the next two years. its resolutions were ubalu rint for:
(1? establishment of the iclees of an executive athgrity on political, economic,
ncliary and cultural
oj
matters (2) legislative articipnation on questions of concern

to the Alontic oninunity, and (3) a NAof pigh ourtofJuticeforsettlinglegal
difference therein." meiphasis ours.]
Air. Christian A. erter Co-Chairman of the United States Citizens Cofission on NATO, ]nt
addressing g the Atlantic Convention o January
n
8, referred to
the "necessary compression of our ovoreignt
and
n" referred to "xcessive insistence
oin complete and uncoordinated ationa freedom." His closing
comment is

pertinent: "Our gathering hero to prospect, aninternational bre trouh ovidunces growing confideonce in the effectiveness; of private efforts to im irove hetgovrnance of union "
Emphasis ours.] While Congress and the 1Presidents in
office in the Intervening twelve years had, most unfortunately, authorized our
makes
participation in these International conferences, Mr. oertor's comment
clear thait the objective of the Atlantic Convention was to by-pass the United
States Congress and to place in the hands of private- citizen "experts" thle reis of
control over the American people.

The Declaration of Paris wont farther than previously stated objectives of the

Internationalists by Invading the educational field, in recommondinng "organizing
t ol(d Atlauntic Plan for Youth and Education," and Included along vith "ystudents and teachers" "youth leaders, workers i Industry and agriculture."

Other Impiortalnt steps taken to create a viable political miid econloili union of

the NATOn ionr Include the Organization for Euroa inp Econlomic Cooperation
ECSC the Eollop( Ier(oHC) theornopeall (1land Steel Connutil t
ais
The Commiion Market,
nomnih doinmutlth (EQC meore familarly known
n
of Rome, ani the European Atomic Enorgy Comof Treaties
created byon

11nu11itv (t"UlATO-M).
'nfe

Goal s

tovernment of All the World " wrote Atlantic Unioniost and

World Vederalist. HElmo Roper In a p~amp~hlet of thlat name:
"Bitt the Atlatlo Pact (NATO) need not he ottr lust effort toward greater un11ty.
it ean 1)0 converted Into one more sound and Important stop) working toward
world peace.

It can be one gf the most positive moves in the direction of One World.

And it becomes clear that the first step toward W~orld Goverinment cannot be
cop Itettntil we have advanced In four fronts: the econotnic, the tililtary, the

Einp itsis ours
the scial."
liVnic,
If Mr. Roper ans aware tiat lie was, itpart at least, subscribing
umayand
wonder
to a world government plan Included Iothe Program of the Communist International of 1930 expressed thus:
ea
established only by a victory of socialism In different
"That dictatorship calt
countries or groTps of countries, after hlich the Proletariat Republis would unte
on federal lines with these alreadyin existence, and this system of federal onions
would expand . . . at length forming the World Union of Socialist Soviet

Republics."
In summary the various plans discussed are International In character, which
leads us to ponder If their authors and followers also are aware of the Communists'
definition of Internationalism. For this reason we would refer them to a publication entitled "Character Education fit Soviet Russia," published by the Ann
Arbor Press. The following Soviet slogans are to lie found on a poster reproduced
fin the book which read: 1. "Without educating Internationalists, we'll not build
socialism.", 2. "International education Is the way toward the union of the toilers
of the whole world." 3. "To train a comnmutnist means to train up a collectivist,
an internationalist, and a militant atheist."
Numerous similar definitions can be found throughout the wide range of Soviet
literature.
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And how can Mr. Findley maintain that the citizens of tile Unlited States, not
to mention those of the other NATO countries, would "enjoy . . . tile greater
freedom and higher moral and material blessings which federation has brought
to the free people in the past? There is no historical basis whatever for such a
claim and we challenge Mr. Findley to prove us wrong. Perhaps the most
recon example before us of nations taking atolls to preserve their Individual
freedom is that of the newly created African nations, just emerging from colonial
rule, literally booting out from their borders Soviet and Rod Clinese officials
who had established themselves there, And this was not (on under the auspices
of the organization of African nations but. nation by nation, acting independently.
Having thus regained their sovereignty, can it be Imagined how these now nations
would react to a plan such as the Atlantic Union, lot alone a world-wide one?
Where, also, can MIr,. Findley demonstrate that "federation" has brought
"greater freedom andi higher moral and inaterial blessings to free peo)lo in tie
past?" On the contrary, the historical record is that the nations wideh have
achieved these blessings have done this without benefit of "federation" with
other nations.

Mr. Findley's resolution goes on to quote President Johnson as saying: "The
distress or undierdeveloptnt of any part of the country holds i)ack tile progress
of the entire Nation. * * * Above ol we cannot afford to shut out large numbers
of our fellow citizens from the fulfillment of hope which is shared by the rest.
For that, would be the denial of theo premise of Amlerilea Itself." If IXr. Findley
call find InIthese words of tile President of the United States that Ieo 111( fin
mind in expressing them citizens of supra-national governments we challenge hin
also to support this, to us, misleading interpretation of the President's words.
In a sense Mr Findley confirms our contention by ending the text of his
resolution tiUs:
"The partnership we are forming today is a big step toward realization of the
President's goal of opening that promise of opportunity to every American."
In fact? we wonder if Mr. Findley does not have cause to regret using tile
President s quoted words in support of his resolution, slitce we see no relevance
whatever in them to his proposal and doubt that few persons would otherwise
Interpret the President's words.
Our members who have followed the developments presented here were suffliciently disturbed over them, but their distress reached its peak when they learned
that Messrs. Findl y and humsfeld had offered $2 000 In prizes to stuilents for
tile bcst-n their terms-editorial in favor of the Atlantic Union plan.
We now coe to the proposal currently before the present. Congress, Il.J. lies.
709 introduced by Rep. Paul Findley, of Illinois; its counterpart in the Senate
being Sen. Coil. os. 04, introduced by Senator Eugene J. McCarthy, of Mintw,sota for himself, Mr. Carlson anid Mr. Metcalf.
Cause (2) reads: "A declaration that tile eventual goal of their peoples is to
transform their present alliance into a federal union; * * * " (Empnsis ours).
We would ask on what basis Representative Fincifey contends that tile American people has as a goal to transform their government into a federal union?
Clause (0) is particularly ambitious, It reads:
"Domooratie istitutlons to develop tile ways and means for achieving the goal
in time to save their citizens from another war, depression, or other mallnlade
catastrophe, and lot them enjoy, as soon as possible the greater freedom and
higher moral and material blessings which federation has brought to free people
in the past."
We would ask what historical evidence has Mr. Findley for contending that
supra-national governments or alliances can prevent or have prevented war?
Thic claim ignores history, which tells us that from the Amphlitionlo League of
ancient Greece to tile United Nations of today such alliances have not prevented
%\.. We are supported here by a statement of Mr. David Lawrence, 1i anl editorial to be fouandin U.S. News & World Report, dated March 14 1900, from
which we qunote: "After 20 years of experimentation, the United Nations now
finds itself ineffective. Its efforts to keep the peace are largely futile."
As to "depressions and manmade catastrophes" what record is there that any
International alliances have ever prevented theit? We challenge Mr. Findley to
supply such a record.
The moment has arrived to ask Representative Paul Fitdley, and all other
Republican members of the Congress, some questions to which we seek their
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replies. Our first question is asked above, but we think it useful to repeat it
here:
1 Where In the Constitution of the United States, do these representatives of
the people ind tile
authorization to subject American citizens to a supra-national
government?
2. Have they forgotten their oath of office? This oath roads:
Constitu"I, X, do solemnly swear or affirm that I will support and defend tile
tion of the United 'States against all enemies foreign and domestic; that I will
bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take this obligation freely without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion, and that I will well and falthduties of the ofice on which I am about to enter. So help me
fully
Gjod."discharge tile
3. Have they forgotten the Ninth and Tenth Amendments to the Constitution?
These read:
Article IX. The enumeration in the Constitution of certain rights, shall not be
construed to deny or disparage others retained by, hopeople.
Article X. The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution,
nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to
the people.
.1,
Were tile
proposal of a supra-national government, either regional or worldwide, put to the people of tile
United States by national referendum, do these
people think the American people would accept it? We
representatives of tile
think not.

5. Would our sons who are fighting and dying in Viet Nam for the independence
of South Viet Nam find comfort in learning that their representatives in the
National Congress are proposing, sacrificing the independence of their own
country?
officials of the Republican Party, whose
Tils memorandum is directed to tile
traditional principles were based on faithful adherence to the Constitution of our
nation. Then, may we ask why only Republicans Initiated and supported lI.J.
Res. 760?

T'io Congress, at best, fin recent years has afforded our citizens little comfort
asi to their political security ats Americans and as to their economic and financial
security as well. Canl they be expected to welcome thle startling departure fromt

tradition reflected in HI.J. Res. 760? Can it be imagined what would be left of
such security under the proposed NATO regional government, subject to the
United Nations?
Republican Party officials, reportedly, are expressing the hope of substantially
improving the party's representation il the next Congress. Should tie party
ladership not face the likelihood that its chances might be gravely impaire If it
dofs not reject tile
Atlantic Union resolution?
The eleven Republican members of the House who introduced and supported
HI.J. Res. 760 wil be seeking re-election this coming fall.
And need the party officials also be reminded of 1008? Can they afford even
to contemplated a Presidential candidate who would sacrifice the sovereignty of
Ilife
nation?

We would call the attention of the party leadership to a significant development reported Inthe March 15th National Review Bulletin under the title ' A
GOP have
Pogrom for Conservatives" stating that "The eastern Liberals of tile
apparently decided to concert their strength In an across-the-board assault on
tle GOP conservatives." The Item further states that "The attack on Conservative Republicans is just gathering steam * * *" and "As the furor grows, pressure
will build up on former Vice President Nixon to declare himself in the controversy. He is reported to have uncorked a snarling attack on genuinely responsible conservatives * * *." If the report is correct, and having in mind
Mr. Nixon's support of the Findley resolution, we now add an R.I.P. to the former
Vice President's distinctions.
For these practical reasons, if for no other, we would consider it the course
of wisdom for the party leadership to reaffirm its pat riotism-a word not to be
found in the internationalist lexicon-by denouncing any proposal such as the
Findley resolution, which would erase from history the unmatched charter of
human liberty yet known to manl, the Constitution of the United States of America.
MARY BARCLAY EBa, President.
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EXnIDIT A
(From th Congrsslonal Record, Oct. 22, 1065)
1I.J. REs. 769
JOINT RESOLUTION To establish an Atlantlo Union delegation

Whereas in 1060 any party may withdraw from the North Atlantio Treaty,
which was ratified it104) as itfirst rather thaln a last stop toward unity;
Whereas siteo 1940 rovolutionizing scoiettifc

teclmological and other advance

has outstrIlPled the treaty and made tuilon of these allies Imperative for pro.perity, peace and freedom;
W iras the fragmentation of the world Into new nations at a time when the
strongest demooraehs calmot live alone, rcquireti these domooraoles to build the
pilot union government needed to spread liberty and inion both by example and
by admitting to their union other nations willing and able to uphold its prihlples;
Whereas these allies ne(d but unite their gold and other resources behind a
common currency to assure their citizens and the developing nations, enduring
monetary stability and liquldity, and to prevent another dictator-surving orash
like the ono of 1931
,
Whereas our Original States, when besot with dangers caused by disunion under
their confederation, sent delegates to the 1787 Convention, which traced their
troubles to their confederal structure and invented federal union, which has
enduringly safeguarded member State s from domination by ono another, equitably
aplportioned among their sovereign citizens voting power on common concernsand the benefits and burdens of union-assured each State an independent
government for State affairs, met other challenges similar to those faolng the
Atlanmtlo allies, and thereby proved that free people thus united can work wonders;

Whereas distant though North Atlantlo Treaty Organization's transformation

may seem, these allies can greatly speed It now by officially doolaring that federal
ution, within Ohe framework of the United Nations, is their eventual goal, by

setting a thnetabl -as we did for our moon target-and by providing demoeratio means for achieving the transition lit
safe time: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by 1hw Sonato and House of Representatives of the United States of America

in Con gress assembled, That, (1) the Congress hereby creates antAtlantic Union
delegation, composed of eighteen emitont citizons, and authorized to organize
and participate ita convention made ipof similar delegations from such North
Atlantic Treaty Organization allies as desire to join in this enterprise, to explore
the possibility of agreement onw
(a) A declaration that the eventual goal of their peoples is to transform their
present alliance into a federal union;
(b) A tentative timetable for the transition to this goal; and
(e) Domooratio institutions to develop tile ways and means for achieving the
goal Intime to save their citizens from another war, depression, or other manmade
catastrophe, and let them enjoy, as soon as possible the greater freedom and
higher moral and material blessings whioh federation has brought to free people
ill the past,

(2) Tle convention's recommendations shall be submitted to the Congress for
action by constitutional procedure;
(3) Not more than half of the delegation's members shall be from one political
)arty, and all shall be citizens of high stature and wide influence, representing
togother a broad range of experience inthe various major challenges faegin
tis
undertaking, and so conscious of its Importance and urgency as to be willluig to
give It personally the necessary priority and time, Inthe spirit of 1787 whloh one
member of that Convention thus expressed: "Inconvenient" as It was "to remain
absent from his private affairs * * * Ito would bury his bones" In Philadelphia,
if need be to bring about the union;
(4) Eight, of the delegation shall be named by tile Congress and eight by the
President of the United States, and all shall be as free to speak and vote as were
the drafters of tile United States Constitution:
(5) The Congress hereby requests former Presidents Dwight D. Eisenhower
and Harry S. Truman to serve as coehairmen of the delegation.
IFrom the Congressinal Record, Mar. 2, 10W)

Our news conference dealt only with Republican support. However, it is being
supported on a bipartisan basis Inboth the House and thoSenate.
Tie resolution has been introduced by these Republican Representatives: JOHN
B. ANDERSON, of Illinois; EDWARD J. DEMIINSKI, of Illinois; IRonET F. ELLS-
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wo'RTn,,

of Kansas; PAUL, FINDiEY, of Illinois; SEYMOuR II, ,I :N, of New York;
iLsw.\Mw P, larscoMn, of California; llonnivt l1. MIJlHI,, of Ilinois; Ilormi
Q. B. MXIOIRON, of Maryland; BRADvoRD INonFH of MAtssachuisetts; ALBn'r 11.
Qtys, of X\fhi.sotta; all 1) ).
11UPEhDt
1)
Ot Illinois,
It has )el introduwed by thee081 1,tor$: I, RANK CMItLfON, Of H11a11s; PUI,
FANNIN, of Arizona; IRAM FON(i, of lawali; J.%coiU JAvi'n,, of New York; and
WVIss'ro,4 L, Ptou'Te, of Ve!rmont.
Hero iMthe text of the resolution:
ITJ. l
s. 706
JOINT RISOI.UTIO TO ESTAII.Isil ANATLANTIC U.xO. Dtn SOATION
Resolved by
1 the Senate and Jlotse of Representaives of the United States of
Aniprica in Congress assembled, lhat (I) tle Congress hwreby creates all Atlantic
Union delegation, coiIpoed of eighteen einiieit (Itizenls, and authorized to organize and participate in t convention Iiade tip of F4h111h1. dehgatioits front stch

North Atlantic Treaty Organization allhs as desire to Join In this entrprise,, to

explore the possibility of agreement ol:
(it) A (eoarationI that th (,elit nl goal of their peoples Is to ttiltisforal their
present llianeo into it federal union;
(b) A tentative thrletable for th(, transition to this goal; and
(o) lNITocratio listititlois to (d('Vlo) the ways and Ieals for 1l0hhti'ing thio
goal II tie to save their citi'z/es front another war, depression, or other manIia'le catastrophle, atd lot thmn enjoy, as 80011 is possihe, the greater freedom
and higher itoral and material blessings which federation hits b ronght. to free
p(oplel the )ast.
(2) rhe cotivettion's recoitniendatioits shall ho subilitted to the Congress
for action by constittttloil procedure;
(3) Not ihore than half of the delegntloll's nIotflb(r's $])ill h, from one political
party, and all shall be citizens of high tslitlre aind wih hlihi)(nc, roJresentitg
together it broad range of expc'rilence it til, various hittjor lilenges faeig this
undertaking, and so ons eious of Its Importantce and urgency as to be willlug to

give It.personally the necesary priority altd time, lit tho spilt of 1787 which ono
member of that Cottvemtion thtus ex)r(ssed: 'hnolivelent.' 118
It, wits 'to remain
absent from his private affairs * *
he would bury hs bodies' iII Philadelphia,

if need be to bring about the Utlionl;
(4) 1ight of tho delegation sjall be named by the Congress and eight by tht
Prosideitt of the United -States, and all shall )e as free to speak and vote ns were
the drafters of the United States Constitution;
(5) Tithe Congress hereby re q ti.sts former Presidents Dwight I). Eisc,'mhower
andllHarry S. Trunian to serve as cochairinen of the delegation.
Hero are the texts of letters supporting the resolution:
NEW YORK, NY.,
January 21, 1906.
DEAR PAUL: I was pleased to note from your letter of January 10 that Frank
Carlson and you are working together in behalf of the Atlantlo Union resolution.
As Clarence Streit probably told you I havo supported this resolution for many
years and I wish you every success in your efforts.
Sincerely,
RiCUAnn M. NIxoN.

flon.

PAUL FINDLEY

STATE O MICHIIGAN,
Lansing, Februtary 2, 1966.

Congress 0f the United States,
Ho8e of Representativea,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR COnOnESSMAN FiNDLEY: Please forgive my belated acknowledgment of
your letter of January 29. However I am happy to indicate my support for the
establishment of an Atlantic Union delegation.
I believe it Is urgently important to develop a greater sense of unity and direco.
tion ott tle part of the Atlantic nations.
Success to you in your efforts.
Sincerely,
GEORGo
ROMNEY.

ATLANTIC UNION
COM.MONWEALTIH OF PENNSYLVANIA.

arrisburg,February 7, 10060.
lion1. PAUIL FINDLEY,
Aleiber of Congress,
House of Representatives,
1101180 O.ice Buitling, lWa8hington, D.C.
)MAR PAUL: Your tireless efforts in behalf of the Atlantic Union delegation
resolution merit the endorsement of every oitizon.
I have been lon g concerned about our Nation's failure in these times of global
crisis to explore fully ways to promote freedom and progress within a framework

of intornatilonal unity.

Such a search demands creativity and courage.
a(d I support
and appltud your enterprise.
Most sincerely,

You have demonstrated both,
WILLIAM W. SCRANTON.

OFFICE OF TlE GOVERNOn,
Salenm, Oreg., October R5, 1066.
FINDLEY,
PAUL
10o.
11ouse of representative
11o8e Office Building, *aehington, D.C.
E)IAR RI 'mwSENTATIVE FINDLEY: I am delighted by the word from Clarence
Strait that you have introduced House Joint Resolution 709 proposing establishmont of an Atlantic Union delegation.
With you, I have long felt the finoxorable logio of Atlantic Union as the Inevitable
result of the growing interdependence of the nations. If I can be of service in
this cause, please let me know.
Sincerely,
MARK 0. HATFIELD.

lion. PAUL FINDLEY,

Sco rsDA, , Aniz.,
February 11, 1068.

Congress of the United States,
11oue of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
l)FAR PAUL: The resolution that you introduced relative to the establishment
of an Atlantic Union delegation is a good idea in my opinion. While I don't
believe the North Atlantic unity Is just around the corner, I do believe it is
coming, in fact I believe it will be a must before we can present a solid front to
our Communist enemies. I have been very disturbed with the lack of attention
given NATO by the President and by the unfortunate remarks made about that
organization by high officials in the administration.
Wish you the very best of luck in your efforts; I think you are doing a great Job.
With best wishes,
BARRY GOLDWATER.

lHon. PAUL, FINDLEY,

ALBANY, N.Y.,
February 11, 1066.

Congress of the United States,
tlouse of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR PAUL: Thank you for your letter about the joint resolutions before the
Congress to create an Atlantic 'Union delegation which would explore with likeminded NATO allies the potential of transforming the present NATO alliance
into an eventual Federal Union.
I am wholeheartedly in favor of the purposes sot forth in these resolutions and
look upon favorable action by the Congress as a practical first step toward forging
a union of the free.
I have, in fact, advocated these purposes repeatedly and in detail for years, most
explicitly in the 1962 Oodkin Lectures at Harvard and in my remarks on the 25th
anniversary of Federal Union, Inc., in November of 1004 at Philadelphia.
As I stated on the latter occasion: "Our forefathers pioneered a political framework within which this nation conquered a continental wilderness. Our generation
is called on for no less a pioneering act of political creativity and economic construction-on an intercontinental scale."
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I have followed with sympathy and interest the development of the joint
resolution, and deeply belove that its enactment would be a historic milestone
In the annals of human freedom and world peace.
With every good wish.
Sincerely,

Chairman MoRGAN. The committee stands adjourned until 10
o'clock tomorrow morning,.
(Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
at 10 an.m., Thursday, September 1, 1906.)

ATLANTIC UNION
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1966

Housm OF REPRESENTATIVES,
CoMITTEE ON FoxicN APFAIS,
Wa8hiigton, D.C.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment, at 10:15 a.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn Building, Hon. Thomas E. Morgan (chairman)
presiding.
Chairman MORGAN. The committee will come to order.
The committee meets this morning in open session for a continuation of the hearings on House Concurrent Resolution 523, House Joint
Resolution 79p and approximately 81 other similar resolutions intro.
duced by Members of the House.
Our witnesses this morning constitute an impressive arra of talent
from the House of Representatives: Hon. Morris K. Udall, MIember of
Congress from Arizona, Hon. Paul Findley, Member of Congless from
Illinois, and Hon. Albert Qule Member of Congress from lnnesota.
I know of no more outstanding group we could bring together from
among the 435 Members of the House. It is an honor and-a privilege
to be sitting here looking at such distinguished witnesses this morning:.
You can proceed in any order that you please, Mr. Findley, Mr.
Udall, Mr. Quie. We will let you make the choice.
STATEMENT OF HON. MORRIS K. UDALL, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ARIZONA
Mr. UDALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My cup has run over
with those warm words of praise. I hope the reporter took them
down completely as I may find use for them somewlere.
As you know, Mr. Chairman, this Is a bipartisan effort. As the
Chair has indicated, there are some 80 sponsors from a total of 37
States for what we feel is a very important initiative in foreign policy.
I think it is interesting, and to the credit of the chairman and tis
committee that the House committee, which has no part in ratifying
treaties or confirming ambassadors, is taking the initiative in this
case.

I think it is a tribute to the leadership we have had in this great
committee by the gentleman from Pennsylvania. I think he has
given this committee and the House its great stature in the field of
foreign affairs.
I am especially happy to appear with these two outstanding colleagues of mine today. We thought we would make a joint presentation in the sense that we would work back and forth here and answer
questions that might be directed to any one or all three of us.
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I have first what I consider, with all modesty a very learned,
articulate and forceful statement which I would lko to submit for
the
record and thou perhaps answer questions later on if that might
be appropriate,
Cl)Oairl-?O1 Xlto0A.N. Without objection, the statement will be in-

corprated in the record.
(Mr. Udall's statement is as follows:)
IlM.AnKS OF lION. MO ts

AI, BEFORE TiH
.,UD1C.
FonimoN AFF.uns

HOusE COMMITrNE oN

Mr.Chuairini, I want you alnd the Membors of this Committee to know hlow
before you today.
mnch I apprecite tileinterest you havo shown in the 1Ill1
I think these hearings may prove to bo the first stirring of a great historical
ioV(nient. And If history eventually takes note of what we are doing today,
I think at iuteresting 1)ostscript may be that It happened lithe House of IlepresHentatives, the body w hich call neither advise nor consent to the appointnent of
amnbassadors, the houue that can ratify no treaty.
I have come here today to urge considoratiou of my resolution, lI.J. Res. 1110,
and companion resolutions to create a delegation to a convention of North
Atlantio nations.
This resolution has one objeotvo only: to determine the advisability of creating
itdelegation to attend a convention of NATO member nations for the purpose o0
exploring the possibility of their agreement on the ovontutl transformation of
their alliance ito a federal union. In no way is this resolution intended to
define tilestructure of such itunion, nor does it contain language presenting
Congress as favorable to its formation,
lHowever, Ifit Is not directly the concern of the Committee to deliberate tle
merits of allAtlantle Federal Vnion, its responsibility is to discover whether the
sul)ject is worthy,, of (llsclssion at the international level. it is my hope today to
outline several thoughts useful it answering this questionn in the affirmatilve.
These ileas are three: First, I feel It caln be asserted that the soventeen-year
history, of the NATO alliance, aside from illustrating the feasibility of a strong
selective secllrity organ, also contains evidence of increasing economic and political
desire
cooperation anong member nations that cannot be directly linked to tile
of those states to oppose the threat of aggresslon from the East. Second It is
equally clear that (despite the recent development of conflicts within the 11llluice
coopOration amng NATO members li economic and political areas not related
to the security question has continued to Increase and shall do so into the Iminediate ftuture. Third, with the previous thought fi mind, the transformation
of the alliance into an Atlantic Federal Union, If accompshed in a manner
aitienable to ollconcerned, could serve a dual function: it could strengthen security
arrangements among Atlantic states, providing a more effective deterrent to
encroachment from Warsaw Pact nations; In addition, whether or not future
circumstances show such a tightening of security to be possible, desirable or
necessary, the union could still serve to extend economic and political cooperation
among its members.
I would now like to sketch each of these points In order and In greater detail,
The extension of economic and political ties among NATO members is considered
first,
The factors leading to the NATO agreement of 1040 are generally recognized.
Post-war events iteastern Europo and the Baltic states caused great alarm in tle
United States between 1046 and 1050. Although the establishment of Communist governments in Hungary, Poland, eastern Germany and Czcoltoslovakia
could be attributed to the forceful Intervention of tle Soviet military and secret
police, It appeared that new regimes in Yugoslavia, Rumania, Bulgaria and
Albania were results of internal movements within those countries. !n 1947, it
seemed probable that the virus would spread still further. Stalin was attempting
to exert influence in Finland; Greece, rurke. , and even France were steeped in
various conditions of political turmoil or overt civil war.
American reaction to the threat was Initially one of unilateral economic and
military assistance, but by 1040, although the European Recovery Prograim and
the Truman Doctrine had been successful litstemnining tite immediate dangers
in the Mediterranean and western Eturope the Atlantic states had concluded titat
a lomg-term security system was necessary to the future containment of Communist
expansion. In that year, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization was born to be
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followed in 1955 by its counterpart in Asia. During this period, the concept of
detorrence through strength became firmly entrenched its the major element of
both American and Soviet foreign policies and remains, In modified form, to the
)resent time, To he sure, to military alliance into which the Atlantic states
iavo entered Is solely intended to servo this dlterlent principle, but it has also
coinchided
' with the expansion of econonlc and political ties among them. A brief
sum mary of these develolmcnts is hero appropriate.
As was true of initial post-war security measures, the first steps taken in the
rebuilding of Europe's economy after 1045 were unilaterally instituted by the
United States. In five years between 19.16 and 1951, over '22 billion (lollars In
American grants and loans were extended to nearly a dozen nations under the
provisions of the Truman Doctrine, a program of aild to Great Hritail and the
European Recovery Program, otherwise termed the Marshall Plan,
American assistance has continued since this period, but, of course, it no longer
provides the major impetus for economic developmentt in Europe. In the latter
half of the 1950's thirteen European countries combined into two economic
communities for tile purpose of strengthening and diversifying their market
relations. Tie Euro pean Economic Commnity Ias prospered since its Incept ion
in 1967, providing unlimited advantages to its six members. Aside from allowing
the tariff-free exchange of commodities, the Common Market utilizes a semipolitical system for governing its affairs: an Assembly and Council of Ministers
that many believe will serve as prototyl)lcal examples for a future United States
of Europe. In 1059, seven othir nations joined in the European Free Trade
Association, a group which, in accordance with its name, is more loosely construoted than tlo Common Market but has produced comparable benefits,
In recognition of the renewed strength of the European economy, the United
States has made clear, since the later 1040's, a desire to align with it. The first
step in this direction was the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade negotiated
in 1047. Under this agreement, provision was made for a uniform reduction of
tariffs on certain items, By 1061 membership in GATT had grown from twentythree to forty-four nations and its schedules covered some 70 000 trade items.
The year 1902 brought more comprehensive legislation in the area of trade
agreements. Congressional approval of the Trade Expansion Act extended the
President's tariff-cutting powers beyond that permitted under the 1934 Trade
Agreements Act giving him authority to cut tariffs by 50 percent and to eliminate
completely barriers on certain commodities for which the United States and the
European Economic Community together accounted for 80 percent of free world
trade.
IIn providing this very brief summary of post-war economic and political
developments i the Atlantic community, the principal point I wish to stress is
that progress in these areas cannot be linked with the security requirements of
NATO members. Rather such developments have occurred in response to the
collective desire of Atlantic nations to improve internal conditions. With this
thought in mind, I would like now to move to the consideration of my second
promise- tIat is, whether an alteration in the existing security arrangements
among Westorn statos-inluding the possible expansion of, or dissolution of
NATO-would in any way affect the continued growth of economic or political
cooperation among those states.
I he uncertain stature of the NATO alliance in 1000 is closely related to disagree.
mont on two questions. The first concerns the manner in which policy decisions
within the alliance are to be made. The second-and the one attmcting the least
amount of discussion-centers about the extent to which a military alliance will
be needed, if at all, in future years.
The history of contention over the problem of decision-making is easily traced.
When World War 1I ended, the United States discovered that it was the most
powerful and only solvent nation in the West. In 1949, as the need for a selective
security alliance became more pronounced, it also became ap parentt that such an
alliance woulct have to be supported, coordinated and controlled primarily by tie
United States. Today, however, several European members of NATO claim that
justification no longer exists for concentrating authority in Washington: Europe
liaR been rebuilt and has accumulated military strength sufficient to entitle it to
greater responsibillity inNATO affairs. TloughFranceham been thel most vociferotus
among the (issenters, such friends as Germany and the United Kingdon have also
expressed their desire for some modiflation in present procedures. A number of
alternatives have been offered, including a broadened base of decision-making
authority within the existing framework; 'the replacement of NATO by an organization of European states possessing its own independent standing forces, and the
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only that. such am attempt be maude, auli I hope the Colnunittco will give it
favorable eosideration.

Nir. UI)ALL. Next,

i'. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Findley

here, or Mir. Quie, to proeed. f know Mr. Quie has a statement.
STATEMENT OF HON. ALBERT QUIE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Mir. Qui '. 1 have it statelienit. 1 don't, know if the meml)ers wiant
to take time for me to read it or if you would like to have..
S'hairtuan MfoltuAN. Yo1r statemtetit is short. Perhaps it would
be best. if you
'otltd read it.
N1t'. IJIAi,. 110 is 1or1e ('onCise, Mr. chairman , than I am. I went
on at, greater length.
Nt[. QtUIE. N1. Chairman and my colleagues on the Foreign Affairs
Committee, it, is a pleasure for me to come before you this morning
in support of a i1ost, signifleant, and important resolution--a resolution
to establish an Atlntic Ujnion delegation of 18 eminent U.S. citizens.

The jot) of this blue ribbon comnidtteo will be to meet with similar
groups from other interested NA'IO nations to effect agreement on
it declaration that the eventual ot of the Atlantic Alliance is a federal uion government, establish a timetable for reaching this goal,
and rl)ovido ways aid means to keep the project in motion. Gentlemn,- I an sure you are familiar with the rest of the details of the
rosol tionl.
In the last year or so the United States has beon so )Ireocoupled
with Its role in Vietnam that little priority has been given to the crucial
problem of free world unity. However as disturbing as tile war in
Vietnam is, so should be the disarray of tile bastion of free World lunity
agalust, Coil)mInist subversion, propaganda, aid military aggression,
the NATO alliance, and the fragmentation of ou allies.
i short, the alliance appears to be falling apart at the seanis.
NATO is a far cry from the integrated, efficient structure many believe
it to be. Calling it integrated does not make it so. And the UTited
States does indeed domiliato the structure to an unnecessary degree.
We have been sidetracked in recent years from the job of (levelopling
the Atlantic alliance, which has stood like a solid rock against t
seething sea of world disorder. We have frequently emlarked ont a
unilateral course, without consultation with our allies.
While we have expressed interest in the military strength of N ATO
we havd done virtually nothing to develop the economic and politiolt
cohesiveness of the Atlantic alliance. Yet, there are fundamental
economic and political problems which, unless resolved, have tended
and will increasingly tetd to weaken the military aspects of the
alliance.
Correction of NATO disarray and its broad-based strengthening
along politicall tnd economic lines is vital to the future of the world.
It, is becoming inereasinlly vital, while the time for action grows
short. The current NArO Chaitei expires in 1960. France complains that she has not been given an adequate voice in the affairs of
NATO and, in fact, threatens to withdraw in 1909.
Nuclear sharing, monetary, and trade problems cause stresses and
strains.
Yet,'the Uilted States continues on it frequently unilateral

course. The European Common Market, a child of the NATO
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establishment, has encountered difficulties.

And little has been done

to inl)leient, the provision of title 11 of the NATO Charter, which
calls for the )olitical and economic development of the alliance.
It is not difficult to conceive that many of the problems faced within
the alliance could be solved by a top-level spe(iil governmental

commission dedicated to the task. 'Ihe future of the alliance is a
matter of pressing concern. I believe that the resolution before you
is the right, stop to meeting this concern.

Over a year ago i joined

several Membersl in introducing this resolution l)eallse I think it
takes a realistic approach to the possibilities of an integrated government for the whole of the Atlantic (onmunity.
In conclusion, let me add that it is strictly limited in scope and coinmits no one, and even though the fruits of the commission's work may
be a long time in realizing,thle enactment of this resolution and the
establishment of the commission will be a powerful initiative in foreign
policy with imnnediate impact. I hope that the resolution on Atlantic
Union will receive your favorable consideration.

Chairman

MORGAN.

Mr. Findley.

Thank you, Mr. Quie.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL FINDLEY, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS
Mr. FiNDLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We appreciate this
opportunity very much, and I would like to compliment the chairman
and others on the committee, especially the chairman, for the leadership that has been provided through tlus committee through the years,
not only on this resolution but on previous efforts to establish the
institutions
for world order that have, been so badly needed for so
Ion ..
'qIhrough several communications, Mr. Udall and I, together with
others, have invited our colleagues to in troduce or pledge support to this
Atlantic Union delegation resolution, and the results iave been
very gratifying. At-last count 102, almost one-fourth of the total
membership of the House of Representative., had either introduced
the resolution or publicly pledged their support. Thirty-soven States
out of the' 50 are represented among them.
Thirty-three Republicans and forty-six Democrats have introduced
a resolution. Seven Republicans and sixteen Democrats have pledged
support. Among these are both Republicans and Democrats on the
Foreign Affairs Committee. The earliest among these wore Representatives Zablocki and Fraser, both Democrats, who joined with
Representatives Quie, Ellsworth, and myself last October 18 in introducing the first of the resolutions.
In the Senate, Senator Carlson, a Republican, and McCarthy of
Minnesota, a Democrat, both members of the Foreign Relations
Committee, introduced the resolution that same day. Since then a
subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee has held 2
days of hearings.
Inall, 16 Sonators-I 2 Democrats, awtd 4 Republicans-have cosponsored the resolution. Thus, in breadth of support and in the status
of the measure-being today in its third day of hearings and before the
full committee-the 'House is somewhat in advance of the Senate.
In my view this is as it should be.
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One of the Imost, encouraging recent developments to fie is the growing influence of tile ouse ol' Representatives in foreign policy matters.
Mr. (Chirman,itt, this point, in the record I would like to piace the
nities of the menilubers Who have introduced the resolution fn(d indic1ae,d support for It.
(.hmirnati MOROAN. WVithoti t o)jection, it is so ordered.
(The miatorhi referred to is its follows:)
RnrPUBI.ICAN MhR;MIErUS OF TilH IotSE oP INPRESENTATIVES WHO IIAVH INrtODUCED A RESOLUTION To ESTABLISH AN ATLANTIC UNION DmLROATION

Anderson, John B., Illinois
lroomfhiel, Win. S., Michigan
311rton, l'alrence J.) Utah
Cederberg, Elford A., Michigan
Claolle, Doll, California
Crainer, William C., Florida
("till idnghim, Glenn, Nebraska
I)erwinski, Edward J., Illinois
Eliswort.h, Robert F'., Kansas
lFindley, Paid, Illiniois
Grlflnfl hobert P. (appointed to Senate),
Michigan

Halpern, Seymour, Now York
lorton, Frank, New York

Kunkel, John C., Pennslyvania
Kupferman, 'Theodore I., New York
I'augen, Odin, Minnesota
Lipscomb, Glenard P., California

Mcl)ado, Joseph XM.,Pennsylvania
May, Catherinle, Wa'zshington
iMithias, Charles MOO., Jr., Maryland

Michel, Robert II., Illinois
Morse, F. Bradford, Massachusetts
Morton Rogers C. BK, Maryland
Qifle,
Albert
Minnesota
iHeincke
,Ed,If California

1Robison, Iloward, New York

Runwfeld, Donald a M.,
Illinois
80chne0e,ller
T,,11111'.
Poennsylvalia
Smith, Ilerny III., Now York
Stafford, Itoert T., Vermont
Stanton, J. Villiam, Ohio
Teague, Charles M., California
Wyatt, Wendell, Oregon
Wydler, John W., New York

I)EMOCRATIC ME.MIRIS OF THE IOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES WlO HAVE INTRODUCED A RhESOLUTION To ESTABLISHI AN ATLANTIC UNION )ELEGATION

Ashley Thomas L., Ohio
Bolantd, Edward P., Massachusetts
Brown, George H., Jr., California
Callan, Clair, Nebraska
Carey, Hugh L., Now York
Casey, Bob, Texas
Corman, James C., California
Daddario, Enillo, Connecticut
Diggs, Charles C., Michigan
Farbsteln, Leonard, Now York
Charles 1, Farnsley, Kentucky
Fraser, Donald M., linnesota,
Fulton, Richard 11

Tennessee

Gilbert, Jacob I., Nov York
Gilligan, John J., Ohio
Gonzalez, Henry B., Texas
Cider, deorgo W Tennessee
lHanson John R., Iowa
Ifelstoskt,
HenryCalifornia
Now Jersey
llollfleld, Chet,
I olland, Elner J., Pennsylvania
Irwin, Donald J., Connecticut
Karth, Joseph E., Minnesota

Loggett, Robert L., California
McCarthy,
York
Macdonald, Richard
Torbert I).,
I1 New
Massachusetts
M stsllnaga, S)ark XT., Iawaii
Moorheal, Willhmm S., Pennsylvania
Moss, John H., California
Multer, Abraham J New York
0'I1ra, Julnivs 0., Michigan
Olson, Alec G., Minnesota
Price, Melvin, Illinois

Bees, Thomas M,, California
Resnick, Joseph Y., New York
Ii ilodes, Georgo M. Pennsylvania
Rivers Ralph J., Alaska
Roybal, Edward . California
Sclieher, James II.,1New York
Schmidhauser John I., Iowa
Scott, Ralph I., North Carolina
Sisk, B. F., California
Thompson, Frank, Jr., Now Jersey
Udall, Morris K., Arizona
Wright, Jim, Texas
Zablocki, Clement J., Wisconsin

RFPUBLICAN M EMBERS
OF THE IIousI OF REPRESENTATIVES DBiLEOATION
WHO Wlt,,.SUPPORT A RESOLUTION To ESTABLISII AN ATLANTIC UNION

Andrews Glenn Alabama
Bates, William II., Massachusetts
Fine, Paul A., Now York
Gurnoy, Edward J., Florida

Mailliard, William S., California
Reifel, Ben South Dakota
Smith; H. Allen, California

ATLANTIC UNION
DEMOCRATIC MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF ]REPRESENTATIVES WHO WILL SUPPORT A RESOLUTION To ESTABLISH AN ATLANTIC UNION DELEGATION
King, Cecil, California

Machen, Hervey G., Maryland
Bandstra Bert, Iowa
Barrett, William A., Pennsylvania
Cabell Earle, Texas
Friedel, Samiuel N., Maryland
Hamilton, Lee H Indiana
Hanna, Richard T., California
Wilson, Charles H., California

Mackay, James A

Georgia

Roncalio, Teno, Wyoming
Fallon, George H., Maryland
Huot, J. Oliva New Hampshire
Johnson,
Iarold T. California
Mackio,'John C., Michigan
Morris, Thomas G., New Mexico

REPUBLICAN MEMBERS OF THE U.S. SENATE WHO HAVE COSPONSORED
RESOLUTION To ESTABLISH AN ATLANTIC UNION DELEGATION

Carlson Frank, Kansas
Fong, Hliram L., Hawaii

A

Javits, Jacob K., New York
Prouty, Winston L., Vermont

DEMOCRATIC MEMBERS OF THE U.S. SENATE Wio HAVE COSPONSORED A
RESOLUTION To ESTABLISHI AN ATLANTIC UNION DELEGATION

Bartlett, E. L., Alaska
Bass, Ross, Tennessee

Metcalf fLee, Montana
Moss, Frank E., Utah
Pell Claiborne, Rhode Island
Williams, Harrison, Jr., Now Jersey
FINDLEY. In my view this committee is taking an historic

Dodd, Thomas J., Connecticut
Gruening, Ernest, Alaska
Hartke, I. Vance, Indiana
Inouye, Daniel K., Hawaii

Mr.

Lausohe Frank J,, Ohio
McCarthy, Eugene J., Minnesota

step. This resolution I believe to be the most specific, and therefore
the most hopeful, ever introduced in Congress looking toward the
eventual union of the Western World. I am not alone in viewing it as
historic.

On October 27, 1965, shortly after this resolution was first introduced, the distinguished French newspaper Le Monde-universally recognized as one of the world's greatest-commented
editorially on the work of the 1st session of the 89th Congress.
I would like to read a significant part of that editorial which appeared in Le Monde. Referring to the chairman of this committee,
the editorial says:
Under his direction "public hearings" will be held on the resolution. The
sponsors of this "super-federalist" bill believe it has some chance of reaching the
floor, and even of gaining a majority vote. This is perhaps only a utopian wish.

But this is the significant statement, Mr. Chairman, the editorial
says:
But should it come to pass should Congress take the initiative of asking the
country to rise above the traditional framework and adapt itself to new forms of
interallied cooperation in times of peace--should Congress approve this resolution
it will then definitely be remembered as the boldest in all American political
history.

Mr. Chairman, several letters of support have already been filed
with the committee. No doubt others will follow. I have had the

good fortune to read a copy of one of these, a letter from General

atthew Ridgway, the great commander in World War II and the
Korean conflict. Some of you may xot have had the opportunity
to read this letter. Its message, com'iig as it does from one of our
greatest military leaders, has special significance. May it be entered
in the record?
Earlier this year I informed former President Eisenhower about
the resolution and asked for his reaction. He wrote to me on March
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3 I replied on March 7, and he responded again on April 6. In
tis exchange of correspondence is evidence of the strong personal
interest and support that the former President is giving this resolution.
If I may at this point in the record I would like to include the text
of that correspondence.
Chairman MORGAN. Without objection it is so ordered.
(Theletters referred to above are as follows:)
AUGUST 23, 1066.

MOIIGAN,
Hlon. THOMAS B.
Cha inian, Foreign Affairs Committec,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Mn. CHAIRMAN: I an informed by the Honorable Paul Findley that your
Committee plans to hold hearings on the Atlantic Union Iesolution on August 30,
and suggesting that I submit a statement in support of the Itesolution.
I strongly support this proposed Resolution for reasons which follow.
It seems to me that the most vital problem in the world Is stated at. the outset of
the preamble to "The Charter of the United Nations"-"to save succeeding
generations from the scourago of war."
No group of nations, no region, has such cogent and compelling reasons for
recognizing the Inehuctable log of this simple statement, as the peoples of the
Atlantic Community.
The briefest scanning of history from the time of Rome's greatness to the present
day-a period of two millenla-reveals that the peoples of Europe have beet
delged in blood of vars, which within the last two centuries, have exacted
increasing toll in human life and misery. Now, with the existing potential for
destruction, the costs in life and human values of another world conflict Is beyond
calculation.
In the very magnitude of this possible catastrophe should lie the hope that the
sanity and wisdom of statesmen can devise viable methods to prevent this catastrophe. No present obstacle, no conceivable difliculty-not even human greed
and lust for power-should be permitted to deflect or weaken collective efforts to
attain this objective. No group of governments has greater reason, greater
stakes at issue greater potential for attaining this objective, than does the group
of peoples of Europe and America-Europe because of its ceaselessly recurring
blood baths, America because of its inseparable identity of interests, and both
together because of the vulnerability of their highly developed social, economic
and cultural struotures-quite apart from the inherent moral factor involved.
The purpose if fulfilled, of the pending Resolution would be, in my humble
opinion, committing us only to taking one positive and constructive step toward a
goal, which however distant and seemingly impossible of attainment, should
command the full and persevering support of our people.
With high respect, I am,
Sincerely,
M. B. RIDoWAY, General, U.S. Army, Retired.

FEBRUARY 25, 1006.
Gen. DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER,
Post Office Box FFF,
Indio, Calif.
DEAR GENERAL: One of the most promising developments in my six years in
Congress is the bipartisan support already apparent for the "Atlantic Union
Delegation" resolution. I enclose a copy of H.J. Res. 769. Senators Carlson,
Fannin, Prouty and Representatives Morton, Ellsworth, Michel, Qule and myself-all on the Republican side-have introduced either this identical language
or language that differs only in minor details of the "preamble."
I am glad to report that I have already received letters endorsing my resolution
from Governor Scranton, former Vice President Nixon, Governor Rockefeller
and Governor Hatfield. A number of prominent Democrats in the House and
Senate have also endorsed it.
In a few days I plan to announce to the press the measure of support already
received from prominent Republicans. It would indeed be most gratifying to
have an expression of attitude from you.
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I hesitated to intrude upon your vacation with this matter but decided to do
so knowing of your long-standing and deep concern about the Atlantic Alliance
and its future.
Sincerely yours,
PAUL FiNDLY,
Representative in Congrcss.
Box FFF, INDIc,
CALIF.,
March
3, 1966.
FINDLEY,3
PAUL
1in.
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. FINDLEY: I have long urged closer association and better cooperation
among the Free Nations of the world. I am quite sure that steady steps toward
this goal, particularly among the North Atlantic Community, are essential to
progress toward security and peace with justice.
I note that the final section of your Resolution is a proposal that former Presi;
dents Truman and I act as co-chairmen of the American delegation contemplated
by the Resolution. To participate with other nations in exploring steps toward a
gradual accomplishment of a "Federal Union," I suspect that the necessary
travel and other activity might be far more suitably and efficiently done by young
men. Would it not be preferable, if the delegation should be established by law,
to have the sixteen members appointed by the President and the Congress make
their own selection for the two co-chairmen?
With best wishes.
Sincerely,
DWIGHT D. EisENOWER.
MAncH 7, 1966.
Hfon. DWIGHT D. ElisENHOWE,
Post Office Box FFF,
Indio, Calif.
DEAR GENERAL: I am grateful to you for your kindness in replying so promptly
to my letter in regard to the Atlantic Union delegation resolution.
The final section of the resolution which proposes that you and former President
Truman serve as co-chairmen of the American delegation was included after much
reflection and discussion. Both of you, of course, had intimate association with
the steps leading to the formation of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
You yourself provided most of the inspiration and the leadership which brought
the original group of nations into agreement.
Those of itswho shaped up this resolution realized that you have reached the
time of life when leisure time is especially prized. Certainly no one could be
more deserving than yourself of retirement free of public responsibility. However, it is our belief that you and you alone could provide both the leadership
and worldwide inspiration which an Atlantic Union Convention must have.
We are hopeful that you would give serloag thought to returning to public life
from your richly deserved retirement long enough to give your tremendous ability
and rich knowledge to this great and vital undertaking.
The success of the convention might very well depend upon your leadership.
It is interesting to recall that in 1786 a convention intended to improve the Articles
of Confederation failed before it started for want of the right leadership. Less
than a year later a second convention was called, and the announcement that
General Washington would be a member of the Virginia delegation caused an
outburst of joy and enthusiasm throughout all of the 13 states.
Here is a quotation froin pages 220-221 of "The Critical Period of American
History" by John Fiske-"The events of the year had worked a change in the popular sentiment in
Virginia; people were more afraid of anarchy and not quite so much afraid of
centralization; and now under Madison's lead, Virginia played her trump card
and chose George Washington as one of her deldgates. As soon as this was known,
there vas an outburst of joy throughout the land. All at once the people began
everywhere to feel an interest in the proposed convention, and presently Massachusetts changed her attitude. Up to this time Massachusetts had been as
obstinate in her assertion of local independence, and as unwilling to strengthen
the hands of Congress (under the confederation) as any of the 13 states except
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New York and Rhode Island. But the Shay's rebellion had served as a useful
object lesson. . . . Every week saw fresh converts to the party which called
for a stronger government (for the confederation). Then came the news that
Virginiat had chosen delegates and Washington was one of them; then that New
Jersey had followed the example; then Pennsylvania; North Carolina; Delaware,
had chosen delegates. It was time for Massachusetts to act * * *."
It is our conviction that you would provide the same inspiration and leadership to the Atlantic Union Convention as did General Washington in 1787.
You will recall that the Paris Convention to strengthen NATO, held in 1062
(authorized by Resolution in 1860) did not measure up to expectations. This was
due mainly to the fact that, with a few exceptions, the U.S. delegation (lid not
consist of our most eminent citizens.
Your leadership of the U.S. delegation would assure that this mistake would
not be repeated in the Convention now proposed.
Just as General Washington's name brought success in 1787 on the heels of
1786's failure, so your name would assure success to this new Atlantic Community
undertaking.
With you as co-chairman the Congress and the President would assuredly
exercise great care to fill the rest of the delegation with people of highest
competence-and I am sure all other participating nations would be similarly
motivated.
You mention youth. One of the most active and effective figures in the Convention of 1787 was Benjamin Franklin, who was then 81 years old,
As a Republican, you will be pleased, I am sure, to note the breadth of support
which has already developed for the resolution in what I might term the "presidential level" leadership of our party. I enclose herewith photocopies of letters
I have received endorsing the resolution from former Vice President Nixon;
Governors Scranton, Romney Hatfield and Rockefeller; and former Senator Barry
Goldwater. I am also attaching a statement that I made last 'eek at which time
I released these letters to the press.
The interest you have already expressed in the resolution is most gratifying.
I will prize very highly your further comments to aid in preparation for Senate
hearings on tileResolution which are scheduled for March 23-24.
Best wishes.
Sincerely yours,
PAUL FINDLEY,
Representative in Congress.

.-.

APRIL 6, 1966.
l)DEAR Mn, FINDLEY: If a more persuasive.reclama to my reluctant declination
of your invitation to co-chair the Atlantic Union Delegation could be written
I hardly know how. Thank you for writing again and for the high compliment
expressed and implicit in all you have stated In your March seventh letter.
A careful reading of yvour letter suggests there may be some misunderstanding
of my position. First, I strongly favor your undertaking; let there be no mistake
about this. Second, I warmly appreciate the invitation to share the chairmanship
of the delegation with former President Truman and would like very much to be
able to do so. Third, my declination of the invitation is dictated therefore, not by
t reluctance to become identified with this effort, not by a desire for leisure, not
even, by a personal awareness of increasing years, but instead by considerations
of health which have imposed upon me very explicit medical disciplines for some
considerable time to come. In short I- would prefer to respond favorably; and if
I could, I would.
Recently I found It necessary to decline also an Invitation from the entire
House Ilepublican Leadership to become Chairman of a proposed Hoovet-type
commission on reorganization of the Executive Branch. My explanation to
Gerry Ford was tie same as I have found it necessary to communicate to you.
Again I was regretful; again I had no option but to decline.
I wish your undertaking well and wish I could personally help to advance it as
you have suggested.
Sincerely,
DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER.

Mr. FINDLEY. In addition several Governors, plus the former Vice
President, Richard Nixon, have written to me indicating support.
68-530--6---7
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If there is no objection, Mr. Chairman, I would like to include these
with the others.
Chairman MORGAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The letters referred to are as follows:)

POST OFFICE BOX 1601,
Ariz., February 11, 1966.
Scottsdale,
FINDLEY
lion1. PAUL
Congress of the United States,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR PAUL: The resolution that you introduced relative to the establishment of
an Atlantic Union delegation is a good idea in my opinion. While I don't believe
the North Atlantic unity is just around the corner, I do believe it is coming, in fact,
I believe It will be a must before we can present a solid front to our communist
enemies. I have been very disturbed with the lack of attention given NATO by
the President anld by the unfortunate remarks made about that organization by

high officials in the administration.

I wis yot the very best of luck in your efforts; I think you are doing a great job.
With best wishes,
BARY GOLDWATER.

STATE OF NEW YORK,
EXECUTIVE CHAMBER,
Albany, February 11, 1966.

Hon. PAUL FINDLEY,
Congress of the United States,
louse of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR PAUL: Thank you for your letter about the joint resolutions before the
Congress to create an Atlantic Union delegation which would explore with likemninded NATO allies tie potential of transforming the present NATO alliance into
an eventual Federal Union.
I an wholeheartedly in favor of the purposes set forth in these resolutions and
look upon favorable action by the Congress as a practical first step toward forging
a Union of the Free.
I have in fact, advocated these purposes repeatedly and in detail for years,
most explicitly in the 1962 Godkin Lectures at Harvard and in my remarks on
the 25th Anniversary of Federal Union, Inc., in November of 1964 at Philadelphia.
As I stated on the latter occasion:
"Our forefathers pioneered a political framework within which this nation
conquered a continental wilderness. Our generation is called on for no less it
pioneering act of political creativity and economic construction-on an intercontinental scale."
I have followed with sympathy and interest the development of the joint
resolution, and deeply believe that Its enactment would be a historic milestone in
the annals of human freedom and world peace.
With every good wish,
Sincerely,
NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER.

New YonK, N.Y., January Ri, 1966.
DEAR PAUL: I was pleased to note from your letter of January 19 that Frank

Carson and you are working together in behalf of the Atlantic Union resolution.
As Clarence Streit probably told you I have supported this resolution for
many years and I wish you every success in your efforts.
Sincerely,
Dick,
RICHARD M. NixoN.
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

l10o1.

Lansing, February 2, 1960.

PAUL FINDLEYO

Congress of the United States,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN FINDLEY: Please forgive my belated acknowledgment of
your letter of January 29. However I am happy to indicate my support for the
establishment of an Atlantic Union delegation.
I believe it Is urgently important to develop a greater sense of unity and direction
on the part of the Atlantic nations.
Success to you in your efforts,
Sincerely,
GEORGE ROMNEYo
COMMONWEALTH

OF PENNSYLVANIA,

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE,
Harrisburg,February 7, 19066.

lioni. PAUL FINDLRY,
House of Representatives
ltouse Ofice Building, W'ashington, D.C.
DEAR PAUL: Your tireless efforts In behalf of the Atlantic Union delegation
resolution merit the endorsement of every citizen.
I have been long concerned about our Nation's failure in these times of global
crisis to explore fully ways to promote freedom and progress within a framework
of international unity.
Such a search demands creativity and courage. You have demonstrated both,
and I support and applaud your enterprise.
Most sincerey,
Bill
WILLIAM W. SCRANTON.
STATE OF OREGON,
OFFICE OF TIlE GOVERNOR,

lion. PAUL FINDLEY,
House of RepresentatWes
House Office Building, lWashington, D.C.

Salem, October 6, 19066.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE FINDLEY: I am delighted by the word from Clarence
Streit that you have introduced House Joint Resolution 769 proposing establishmnot of an Atlantic Union delegation.
With you, I have long felt the inexorable logic of Atlantic Union as the inevitable result of the growing interdependence of the nations. If I can be of
service in this cause, please let me know.
Sincerely,
MARK 0. HATFIELD.

Mr. FiNDLEY. There is substantial evidence that several of the

major free nations contemplate limitations of national authority in

supranational bodies.
For example, the 1958 Constitution of Francereaffirmed the reference to sovereignty which appeared in the preamble of the 1946 Constitution as follows: "On condition of reciprocity, France accepts the
limitations of sovereignty necessary to the organization and defense
of peace."
Recognition of the need to merge "national sovereignty" and procedures for authorizing this transfer of power are contained in the
Constitutions of Denmark, France, Germany, Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and Norway.
Numerous institutions bringing free nations together have come into
being since the end of World War II. Numerous statesmen of the
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free nations have expressed support for the establishment of supranational government to help the major free nations serve their common
interest more adequately. I would like to include such men at this
point.
Chairman '[ORGAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The material referred to is as follows :)
Mr. Paul-lonrl Spaak a prime minister of Belgium, Robert Schuman, a French
foreign minister, Ren6 Ploven, a French prime minister, Vincent Aurol, a French
president, Carlo Schmid, a vice president of the German parliament, Walter
I Iallstein, a German secretary of state for foreign affairs, IKonrad Adenauer, a
German Chancellor, Ludwig Erhard, a German chancellor, Franz Joseph Strauss,
a German minister of defense Hleinrich von Brentano, a German foreign minister,
Antonio Segni, a president of Ital , Aide More, a premier of Italy, Sicco Mansholt,
a minister of agriculture of The Netherlands, Halvard Lange, a Norwegian
foreign minister, Harold MacMillan, a British prime minister, Anthony Eden,
a British prime minister.
Similar recognition came out of the Six-power Conference on a European Army
in December, 1951 comprising the foreign ministers of Belgium, France, Italy
Luxembourg, Netherlands and West Germany, and also In a resolution adopted
by the foreign ministers of the Coal and Steel Community in September, 1952.
The 1966 manifesto of the British liberal party advocates British adherence to
supranational institutions.
A similar recognition of the need to merge sovereignty is implicit In membership on the honorary council of the International Movement for Atlantic Union.
The members of this council are: II.R.H. Prince Bernhard, The Prince of The
Netherlands; Former prin minister Sir Anthony Eden of Great Britain. Joseph
Becoh former prime minister of Luxembourg, former foreign minister; f-einrich
Brenfano, late foreign minister, German Federal Republic; the late W. L. Clayton,
former under secretary of State, U.S.A., Franz Etzel, former finance minister,
German Federal Republic; Christian A. Herter, former secretary of state U.S.A.;
Lord Ismay, former secretary general of NATO, United Kingdom; Estes Kefauver,
late U.S. senator from Tennessee; Ole B. Kraft, former foreign minister of Denmark, now vice president of Parliament; Gaetano Martino, former foreign minister
of Italy, chairman of NATO's "Three Wise Men"; Lester B. Pearson, prime
minister of Canada; Robert Schuman, later premier of France; Paul-Hlenri Spank,
former foreign and prime minister of Belgium and former secretary-general of
NATO; Dirk U. Stikker former forelti minister of the Netherlands and former
secretary-general of NATO; Paul van Zeeland, former prime minister of Belgium.
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Chairman, I do have some added comments

which I would like to place in the record. I would also like to respond
briefly to several points w1iich were raised during the first 2 days of
hearings.
One of the witnesses suggested that perhaps if this resolution led to
its eventual objective-that being an Atlantic union federal government-this would destroy American citizenship and perhaps destroy
America itself.
I feel it would be helpful to the committee to reflect on just what
might be the changes that would occur should that day finally come.
First of all, it certainly would not destroy American citizenship. It
would indeed establish a third citizenship, a higher level of citizenship
in addition to the two that all American citizens presently hold-that
is citizenship at the State level, andcitizenship at the Federal levelthis would establish a third.
So the American citizenship certainly would remain intact, and be
something that all of us would continue to take justifiable pride in.
Does it really contemplate some awesome disturbing changes
in our life? On paper today we do have a union military force known
as NATO. On paper we seek a union common market or free trade
area. , We have the efforts at Genevo through GATT and the Kennedy
Round to achieve that long-range objective,
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We have what might be called a union monetary system already.
Tie Group of Ten sits around the table day after day and tries to reshuffle the balance of payments to keep our currencies properly
interrelated and to keep any single nation from financial difficulty.
So we in a sense have an unofficial central banking system for this same
area of the world, including most of the countries in NATO.
Certainly we as a nation seek a union policy in external affairs like
Vietnam. We are disturbed because this effort to establish a union
policy has been so short in its realization. What is contemplated in this
resolution ultimately would give substance to the shadows that we
have today. It would hopefully create a dependable union of military
forces, with the cost of this union force equitably distributed, a force
that would be so unified and imposing that attack upon it would be
foolhardy.
It contemplates steady progress toward a single market which
would open great new opportunities for advance, and inevitably
attract- by its success-the application of other nations for membership in this larger union. It would hopefully establish a dependable
union of currencies, not necessarily one currency, but a unified currency system which would banish the ever-present danger of runs on
gold and a monetary crash.

It would contemplate also a policy development system so that
these nations would speak as one and act as one in dealing with
whatever external problems, like Vietnam, might arise in the future.
It seems to me it is perfectly timed. It enables us as a nation by
the adoption of this resolution to take the initiative in foreign policy
in a powerful but peaceful way, and unhappily even today we are
pretty much on the defensive in the not-so-cold war with the Communist world.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MORGAN. Thank you, Mr. Findley.
Mr. Udall, on page 1 of your statement, you cite the resolution
which you introduced, House Joint Resolution 1116. In the third
paragraph you spell out your purpose as beingto determine the advisability of creating a delegation to attend a convention of
NATO member nations for the purpose of exploring the possibility of their agreement on the eventual transformation of their Alliance Into a federal union.
The next sentence states:
In no way Is this resolution intended to define the structure of such a union,
nor does it contain language presenting Congress as favorable to its formation.

I think the witnesses. we had here yesterday discussed issues that
went considerably beyond what you have said here. I am sure Mr.
Findley, who attended these meetings, and many of the people who
attended the hearings yesterday got the impression from some of the
witnesses that this resolution would start us on a course leading to
giving up American citizenship, giving up the sovereignty of our
country and so on.
According to your statement it appears that you don't believe the
resolution goes that far.
Mr. UDALL. I would like to nail that down very clearly, Mr. Chairman. The answer to your question is "Yes." -It goes that far and
that far only. I am one of those who believe we go a step at a time.
The kind of sponsors we have for this resolution, the kind of support
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we have from people like General Eisenhower and General Ridgway
and the many Governors and political leaders from all over this
country should reassure these people. These aren't the kind of people,
and I don't think the sponsors of these bills, my colleagues here,
particularly are the kind of people to charge out madly and give away
American citizenship and sovereignty.
The purpose of this resolution is to have a delegation to talk about
whether we should move closer together with these Atlantic nations
and that is all that is authorized. If we authorized a delegation, the
other nations would then have to authorize a delegation. If the
delegations met and came to some agreement, this would then have to
go back to each of the nations for ratification and approval. This is a
very small, exploratory step, and that is all it authorizes, and that is
all we intend to authorize.
Chairman MORGAN. You are concerned with exploring whether
this would be a worthwhile international project; that is all that the
resolution authorizes?
Mr. UDALL. Precisely. I want to make that clear, and I think J
speak for all three of us when I say that.

* Chairman

MORGAN.

Thank you, Mr. Udall.

Mr. Frelinghuysen.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSBN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First I would like to say it has been a pleasure to hear my colleagues on their resolutions. I would like to begin with a technical
question about the nature of the delegation to be set up under these
resolutonss
.
.
I notice there are supposed to be 18 members of the delegation, 16 of
them to be named either by Congress or by the President-8 by the
President and 8 by Congress. Presumably the other two are to be
filled by the ex-Presidents of the United States, if they accept this
suggestion or request by Congress.
Suppose they don't accept.' And how advisable is it to have
ex-Presidents serve as, cochairnen of this delegation, except from a
prestige standpoint? I should think you might run into complicationsf
i you required that those two. be members or else presumably
those two slots would not be filled if they should decide for one reason
or another not to accept,
Mr. UDALL. Mr. Findley has taken the leadership on this matter.
I have worked with him.. I want to particularly praise him today for
-what he has done.
This whole effort would not have come about i'ithout his leadership.
I:qm proudt6'be *art of his teani. I thiik' he can c-minent on that.
Mr. FiNDLEY.'Ybi have pointed up' & difficulty in the languiage
of the resolution, Mi. Frelinghuysen, which d6es deserve some altenftion. I t"was drifted 6bdut a:year ago, Our hope was that both of
the former Presidents would, if an when the tithe came, find it
physically possible and desirable to serve as ohairin h'.
Since that time I would say this question has 'come in. doubt.
The'correspondence that I referred to ftoin President Eisenhbwer
expresses very strongly his desire to participate a provided in the
resolution, but 'equally strongly his doubt that his health would
permit this.
We have tier 'had any word from former President Truman, so we
are not sure of 'his attitude. I understand his health is not the best.
It may well be that his position would be the same.
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Since the resolution was introduced, I have given this detail some
thought and I realize that some adjustment in the language should be
made. Perhaps either to redefine it as 16 members, or perhaps make
it18, and perhaps an even division between the Congress and the
President on the selection of the members.
I would like to comment on the other part of your question. We
suggest that these former Presidents serve for what we consider to be
very good reasons. Thinking back on olir own constitutional development period, we recognize that the difficulties which confronted the
Thirteen States at that time were so mountainous that had it not
been for the exceptional caliber of the 39 men who sat in Independence
Hall that summer, probably nothing would have come out of it.
The problems confronting an enterprise of this nature are perhaps
even more mountainous than those which existed in 1787. For that
reason we feel that if this delegation is established, the men and women
appointed to it should be of the very highest standing, both from the
standpoint of skill and background, and education and personal knowledge of international problems.
You could hardly find two men who are better suited for this type
of assignment than former Presidents Truman and Eisenhower, because together they indeed formed NATO.
Mr. FRELINGHUYS N. Before my 5 minutes run out, I would like
to get to these mountainous difficulties that you are talking about.' I
notice in the two resolutions before me this morning that both of them
refer to the authority to organize as well as to participate in a convention with such allies as might wish to set up a similar delegation. This
would put the primary responsibility on the U.S. delegation to push
the other nations or to encourage the other nAtions to come to a convention at which certain matters would be discussed, is that right?
Mr. UDALL. I would comment-Mr. Findley can correct me if I
am wrong-that the term "organize" means to me, that they would
have the authority once the other delegations were' appointed,, were
authorized from other nations, and they assembled at some place, that
they would organize the convention in the sense of establishing rules
for its procedure, electing a chairman pro tem and people to preside,
setting up committees, and generally 'ayng the ground rules under
which they would operate; and the word "participate" means that
our delegates could participate in those negotiations and discussions.
I did not contemplate we would set up this 18-man delegation with
a roving assignment to go to the capitals of other nations and urge
them to partcipate. I think this is something the will have to 9o
voluntarily, and our own Government, otice this reso ution was passed,
would through the State Department encourage this sort of thing,
rather than the delegation itself. However, I certainly would not
object if our delegation is the first created, for it to meet and take steps
urging other nations to begin to move.'
TMr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I would assume if the United States is to
organize the convention it would certainly not be inappropriate for
them to encourage other countries to name delegations and to suggest
a time and a place where they might meet.. You are not going to
have spontaneous combustion on a matter of this kind.
I am not suggesting this is inappropriate. You seem to be trying
to define quite narrowly the extent of the authority which would be
granted to such a group if it, should be authorized by Congress.
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Mr. UDALL. Let Mr. Findley comment on that. I have an open
mind on it. I did not contemplate that these people would be the
ones who would initially have thle job of putting the convention

together.
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Frelinghuysen the initiative naturally has to
come from some single point. It is for this reason that Ave expressed
it as we (lid suggesting that this delegation would if necessary take
the leadership and bring about this convention.
Mr. FitnLINGHUYSEN. I know my time is running out. I have
some curiosity about this expression "the declaration of the eventual
goal of their states." I suppose that means if the countries are
represented by these delegations, it is to transform the alliance into
a federal union. I should think it would be an immediate goal,
but that the transformation would be eventual. Why would it be
an eventual goal? You would 'reach the determination that that
was the goal. I mean it is an objective to be achieved eventually.
It is not an eventual goal.
Or does it mean you can't make up your mind whether you think
it is a good thing or not? It looks like fuzzy language to me.
Maybe this group would not have the courage to decide the goal
was to transform the alliance into a union. I don't imagine that is
what you are suggesting.
Mr. FINDLEY. It is not what I am suggesting at all. I think language always can be improved. If there is some ambiguity there,
we should improve it.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSHN. If there is time afterward, I would like to
come back to the basic timeliness of this resolution. With NATO
in disarray, as it is, as Mr. Udall has pointed out, today, with prominent Democratic Members of the other body saying we should reduce
our military commitment in Europe, and many other signs, this is
not a particularly appropriate time for us to be moving toward what
is obviously a much closer union.
I am not underestimating the necessity of us worrying about the
future of NATO; in fact, a subcommittee of this committee has held
extensive hearings on this subject. It would not seem to me to be
an extremely propitious time for us to get results, if we are suggesting far-reaching changes in the economic system, the political system, the monetary system, and the social system such as you gentlemen
have indicated.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Fraser.
Mr. FRASER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to address
this question to any of the three of you who would care to comment.
This goes to a rat er fundamental question. I am going to speak
rather frankly.
In the liberal side of the political activists of this country there is
something of a division which I would characterize in this fashion:
There are those who think that with the advent of the United Nations
our efforts ought to be directed toward the evolutionary development
and strengthening of the United Nations toward the ultimate concept
of the rule of law.
Some of these people take the view that by efforts to unite the nations of the Atlantic community we are, first, indicating a lack of
confidence in the United Nations; second, suggesting the formation of
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what they characterize as a white man's club. This alludes to the
fact, of course, that most of the Western nations are white, and most of
the rest of the world is not.
Third, that by moving in the direction of a more closely integrated
community in the Atlantic area that we are undercutting the potential
of the United Nations. I ask this question because I think it deserves
to be answered. I don't share these views and I don't think they
ought to be shared by the people, but I would like to have your comments on this question.
Mr. UDALL. Let me lead off by saying that I don't share the view
that you have outlined, and I am glad that my friend from Minnesota
doesn't share it either. I don't see the exploration of this approach and
its eventual consummation as excluding, or as damaging to the United
Nations which I also favor.
I think the two can go forward together. I would cite to my friend,
and to those who have these fears, the experience of the United States
where we started out in a small area and gradually built upon it.
The Common Market experience. They didn't try to take in all the
countries of Europe at one time. They started with a small group.
I think there are signs that this will include the British and others
who were not Common Market partners. I see this as a complementary thing to the growth of the United Nations rather than as an event
that is hostile to it.
Mr. QuIm. If I could make a comment on it, too. I think we should
allay the fears of those who think this would endanger the United
Nations. The United Nations is in trouble. One of the big reasons
is that there are two large blocs in the world.
In this period of time there doesn't seem to be the continual growth
of integration of nations at the speed that we had hoped. In San
Francisco at the beginning of the United Nations and for quite a number of years afterward, we all exercised a great hope for the United
Nations. As we work toward eventual federation, I hope we can use
for that the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the Atlantic
community as an identification of an area where nations are now ready
for this.
I would want an open door, an open door so that we could look at a
country like Japan for membership in this organization. Just as in
the United States of America where we started out with the 13 States
and as other States developed their ability of self-government and
their own economic strength, we enabled them to seek membership in
it, so should the same principle be true of such a federal union.
This it seems to me would also be a hope for the nations, which we
now see in the East, eventually wanting to belong to the strong
organization. If you could look into the future far enough, I would
hope you could see developing nations dropping their aggressive
nature and wanting to take part in the union for the good of their
own people.
To me these are the steps one must take with nations that have
demonstrated stability in their economy and their government.
These are the steps in building an organization which will be as
strong for peace as anything hoped for in the United Nations.
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Fraser, I think it is quite possible that this
development might really be the salvation of the United Nations
because quite obviously the peoples brought together in this ultimate
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federal union would act and speak as one in the U.N. on whatever
issues come up.
There would not be the risk we have today of the free world being
fragmented and going in different directions on vital questions that
come before the U.N. We would have a powerful stabilizing force
for freedom within the U.N.
It should be a very beneficial influence.
Mr. UDALL. I would like to subscribe to everything my colleagues
have said, and add one thought. I think the U.N. is set tip to encourage regional organizations., If we took steps in this direction, I
think it might encourage Latin America, the African nations, the
Asian nations, to think in these strong terms, and this is good for the
U.N. in the long run, and a strengthening thing.
Mr. FRASER. If I may ask one other question. One of the other
arguments is made with respect to the time element. It has been
alluded to here already, U.S. policy is to urge the fufillment of the
Treaty of Rome, so that the Common Market nations are transformed into some kind of integrated unit.
It is argued, and I think this is probably the position of the Department of State, that by pushing now for a wider concept, that not
only may we not suceed in the latter effort, but we may serve to
disrupt the former effort which is well on its way. I think that
question is an important one and needs to be discussed. I would
like to have your comments on it.
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Fraser, I see no reason why these two enterprises need to be mutually exclusive. I would like to see both of
them encouraged and pressed forward. There are some very strong
indications that the efforts to transform the Common Market into
some sort of a federal government are not promising.
I am sure that in the minds of the French, and perhaps some other
members of the Common Market, there is a lurkfng fear that in the
group of six, for example, as it is now, that Germany would very soon
become the predominant influence in its political structure. I am
sure out of the experience of the past two generations the French
people would be very nervous under any such arrangement.
I see that as one of the reasons why the development of European
union as it is often called, is not too promising, although I would
like very much to see this come about.
I hope efforts in that direction will continue. I would say too that
the fear the French people would have about a limited European
union being dominated by Germany would not exist in this larger
Atlantic union that we contemplate here. The presence of the
British and the United States and Canada and other areas in it would
I think, soften their fears and ease them to the point where there would
be no problem.
In any event, getting back to your basic question , why not press
forward on both fronts? For us to express through this resolution our
willingness as the leading nation in the Western community to take
part should be an encouragement for them to move forward not only
vith us but on this smaller grouping sb that if European union should
come first, there is no reason why that event should delay or negate
the larger effort toward the broader community.
Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Morse? .

Mr. MORSE.. Thank you, Mr. Cbdirman.
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I would like to join with my colleagues on the committee in commending the gentlemen who are appearing before us today for their
superb statements. I am proud to be associated with them in this
effort.
I have a number of questions which perhaps might help the committee in its ultimate deliberations. As I read the resolution, it
appears to me that the convention which the resolution contemplates
would be an instrumentality of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and the question comes as to whether or not it may be officious
for us in the United States to establish an ad hoe delegation, as we
would pursuant to this resolution, to effect the establishment of such
an instrumentality, rather than to propose its establishment to an
existing structure of NATO, specifically the NATO Council. Would
it be appropriate in the resolution to include language which would,
if you will, memorialize the NATO Council, or memorialize the NATO
Parliamentary Union to pursue the creation of such an instrumentality
as is contemplated by your resolution?
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Morse, that would perhaps present a few
problems. The NATO Council operates on the basis of unanimous
consent. It cannot act if there is objection of any member.
The resolution as we have framed it would authorize delegations
from such NATO nations as desire this to join in an exploratory
convention. It would not require the unanimous consent of all
NATO nations. I think it would be highly appropriate to have some
language either as part of the resolution or the report that accompanies it which would recognize the efforts that have been made
through existing NATO institutions and the NATO Parliamentarians
Conference and perhaps suggest that both give thought to this
approach.
But it might bog the whole thing down if it were phrased in such a
way as to require initiative on the part of NATO or even the Parliamentarians Conference to get it, off the ground.
I feel it is such an urgent and important enterprise that even
though all members of NATO don't agree to the exploration at this
time it should be undertaken nevertheless.
Mr. MoRsE. The gentleman knows my conviction that some
political initiatives must be taken within NATO if the organization
is to be restructured to fulfill the purpose for which it was originally
organized, and which I deem still to be necessary.
The question occurs as to whether in view of your response to my
earlier question it might not be wise to think in terms of the establishment of a convention a part from the NATO organization in order to
avoid the kind of trouble that you identify, and also in order to
provide wider participation in the initial conference.
Under the terms of the resolution as it now stands, the initial conference would exclude Switzerland, Sweden, and perhaps many other
nations which might want to participate. May I have your comsir?
ments on that,
Mr. FINDLEY. I would certainly see no objection from my personal
standpoint to changing the language to make it possible for others to
participate initially.. We did phrase it ourselves to deal only with the
NATO nations for obvious reasons. These nations have worked
together in matters of rather intimate defense arrangements for about
17 years now. By doing that they recognize that they have some
common objectives in defense matters.
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They perhaIps see a colon parallel or (ld at one time. So it
seemed logical to start with that grouping. We thought it important
to make a beginning with nations w ich had the greatest degree of
Common interest, realizing that, the problems are going to be (Iiflicult
to overcome under the best circunstances, and that we ought to give
this enterprise the best chance of success.

If it. is broadened too much, it milht result in a much weaker stance

at the convention and thus dilute tie chances of success.

Mr. Quu,,.

lay I add one other reason to that. These other

countries, such as Sweden, Switzerland, or as I mentioned earlier,
Japan, would have to have an understanding before they could Come
in t he conference, Those countries are not members of the NATO
Alliance, and if they were to reach an understanding to join the
union before the delegation met, who would they do it. with-the
United States? If they (lid it with the Unitod States, expecting it
to be the dominant country, I think we would ruin what we hope

would be the respect for each of the nations who participate its
coequals1.
M~r. MensE. It should be mado clear, would you not, agree, that
the potential membership of tile convention shoi1ld not be limited to
NATO nations?
Mr. QuiJ. I believe very strongly that should be the case.
Mr. Mortsa. Although . recognize the very limited pinipose of the
resolution before us to establish a delegation which would organize
and participate in a convention which would explore the possibility
of agreement in certain areas, the question has occurred to me its to
whether or not there should be iny standard of national behavior
estal)lished forto111111(.
participation.
ie'question of Portuguese participatioll Comes
Mr. FinDII4 Y. If I may respond, Mr. Morse, that, is an additional
reason whyi we thought it, wise to begin with this roup of NATrO
nations. We recognize that there is a considera ile diversity of
political
forms within NATO. But even so, it seemed t logical startpin t.
i'hore might, be a nation or two within NATO which would either
Choose not, to be a )art of this new structure or perhaps ovel be oxcluded-that mght be a possibiity. Even so we had to begin with
a group, and this seemed the most. logical group with which to begin.
Mr. UnIAl,. Let me add to this that one of the key incentives for
bringing this about, as I see it, 011 of the lig hopes fo' succeOSs of this
enterprise is the common security idea that is already embodied in
NAT1O. You have something to start on.
Those are nations that lhave worked together. I would certainly
subscribe to the very important point made by Mr. Quie. ' Once you
have tile elltorprise'ltnlderway, you would have atin open door policy
for te

Ilations that want to come in..

Mr. Mnous,. This is just a device of convenience to establish the
initial list. of invitees.
One final question, if I may, Mr. C(lairinan. If this venture is to
be successful in the limited wray that your resolution contemplates,
as merely the authorization of activity on the part of the U.S. delegation to tile contemplated convention,
it would seem to me that
certain moneys w ould be necessary to support this effort.
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I ask whether the principal sponsors of the resolution would desire
ally engage authorizing fund to provide the delegation with the
wherowitha2 to discharge it's responsibllties?
MIr. UDALr,. I would think so. I would think that this should be
funded by a small aplpropriation to take care of the expenses necessary
to this convention.
Mr. Mosly. Would it, be possible for the prilcipid sponsors of the
resolution to advise the eonlittee as1to what the small apl)ropria,on
umight be?
Mr. FINDTEY. We would be glad to make a suggestion as to amount,
fnd other langiaFe, if you would like.
S .h'.Mois. 'I hank vou very mutch, Mr. Chairman.
(Chairman ?olGIAN. Mr. Rosenthal.
Mr. RoH ErnA,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In the first instance, I want to commend my colleagues for taking
the time and attention in devoting themselves to this cause. It. is
particularly important to me because 1 have been concerned about the
role of the House in foreign affairs.
Some people seem to iihunk that the House has played a negative
role, not an adequate role. At. any rate, regardless ol how one feels
about this issue, which I think is provocative at the least., that it
conmends the House, the House Menil)en4 for doing something about
things that they have convictions about in areas (if foreign affairs.
In mly judgment, the conduct of my colleagues here today brings great
credit to the House, no matter lowv one feels about tle resolution.
.1am very proud of my colleagues, proud of the House in initiating
discussions on an aspect of foreign affairs that. in this case, at least,
the House and Congress is the leader.
One thing I was interested in. Mr. Findley mentioned that if
there eventually caine into being an Atlantic Union, the members of
the Atlantic Union would act as one within the United Nations. I
didn't. quite follow that, or understand that. Could you explain
what you m1eant.?,
M.[r. FNiJuY. I was 1)oor in setting foith my own i(leas as to how
this might develop. I should say the resolution if enacted would not
bind anyone to any details of what might come out, of this convention,
own guessor any poit, in between. So what I say hero is strictly viy
work about, what might develop.
But there is certainly great need for unified policy within the Western community in dealing with external problems like Vietnam. I am
sure there is no doubt on that point,. External policy in this case
would involve membership in the United Nations. It couhl l)e
handled otherwise, but to me it seems that at the very top of the
priority list, of responsibiities which

this new federal government

would undertake would be external policy or foreign policy. And
that being the case, it. would speak and act as one in the U.N. and iii
whatever other international bodies might come into being.
Mr. UDALLJ. I agree on this point, if we begin to work as Mr.
Findley has suggested in monetary affairs, in economic affairs, in
mutual security affairs, certainly these all deal with external policy and
when a position is to be taken as this thing is transformed into more
and more of a federal union major foreign policy decisions dealing
with other parts of the world would have to be agreed upon and this
federal union might speak for all these nations on these points.
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This would strengthen all of us il a situation like Vietmun, instead of
standing largely alone or with itfew allies, that anlagreement would be
reached by till of the natlols to speak together in the United Nations.
Mr. ROSINTHAb. I realize It is not in the resolution at all, and it is
it speculative atrot, hit isit, ,yourtholght that the constitution of
inl
this Atlantic Union would provide that there be a uit rule in voting
in the United Nations among the momber of the Atlantic Union?
Mr. UDAId. 1 haven't gone that far. 1 think it would have to be
explored very carefully ill this great convention. We have our oWln
exlerience in this country to fall back upon, I am sure the smaller
countries woull il the first instance want,some kind of unit rule. I
am sure our people would be reluctant to give Iceland or Norway the

sa1mo number of votes in the union that wehad.

We might have to work out a compromise as was done hero 175
years ago. I don't know. '['his is part of what tho would explore.
Mr. CosEN'riAIj. I am in complete agreement that in ec onomic
areas regional mnovements and regional groupilngs are absolutely

essential to the development of many of the nat ton states, but assume
for a monent that there was tl Atlantic Union with unit-rule vote
in the United Nations. Assume that South American members of

the United Nations would got together in a South American Union,
and they had unit rule, and let's saty the bloc countries developed the
unit rule as did the southeast Asian countries, we wind up with six
groups and six votes in the United Nations,

I just wondered if we think that is good or bad. In one case it may
lead to the rule of law. It the other case it may limit, the operation
and flexibilities available in different circumstances.
Mr. QuiE. Let, me address myself to that, if I may. Two years
ago in te Trade Conference in Geneva the African nations for tie
first time joined together as a unit. There was then great effort to
another unit.
poll the Asian nations its
The Asian nations split apart and they weren't able to bring that
about. However, the African nations (1h0 give themselves an identity
at that time.
I would certainly doubt, however, that if the United Nations kept
its nembership policy the sante as it is now, and so that all U.N.
member nations, who h)ecomo a part of the federal union, retain their
before, that you
same vote and status iii the United Nations its
could ever have the type of monolithic thinking that nations just
coming into their own are able to accomplish for themselves because
they can give themselves the appearance of a common enemy. However, that could be the case if the U.N. changed its policy. But I
don't think this would ever happen among these nations as I would
envision it.
As you do say, this is a matter of conjecture because we don't
know really what they would set as their goal, to say nothing of the
procedure to reach that goal.
Mr. ROSENTHAL. Have we had any reaction from other countries,
other groups il other countries, indicating a willingness to participate,
or any indication of what the attitudes might be among other governments?
Mr. FINDLEY. I had .the good fortune this past year to go to
Europe on NATO Parliamentary Committee work. I stopped in
London briefly, and talked with Metnbers of Parliament, Labor, and
I talked on the phone with a Conservative Member.
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Since then I have heard from the leader of the Liberal Party, He
had heard about the resolution. He said the Liberal Party ph1a1s to

take it. up for discussion immediately. That is the text of a cablegrain I just got.
In France there is keen interest, for obvious reasons. Oie of tile
three top ilenbotrs of the Do Gaulle rovernlient is Pierre Billotte.
Until his elevation to that position, ie wts the Chairman of the
International Movenent for Atlantic Union. le didn't resign the
position ill the
l)osition' lie took a leave of absence hecattse of his
De aiell govertinlent.
Another member of the ne0w Do Gaulle government is Michel
Debrt, who wrote a book not. too iany years ago in which he advocated Atlantic Union. The initiative for Atlantic Union came in
great degree from Prance. There is a similar degree of interest
throughout the NATO countries.
Mr. ROSENTHAL. This degree of interest that France exhibited,
do you think it is current today?
'1r. FINDLEY, I am sure it is current with General Billotto with
whom I have talked very recently and with others in France like the
president of the Foreign Affairs Conunittee of the French National
Assembly, Matrice Schimann, Iow, evel though he is not a Gautllist
is chairs an of that committee. lie is the successor to General
Billotte as Chairman of the International Movement for Atlantic
Union. So you can see that there are prominent people in the French
Government who tire sold on the idea. This leads to the question of
De Gaulle's attitude perhaps. lie has never rejected the idea of
Atlantic Union in anything he h as said as far as I know.
lie did make a speech a bout 3 or 4 years ago in which le pointed to
the fact that as of then there was no federator-he tsed that wordwhich could provide the leadership to initiate this larger federal union
structure. That is the way it stands.
Chairman M[

mOAi.Mr. Hamilton.

Mr. HAMILTON. If I may I would like to continue Mr. Rosenthal's
line of thought. I would be interested in your individual views oil the
nature of this union especially in regard to such things as tax policy
11llt, raising or providing for a defense establishiment.
Perhaps you have given that some thought. I assume you have
since you have displayed by your comments here a very thorough
understanding. I wonder if each of you would comment on these
specific thiings as you envision them--tax policy and defense estwo
tablishmnent.
Mr. UDALL. Maybe Ave can start front left to right. We already
have the experience in the defense establishment. This was NATO s
purpose, its history. We have a great ded of common experience in
providing for the common defense, providing the command structure,
providing the contributions; that is, men and money and equipment
that are needed to keep it going.
I would contemplate that this sort of thing would continue and
would be expanded, and we would come closer to integration of this
il the early stages. I view this as a stage procedure. We go a step
at a time.
I would hope the constitutional convention we are talking about
would set modest goals in the beginning that everyone could agree
upon, set a timetable perhaps hi the way the Common Market coun-
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tries operated. They provided the first year they would do this and
4 years later they would integrate that and 2 years after that they
would try to do some other things.
The tax policy question raises matters that would be rather emotional and rather serious in all of the countries. I think our Nation
would be very reluctant to give an international body the power to
come into our States and Nation and impose taxes and have a tax
collection system. These would be questions that I wouldn't want
to prejudge. I think the caliber of delegation we would have would
want to explore this carefully.
I would think in the first instance you would be talking about terms
of assessments that the union would make upon nations, that the
existing structure of the governments would collect that money and
transit it to the federal union. I would think it would be difficult in
the first instance to achieve some kind of tax policy and structure to
permit federal union taxes to be levied on top of everything else we
nave.

Mr. FINDLEY. One of our serious difficulties in NATO today and in
the U.N. is trying to collect the assessments. Revenue obviously
would be a very important item. It would be a must.
For this new structure to function effectiiely it would necessarily
have to have tie authority to raise revenue. "Itmay be that something
unusual could be devised as a source of revenue. I would hope that
the new government wouldn't rely upon tariffs for example to finance
its entire operation as our own country did initially. I would think
some sort of internal revenue measures would be needed.
These today take infinite variety. I believe we ought to face the
fact that revenue would be essential and that the government would
need to have the authority and the means to collect the revenue needed.
This would imply something in the way of taxes.
Mr. QuIm. I would expect The defense complement of this federal
union ar first undoubtedly to be pretty much limited to the defense
of the nations themselves, just as NATO now is limited. But as it
grows in the family of nations, I would expect then, as possibly in the
case of the entry of Japan when it would be more difficult to define
its boundaries, that it may appear that the member nations were
setting common policy in relationship to nations outside its sphere.
This would only evolve in time. It is pretty hard for us to envision
now what that would be.
On the'tax part of it, I think they would need a more automatic
system of collecting the revenue than the assessment process, because
if some disagreement developed on the part of one nation, it could
withhold its payments.
While I am a strong believer in free trade between these nations,
there may be a system that could be worked out in the form of a tax
paid in the transaction. There could.be some excise taxes utilized in
this way. It took us a long the to come to income tax in our Nation.
I doubt if the union woul come to any income tax in the lifetime of
ourselves and our children.
Chairman MORGAN. Any further questions?
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I would like to get
back if I may to the language of the resolution because there are a
number of places where it strikes me as very fuzzy. I see a reference
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to a tentative timetable for the transition to the goal of the federal
union.
I should think if you have a timetable it wouldn't be tentative.
What is the point of a timetable, if it isn't definite, or would it be a
timetable that would be subject to change as conditions changed?
And how do you make a transition to a goal?
You mean this would be a plan for moving toward a union, is that
what we are talking about, the various steps that would ha-ve to be
taken in order to reach the final objective?
Mr. FINDLEY. This timetable would be tentative in the same way
that our timetable for putting a man on the moon is tentative. Perhaps
we didn't even use the adjective "tentative" in describing our moon
shot. There was the goal of 1970 for putting a man on the moon.
I think most people regard it as a tentative timetable, the sequence
of events leading to that. It would not alter the real nature of the
resolution to drop that.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSBN. You might drop the noun. It isn't a question
of timetable. It is the ways in which you arrive at the objective.
In other words, it is the methods and the procedures and the timing.
Mr. FINDLEY. That language I think assumes that the convention
would come up not with a single act which would bring about this
transformation all at once.
Mr. FRELINOHUYSEN. They would have no authority to bring
about anything, as I understand it.
Mr. FINDLEY. They might have a series of events which would
indicate levels of achievement toward the goal of federal union
government. They might also have within that period a stepdown
in the level of internal tariffs. That might be a part of the agreement.
There could be an almost infinite array of intermediate steps leading
toward the eventual goal.
Mr. FRELINOHUYSEN. We are talking about steps, a variety of
things that miqht be done over a period of time. It is not simply a
timetable. It is a schedule of events, necessary steps that might have
to be taken.
What are "interim-democratic institutions designed to hasten the
process of integration?"
Mr. FINDLEY. Here again this would give the delegation the authority to set up an institution to deal with the transitional steps that
we talked about-Mr. FRELINOHUYSEN. You are not, surely, suggesting that we give
the delegation authority to set up anything?
Mr. FINDLEY. Yes, that is intended here, that the delegation-I
mean the delegation acting in concert with the other delegations as a
convention.
Mr.

FRELINGHUYSEN.

You are suggesting that we should be giving

the delegation certain authority-Mr. FINDLEY. To set up a committee, for example, or a staff
arrangement., a secretariat which would continue to work this problem,
if in their wisdom they decided whatever steps they wanted to take
would not be taken immediately.
We wanted to give them sufficient authority to deal with the problem over a period of time if need be and not insist that they deal with
it, wrap it up and disband all at once.
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Mr. FRELINOHUYSEN. I didn't understand that we were supposed
to be giving the delegates the authority to do anything except the
possibility to consider doing something. You are now suggesting
that they should have authority to take certain steps if they decide it
feasible.
Mr. UDALL. I think what Mr. Findley is saying, and what we all
mean, Mr. Frelinghuysen, is that this delegation would meet with the
other delegations and would draft a document which the convention
would approve. The document would be a proposal, treaty, or constitution, call it what you may. And in that document it would provide for these series of steps and events and common actions on a tinetable that would eventually bring about a federal union.
That document would go back to the Congress of the United States
and to the various other countries for their ratification and approval
and only when it was approved would you begin to take the steps that
we are talking about.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Part of the time you have talked about the
limited objectives of this resolution and then we go to another tack
which seems to be far from what this resolution says.
I see no reference to the proposal that this delegation should be
authorized to participate in the preparation of a treaty which would
then be submitted for ratification to the Senate for approval, It
certainly isn't couched in language that would lead to that result.
Mr. UDALL. "Treaty" is probably a bad choice of words. I am
talking of a constitution or document that would establish, eventually,
this fe deral union.
Mr. FRELINGIIUYSEN. I think treaty is an accurate word for it.
But there is no use of treaty in here, and no authority for the delegates
to participate in the preparation of a treaty.
9r. UDALL. I would think treaty is an unwise choice of words.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSFPN, I would think this is what you are talking
about. You are talking about a proposal for recommendations with
respect to the establishment of machinery for us to develop a unified
foreign policy. I would think that at this stage of the world's development there would be a paralysis as far as the various nation states
were concerned with respect to any foreign policy if we had to get
the unanimity of all the members of this Atlantic Union.
Again we mentioned Vietnam. The one thing that we know, and
perhaps many think this would be a blessing, is that the United States
would not be in Vietnam if we had to get unanimous approval of all
the NATO allies both of what we are doing and in the way we did it.
I don't know if this is going to lead to greater security for the
member states. If you are talking about this kind of arrangement and
if you are suggesting that there are supposed to be firm recommendations, and that expression at least is put in here, you are talking about
something tlot more far reaching than merely to consider whether or
not a close arrangement with a single government instead of a variety
of sovereign governments is feasible or desirable.
In other words, your resolution seems to read in a number of different
ways, and I think for that reason, if for none other, it needs to be
viewed with considerable caution. I don't believe I have any further
questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Fraser.
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Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, I would iust like to pursue the point
that Mr. Frelinghuysen was making, As I read it, and I have reread
the language of the resolution, it calls for delegations from the partictipting nations to try to reach an agreement on recommendations to be
blougit back to the member countries.
As I take it, these recommendations have no legal effect until the
competent authorities, constitutional and legislative, take action and
the constitutional requirements are met; is that your understanding?
Mr. FINDLEY. That is correct. To clarify a little further in describing what might be developed as democratic institutions, this
convention would certainly only recommend the form which those
institutions would take. rhey could not possibly place these into
effect.
Mr. FRASER. The question of timing continues to interest me. I
don't want to be unfair to the Department of State, but based on the
approach they take to this kind of enterprise I have the impression
that there probably never will be the right time. Ever since I have
been in Congress I can think of turbulent disagreement and stress
within the Atlantic community, and events unfolding outside the
Atlantic community which have created stress within it.
Vietnam is a good example. I don't foresee in the history of. man
that we will ever be rid of these. It is precisely because these probblems exist that we are trying to find a better way to deal with these
problems. I don't know if you agree or not. I clearly remember
listening to President Kennedy's July 4 address in which he called for
a declaration of interdependence, but I remember the frustrations that
followed, and how events seemed to go against his ideas of how we
might proceed with respect to our Atlantic neighbors.
I would like to have your comment on this. I suppose a corollary
to this is the question as to whether or not the Department of State
institutionally is capable of reaching outside itself, in a sense. I have
some reason to think that perhaps it cannot, that institutionally its
responsibilities are fixed in such a way that it can't reach outside itself
and propose this kind of a new enterprise which deals really with the
fundamental relationship of the United States to other nations.
If this is true, this might point to the importance of congressional
initiatives. There is, I think, a rather widespread sentiment in the
American community, that the time for routine, day-to-day diplomacy
has passed, that we have to do something more imaginative, more
creative.
Mr. UDALL. This is precisely the thrust of our proposal, that we do
an end run around the restrictions, the effect traditional State Department and diplomatic procedures have on an initiative of this kind,
It is a congressional initiative.
I think for that reason it is very hopeful and we will get people on
this delegation who will not be bound by, the current State Department
policy and the State Department thinking, that this is a kind of citizens' attempt to see if we cannot make a new initiative work. .

Mr. Qum. I would say that the only time we would find which

would be opportune is the end of a tremendous world struggle like we
had after World War II. At that time the United Nations was put
into being.
We saw the same thing after a world struggle in World War I,
when the League of Nations was attempted. If you wait until there
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is a common enemy such as fostered NATO, which was also a short
time after World War II, you are limited pretty much to the military
alliance, not to the political and economic aspects, which are much
more important and which are really binding.
I agree with you that you can't expect the State Department to do
this. It isn't in their nature. It has to be an expression from the
American people. The only way the American people can express it
is through their elected representatives. If we are right, the American
people will show it in the whole election procedure.
From this I think we need to give and we will be giving the kind of
leadership that might electrify other people in the world who want to
make this end run that Mr. Udall talked about. From the people I
have talked to in European nations, I have learned that they want
some decisions made by political leaders rather than military leaders
when we come to this point.
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Fraser, I have seen the position of the State
Department over a period of years on this basic question. The
similarity of language over these same years is quite impressive.
They simply have budged hardly an inch in the course of time.
There is always something around the corner which makes this
action untimely. I have pressed them to try to find out what their
thinking is for the long haul.. They talk about the partnership
arrangement after European union occurs.
Yet when I press them for specifics about how partnership would
'itke form, they have no ideas whatever. I must conclude from this
that in my view the State Department does not in its wildest fancy
envision anything that could be called a supranational government for
the future.
They have insisted, of course, that the European nations should
merge their sovereignty in some sort of a union. They have repeatedly
had it tossed back to them by leaders of the European nations, "Wel,
if it is so good for us, why isn't it equally good for the United States
to be a part of it?"
There isn't any valid answer to that in my view. I have always
asked them about the position of our esteemed neighbor Canada in
the event that European union develops, a partnership arrangement
is created between the United States and this European federation,
Canada is currently left out of the fold. The proposal we make
here would provide a place for any free nation that desired to be a
part of the system, to provide for a sharing on a basis of absolute
equality in these essential matters of defense and trade.
Mr. F SER. Just one last question, if I may. It may be rhetorical.
Would it be your impression if the nations could join together in some
fashion to work out a common defense that the cost of defense might
be less in total than is now being expended by the separate nations?
Mr. UDALL. Yes.
Mr. FINDLEY. We could expect whatever forces the free nations
had would be employed to single unified purposes.
Mr. FRASER. WVould this then leave open the possibility of releasing
resources that might be devoted toward helping other nations along the
road to democratic institutions?
Mr. FINDLEY. Yes.
Mr. UDALL. Certainly.
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Mr. FRASER. It would enhance the ability of the developed nations
to bring the rest of the world along, which is of course of major concern
to many people?
Mr. Qui. That is right.

Mr..ROSENTHAL. Just one question, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Rosenthal.
Mr. ROSENTHAL. How many Members have submitted resolutions

similar to the one we are talking about?
Mr. FINDLEY. The total support is 102 Members of the House of
Representatives.
Mr. UDALL. More than 80 1 think is the figure of actual sponsors of
resolutions.
Mr. FINDLEY. There are 33 Republicans and 46 Democrats who
have introduced the resolution. 'I hat makes a total of 79. Then in
addition there are 23 of both parties who have publicly pledged their
support to it.
We have nearly one-fourth of the membership of the House of
Representatives already pledged for it.
Mr. ROSENTHAL. Is there any movement in the other body along
these lines?
Mr. FINDLEY. Yes, the resolution has had 2 days of hearings at the
subcommittee level on the Foreign Relations Committee. I believe
there are 16 Senators who have cosponsored it.
Mr. QuiE. Sixteen Democrats and four Republicans.
Mr. FINDLEY. Twelve and four, I believe.

Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Could I have a very brief question again?

Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Frelinghuysen.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. With respect to this common defense which
was just brought up, suppose we hypothesize that this union were in
effect today, and could come to certain conclusions with respect to the
common defense. This would mean I assume that that new federal
unit could determine what strength, military strength, from the
United States should be supplied to that common defense and we
would not be able to veto the common decision?
In other words, if we would like to pull out troops from Europe
and the new Atlantic Union government decided we should not, we
would not be in a position to challenge that judgment; is that correct?
Mr. FINDLEY. I would assume-this is merely my personal assumption-that whatever military forces would be in operation in southeast
Asia, for example, would be union forces and not there designated as
American forces or as British forces or this or that. I would presume
this government would deal with external matters both in diplomacy
and in military policy.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. You are even going beyond what I was

suggesting, and that is not only would we not be able to decide what
kind of commitments of troops that we might want to make in Europe
or elsewhere, but that they wouldn't be ours at all; they would be in a
federal uniform, Atlantic Union uniform, and we would have no
choice but to contribute to the strength of that force and to allow
this common government to decide how it should be used.
In other words, this is a major invasion of what we consider national
sovereignty today? - I don't wonder the State Department is opposed
to it. I must say the more I hear of it, the less enthusiastic Iget if
that is what is envisaged.
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Mr. FIimm,y. As we said earlier, this can take many dilterent
forms. In supporting the resolution you would not ho binding
yourself to any iart-ieilar form. 1 wouldI tlink it,
would be ono of the
logical responsibilities of this now federal structure to hlve a military
force and to carry on whlht military policy seemed best.
t
Weo could not say that. , woIlfl havo
ioe or nothing to say

about, what.was dotno, because we would be a part, of it. just as being it
citizen of Illinois I have itlart ill U.S. policy. It would be for all
American citizens exercising their third citizeuishilp in this higher level
of goverluneltll.
Mr. F1 mmIhN(iUYsu.N. As a citizen of Illinois, Mr. Findley, you have
I reeou1s little to do with what. the Ut.S. governmentt policy is, unfortunately. As a Representative in (onress you have a little more
inilece, 'but I. woul guess that til individiil doesn't
5l have niich
effect, on the (Oveaill (loterlutmilli, lil of natilonal poli(e.
I would think that.
1 it(itizelt of an individual State woild have very
little effect, on the overall (lotermtint ion of a policy of Atlantic Union
cent ralized government.
I htve no further questions.
(,tairlll -1MoOIMAN. Any qutestios, Mfr. Grossr?

Mr. Gitos. Thank you, IMr. Chairman.
I am sorry I was at. another comllittee an1d couldn't be.here this

norlnlhg to ask qu estions. I would not11
want. to be repetitious. I
woi like to join in what. the gentleman from New Jersey, Mr.
Frelinghuyselt has said, that, I see In this a real invasion of the sovereignty of "tho Ameriean people, the sovereignty of the citizens of this
country.
I wanlt no part-L of this proposed resolution, "Mr.Chairman.
Thmlk you.
M.r. Qtu.. Could I make a coum|ment.?
C1hairman141
111

A N. Mr. QtliO.

h'. Quim. And partly in answer to what, Mr. Frelinghuysen has
said.
Any proposal or any recommendation that would be forthcoming
from this delegation wiml of necessity, have to go before the Congress

before it ever would bo put into being. As I would interpret Mr.

Findley's anawor it woull bo true in the ovent we went to the full
extent, of Federal union so that these nat-ions were part of a federal
government such as we have in the United States.

If we went to that dtreoo, then all military matters would be the

decision of this entire federal union. If we did accept the union
and it went into being, I imagine defenso determinations wotli be
within its own lomndaries itfist. As I mentioned earlier, you would
only got into the others, if you started including nations, where it,
wouldbe diflicult to draw the I)oundlr0..

Rather than Saying this would prevent the United Statles from with-

drawiuig its troops from Europe, I would sayr it would require the
other nations of Europe to fulfill their commitments. There would
b1 one advntago. 'The United States in NATO has fulfilled its
commitments and left its troops in Etirope. I would expet if she
withdraws them, she would withdraw them only under the assurance
that the other NATO nations (oul fifill the defense needs which those
divisions do at the present time.
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Mr. FItELTNUHIUYSEN. I have no desire to argue with miy friend
from Minnesota, but it does seem to men that you are envisaging, and
I add that in your idealism you are envisaging, a situation that may
not be an accurate one. If an essentially European alliance should
be formed with the powers that you say are possible, it is quite
possible that that European alliance would decide that American
manpower should supply the sinews for that alliance to defend itself.
TIhere is no requirement that those European allies do more than they
are doing under the present system to defend themselves.
If thehwealth and the men are here, and the decision is made by .a
majority vote, presumably, and we are all bound as members of this
new centralized government, I don't see ]low we have any alternative
but to accept the consequences that those decisions might be malde in
a way that seems to us to be discriminatory.
If its a practical matter in order to make a meaningful alliance we
have got to develop a taxing power by. that new government,, thilt
taxing power couldbe used in a way which might Well be inimical to
our national interest. We would hlave committed ourselves because
we didn't look far enough ahead to accepting the consequences.
This is what disturbs me about it. 1 might say that I am very
much in favor of international cooperation. I ai very strongly ill
favor of the United Nations. But I think we need 'to look very
carefully at the forms which this cooperation, so called, might take.
Whiat, you gentlemen have indicated todny is something far Imore
reaching than what we presently have under the United Nations.
The United' Nations hasn't worked too well, and it, disappoints me
it. hasn't.. This seems to ne to be a very serious challenge to the
national sovereignty which it seems to me is our obligation to l)roteCt.
Mr. FINDL Y. May I respond?
Chairman MoRGAN. Mr. Findley.
Mr. FINDTJIY. Tite statement that tie gentleman front New
Jersey just, made is quite similar to t concern that. was expressed ill
the convention of 1787. It, was the big State-little State problem.
It may well be that this convention wresting with a similar problem
would come to no decision. Fortunately our forefathers did work out
a bicameral system which seemed to satisfy their fears.
we have today.
, ty did set i, motion this unique government
I would hope that our wisdom could somehow measure ip to the
problem. If it did not, even so it would seen to me that this exploratory convention would be worth the effort to attelpt. to find a 5s3Vt em
wiheh would give protection to one state so to speak, being run over
roughshod by the other states, the snall states out of fear of the big
states, and Aice versa.
It, wits an impasse that for a time appeared to be beyond solution.
Mr. -UDALL. Could I commen_t. ol this, Mr. Chairman?

Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Udall.

Mr. UDALL. I was going to make the same point Mr. Findley did.
Every argument that his been raised here in the last few minutes
could have been raised at the U.S. Constitutional Convention. The
people of South Carolina could lhavo said the people of New York
will be drafting all the troops and collecting all tihe taxes front our
State. They haed to work out this l)roblen.
In opposing this resolution one is saying that we shouldn't talk
about this, that this is so dangerous we shouldn't have a convention
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of leading citizens, leading people like Presidents Truman and Eisenhowever, to explore this thing when it couldn't g(o into effect unless
the convention produced recommendations and they might not even
be able to (10 that.
Second, if these recommendations came back they would have to
be approved by our Government, debated at length in the Senate,
and if tire American people were satisfied so that two-thirds of the
Senators could agree that we were adequately protected only then
could it, be done. I think there is no absolute security ill this world.

We run nmany rangerss of having to send our troops allover thre world
whether we (ho anything about this or not. I see no harm in talkingl
about it, getting the leaders of tile well-developed nations to talk
about it.
Mr. FRELINOHUYSEN. I think it is well to talk about it in this
committee. I am not sure it is well to talk about the kind of convention that you envisage..
Mr. Gnoss. Te United Nations is a glorified debating society.
How many more organizations do you want to meet and talk at the
expense of the taxpayer?
Mr. UDALL. My response to my friend from Iowa, whose leadership
I almost always follow, would be that we don't envisage a very expensive operation. One of the reasons we want to have this is that the
United Nations has disappointed many people. We want to get tile
people who have the highest civilization, the best economic structures,
who have this common heritage on tile shores of tile North Atlantic
to see if they can get toether and do
some of the things that we have
Nations.
not been able to do in tie United
Mr. Qum. If you have a concern for the sovereignty of the United
States, whose economic strength is great, and whose population compares pretty well with Europe, think how Norway would feel, or
Denmark, or Canada, or England. I don't think we have the fears
that these other nations have. I think it is important that we should
begin engaging in this kind of dialog which would lead to something
more meaning[nl than we have seen in international government so far.
Chairman MfORGAN. Thank you, gentlemen. It has been a real
pleasure to have you here.
Our next witness is Mr. Mark M. Jones, president, National
Economic Council.
Mr. Jones, you have a prepared statement. You may proceed, sir.
STATEMENT OF MARK M. JONES, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ECONOMIC COUNCIL, NEW YORK, N.Y.
Mr. JONES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I regret to find myself
apparently in opposition to many distinguished Members of Congress,
but I assume that is nothing new, so I. hope you will accept it.
With respect to House Joint Resolution 769, I appear on behalf of
the National Economic Council to express the hope that neither
this committee nor the Congress will give serious consideration to
this or other similar illusions which aie unconstitutional and which
lead to an impairment and a reduction in tire sovereignty of the
United States as a nation.
The joiht resolution to establish an Atlantic Uniom delegation of 18
eminent citizens, and to authorize thel to organize and participate in
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a convention made up of similar delegations from allies desiring to
join in the enterprise clearly shows at. the outset that it is beyond the
powers of this committee and the Congress.
Mr. FRASER. Excuse me one moment. I have to leave. I wanted
to mention before I (1o that I have read your statement and I appreciate your appearing here anld I wouldn't leave except I have
another collilllltment.
I wanted you to know I appreciated very much having you here.
I have read this and I will look at the record and the questions that
may be asked of you.
t
Mr. JONES. 1 appreciated some of the penetrating questions that
you raised too. I wish that such questions could be pursued .much
further. The point of this all is that if we paid some attention to
exp eriece, we would think differently.
lr. FII ASER. I wanted to give you that explanation.
Mr. JoNEs (resuming statement). For it then to proceed to a
declaration that the eventual goal is to transform the alliance into
what it calls a federal union, when we already have a federal union,
completes the revelation that it has no honest or legitimate basis.
To provide for "a tentative timetable for the transition," and then to
contradict itself by directing agreement upon "democratic institutions
to develop the ways and means for achieving the goal in time to save
their citizens from another war, depression, or other mamale
catastrophe * * *" is contradictory and dishonest.
As though to lop off a sense of guilt arising from realization of its
fraudulent character, it provides that "the convention's reconimendations shall be submitted to the Congress for action by constitu-

tional procedure." This, of course, is an insult to intelligence. It is
Just double talk, the real purpose of wlichis to hypnotize aud stainpede tile Congress into believing that there is at constitutional way
in which to do an unconstitutional thing.

Apparently, there are many well-meaning, but misguided, idealists
behind this particular product of the liberal neurosis, There also
appears to be a lot of money behind it, particularly Carnegie money,
most of which probably is being spent contrary to the wishes and intent
of Mr. Carnegie. Unfortunately, that is about all there really is

behind if,

Neith~l'the ultimate objectives, nor the procedure proposed, could
be justified on the basis of reason, even if it, might be possible to find
"18 eminent citizens" who could be hypnotized'into fronting for such
a betrayal of the American people.
The purpose of the resolution is to use the Congress as another
means of piparing the way to submerge the United States in another
world go~eninbnt racket, without the people or the responsible
citizens of the country realizing what is going on, just as was done
When the Utited Nations was put over in brazen defiance of the
Constitution. Those pushing it even admit that their ultimate
objective is one-world government.
To propose one-world government is about the same thing as to
propose world communism. Tie only real difference is that it doesn't
sound sO'bad at this stage in the prevailing lack of public understanding of the meaning of such words. Unfortunately, the agitation beinm
carried on for one-world government gives aid and comfort to the
Communist enemy, because it promotes collectivism.
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Collectivism is the essential principle under communism and the
essential principle under one-world government. If realistically
assessed, the scheme before you probably should be held to border on
treason. In effect, you are being asked to ignore and flout experience
and reason.
EXPERIENCE

What about the League of Nations? What about the United
Nations? What about NATO? What about SEATO? What about
the foreign policy of the United States, with its astounding record of
nearly 100 percent failure? What about a foreign aid program which
so many believe has thrown at least $100 billion into the sewer in but
20years?
And what is there to show for it? Has it stopped the march of communism, which was its chief aim? Has it increased peace? To what
extent has it served to finance the spread and continuance of communism? Why not apply some of the time and money of the taxpayers to assess the results of each of these colossal frauds and determine on a reasonable basis what their real effect on the interests of
the people of the United States has been?
THE MESS WE ARE IN

There is no basis in science or experience to justify the expectation
that a degenerate pattern of ltiman relationships, such as a one-world
government, could work in the interests of the people under it, and
particularly the 4,000 million people ,h6 n'ow' constitute the population of the world. Moreover, 'we confront a general breakdown in
management of government and politics that is largely without
p re c e de n t .
'I * '6
,
. Most governments already are too big. None is manaked well
enough to be defended. Instead'of seeking an escapefrot inaking the
pyramid of governments within the United States really Work in the
interests of the people by fluttering around over the world with various
kinds of uplifting and do-gooding frauds and illusions, why don't we
concentrate a little attention on our domestic confusion? We might
ameliorate to some extent the approaching crisis. By diverting our
attention, time, and money outward and skyward, a level of fog
shoveling and malfeasance has been approached which is without
precedent.
IT CAN T
WORK

A mechanism such as is here proposed for joint coercion' by governMents does not work now and cannot work. It is even more impossible than coercion by an individual government. The supermen who
dabble in such matters have not even been able to make cooperation
work.
I Now, don't think that I am so devoid of human instincts as to repel
the hope that the stern realities of life might not be tempered constructively to some degree. I wish thit there could be some magic
which might enable the masses quicy to realize proper aspirations.
But after a lifetime of hard work in the field of means to ends, I have
to report to you that I have found no substitute for work, and that
enterprise is still the basis of all wel4-being. The need of the people
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still is for intelligent and constructive political leadership that will not
betray them and will not spend so much time and money on attempts
to shackle and push them around.
IN SUMMARY

By this time you can see that I deplore the necessity of applying
time to such a preposterous pipedream as that which accounts for our
presence here today. There is a great deal more that could be said
and perhaps should be said against such a manifestation of badly
mistaken, coercive uplift and do-gooding, but I will reserve it for some
other time, and conclude with the following:
First, that the proposal before you is unconstitutional, preposterous,
aind not worth wasting time on, even for political reasons.
Second, that there is no demonstrable need for a pie-in-the-sky
scheme such as the one proposed.
Third, that there is no basis in experience or reason for believing
that a collectivist scheme of the kind, based as it would be on coercion,
can work in the interests of the people of the world.
Fourth, in matters of foreign policy, the status of the House is
analogous to that of a stepchild, and it, therefore, would do well to
apply itself to the other main problems where it might have some
constructive effect.
Fifth, the idea of a one-world government will not stand analysis
and represents nothing more than an utterly preposterous hoax.
Sixth, that the Congress has already violated the Constitution in
so many directions that it should begin to retrace its steps instead of
getting in deeper.
Seventh, that it is fraudulent to represent such a mishmash as something which might ultimately avert another "war, depression, or other
manmade catastrophe."
Eighth, that no matter what the proponents may say, the effect of
their agitation for another international collectivist device gives aid
and comfort to the Communist enemy.
Ninth, that there is no reason to believe that a delegation of 18 of
the kind proposed could or would produce results worth the time and
cost. Moreover, such a delegation would be in the position of openly
violating, evading, or circumventing the Constitution and the established procedure -for amending it.
Tenth, that the Congress could do much more in the public interest
if it would investigate and make public the nature and extent of the
perversions of the intent of Andrew Carnegie by Carnegie enterprises
and their satellites, particularly the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
Eleventh, that the Congress would also make an important contribution from the standpoint of the public interest, if it would investigate and make clear whether, and to what extent, the activities of the
United World Federalists, in sponsoring and promoting unconstitutional measures, such as this resolution, may be described as subversive
and anti-American.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN (presiding). Thank you, Mr. Jones.
As a member of this committee I feel almost compelled to argue with
you about the-prerogative of Members (if Congress with respect to for-
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eign policy. Of course, we do have a legitimate interest in foreign
policy, 1111a(
how the administration is handling its responsibilities. "
Mr. JONES. I would not disagree with you ais
to tile real technicalities of that subject. I am talking about in a general way of and with
respect to originating a change of'fundamental policy seemingly in the
House.
Mr. FItELINOHUYSEN. We thank you for your statement, and I wan

to assure you that it will be of interest to the other members of tlhe
committee.
,le committee stands adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 12 noon, the committee adjourned.)

ATLANTIC UNION
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1966
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:25 a.m., in room 2172,
Rayburn Building, Hon. Thomas E. Morgan (chairman) presiding.
CThairman MORGAN. rhe committee meets this Inorihing in open
session to continue the hearings on House Concurrent Resolution 523,
a resolution dealing with an Atlantic Union delegation. This morning
we will hear from Clarence K. Streit., president of the International
Movement for Atlantic Union.
Do you have a statement, Mr. Streit?
STATEMENT OF CLARENCE K. STREIT, PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL MOVEMENT FOR ATLANTIC UNION

Mr. STREIT. \
'r.Chairman, I apologize for arriving late. One
reason is that I was waiting to get copies of imy mimeographed statement. I still don't have it complete.
I would like to condense my statement, have it all in the record,
but to save time I will skip certain parts. I will just. summarize it
for the purpose of saving time. But may I have the complete statement in the record?
Chairman 'MORGAN. Without, objection, your entire statement may
be incorporated into the record.
You may proceed, Mr. Streit.
Mr. STREIT. Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting me to testify;
I deeply appreciate this privilege.
I desire to speak as the author of "Union Now," which first proposed
Atlantic Federal Union in 1939 as the way to prevent the Second
World War, and for the myriads, throughout America and Atlantica,
living and dead-many in that war-who have given me since 19390
1) mean evidence of their support of its proposal.

I would also

testify as president of the International Movement for Atlantic Union.
At its general meeting in Paris last December it strongly endorsed
these bills in a resolution it unanimously adopted, whose text I shall
give later.

There are many reasons why I strongly favor the Atlantic Union
delegation resolutions and their proposed convention. At the Senate
hearing March 23-24 on this proposal, I dealt with only five of these
reasons, because of the time limit. Since my statement then is available to y ou, I Would not repeat, it now; I would merely list-with one
exception-the five major advantages of the proposal which I devel121
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oped then, and would be glad to answer questions on any of them.
The five advantages are:
1. The prudent aim these resolutions explicitly state; namely to
Fet up a convention composed of delegations from such NATO allies
as desire to participate-to explore the possibility of agreement on: (a) a declaration that the eventual
goal of their peoples is to transform their present alliance into a federal union;
(b) a tentative timetable for the transition to this goal; and (c) democratic institutions to expedite the necessary stages and achieve the objective in time to save
their citizens from another war, depression or other manmade catastrophe . . .

2. The timely answer the convention would give to the current
NATO crisis. I have strong reason to believe this is the only U.S.
approach to ending it that has any hope of gaining support in the
Gaullist government.
3. The immediate effect the calling of the convention would have in
blocking what I believe to be the real Red strategy in Vietnam-that
of winning not by atomic war, but by inducing another depression
through a crash of the pound and dollar.
4. The peaceful way to peace in Vietnam which your approval of this
proposal would open immediately, and the convention would speed.
5. The comfort, faith, and courage which congressional approval of
it would give all the American families who, because of the escalating
war in Vietnam, are facing---or soon may-the personal ordeal of
sacrifice of life itself. This ordeal is the harder to bear because this is
the only war in our lifetime that has deeply divided our people, and in
which our Government has not as yet given the citizens most vitally
concerned the solace of a definite move to organize a more effective
international structure to advance peace.
The exception-the point to which I would recur today and develop
further-is point 3-the danger of a world monetary crash and depression. This is, in my judgment, the gravest immediate threat we face.
It has worsened ominously since March 24 when my testimony wvas
given. Yet it remains the danger that can most promptly be checked
ly congressional decision to authorize the proposed Atlantic convention. It is also the one major world menace which the creation of an
Atlantic Union with a common currency would most certainly end
for good and all.
After dealing with this point, I wish to devote the rest of my time
to answering the objections to the proposal which the State Department has raised, and to explaining why I believe that now is the right
time for Congress to authorize the convention, and that failure to do
so would risk delay that could well be tragic.
To turn now to the monetary menace. It happens that I as the
New York Times correspondent assigned to the League of nations
and the Bank for International Settlements, covered the crash of the
world monetary system in- 1931. This experience left an indelible
impression on me. As a newspaperman, I have covered wars, coup
d'etats, revolutions, world disarmament, and other conferences-but
I have encountered nothing which, once it starts moves so fast,
acceleratingly, explosively, devastatingly to hurt directly so many
people almost everywhere on earth as the crash of the world monetary
system.
It directly hurts many more people than world war, for the simple
reason that, whereas many families bven in belligerent nations have
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no member at the front, every family, every adult has some moneyand the less of it he has the more he is hurt when its value plunges
and unemployment rages. Neutrality can spare nations from warbut not from a world monetary crash.
We have to speculate on how widespread would be dangerous
fallout in an atomic war; we don't have to guess about a world monetary crash-we have the experience of 1931 to prove that its fallout
is well-nigh universal.
Some, it is true, profit from such a crash. For example, when the
big German banks lad to close in 1931, Hitler rose to power within
18 months--by exploiting tie resulting unemployment and misery
of the Germans. Communism never had it so good in the United
States as it did after the crash of 1931 sent the depression into a tailspin which closed all our banks within 16 months.
Communism today presents a two-edged threat. We can lose our
freedom to this tyranny by monetary as well as by military disaster.
The former involves for it none of the huge risks that atomic war does.
Because of this and other reasons, I am convinced that Communist
strategy aims at victory not by war but by maneuvering it to induce
a monetary crash. Yet this is the danger we not merely neglect but
help speed by our overconcentration on the war danger and overspending on defense.
The danger to the dollar lies only partly in financial and economic
factors. It lies even more in the political factor of absolute national
sovereignty, which divides the Atlantic community. The currency
of each nation is, like its military force and trade barriers, an arm of
national sovereignty, a major means by which each government seeks
to serve its national interest. It was this factor of national sovereignty
among the democracies of the Atlantic that caused the 1931 monetary
crash. Communism can hope that this factor will soon bring another
such disaster, notably through the growing Franco-American divergence all along the line.
Communism lacks the financial power to bring down the dollar;
freedom can lose through a monetary crash only by the free continuing
to allow the dogma of absolute national sovereignty to divide the
Atlantic community, even as regards the medium for international
trade.
All that communism can do is to use its diplomacy to play on their
differences and keep them divided. "Its best card," as I pointed out
in my testimony March 24is to follow communism's present policy of escalating war in Vietnam while reducing thb fear of war in -Europe and encouraging America to hope for atomic
accommodation with it, The practical result of this, as the past 3 years have
shown, is to increase division among the Western European nations, and between
the United States and them-especially Gaullist France.
If the present trend Is continued, let alone sharply increased by full-scale War
with Red China it is bound in the end to break the dollar and plunge the nonCommunist world into another great depression.

Such was my warning 5 months ago. In that brief period both
major factors in the situation-the political and the monetary-have
worsened seriously. Atlantic disunion has reached the point where
France, geographically the keystone of NATO's European arch, has
withdrawn from it, with the consequent necessity of shifting U.S.
bases from France elsewhere-a very costly operation. Meanwhile,
the cost of the Vietnam war has steadily increased, current estimates
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are far above those of a year ago, tie effect is cumulative and no end
is in sight..
On (lie monetary side, tile U.S. gold reserve lost $411 millions inl
those 5 ilonths, as against a loss of omly $263 millions in the previous
5 months. According to tile Federal IReserve report on August 25,
our gold reserve was only $13.237 billions-the lowest. since Septenbor
7,,1938. '1he stock market and iomnebuilding have been falling, while
prices and interest rates have been rising. The ailing pound has
required still another emergeley transfusion, addijig.to its debt
by
burden, and London has launclhed on a program for serving it,
rigorous detlationary measures bound to hur( the United States and
other exporters to it,.
The monetary factor that. wrecked the gold exchange standard in
1931 wvas international short-term debt, and this factor is more than
over tile explosive factor now, While our gold reserve dwindled by
those $411 millions since March, foreign short-termiclims on the
dollar redeemable illgoldl-excluding those held by international
institutios-had risen $1549 millions by the end of May, the latest
figure given in the Federal Reserve Bulletin for July.
In the November 1963 Freedom & Union, I wrote a study entitled,
''TIme Danger to the Dollhr--amd How 'o End I1t,"
the first of several
I have plublished there since thlieu. I'nit I )ointed to tile parallels in
the political amid imometary sit nation wilh 1931, which pointed toward
another crash. in the 3 yeals sile then the situiait ion has gone from
bad to worse despite tile cheerful talk about, NAT s more "disarray,"
ald tile hopes placed in the measures which tile Kennedy adlminist ration took ii July 1963 to restore our1 baihme 01 l)faymietlts and end the
gold drain.
in 1963 our gold reserve was $15.596 billions. The drain since
tihe
then has amounted to $2.337 billions. The loss was 15 perelit: ill
3 years before the protective measures, tie loss was 17 percent., a
gamn of only two points. What of the short-term claims convertible ili
mvold? lI 1963, tie ratio of our gohl to this debt (again excluding that.
held bv international ist itutions) was 70 cents gold for each $1 of
debt. I'thas now sunk to 57.5 cents gold for $1 of debt. The ratio
wis $1.07 gold for $1 dobt in 1960, 3 years before the Keniedy protective measures. Clearly these measures, which have beei ill oe,
now for 3 years, are not working; the patient is getting no better
fast.
We Americans, who went. to war in 1776 against, "taxation without

rel)resentation," should nlot be surprised that, onr NATO allies fail

to help u carry out, policies which they feel they have had no fair
voice in forming-least of all those, such as V'ietnam, which most
of them disasree With. We shall not, avoid a monetary c-rash by
railing at. any of our allies, including General de Gaulle.
The sourve of (langer lihs not, in. the men or nations, but. in the
hat structure failed t.o work, as the
NATO alliance structure.
preamble of the resolutions under consideration now points out, eveni
failed most badly on the monetary
in our 13 States. Incidentally, it,
side, and the troubles that ensued-tsuch as Shitys' rebelhion in
Massachusetts when each State had its own dollar--were the culminating reason why the 1787 Convention was called in Philadelphia
to exilore the po sifiility of transformilg the Confederation into an
effective democraticc goverllliet.
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Only the governments of the NATO nations have the financial
lower to cause a monetary crash. By the sane token, they alone
ti'
e (li power to prevent it.. Mtoscow has the power to launch all
ltole war, land Peking sooll will have. But both together do not
have the Power to ltuntch a mollnetary crash. Their short-term claills
against the dollar aire trifling. For till
practical Plurposes, the power
to wreck or save the world on tie monetary side is il Clie hands of
the NATO nations.
Once the NATO nations establish au Atlantic Federal Union
with a collloll cur1rency1, lo coullntry ors group of countries, Colimnist or nonl-Comninlist, could conceivably cause this Atlantic
world money to rnsh. Al Atlantic Union's currency would be ill
all
infiluitelyC
strong positiol.
Behind it,
\%o lld bo tle combined gold reserves of the NATO nations, $32.5 billions, or three-fourths of the total gold reserves of
the ilon-C'onmulist world. Tie total short-term claims of the
N ATO nations against, the $13.2 billions of ,.oldreserves of the United
States now total $9.7 billions. Those woula become domestic claims,
no longer convertible in gold, no threat to the Atlantic currency.
I. would estimate that the remaining foreign shortterml claims it
woIld inherit, from the dollar and pound, always excluding those
held by international institutions, would total no more than $16
billions. Instead of the present, ratio of 57.5 cents to each $1 of
debt, the Atlatic currency would have $2 ilk gold for every dollar
of debt.
It will of course take time to work out tie transition to a Collmlilli
Atlantic Unintl
m ioIcremcy, though not nearly as mu1tlch time ts a coilnume market and common eou\,entionnl a'trled force, once tile political
decision is taken to make Atlantic "federal Ullioll" the "eveltul goal"
of NATO. (See atnex 1.)
But since confidence is so decisive an element in monetary stability,
(he )ro)Osod convention need only recommend this "eventual goal''
ttil fix it tentative target year for achieving tile transition to an
Atlantic currency for tie Itonetary situation to improve immensely.
Ill fact, eonfidhene would Iegin to giow substantially this very autmnun,
if Congress approves tlie A7 lantic Union deolegati;n resolution before
adjottrning. '1heunited Stales is the key figtre in this drama and for
it thuls to invite our allies to explore tle possibilities of Atlantie
federation would so pleasantly siltrise them, and till
the Ion-voillmull nist, world. thlt the illtleldia te, healthy Psychological effect would
bo incalclably great, and far ramlfying.
This favorable Ipsy'hological effeet T feel sure, would be strongest in
tie country where it is most noeded-xFrance. Even more than the
other natiots on the (Continent, the French have a deep herediiary
trust il gold. The vision that Congress can open this titlltunit of a1
('oiining Athitic U.ion currency backed.l)y gold reserves six times
greater thal those of France, with e'ery threatening foreign shortterm $1 clhni a,.ualist it covered by $2 in vold--this would have more
ttracting pw'c'r in 1,1rnme than ini any other nation. Moreover, this
woMI he Iart of 1Ipackage which, as I shall develop later, woulh also
am
nswer President do Gaulle's real otnplaint. against NATO (that it
perl)et.ma tes LT.,. p)lit ical "Ilegenlony"j
nd is for lrance "sh)ordittion described as integration." Athniic Union WOuld assure the
68-5,16-00-9
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voting rights in the federal
French and all our allies of the equitable
domination.
system, and its guarantee against

Such is the opportunity the Atlantic Union resolution gives you to
turn the tide of depression breeding fear of the pound and dollar into
stimulating confidence in a future Atlantic currency. Let me repeat
in concluding this point: Communism can veto many proposals, but
it cannot keep you and our allies from removing the mounting menace
of a world monetary crash by the sound Atlantic federation way. If
communism succeeds in a strategy of winning without war through the
crash of the dollar, we shall have only ourselves to blame for having
failed to approve this resolution this year.
To turn now to the reasons the State Department has given Congress, while ignoring entirely this monetary threat, to run the risks of
flu'ther delay in authorizing the proposed exploratory convention.
Douglas "MacArthur II, Assistant Secretary for Congressional
Relations, in his letter of July 7 on the pending resolutions said the
Department's judgment of them is "necessarily similar" to that which
it expressed on Senate Conference Resolution 64. The Department's
views were expressed by Assistant Secretary John M. Leddy at the
Senate hearing March 24. He raised only these two objections to
taking "at the present time" the proposed action:
(1) The simple, but decisive, fact is that our Atlantic allies do not now wish to
move toward any type of federal political relationship with the United States,
even as an object',e. Until there is an interest on the part of the other states
concerned, we cannot do a great deal.
(2) The disparity in power between the United States and European countries
which have not yet achieved their unity makes proposals for seeking far-rea.hing
political action with our allies to achieve these ends impractical. Only after
Europe has attained sufficient unity to consider itself a de facto peer of the United
States would such an undertaking*have hope of success.

While reaffirming generally the position the Department took at the
Senate hearings, Mr. MacArthur s letter does not explicitly reassert
the first of the two objections I have cited, but concentrates on the
second one. He writes:
At this delicate stage of events, American policies and initiatives for increased
Atlantic ties should not be such as to be interpreted as either a reversal of our support for European integration or an attempt to assert American domination.
We believe that any proposal looking to Atlantic union, even it if were in terms of
an "eventuality," would lend itself to such an interpretation, no matter how high
the motives.

It is understandable that Mr. MacArthur should glide over the
Department's first objection as given by Mr. Leddy, for the weakness
of this sweeping assertion had meanwhile been made evident. On
June 11, for example, Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson of Canada,
speaking in Springfield at the Atlantic Union Pioneer Award banquet
of the Federal Union Association, warmly welcomed the proposal
now before you, saying:
Finally, I believe that only the United States can give the effective lead required for Atlantic unity. That is the price, the privilege, and the responsibility
of great power. Without the active participation and support of the United
States, nothing in my view, can be done on the broad front which is essential.
Without her leadership we will be driven back to a national or continental solution
for the organization of security and for progress.
So we in other countries should be heartened by the fact that 115 Senators and

Congressmen from 35 States, and from both parties, have cosponsored or supported
the resolution on Atlantic union and a conference called for that purpose, along

with ex-Presidents, former presidential candidates and Governors, including a
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name that means much to all free citizens throughout the world, President Eisenhower.

This does not leave much of the Department's unqualified allegation
that none of our allies are interested in federating with us. What the
Prine Minister said about the responsibility and the privilege of power,
and the fact that "only the United States can give the effective lead
required for Atlantic unity," was also a telling reply to the Department's defeatist excuse that "we cannot do a great deal" to interest
our allies in Atlantic Union, and must await their lead.
As president of the International Movement for Atlantic Union,
I can testify personally that statesmen in all our NATO allies are
deeply interested in Atlantic Union. There are 235 of them on the
board, and the honorary and advisory councils of our movement;
membership is by personal invitation which stresses that our aim is
organic Atlantic Union. When Mr. Leddy made his surprising assertion, one of the men in the audience at the hearing happened to be
M. Maurice Schumann, president of the Foreign Affairs Commission
of the French National Assembly.
I have known Mr. Schumann for 33 years; his interest in Atlantic
Union began with "Union Now" in 1939 and has grown through the
years. On the very day that Mr. Leddy testified, he agreed to let me
nominate him for chairman of our movement's board. The office had
been left vacant when its occupant, Gen. Pierre Billotte, was appointed
this year to one of the top posts in the Gaullist Cabinet-that of
Minister of State. Incidentally, General Billotte was a cofounder of
our movement, and his continued interest in Atlantic Union is reflected
by the fact that he did not resign from it on entering the Cabinet, but
wrote me saying he must take "leave of absence" while in the Government, but would return thereafter.
You may think it strange that General Billotte, who was General
de Gaulle's wartime chief of staff and is a Gaullist deputy, should be a
cofounder with me of our movement, or that the French statesman
most identified with Atlantic Ufimion should have been tapped for
President de Gaulle's Cabinet-especially this year, "at this delicate

stage of events," as Assistant 'Secretary M~acArtliur calls it. Well,
there are -no end of surprising facts I could give you which do not fit the
picture you- get from the Department. Let me mention a few more:

But first another word about our new chairman, Maurice Schumann.
He is the honorary president of the Christian-Democrat Party, and is
one of the two nonmembers of the Gaullist Party who are listed among
the "12 men to whom De Gaulle listens "a list compiled by the political
editor of the leading Paris daily, Le RMonde.
Another Atlantic Unionist on that list is Michel Debre who, this
year also, was given not one but three posts in the Cabinet-the three
on which the success of the regime in next year's parliamentary
elections depend, according to my best information. He is now
Minister of Economic Affairs, Finance and Social Affairs. Nor is
this the first time that President de Gaulle has singled out Michel
Debre for the key job. When he returned to power in 1958 he
made him Minister of Justice-and assigned to him the chief job of
drafting the present French Constitution. After it was ratified, he
made him his first Prime Minister. At that time Michel Debre was
vice president of the French Committee for Atlantic Union and long
before, in 1946, while in Washington on a mission, he had paid me
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a call, and presented a book he had coanthored which he kindly
inscribed to me as partly inspired by "Union Now."
When lie became Prime Minister in 1959, I asked his permission
to serialize in Freedom & Union an English translation of that book
under the title, "Peace by Oceanic Union," for it presented a strong
case for Atlantic Union. He gave ime this permission, with the sole
con(lition that we explain it did not necessarily represent the views of
the )resent French Government. We feattuired this serial; it got
very significant publicity in Paris, yet caused Prime Minister Debre
1o lifflitlty with President de Gaulle or anyone else; it was completely
ignored here by the State Department and press. It. had the primal
fault of not fitting their picture, of being too hard to explain away,
ad so the safest course was to ignore it-as all the other facts which
did not fit the myth.
Mr. Chairman, all this, and more, with documents to prove it, has
been known for years to high responsible officers in the State Department and the White House. Yet nothing has been done to explore
the approach these facts offered. In fact, to tie best of my knowledge,
the U.S. Government has not yet ever ventured to sound out President de Gaulle, or his chief lieutenants, on what their attitude would
be if such a move as the one before you were made by our country.
In view of the Department's categorical allegation that there was no
interest among our allies in federating with us, which Mr. Pearson
so neatly punctured, and other things, I confess I would not trust
the way the Department would put the question, as I would a question
put by Elmo Roper or George Gallup.
I halve devotedthis much time to the interest in Atlantic federation
which I know exists high in the Gaullist camp because, if it is so strong
even there, it is obviously strong elsewhere. Later I shall explain
why this interest is not surprising, but quite consistent with their
chief aim. But now let me give briefly a few more examples of
interest in Atlantic Union in bitterly anti'-Gaullist Europe:
From Italy our board added to our vice presidents a Member of
the Rome Parliament, Ivan Matteo Lombardo, former Minister of
In(lustry. From Germany, we elected two Members of the Bundestag,
Mrs. Elizabeth Klee of the Christian Democrat Party and Kari
Wienand on the Socialist side of the aisle. Both were suggested by
Dr. Richard Jaeger, who had to resign from our board because he
had become a member of Chancellor Erhardt's Cabinet.
All these changes in the movement's board were made, I would
stress, in full knowledge of the pending proposal. Its text was circulated to all members of our board and two councils soon after the
Atlantic Union resolutions were introduced in Congress last October.
Moreover, they all receive every month the magazine, Freedom &
Union, of which I am editor, and which published in full in April
and May the testimony of the State Department spokesman including questions and answers, at the Senate hearings, as well as the
testimony for the proposal of former Ambassadors Achilles and
Ilickerson, Ehno Roper, Robert Strausz-Hupe, myself, and others.
A number of our European members in past years have expressed
sympathy with. European union as 'the first step to Atlantic Union
but since the introduction of the pending resolutions, only one of
them has expressed any misgivings about it, let. alone the attitude of
disinterest or hostility which the' Depart ment reports as being the
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only European view. The one exception is a German, an ardent supporter of Jean Monnet, the leading European spokesman of the
Department's view. Even this German, with whom I discussed the
bill last December, said that if De Gaulle continued his negative attitude toward European union, he would have to turn to Atlantic
Union as the only practical answer. Since then, lie has not expressed
to me any objection to the stand I took at the Senate hearings as
president of our movement, although lie has been one of my most
frequent readers and correspondents.
On the other hand, I have received from Europe and Canada nothing
but evidence of support. For example, Prime Minister Pearson's
speech June 11 welcoming the proposal led Lord Avon, former Prime
Minister Eden, to initiate a discussion of the NATO crisis in the House
of Lords July 7. In it he said:
A committee of Congress has lately been considering a proposal * * * that
NATO should adopt Federal union as its eventual goal; and I understand that
recently General Eisenhower has given his powerful endorsement to this proposal
in a letter to Representative Paul Findley. * * * I cannot conceive that anything but good can result from that; and, of course, while American opinion must
be the most influential in a matter of this kind, it is one which I hope could
profitably claim our attention, too.

Lord Sherfield who, as Sir Roger Makins was British Ambassador
in Washington, was impressed by the fact that Atlantic unification is
"powerfully sponsored" here; lie found "in Canada similar interest
and activity," and urged greater action in Britain. Of the 17 Members of the House of Lords who participated in the discussion, only
one, Lord Gladwyn, a most fervent advocate of European union,
opposed the proposal before you and upheld the view which the State
Department implies is universal among our NATO allies.
Both Prime Minister Pearson and former Prime Minister Eden
are members of our movement's honorary council which is restricted
to a very small number; other members include Prince Bernhard of
the Netherlands, former NATO Secretaries General Spaak of Belgium
and Stikker of Holland, former Italian Foreign Minister Martino,
who, like Mr. Spaak, has been closely identified with the efforts for
European union, former Belgian Premier van Zeeland, former German
Finance Minister Etzel, to mention no more. Our advisory council's
membership is much larger than our honorary council but is also
very distinguished. For one example, it includes the "Big Three"
of the present Canadian Cabinet-the Secretaries for External Affairs,
Defence and Finance, respectively, Paul Martin, Paul Hellyer, and
Mitchell Sharp-and three other members of that Cabinet.
In annex 2 I give other evidence of Allied interest in the pending
Atlantic Union delegation proposal, notably the resolution which the
general meeting of our International Movement, held in Paris last
December 7-8, adopted, declaring that "the adoption by the U.S.
Congress of the aforementioned resolutions would be widely and
warmly welcomed in the other NATO nations as one of the truly great
actions in the history of free government."
In giving this evidence of strong interest among our allies in Atlantic
Union, despite the State Department's sweeping assertion to the contrary, I do not wish to follow its example and leave the impression
that I mean there is no foundation whatever for its view of Allied opinion. I would agree that, at present, there is more apparent interest
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in European union in Europe, though not in Canada, than in Atlantic
Union, and that most of the European belief in European union as tile
prerequisite to Atlantic partnership stems from fear that otherwise
the United States will "swallow" them.
This, however, is no reason to delay the proposed Atlantic convention; instead, it adds to its urgency.
Why? Because this interest and the motives behind it result
primarily from the policy which the State Department has long
followed-a policy that I believe is fraught with grave dangers. They
result secondarily from some European factom that are noless dangerous, notably their habitual way of solving the balance-of-power
problem and their inadequate knowledge of the nature and history of
our Federal system.
Before I explain these dangers, I wish to stress another reason wlhy
the Department's second and main objection to the pending resolutions is not valid. It is essential to note the broad language in which
they all call for a convention in which we would explore with our
NATO allies "the possibility of agreement" on three points. Tiic
first is agreement on "federal union" as the "eventual goal" of NATO.
The other two bring out further the long-term nature of such a decision for they involve agreement oi a "tentative timetable" for the
transition stages to this goal and "democratic institutions to expedite"
them.
The language clearly permits the convention to explore any and all
means of achieving the goal, including obviously not only the Atlantic
federal answer to the problem but also the proposed creation of a
European union as the first step, and any other solutions any delegate
, ..A
may propose.
If the Department is right in saying that the Europeans all insist
on European union as the next stage, then presumably all their delegates-or the great majority in the convention-will recommend this
approadli to Atlantic Union. Why then should the Department
object to these resolutions? Since it is so eager to advance European
union, and since the latter would clearly be. advanced if such .a convention recommended this, why should not the Department join in
:,
supporting these resolutions?
Only if the Department's view .Qf Europe is wrong and mine is
right could the majority in the convention recommend the Atlantic
federalist alternative approach. We do not fear to run the risk
that it will reject our alternative antd adopt the one the Department
upholds, despite the serious dangers we see in it. We are confident
that our case is so strong that the convention, once it has fully explored the alternative transition steps, will recommend ours. Why
,should the Department, or the European unionists, fear to put their
answer to this test of full and free exploration by the convention?
I would therefore hope that when Under Secretary George Ball
testifies on September 14, lie will announce that the Department,
after further consideration, has decided to join former President
Eisenhower in supporting the resolutions sponsored by such eminent
Democrats as Representatives Zablocki, Fraser, Udal--to mention
no mnore-and such distinguished Republicans. I would. hope that
Mr. Ball will at least withdraw the Department's objections -and take
.: :.I.,
a position of benevolent neutrality.
The Department tends, however, to move rather slowly, and I
suffer the disadvantage of testifying a week before Mr. Ball. And
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so I fear I must guard against the contingency that these hopes may
not be realized. Consequently, I turn now to some of the sources of
the European fears which the Department stresses, and some of the
dangers in the policy of making Atlantic Union await European
union-a policy of which Mr. Ball has long been a most eloquent and
determined champion.
The problem of how to work out a fair, effective, democratic balance
in voting power between the American colossus and our NATO allies
is the basic challenge we now face. To me, the true cause of the current NATO crisis lies in our long failure to solve this problem, rather
than in President de Gaulle's actions; they are an effect of this failure
rather than the cause. (See also annex 3.)
The State Department holds that there is only one answer to the
problem, the one it upholds. In fact, two other answers have been
offered. One is that of President de Gaulle, who so strongly disagrees
with the Department's answer that he has gone to sharp extremes to
block it. The other is the Atlantic federal answer. It is the only
one of the three answers that has stood the test of time and not merely
worked but worked fairly and democratically. It would unite us and
our NATO allies-as regards vital common concerns-by the same
basic federal balance by which our 13 States united in our Constitution.
You all know that our 13 States began with a Confederation in
which each State had one vote. That system, on which we have been
staking so much in NATO, failed to work even among the 13. The
resulting monetary, economic and social troubles led to much namecalling, as now-but it also led to the Federal Convention of 1787.
You recall that the Convention soon faced a major crisis on how to
balance fairly, democratically effectively the big and little States.
The Virginia plan, backed bythe.big States, apportioned voting power
in both House and Senate by popuation.. The little States replied
with the New Jersey plan, which clung to one State one vote.
The little States then expressed the same fears in 'the same words
that the State Department now says the Europeans express as regards
Atlantic Union: "Europe fears that it would be swallowed by a more
powerful United States." William Patterson of New Jersey, attack-'
ing the Virginia plan on June 9, 1787, said: "New Jersey * * * would
be swallowed up. We had rather submit to a monarch, to a despot,
than to'such a fate."
The clash between the two plans resulted in a tie vote--49 to 4%with the vote by States, and Georgia split., The deadlock was
referred to a committee, whichrecommended the famed "Connecticut
Compromise," which after much bitter debate was adopted 5 .to 4..
Thus came the solution to this problem-one that balanced voting
power between House and Senate apportioning it in the House by
Population and in the Senate equally among the States, small and large.
This isof course only one of several checks and balances made m our
Constitution to protect the, people of every State but it suffices to show
how our Federal union system has 'enduringly safeguarded"--to
quotethe preamble of the pending resolutions-"member States from
domination by one. another, equitably apportioned among their.
sovereign ciizens votingpower on common concerns--and the benefits:
and burdens of unioni-assured each State of independent government of State affairs, met other challenges facing the Atlantic allies
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now, and not merely worked but proved that, free peoples can thus work

wonders."

By resorting to a Convention to explore their seemngly ullsolul)o
problems, and by its unforeseen and eli ihanger solution to the worst
one, our Original States thus saved their citizens, and all those of all
our States since then, from the fate of the city democracies of ancient.
Greece, and from the fearful blood baths wvhich--as our Founding
Fathers saw in their century, better thani we have yet, seen in ours.-have )een the end result of all of Europe's at.tents)s to.solve the
problem by its balance of (t1facto power.
Strange, that our State Department, facing this problem in the
Atlantic conumnity when the lessons of World War II were fresh,
chose the alliance system which had failed our 13 States, and soon
thereafter the Old' World's solution-balanco of mitional power,
began urging creation of a sovereign European union whieh, when it.
attained 'sufficient unity to consider itself a to facto peer of the Unit-ed
States" (to quote the Department statement last. MNarch 24) would
be brought into an undefined partnershipi" with us.
To choose this course, the Department had to reject openly, the
American federal answer. For the latter was offered by the resolution
for an Atlantic Union Convention which Senator Eistes Kefativer
introduced, with impressive sul)port. in both Houses, in 1949. When
the Departnent blocked it., lie reintroduced the proposal in 1951 and
again in 1955-only to be blocked by time Department, no nmtter
which party wyas in power.
Surely, it,
is not strange that this persistent refusal even to explore
the Atlintic federal solution should have convinced many Europeans
that, they have no hope of seeing the United States offer them the
guarantees, safeguards and other blessings that only federal union
provides. Although we know that we don't want or mean to dominate
other nations, can we wonder that more and more Europeans suspect
that we are determined to keel) in the driver's seat, and fear being
swallowed by us?
The facts are: (1) For 17 years the State Department, has sought
to impose on our NATO allies its own European union answer to the
problem of achieving an equitable Atlantic balance-it has done so
by offering them no other choice. (2) The surest way 14) convince
them that we do not mean to dominate them is to take the lead in
offering to explore freely with them a choice of answers-as approval
of the pending proposal would do.
I find it very hard to believe that many Europeans-except those
who now have a deep emotional interest in European union firstwould interpret such a U.S. initiative as "anl attempt to assert
American domination"-as Mr. MacArthur feared in his letter to
you July 7. I feel sure most of them would regard it,
as a reversal,

not of U.S. support of greater unity in Europe but of the policy of
giving Europeans and Canadians no 'option on how best to achieve
this. I believe most of them would welcome this. As regards General
do Gaulle, annex 3 may throw some hopeful light.
I am certain that those whio understand the tested safeguards

against domination which the federal'balance gives would welcome
it. Only those who do not understand these safeguards could possibly
interpret it sincerely as "an attempt to assert American dominationand the fault would really lie with the Department's long failure to
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clarify the workings of our federal balance to them. It.
is high time
it began this clarihcation.
T hope that I have made
iatrhat one danger iii the Department's
Atlantic balance isihat.it. has stood no test of time as has tile federal
anflsWer. Instead, past. experietice with de facto balances of power,
even between democratic sates, idicatt hat, it would prove itinworkable, wvould result ill deadlocks, divisions and delays in Atlantica that
(ollnunisni coul easily exploit. TileP end result, I am convinced,
Wotld be eatastroilhe.
I coicludiig, M1r. (1h1aiiriiiaIt, let. tue t
h11
rapidly Oil some other
(lanlieors ill
it,. First, there is I1o possible assunce thaft, t 11an hungry
for power NwoUld Itot, sOOtlev or later, comne to the top in the projected
European tunion--and there is mih to make this probable. Consi(ering how difhicllt Wa.hisigt on finds President, de GaI le--and I
wol ott
limit ill the above category --would the sittut ionl be imlproved if Ihe were tile head of it 1'mrop)eall union whose (to facto
power would .- if the Department had its way -- e.equal ours?
Secondly, whatbecomes of our good neighbor, Canada, in the Dolar lnlent's balultie bet.weell a Eullropeall Ilatilon aii'l ouselves? In his
Address to the Federal Union Convocation, June I, Prime Minister
Pearson of (1 atlada declared, "'his forward marcIh must, be Atlantic,
and ot, ierely Erm'opeai or North American. * * * I am sure that
(on tillentnlisiia, either of the European or North American variety, is
not the answer." the department gives great weight, to those in
lF'rance or Germany who fear we ail to swaTlow them, but its silence
on Canada implies that we call disregard such fears in our best neigh.
bor while its European union poliy leaves Canada in limbo, if not
to 1e) swallowed by us.
Thirdly, conisi(er what. tihe already explosive world monet-ary danger
would be, had the Department, succeeded in creating itpolitical Europeahi union. 'l'he gold reserves behi d its currency would be far
greater than those behind the dollar, as I 1)ointed out in November
1963 in "Tie Danger to the Dollar." In it I gave these figures,
based on the Federal Reserve Bdletin, for June 1963: 'TieU.S. gold
reserve in that month was $15.8 billion, while the combined gold of
the 6 common market nations was $11.8 billion, but they also held
$6.1 billion in short-term claitns on tile dollar convertible in gold.
Add these to the European gold and deduct them from ours, ald-you
get. the true picture, a Em'ol)ean mion currency would be backed by
$17.9 billion in sold, and the dollar by only $9.8 billion.
Since then this situation has worsened. Three years later, in June
of this year, the combined gold of the six nations had risen to $14.98
billion;' those behind the dollar had fallen to $13.53. The six held
short-term dollar claims convertible in gold amounting to $5 billion;
add these to their gold and subtract them from oirs, and yo find that
a Europeanl, union currency now would have $20 billion in gold behind
it, while the dollar would have only $8.5 billion, less than half as
llillell.

Nor is this all. A Europeat, union currency would start virtually
free from short-terin claims against it convertible ii gold, whereas the
$8.5 billion in gold left behind the dollar when the European union '
$5 billion short-term claims atre deducted would still face short-term
claims from the rest of the world convertible in gold amointing to
$19.6 billion.
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In these circumstances, had the State Department succeeded in its
policy, the first result of the creation of the European union would
have been a worldwide run from the dollar to the European union
currency which would have wrecked the international monetary
system. Whatever we may think of President de Gaulle's motives
in blocking the creation of a European union, we and all the free
world should thank him for having spared ts the monetary and economic
consequences of thus establishing two rival Atlantic currencies. Yet
the State Department has continued to insist on creating a European
union, while asking you not to explore the establishment of an Atlantic Union whose currency, as I pointed out earlier, would remove all
danger of a world monetary crash.
In saving us from the danger to monetary stability which European
union would bring, President d Gaulle has, however, accentuated the
final danger in the State Department's policy to which I would point.
Except in the explosive monetary field, it would take a European
union, once formed politically, a long time to achieve the do facto
parity in power with the United States which the Department makes
the prerequisite even of Atlantic "partnership." And now it is very
clear that, so long as President d Gaulle remains in power, the formation of a political European union will continue to mark time. Even
before this became evident, the tentative timetable of the European
unionists, as I understand it, called for the step to political union to be
taken in the distant future, as the final crowning move after a series
of lengthy transition stages in various functional fields, patterned
broadly ol the Common Market model.
For 17 years the State Department has already made exploration of
Atlantic Uinion await European political union, as if the latter were
just around the corner, and the outlook for it is now bleaker than 10
years ago, despite the good done by the Common Market. Meanwhile the world situation of freedom has deteriorated, while Atlantic
disunion has grown.
Even if the Department's policy iyere a time-tested workable solution, as is the Atlantic federation alternative; even if there wee'e none
of the other dangers in it to which I have pointed, there remains the
danger inherent in the time it will take to achieve European political
union and for it to be able to match our all-round de facto power.
We haVe seen what has happened in to first 17 years of this policy;
what awaits us in the indefinite years ahead?
We live in a time of "incredible change," as Richard M. Nixon emphasized in his cogent stfitement to your committee in favor of the
Atlantic Union resolution. He forecast "even more drastic changes"
in the next 20 years than in those since World II. Who will say hmim
nay? He says, "it would be foolish for us to ignore the fact that science
and history are even now fatefully combining to accomplish" the goal
of the proposal before you. Who will say it is wise to continue to
ignore thiS? He says the proposed convention could "provide a resourceftil'tool for coping with" our coining problems. He urges adoption of the Atlantic Union resolution as "a forward-looking proposal
which acknowledges the depth and breAdthi of incredible change which
is going oil." Is it not time for Congress to recognize thus thiis depth
and breadth of change, even if the Department doesn't?
Thirty-five years ago the world had already reached the stage where
I witnessed its monetary system crash completely less than 100 days
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after the first fissure appeared in little Austria. Twenty-five years
ago technology had already brought us to the stage where the strongest
of the big three naval powers could lose control of the Pacific Ocean
to the weakest of the three in only 1 day. Only 9 years ago the world
had reached the point where the country that led mankind into space
was not the freest, most powerful and technically advanced people
on earth, but its worst dictatorship, the most backward of the great
powers, whose territory had been devastated by Nazi armies only
14 years before sputnik astounded the world.
While these portents of the recent past point so unerringly and
unanswerable to worse surprises about to be sprung, the State Departnient still urges indefinite delay in exploring Atlantic Union.
Even in Congress, which is much more alert, there are those who
seem more afraid that the United States will venture too far too fast
than that we shall again succumb to freedom's fatal weakness, that
of venturing too little too late.
Not only the scourges of depression, war, dictatorship, the dangers
which all these scientific and technological advances are magnifying,
should spur us on: So too should the rewards in a better, freer life for
every man and woman which these same developments have also
brought within our reach. Once the United States takes the lead in
calling the proposed convention to explore the possibilities of Atlantic
Federal Union, and in hewing resolutely to this grand line of America's
pioneering tradition until this greater union of the free is achieved,
once we start blazing this trail ahead, I venture to forecast that we
and all the world will be astounded by the manifold, unexpected
blessings which the free and the unfree will increasingly reap. Thank
you.
(Tile annexes referred to by Mr. Streit are as follows:)
ANNEX 1

The main articles in my series on the monetary danger, all of which were published in Freedom & Union magazine are (with date of appearance):
"How Atlantic Disunion Broke the Gold Exchange Standard in 1931"
(October 1903).
"The Danger to the Dollar-and How to End it" (November 1963)
"The Monetary Menace-and Opportunity" (March 1965)
I would cite here some excerpts concerning them taken from a letter written me
on May 27, 1965 by Winfield W, Riefler-the internationally recognized monetary
authority who was assistant to the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board from
1948 until his retirement in 1959. Earlier he was chairman of the League of
Nations Delegation on Economic Depressions and long a member of its Finance
Committee. He wrote me:
"I have been reading your analysis of the monetary problems and your proposals
with great interest. They are cogent and well reasoned. You have no cause to
worry that they are technically vulnerable ...
"As you know, I have believed deeply in the line of political evolution that you
have pushed In Atlantic Union from the very beginning. I still do. You have
certainly been right all along...
"Atlantic Vnion would, of course, not cure our economic or financial mistakes,,
but it would transform completely the nature of the balance of payments problem. Anyarticle I might write would only say less clearly, probably, what you
have already said in your articles.
"As to the time interval involved in meeting the technical requirements of a
common currency, there is really nothing to be said., The technical problems have
all been adequately analyzed. The only thing that would take time would be
harmonizing the points of view of different experts, each of whom might favor a
different. (but acceptable) technical device to accomplish the same end. That
kind of agreement should be quickly settled, but It can take a long time."
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ANN Ex 2
SOME EVIDENCE OF EUROPEAN INTEREST IN ATLANTIC UNION

tUsOL'UTI) N
Tihe General Meeting of tileInternational Movement for Atlantic Union, held
in Paris Dec. 7-8, 1065, after long discnission of tile
problem of U.S. "hegemony"
in NATO, and full consideration of the texts of the resolutions establishing ni
Atlantic Union delegationn pending in Congress (S. Con. Res. 64; It. Con. Miles. 523
and 52-1: and li.J. Res. 761), 768 and 770) adopted this resolution:
"We find that the most. urgent, challenge facing NATO now is how to assure:
a) an equitable voice to all the Allies, snialland large, tn deciding action on nuclear
d other questions of vital common concern, and b) a workable democratic
balance between the American i)eoplh and tlit' people of the other 14 Allies.
"We note that tie Federal [IidOn answer to tills
problemm requires slui)))ort ol
both shores of the Atlantic and that it tls now advanced ill
tileUliited states to
the point where resohltions with iliressive sponsorship (S. ('on. lies. 64 and
II. Col. Iles. 523 and 524, 1.1. les. 761), 7618 and 770), whose adopltiol woiltd
provide tilenecessary U.S. sulpport, are now before Congress for action in 1906.
"In these chicumstanees tile
11)05 generall Meetint of the International Movein'nt for Atlantic Union urges tie Governments, ParliameltS, press slid ptibli
in till NATO nations to give full consideration now to the Atlantic Federal Union
answer to the problems of eqtitable apportlominent of voting )ower, fair and
workalble balance between large and sinall nations and effective sa fegiiards against
any NATO aiy, large or small, or group of them, dominating or being dominated
by the others, "positively, or negatively through veto.
"We believe that the adoption by'the U.S. Congress of the aforementioned
resoliilons would be widely and wtrnmlv welcomed in the other NATO nations
as one of lie truly great ations in the liistory of free government."
Shice the State Department made Its finding on ,tiropeall and (alladiall
opinioll at the Senlate 1Bearing M1arch 24 I have received a niunber of letters from
statesinle there sharply disagreeing. Two were from former Foreign Ministers
especially well informed on NTATO and EurolwaU Union affairs. One of theml
wrote that though "our efforts have been directed here mainly toward the unification of Europe . . . one nust not, forget that America has never concretely and
actimally proposed to Europe a real federation. On the cont rary, efforts made in
the 1)2st by European members of the Atlantic Couneil to foster the developInelt . . . of the alliance into a true coinnuiiity of peoples have met resistance on
tie, )art of the U.S.A."
Tile other former Foreign Minister wrote: "As yol well know I have always
believed more in an Atlantic than inia European solution. . . 11nit.y inlEurope
Iii de Gaulle's time is not to be expected. The emphasis therefore should now
be oilunity in the Atlantic. Your action for Union Now and the proposal for
the creation of an Atlantic Union go to the heart of (lie matter" and are of "major
Aihiinuential European wrote
ie
that, lie foith
ileAtlantic Union
resolution "very wise" and gave warm encou ragem ent to persvere In this "good
cause." A French adviser of President dto (aille wrote that the European
situation made the Atlantic Union resolution "more opportunie than ever" aiid
warmly Ploped (BiCarneorrtancJnee.6Fredm"
that my owi. testimony at the hearing would nin
"in the cd open. a
breach in tle fortress.""
THE SOURCE or NATO Oniss Wimnat

U.S. IGNORES

(By Clareince Streit fin Junie 1060 Freedom & Union)
Washington's current line is that European discontent with U.S. hegeniony Is a
recent- development, rising from General dei Gaulle's nationalistic example and
Europe's recovery. It may come then as it salutary shock that 11 yoars ago
Robert Schu
byi,
father of he Schuman, Plan, ofte held tp as tmodel of what a
French Premier should be, stressed tle need of reorganizing NATO so each ally

would get "ain equitable voting right, protecting it fromt ahy eventual domninationt
b~y a single nation."
1
LONO NEGL.ECTED NEED

This Is the long neglected neced which to uts Is a major source of the present
crisis but which President Johnson's advisers keep ignoring-and diverting
attention from It by blaming President depGatlle for Atlantica's troubles. At thle
samne time the State D~epartnment tries to block (ilie Atlantic Uilon bill now before
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Congress that seeks NATO-wide agreement to transform the alliance, as "eventual
goal into a "federal union." it. explicitly aims at meeting the need which
Schuman saw with the federal balance which the Founding Fathers worked out
in the U.S. Constitution. The bill's preanble recalls that this solution "lilts
enduringly safeguarded member States from domination by one another, equitably apportioned among their sovereign citizens voting power on common concerns * * * met other challenges facing the Atlantic allies now, and not merely
worked but proved that, free peoples can thus work wonders."
SCHIUMAN

WELCOMED ATLANTIC

UNION

BILL

The State 1)epartmnent, at the Senate hearing March 24 opposed this bill as
"impractical" on these two grounds: 1) "there is little European interest in
federal tunion with us," uid 2) Atlantic unification must await the creation of a
European Union. Far from sharing that view, Robert Schuman, it justly honored
Eluropean Union "father," traced the difficulties federation encountered in
Elurope in 1955 to the fact that "the United States, Canada and Great Britain
were not disposed to explore in common with them an eventual political, economic
and military union."
In a special statement to Freedom & Union-feattred in our June, 1955 issehe went on to welcome' the resolution to explore the possibility of constituting an
Athntle Federal Union then before Congress (where it was blocked by Secretary
J)ulles) and predicted: "If the U.S. Congress accepts the Atlantic proposal of
Senator Kefauver, all the democratic European nations should be happy to
accept the invitation to send delegates." There is the text of the 1955 Schumnun
statement:
"The setting up of an exploratory Committee regarding Atlantic Union which
is advocated at present iln the U.S. Congress by so many distinguished Senators
and It representatives, is of the highest Importance to all nations belonging to
NATO. I have long been an ardent partisan1 of a European Federation, itself
to be integrated into an Atlantic Community. But certain European nations
have hiesitated to advance far in this direction as lolg ts the United States,
Canada and Great. Britain were not disposed to explore ii common with them
military union. "
an eventual political, economic 11and
"If the U.S. Congress accepts the Atlantic proposal of Senator Kefauver, all
the democratic European nations should be happy to accept the invitation to
send delegates to such it Study Committee. Should there result from the work
of this Conference, and from litter proposals, the outline of an acceptable plan of
Union, In which each of the ineni er nations woulh be attributed al equitable
voting right protecting it from any eventual domination by a single nationwhich would be contrary to the Union's democratic ideal'we would then certinly have tnaie a great step toward world peace and general rosperity.'
It. was thus to the Athntic Federal Union approach that Schuman tinned for
hope of meeting the need of "equitable" voting ri hts-the Ieed which now,
II years lter, has led France to withdraw fromt Ie NATFO structure and call on
the United States to remove its troops from French soil. Is it not time that, the
State 1Departmnent reconsidered and turned to this approach, too? Or that
President Johnson turned from his NA're advisers an( joined his predecessor,
General Eisenhiower, NATO's first commander-in-chief, in endorsing the Atlantic
Union apl)roach?
ANNEX 3
Gnmrn.m., Dn G.ULLE ANi) ATL ,NTPIC

UNION

(By Clarence Streit in June 1966 Freedom & Union)
The State Department is not alone in treating the problem of assuring each
Atlantic ally an equitable voice on common affairs as either non-existent or not a
serious factor in time present crisis. One would hardly guess that this issue contributes heavily to it, from reading U.S. news reports; editorials and columnists.
Or the testimony of some very influential witnesses at Congressional hearings.
ACIIESON IGNORED D

GAULLE OBJECTIONS

One must apllail Dean Aeheson's emphasis onmthe importance of Atlantic
unity, but deplore his unawareiness of the above problem. Il blaring the crisis
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on President do Gaulle, he did not mention among the motives lie ascribed to the
General the one which the General himself has stressedt-his opposition to "subordination described as integration."
The nearest Mr. Acheson came to dealing
with equitable decision-sharing was to stand pat on the solution on which Washington has long insisted-eventual U.S. partnership, with European Union as
prerequisite (an answer which leaves Canada in limbo).
He blamed the General for blocking European Union, but not Washington for
failing to answer his reasons for finding it unrealistic. To him, the General's
motive was belief that "France because of her past glories and present nuclear
weapons is the natural leader of Europe." Yet the General, In his press conference May 15, 1962, had said himself: "The lack of a federator who has in
Europe today sufficient force, prestige and skill makes it impossible to bring about
such an entity (European Union),"
The General thus disqualified himself and France for this role-and, by implication, for the harder role of "dominating Europe." He went on to concede that
there did exist a "non-European" power qualified to play the part of "federator,"
which he held so essential to success. But the Union this federator could produce,
"would not be an integrated Europe, it would be sometlillg quite different, much
broader and much more extensive, with, I repeat, a federator."
Obviously he was
alluding to the United States and an Atlantic Federal Union. His statement
raised none of the objectioils to this alternative which it made to European Union.
All this was ignored at tire time, and ever since, by the U.S. Government and
daily press.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Last Julie (190,5) Senator Frank Carlson (R., Kans.) urged a fresh look at the
Atlantic problem and a U.S. invitation to its allies to agree on federal union as
the eventual goal-a proposal he later joined Senator Eugene McCarthy (D.,
Minn.) in introducing in Congress as the Atlantic Union Delegation resolution.
These excerpts from his June statement are even more timely now:
"In his Inaugural Address the late President Kennedy truly said of our Atlantic
allies: "United, there is little we cannot do . . . Divided there is little we can
do." We seem bent on proving the negative rather than the positive side of
President Kennedy's statement...
"For 176 years now our Federal Union has proved the positive side of the
Kennedy statement-the great things which people of democratic states can do
when they are effectively and democratically united. Yet this time-tested answer
to the challenge we and our Atlantic allies face is the one which we have not yet
explored. "Let us all in NATO cease blaming our towering troubles on this or
that ally, or on this or that leader. Let us begin to explore, as our forefathers did,
whether the basic fault does not lie in the alliance structure itself, and whether we
can build a new structure strong enough to do the job."
DE GAULLE'S COMMENTS ON CARLSON

One of President d Gaulle's top advisers told me later that he was so impressed
by this statement that he personally handed it to President do Gaulle to read.
The General said lie found it "very interesting" and added these intriguing
words: "When the tine comes for us to get down to fundamentals with our
American ally, I shall keep in mind Senator Carlson's statement."
In the light of events since then his comment may give hope in several ways.
It suggests that the drastic actions he has taken are aimed at attaining a position
so strong that, when the time comes to get down to brass tacks, the one power the
General deems qualified to be a "federator" will listen to him . . . All this is
obviously speculative, but surely it is wiser in the present state of Atlantica to
seek a constructive interpretation of the General's delphio words-to give more
attention to kernels that might, with cultivation, grow creatively, and cease seeking targets that can be most easily attacked.
ATLANTIC UNION

MEETS

Dn

GAULLE'S OBJECTIONS

(By Clarence Streit in July 1963 Freedom & Union)
President de Gaulle holds that the only realistic unit for organizing Europe
and Atlantica is the existing nation state. Washington agrees-insofar as the
U.S. itself is concerned, but not as regards the European nations: it would organize
Atlantica by merging them in a unit (European Union) as the prerequisite of
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(Atlantic) partnership. The (Atlantic) Federal plan would compose an Atlantic
Union of the existing nations on both sides of the ocean as its member states.
Again, President do Gaulle wants the French to remain free to deal directly
with the U.S. on Atlantic and world affairs. The Federal plan assures this,
the "Dumbbell" (Partnership) project would abolish this and at best leave
France, Britain and the other members of a European Union only what voice
they could express indirectly through its government.
President do Gaulle wants France to have an equal voice with the U.S. in
deciding policy on Atlantic and world affairs. The Dumbbell plan would reduce
the French voice-and that of Britain, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands, Belgium, ctc.-to the small fraction of its present Atlantic weight which it would
have in the composite voice of a European Union. Multi-nation Atlantic federation would-if it followed the U.S. federal balance--assure the French as a nation
(and the British and others, too) an equal voice with the Americans in the Atlantic Senate, and also assure the Frenchman, Briton, etc., equal voting power,
as an individual citizen, with the American citizen, in electing members of the
House.
President de Gaulle wants to safeguard France against U.S. domination. The
Partnership scheme does this only at the risk of prolonged deadlock between
Europe and the U.S. delivering both to the communists. The Atlantic Federal
distribution of voting power, and its equal balance between Senate and House,
guarantee that no country will dominate, and they do this without the danger
of prolonged deadlock.
Finally, President do Gaulle fears that the U.S. will not risk destruction of its
cities in atomic war for European interests, as it risked the destruction of Europe
in defense of the U.S. interest in Cuba. The Partnership plan cannot remove
that fear any more than can any commitment by sovereign states. Atlantic federation alone can remove it-and it does far more, for it guarantees that all
present and potential atomic power in the U.S., Britain, France, Germany,
etc., will be combined to defend equally all the territory of the Atlantic Union
wherever it may be.
Many have assumed that President do Gaulle's motives and reasons for blocking
European federation and Atlantic Partnership make it doubly certain that he
would reject Atlantic Federal Union. Some have assumed this because they have
not considered the above (points) * * * Iis remarks on federation suggest
he shares a widespread European misunderstanding of the nature of a federal
union. It is noteworthy, too that he has aimed his arguments at the choice
between confederation and federation in Western Europe alone, not in Atlantica.
Still more significantly, in dealing with these questions in his press conference
of May 15, 1962, President de Gaulle indicated that he considered Atlantic
federation more realistic than a European one. * * * I may be wrong, but the
only thing that could prove I am would be for President de Gaulle to reject a
sincere U.S. bid to join in forming a true Atlantic federation. (If he did) France
would not long hold out against such a move.

Chairman MORGANq. Thank you, Mr. Streit, for a very strong statement in support of the pending resolutions.
I was interested in the criticism by our State Department of the
resolutions which you refer to on page 5 of your statement. They
make a pretty strong statement that "Our Atlantic allies do not now
wish to move toward any type of federal political relationship with
the United States, even as an objective." In opposition you quote
members of parliamentary bodies in Canada, Europe, so forth.
Then you end up by saying you hope when Under Secretary of State
Ball appears before this committee to testify on this resolution, he will
retract the State Department's position, or take a position of neutrality.
Do you have any hope Secretary Ball will take such a position when
he appears here next week?
Mr. STREIT. That is merely a hope, Mr. Chairman. I would be
very pleasantly surprised should this occur. But surprises do come.
Chairman MOROAN. Have you ever discussed Atlantic Union with
the Under Secretary of State, Mr. Ball?
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Mr. STREIT. Not for some time. Only a few months agohowever,
I discussed it for about 40 minutes with Secretary of State Rusk.
Chairman MORGAN. Was his objection the same as that offered
here by the Department?
Mr. STREIT. This was a private conversation. I do not wish to
quote anything. He (lid not raise any objections himself. 1ie
listened a good deal. InI most of the period that I had with him I
stressed the advantages of passing this resolution from the standpoint
of lessening tension with France. I maintained-I gave him names
of persons, and other definite facts why I felt convinced if Congress
approves this resolution there would be at least three of President de
Uaulle's top advisers who would strongly urge it on him.
He said "That, is rather contrary to the view we get," though he
d:d not go into this. He did not mean that in connection with the
three men I cited.
Chairman MORGAN. I know,, sir, yon have devoted a good malny
years of your life to the Atlantic Uion concept. Do you feel, with
all the years of experience you have behind you that with the present
mood of De Gaulle's France, as indicated by the nationalistic view
they now take toward NATO, there would be any hope that they
would be a cooperative partner in an Atlantic Union?
Mr. STREIT. I feel very strongly the French would participate in
this convention. As I said, I know at least two members of the
present Gaullist cabinet are very strongly in favor of it. I have discussed this resolution with them, and with other close advisers of
President de Gaulle.
I believe this would permit.-I believe that this is the answer to the
objections which President de Gaulle has raised to the present NATO
structure, which most meets his points.
As I consider President de Gaulle one of the great statesmen of our
time, in view of all he has done to raise the power of France and restore the economic and monetary situation there, and in settling the
Algerian war since lie came to power, I just cannot believe that there is
not more than meets the eye in the policy he has been following.
I rather think that he is-now this is just my guess, but there is some
information behind it-I rather think that lie is aiming to precipitate
action toward some sort of Atlantic federation which would give
France the guarantees that. only the federal system will give.
Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Streit, on page 6 of your statement you
quote part of the speech of Prime Minister Lester Pearson on Juneii1,
speaking in Springfield at the Atlantic Union Pioneer Award banquet,
when lie made tins statement:
Finally, I believe that only the United States can give the effective lead required for Atlantic unity.

I think that one of the major objections of General de Gaulle, has
been that we were leading too much in NATO. Here we have the
Prime Minister of oir neighbor to the north saying that effective
leadership is required of the United States in the Atlantic community.
I would think this would again rimi into
r.
i strong objection from
de Gaulle.
Mr. STREIT. I think, Mr. Chairman, one needs to make strong distinction between NATO and this proposed convention. Its purpose
would be to explore a more equitable, stronger, and more effective
way of organizing our relations within the Atlantic community.
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I cannot for the life of me see why President de Gaulle should
really object to this. This is what he has been asking for.
Chairman MORGAN. I am glad to have that assurance, Mr. Streit,
but my own view is that we would get very little cooperation from
the present leadership in France in any form of Atlantic Union.
M'Xr. STREIT. Mr. Chairman, most people certainly agree with you.
I am in a very small minority on this in this country. But the resolutions before the committee allow the convention to proceed if the
French refuse to participate. I believe that this would be a very wise
thing to do, while leaving the door open to French participation, because, one, the present situation, with the loss of France in the NATO
structure-a key country geographically at least-makes it all the
more necessary to unite the remaining countries much more effectively.
Second, I think a move along these lines, with the support it already
has in the Gaullist camp, would lead to eventual French participation.
In 1960 the Congress approved a convention to explore greater unity
of Europe among the allies. It was then said the French would not
participate. But the fact is that the French were the first, great European power to accept the invitation to participate. De Gaulle's delegation, which he certainly could have packed against it, included some
violent anti-Gaullists whom I personally know. When it came to the
final declaration of that convention, the F-ench voted unanimously
with the American delegation. So I continue to be rather more hopeful than other people in this regard.
Chairman MORGAN. Thank you, Mr. Streit.
Mr. Adair.
Mr. ADAIR. Mr. Streit, I am interested in not only the resolution
which is before us today, but what you envisage as the long-range goal
of Atlantic Union, if one should be formed. You have add dressed
yourself at. some length to the question of currency.
Now, did you contemplate that that would be used internally
throughout the union, or would that be a currency for exterlml use
only, among the states of the union?
Mr. STREIT. I imagine it would start with the latter, external use,
but with this incredible change in conditions that, is going on, it, would
soon become the common currency within the union, too, domestically.
That is somewhat the course of the dollar, too. You know in the
earlier years the States could issue dollars, too, but gradually this
became the exclusive power of the U.S. Government.
I stressed the monetary system intentionally because I think that
is the really explosive thing today.
Mr. ADAIR. There are proposals now for the creation of an international currency for trading purposes only, as you know. And this
is the reason for my question to you upon this point.
Mr. STREIT. I do not believe that. those proposals, however, will
do the job. They are not getting amyu here tius far. I do not believe
that they are sufficient to do the job.
Mr. ADAIR. You also, particularly in response to questions from
the chairman just now, have given us your reasons for belief that
France-I am inclined to say even ntider De Gaulle-would participate
in the efforts to form an Atlantic Union of some sort.
If I understand you correctly, you base your optimism in this respect
upon the fact that you think two or three men who are very close to
68-530------10
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President de 0aulle it,n" are very favorably dispose(d towlird tile Idea
)o I il'nflbi'lrize your views correctly in this resp1 et ?
t he union.
NMr. S'riI.U'. l have vited only that reason for it. 'lhere wod be
a number of o0lher , ii, liiluig stIteients that generall do (aulle
himself hals nu ld ill recent yeriis , which were ignored over here.
''here woihl be also the salte feelina nmon'g other (4atllists, not,
just. the liree I mentioned, n( amongthe non-Ga ullists in Fra me.
I''here are (ilute a number of reasons why I hold that view.
)id \ou wamit. me to develop them?"
Mr. .NDAI it. \oing (luicIdy, because of limitations of time, and T
think we well Coulld s1)e1( niore time on the question of the French
littitudole
Mi[. S'rr. I would be very glad to. If it, were iii executive session,
1 would not minl citilug names, that sort of thing, but I eaniot. in
lubli(.
Mr. Ai.m. T want to go on quickly now to get, your thought as to
atv of 111lion that. Iliglt. be formed. You contelil)itae
the evenltll
Smue sort of f,deril government, in" which the various nieiler states
would retain certain aspects of their sovereignty?
Mr. *rEAT. Certainl.- a solution in which the right of each meniber nat ion to govern its" purely national affairs ildepenl(ItllV, would
e lllarallteed And only those questions whih all agreed, in ratifying
the"constitution, were vonunol (lestions would be 'handled by their
representatives in tile federal government.
NIr. Ai .\lt. I)o you contemplate or suggesi, thel some sort. of anll
executive- a 'resident, or aIcirman- or al executive of some sort,?
In fact, I think anyone who coies to
Nr S 'r. Personally 1(1.
of

grips 'wit It t his (Iuest ioln should work out some illst alit ive (olst itlt ioll

to show how ie thinks it, coul be dotie. I did t his it long tile igo iln
"Uniion Now." I would make some clianges since then, but, at, the
I stressed then an1(d woull stress now this is only oiie inii's
same
idea. tiie
'I'le pllrpose of this resoitioiin-. mean, the coneniion's Inan(ate
is p~rimurily to explore tihe possibility of agreements on a federal union
as an "event unl goal." It is for tlie cotnventiion to find out more or
less exactly wihit it, means by a "federal system."
Mr. Aiml . I uiderst-and tlint. But I was going beyond the queslion ime(laitely before us here because I know you have given a
g'eat. nily yealris of study to this. I was trying to lind what, as it
governresult of Ifhiisstidy you have nlade, you thought the form of t!1%
melOt might eventilully be.
Mr. ,'imrr. M fundamental approach to all these questions sir,
is to take the system that, works, has worked through history, and try
it. If you cannot get, that., settle for something less until you call
get, it.
Mr. ADAIM. Do you think in suoh ti organiization we would also
have a parliament. if sonic sort,, and ia judicial branch?
Mr. STRIEIT. In my ow'n concept of a federal union that, would
certainly be essential. Federal union (toes involve it legislat,ure with
a balance between the House and the Senate, to solve t le problell of
equitable voting power for big and small states. It involves some kind
of executive, not necessarily the kind we have, and it doesn't, necessarily involve the kind of legislature federally that we have, except
in the balance between House and Senate.
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All ofis this
a. recognition
ill a federal
union
the involves
sovereignreally
citizen
primarily, that.
and the
he unit
transfers
tc the
fe(leral goV'erlInellt, 1s the citizo0Is of the 13 States (lid in 1789,
flinetioins tlhat lie had prON'iolIsly elected rolresenlatives to the state
government to handle.
lie rellmainls sovereign-- tlie executive and legislature depend o1
h1 as mnc'h as (1o those in the state. So the citizen loses no power.
i10sovereignty. IHe simply transfelrs it. This is the rovolutiotary
(ol)eelt, of sov'ereigmty that or Fotiiditig Fathers brought into the
world , and I believe in it,
Mr. Ai).mit. Do yoU suppose there would be any problems of language ill such it Union?
IMr. S'rmrowr. Not serious problems.
I covered the League of Nalions for a long tne, and one of our daughters was a simultaneous
interpreter to tile UT1nited Nations.
This latrgage problein can be fairly well settled easily. There
would be 1t( need of a common language throughout, the 111ion, any

more than there is in Switzerland, which is a federal union atid has
four lanigiiages.

W'e imust remember that. previous to the World Wars our principal
wars were fought, amoug people speaking the English languago-the
Re%-olution, the War of 1812, the Civil War.
1 amn not, worried about. the language problem, really.
Mr. ADAIR. Where would you1
suppose the capital would or should
he located?
,NIr. SrmrrT. You know, Mr.Adair, that is a,question that whe I
first caine out, for this, speaking up and (town the country in 1939, was
one of the first questions asked me. One (lay I was aft
diler at the
White House in,I think, 1940, and I was asked what reaction I was
gettillg throughout tile country, and I said that one of the first questions is "Whore would the capital be?"
Whereupon President Roosevelt imlilediately intervened and said,
")o yot know what my answer would be?" '
Naturally I wanted to know what his answer would be.
He said )'The Azores."
The reason was that, they were inipregnable navally, and their
clinlate was much better than Washington, and they were centrally
located.
kly own answer to the problem would be to have two capitals.
The 'Founding Fathers left, this out of our Constitution and it was
settled later, and I would leave it out of this one. My own thinking
would be it would be wiser to start with two capitals, one in Western
Europe, one in North America, so we Americans, from going over
there for one session, would have a better view of the situation in
Europe, and the Europeans would be doing the same thing over here.
You have to go through that sort of stage at the beginning.
Mr. A AIR. Ihank you. My thue has expired.
Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Zablocki.
Mr. ZABtOCKi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to commend Dr. Street for his consistent, dedicated
efforts to develop an effective Atlantic Union.
To pursue the questions asked by the chairman and by Mr. Adair,
in your reply to the State Department report, you poitited out that
support for the Atlantic Union has been forthcomiing from Great
Britain, France, and Canada. You also mentioned Italy.
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M[y question is: How many of the smaller NATO countries have
expressed interest. in a. federal Atlantic Union?
MIr. STREIT. Thank you for your kind words, Mr. Zablocki.
Tlo answer Yjour question, I W'ould say hearty all of them hitve, bt
particutiu'ly the Dutch and the Belgians.
Now I have reasoli to know this from private conversations, blt it
hIapples that at the federal convocation some people-this was a
surprised to iie0-invited sortieplublic statenlents10ean the Federal
Union Convocation i11
Jut0, Jtn0 11, 19(66-a1d they got t series of

messages there that made lit0 blush. Their authors'know my views
on the pending resolutions and they all seemed to approve my stand.
They included very strong st atement s from Paul--enri Spaak, former
Secretary General of NATO and the former Prime Minister of Belgium,
from Dirk Stikkor, former Secretary General of NATO, and from
Primen Minister Benediktsson of Iceland.
Mr. ZABLOCKI. I wonder if Mr. Streit would insert, these mIessages,
or part, of them, in the record, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. S'rEuiT'.

i would rather that. you inserted them. 't'hey

are

very strong statements.
0 hiaitmnan MoiWoAN. Without, o)jection, they rity be is-erted.
(The statements referred t) tire as follows:)
iFrom Freedomut & UnionJuly-August 1.16J

NAIO STATES EN lONOR STIIEIT
As a surprise for Clarence S'irit, president. of Fedehral Union, lite., smle statesmen in various NATO nations were invited, without. his knowledge, to cominviiet.
on Ihis work for Atlantic Federation, I messages to the associatioll's 11)166 Collvocation In Spnsgfield.

Eight ncssages were received by mill or cable , and

excerpts from thorm were read l,
I)' (o tigretSSmlanil Pai Fintloy wti p)residod at
th (onvoctifoll billquot. Jlne IC in honor of the three recipients of tile
assoeialion's Atlantic Union J'loner Award. They follow:
In these grave days for lie AthIntic Alliance uity of pltlrpose and dItriination to strengtien tho boids bttwet'n tho ptioples of both sides of the Athintitc
are of vital iniportatie.
Our Wtrorts are now moro thatn ever iit.cssry amid I trttst that tite Spriglhhl
Convocation will give ntew impetus to oar iovetliett. for Atlhattle union . We owe
a special tiet of gratit tide to Mr. Street for his itreinting activities ini fart iering
our comimuoti catise.
(The

1itIN IIAti
'rinc of The Netherlands).

i.h:AR Mt. S)IM.t': I want t stid you this personal greeting for votr Federali
Union Convocatiot.
It scoliS to Ite, 4t this ittne of natet interaitloutl disarray,
your lInlSsg is iorO tian eve IJmporlit,. Atlitie Union is tIt(! ideal objective and we must never lose sight. of it,, nor cease to work for It. Il till
this you
havo been a splendid example an inspiration to its till. May yoi b)egivtn't

health aind strength to cairry oilthis great work.
Yours siicerely,

(The Earl of Avon, former Prime minister Eden).
)eveloptments in the last, few decades are living proof of tte lhenefleili
elfeet
of closo cooperation between the Atiaitlc nations.' Tho hWaders of titis cooperii:iolt have most certainly earned rocogttlioi for thiolr fine work, attd to tios who
have now received sticli tick nowledgnint through ito awards that, are being coilferred oilthem tonight, I e.0tid my wariiest greetitgs iaid good wishes. Ill
addition I wish to pity iny respects io-Mr. Street, for the iitlihhig and Uliselilsh
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(miligi lie has kept, up for the widest, possible cooperation between those nations
who trullgh Icoimnon effort arnd by working very closely together iiust ciusuire
world peace and th1ofuture welfare e of illniukhld.
IIJAIINI BENEI)IKTARON

(Prime Alinis er of Iceland).

I)t:.%tt NIii. STvimE'r: F first, of all Iliy best wishes for all ll,rtlcipaIt of the fedkrlI
co'ivocatiot oil Jute 10-12 particuhtrly moy siu('erest regards to the three.
tcit')inis of tlit) AthIntiv Ution Pioneer Award-*Prime Ministr Lester Pearson
of ( atda, former U.S. Secretary of State (,hristilii Iherter, and post.hiitltously to
ititii

Adlial Stvenison, late I.S. Aml)atssador to the United Nations.
Futhiitlt'reti
et i,
ilt' seitd it word of greetlltg tlnd vlcotil'igeltlieit to yotl dear

Ir. Street. May I say todav hIow 110uch I colgriat ulolt you for all you have do.e
in tit' post years. You lihavitl.
h t latti the Iea of it 1ii11hii btweeii the nat Ions O
(his aid tlie other shore of tht' Alhltitic \Vorld. I thitik hl. isia real historical
Itchiev'tiitlt. Yoiir Itnsight il the I)rograllis of tile
westt'rti worlh, your stsadfast liss, your readiness to make sitcrilices aitl--last not least-youtr courage with
which you he,t, uirstetd your idea art extraordtlary.
You have (holta it great
2t1d otiitstailiig work. V'il
t liege reasons vei'rybe(ly hierte ill
Fulrlope,as in the
I titd Stat('sss ihldttth to you. With my siiteiest. r(eguirtds, yours,

(Former FIuince Minisder, German Federal Republic).
Ihtgrlt'ting ve'r' 1i1chi not Iobe able to attend I i''thede'al Unioii Convocaitio,
tht will take ph0c i Splitglihi ontl e 10th of Juitmi, I beg you to voivey iiy
hearty greetings to all people Wito will It' pre tel l'hre, atl particularly to 1I'.
('ltlta'nee K. Streit . No one nore t lon it'e (u'sivts adinilrat lon and gratit udt' from
all I'oph' who are struggling for thi great. ideal of Atlaitic U"nion on which rests,
in my opitijoti, the hoptvs of all ptace-loviig uui of tlie frtee world.
()ly atvivid faith and a strong will, as M'. Strlvit has showi ill these dilictlt.
N':ir'1, Catil help to weavv th fabric of the solldarlty, so ardently desired by ptoplhs
living in the Atantio area. ''Tlitse peoples art' 't'coming consciotis of tht fact
th1t olyv by uniting thenstlvts cam be cret t'tl tli l)(tmistes for the attaiuuent
of those, silietllei1itis--)Pt'aCe, libt,'rty, security anid well-beig--whch all Imlen
aid womtit'ii c'oavt' for in tI d pth of tht'lr tea'rts.
(G.\rA.NO
M'[AuTI NO

(Former lalian Foreign Minisler).
It Is with great pleasure that. I associate myself to the houlnuge which is paid
todtoy to Mr. Streit. Ilis
friends and aditiirts are numerous ii 1Hitrope as well
as in the United States. I consiher it an honor to be one of then. Mr. Streit is
a man of vision and courage. Ills indefatigable st-ruggle in favor of the Atlaitic
UJnioi will finally not, fail to bear results. Ile will then be considered Ad ihonored
ts it prtecursor.
PAUT,-INlu1 SPAAK,

(Former Prenierof Belgium).
For the banquet. on June 12 when ti' pionee'tr awards will, so righly, be presiitt'(d to Ltster Pearson, Christian Hlerter and posthumously to Adhll 8teveinson,

I tufanxiols to send a word of greeting.

Since the early days of NATO I have

followed with the greatest interest. the work of the International Movement for

Atlantlc Iiion, I have especially admired the inspiring efforts of Mr. Clarence
St r'it and I hope thit your batiquet will give hin new inspiration and encouragemt'iit for his dedlcatted' 1itl Important work in the furtherance of Atlantic union.
DIRK U.

STIKKVR

(Former 8ecretarl-(Jeneralof NA TO).
A few men, siiice the first. World War ha\,e consistently purstted a very high
t'ort, ,hiclh, iii their mind, had to le mankind to better days of Peace and
Prosperity, through organized international Union, and especially through Atlantic
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Tnioni. Streit has always been one of those devoted persons ready to forget
themselves and to (1o everything within their power to serve the CauSe. lie ihas
consistently been for many Europeans, a model and an inspiration. I consider it
a privilege to be able today, with so many of hlis; friends, to pay to him a deepfelt,
tribute, which he has, one thousand times, deserved.
PAULJ VAN ZEEI,.NS
(Former Belgian Preminer).
.Mr. ZABIOCKI. On page 6 you state that there are, apparently, 235

members of the board.
Mr. STREIT. Oh, no.

Is that, 235 NATO-allied1 mean 235 eminent citizens in the different
NA'TO countries-I think in nearly all of them-who are nilenibenrs
of our International Movement board, or of its honorary council, or

its advisory council.
In Canada I think there are six or seven members of the Cabinet.

Ihev include Prime Minister Pearson, the Minister of Foreign
Affalirs-I mean the Minister of External Affairs, as they call hint
the

Minister of Defense, and the Minister of Finance.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. 1 think it would be very helpful to have inserted

in the record the nailles of those oil the hoard who have some connection with their respective governments, if 1 ir. Streit would
provide that information.
Mr. STREIT. On our board there are several from various coiumiries

who are members of their parlianlents. I don't know whether you
would consider that as connected with their government.

The chairman of our movement is--at the present time, lie was

just elected-NMaurice Schunimann, President of the Foreign Aft'airs
Commission of France, one of the advisers of General De Gaaulle.
(The information was subsequently submitted for the record:)
SEPTEMBmt 21, 1966.
ZARLOCKI,

I1n. CLEMEN'
Member of Congress
Ray burn Building, W1'ashington, D.C.
DEA.t REPRESENTATIVE ZABhOCKI: I am pleased to attach the list vou requested
of non-American members of our Board, and Honorary and Advisory Councils,
who are at present connected with their Governments, or have been in the ptst.
The list includes the full membnership of our Board an( Honorary Council
with those connected with their Governments, now or in the last, indicated by
all(*). Those in our Advisory Council follow, and are listed separately.
All told, they number 116. They include The Prince of Time Netlerlands, 2
Prime Ministers now in office (in Canada and Iceland), 5 former Prime Ministers
or Premiers (in Great Britain, Belgium-3-and Luxembourg); 13 Cabinet
Members in office (Belgium, 3; Canada, 6; France, 1: German Federal Republic, 1;
Iceland, 1; and Luxemburg, 1); and 11 former Cabinet Members (Britain, 2;
Canada, 1- Denmark, 1; France, 2; German Federal lepubie, 1; Italy, 2; TIe
Netherlands, 2).
Sincerely,
CLARENCE K.
STREET, President.
INTIIlNATIONAh MOVEMENT Fou. ATLANTIC

UNION

OFFICERS AND BOARD

*Chairman: Hln. Maurice Schumaln (Deputy, M1P; since 1059 President,
Foreign Affairs 'Commission, National Assenbly former Cabiner Minister;
Paris).
President:Clareno K. Street (Author Union Nov: President, Federal Union, Inc.,
U.S.: Editor, Freedom & Union, Washington 1) C.)
*Yice Chatrtan: Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, K.C.M.G. (Labour M.P.; President,
Council of, L.rope; London).
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*Vice Presidents: )ir. Kurt. Birrenbach (Member, Budestag; Chairman, Thysseu
lolling Co.; I)usseldorf).
*lion. Ivan Matteo Lombardo (Fortner Minister of Industry; fori(.r PresiAssn.; Member of Parliament, Italy.)
dent, Atlntic Tl('reaty
*11aron W. Micliels van Kessenich Mayor of Maastricht; President, Nederlinds Comlt6 voor Atlautisehe Unie).
Mrs. Chmso S. Osborn (Widow, Governor of Michigan; Board Member,
Federal Unrion, Inc.; Washington, I).C.).
*Sviiator Wishart Mel,. Robertson (Former Speaker, Canadian Senate; Life
President N *vro Parlia entarians; Ottawa).
Scmelar/: lion. Paul Findley, M.C. (U.S. Congressman, It., Illinois; Washiiigtoi,
1)..).
Treasurer: lion. P. F. Brtmidage (Former Director, U.S. Budget; Former Chairnuau, F'ederal Union, Ic.; 'Washilgton,
).C.).
Co-Sccrclariesforlurope: Eleanor Close Barzin (lihlnt-hropist) and Leon Eigene
Barzin (Artistic Director, Paris).
T!11OTER MEMBERS OF TIlE BOAtRD
*Cotmt Itiaban Adelmaim (NA'ro Director of Informatlion; former Member, Ger1111111
Bulihstamg: Paris).
Maurice Allais (Professor of Economics, School of Mines; author; Delegate,
Atlantic Convention, 1912; Paris).
It. C. Allen (Professor of American llistory, University of London; author, The
Ang1lo-,American Prcdicament: Loudon).
*Lord ih)othbv, K.B.I.L, I,L.). (British l)eegate to the Council of Europe,
1949-57; liector, 11iiv(r- itv of St. Andrews; London).
Roy I. Chipps (Chairmau, Federal Union, Inc.; Secretary-'reasm'er..Middlewest
1reightways; St. lJoWtis, 'Io.).
George i)a.kalakis (Professor of Law, Pant ios School of Polit ical Science: Athens).
*CountlRobert. de )aipierre (Ambassador of Franee: Paris).
*Ahmnlet, Skru EsInr (I)irector, lIstitute of External relations; Delegate, Atlantic Conv'eltion, 1902; Ankara).
*Elisabelh 1lee (Member of l1mndestag, C)ILL; Bonn).
Alfred Ma' (Editor, Th0alites, Entreprise, Paris).
Eu gene J. McCarthy (U.S. Senator, 1)., Minn.; Washington, D.C.).
Mario Moatanari (llistory Professor; Imnola, Italy).
Walden Moore (i)ireetor,'l)eclaration of Atlantic Unity; New York C'itv).
*Patrick Nicholson' (Columnist; Vice President, Atlantic Con\'cntion, 19062;
Ottawa, Canada).
S dhntnd Orgill (Pasmt President, Southern. Wholesale llardware Assn.: former
Mayor, Memphis, Temn.).
Elltno'Roper (Public Opinion Surve'yor; )elegate, Atlantic Convention, 1902;
New York City).
Melvin llder (Publisher, Armyj Times, American W1'eekend; Washimgton, ).C.).
A. W. Schmidt (Governor, I. Mellon & Sons; l)eegate, Atlantic Convention,
19062; Pittsburgh).
*Alistuir Stewart (Certified Accottntant; former M.P., Canada; Delegate, Atlantic
Convention, 1902: Winnipeg).
*Lord Thomson of Fleet and Northbridge (Chairman, Thomson Newspapers,
Sunday Time, Scotsman, Quebec Chronicle, etc., London).
Maitro Lueile Tin avre-G renatiier (Lawyer: Paris).
l)rs. 13. J. Udink (Director, Central Chamber for Commercial Promotion; The
Hague).
Harold C. Urey. (Nobel Prize, Chemistry; Professor-at-large, University of California; La Jolla).
Dr. Rudolf Wagner (President, Union Atlantiseher Foederalisten; liunich).
*Karl Wlenand (Member of Bundestag, 811): Bonn).
*Sir Michael Wright, G.C.M.G. (Former Ambassador; U.K. Representative at
Geneva Nuclear Talks 1958-63; London).
*Alim et Emin Yalman editorr and author; Delegate, Atlantic Convention, 1962
President, Press Institute,; Istanbul).
IKONORARY

COUNCIL

*IH.R.H. Prince Bernhard (The Prince of The Netherlands).
*The Earl of Avon (Former Prime Minister, Great Britain, Sir Anthony Eden).
*Joseph Bech (Former Prime Minister, Luxemburg; former Foreign Minister).
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IjArti Benediktsson (Prime Minlister of Iellad).
*V1'.11Z
It-Ezel (IFornnlr Flne
l~iiizter, (Ierinan Federal Republic; NIember of
thei BI11n1dest-ag).
Chiristizu A. Ilerter (Former Seeretaty of Stalte, U.S.A.).
*01v~ It. Kraft (Formeri Fore'igi M1inister of D~e~nark; now Vice' Prcsident of
*I

Martinio (F'ormrri Foreign NM
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Mr. ZABLOCKI. There is no fear that a federal union convention
would impair European unity? I take it you believe that it would
enhance It. Is that your thought?
Mr. STRhUIT. I think that if the Department's view of European

0oinio1 IAsound, obviously the European delegates would be in ravor
o European union as the first step, and tlat would-be their answer

to the Nos. 2 ad3 points, or questions, in the resolutions.
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Mr. ZABLOCKI. But if there were to be an exploratory convention,
would European umity be an answer, or a result?
Mr. STREIT. It could come out of it. If I were a delegate I would
argue against it-against European political union being the prerequisite to Atlantic Union. I would favor closer union on many things
in Europe. But as far as political union is concerned I would be
altogether opposed to the policies of European political union first,
and in favor of first creating a political union across the Atlantic.
In a common market, things like that, there are various things the
Europeans need to have closer union in than we do across the Atlantic.
Mr. ZABLOCKI. If an Atlantic federal union should eventually
develop, what effect would this have on Central Europe, Eastern
Europe, Southern Europe, or even the Middle East, for example?
Mr. STREIT. I think the magnetic power of this union on these
countries would be tremendous. I was formerly a correspondent
covering Austria, Poland, the Balkans, the Near East, and so forth,
and I know the bonds which these people-many of these peoplehave with us-for example through immigration-with France and
England through political alliances, or going to their universities, and
so forth.
One of the great advantages of this union over a European union
would be that many of the countries in Eastern Europe-I think particularly Poland and Czechoslovakia-would be much worried by
European union, fearing in the end Germany would dominate it.
With the present controversial line between Germany and Poland, I
think this would rather play into the hands of Soviet Russia. But
with an Atlantic Union that brought the United States and Canada
and Great Britiin into the picture, and gave the guarantees that this
would give, I think there would not be a reoccurrence of the kind of
nationalism we have seen in our lifetime in Germany and Italy.
This would be a very reassuring thing for all of these otintries there,
and would, I think, confront Moscow with a very serious dilemma.
It would have to either crack down by a tough policy on these countries
in Eastern Europe, which would only make trouble for her in the end
or it would have to take the course of loosening up, a more liberal
policy. I think that also would lead toward these Eastern European
countries, in the first instance, recovering more and more of their
freedom and, when they did, of gravitating from Soviet Russia to this
Atlantic.Union.
Mr. ZABLOCKI. My time has expired. I want to 'ay I am very
pleased to have you support the resolution.
Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Frelinghuysen.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Thank you.
'I fimid ryhiself somewhat at sea as to what is sought
'be accomplished by this resolution. You have said several times, today that
the basic purpose of such resolution is to explore the possibility of
agreement on certain points between such NATO allies as would be
willing to join in a convention. Yet at the same time in the most
flatfooted way you anticipate other very concrete results from it.
In other words, I gather that this is a lot more than an exploration
as to Whether certain countries would agree to cooperate more closely
or in A different way than they have before. You seem to be suggesting something like the Convention that led to the U.S. Constitution,
to which the nations would be bound if they chose to ratify this constitution.
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Now, I would suppose you expect an end product because the resolution itself suggests that, recommendations will be 'gitbmitted to
Congress, in the case of the United States, for action by constitutional
procedures.
Now, the soft pedaling of the net results has made me somewhat
cautious about approving a resolution such as this. This is far more
than an "exploration," if it is to end up with something equivalent to
a constitution which will in major ways affect the present sovereignty
of the major states which participate in the convention. This exploration would come up with a plan, that would then bind those
member states.
Am I correct in assuming this soft pedaling doesn't disguise the
fact that we are proposing very far-reaching changes in the relationships between the nations that would engage in this convention?
Mr. STREIT. Mr. Frelinghuysen, I don't think we are proposing
that, it seems to me. We are authorizing the exploration of the American federal answer to this question, as well as others, as well as the
one that I pointed out that the State Department has favored.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. But that exploration is going to lead to certaii recommendations with respect to Atlantic Union, or European
union, and a common monetary system or common currency, common
military policy, and a common foreign policy?
M~r. STRBIT. I would hope it would. 'he questions you have asked,
in the answers of mine that you have pointed to, I was asked my
personal view, and expressed it, far beyond the resolution itself.
I would hope that this convention would feel free to explore things
very fully. I think it is high time that we had, first, a free-ranging
exploration of the whole problem. What it would 'come out with,
Heaven only knows.
You remember the first Convention in this country, the one in
Annapolis, was saved by your own State's instructions to its delegates,
which were broader than the others, that this was not just a meeting
to deal with commercial affairs.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I don't want to interrupt you, but I assume
the United States would not be in the same position as New Jersey
was back in 1787. We would represent presumably one of the larger
states, and our stakes, for that very reason, might be "considerably
higher. That is what concerns me.
Let's take two states willing to sit down. Perhaps this ih an unlikely
hypothesis, but suppose the United States and France should be two
members of this convention that is being proposed. You Suggest that
as a result of the holding of this convention a peaceful way'to pace in
Vietnam would open immediately, that in some way the convention
would speed a solution to that problem. How? I abtne. that a
convention would mnean that a decision by the meirib0f'bt e9J
ef
this
Atlantic Union'would be binding on all states. Woiild'an fidiVidual
nation be obligated to suspend' whatever it had bet dobi.'if-the union
itself did not want to'continue it?
I can see no other conclusion to draw from that. AhXi I correct in
that?
Mr. STREIT. With all deference, I must say I think you are quite
incorrect in your reasoning on this.
Mr. FREIANGHUYSEN. Let's assume we have the inion now. In
what way would that speed a solution to Vietnam? If you are correct,
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and this could be done in an honorable way, this would be a very
strong argument in favor of such a union.
[r. STREIT. I think your misunderstanding of my view on that
results from the fact, I give only a sentence or two to cover it. I will
develop it in a minute. But first I would say that this resolution
does not authorize the delegates there to go int) operating questions,
at all.
Mr. FI1ELIXGHUYSEN. I understand that.
I am talking now on the assumption that we had the union. Iow"
would this end the var? We have only about 5 minutes, so I ain
pressing this.
Mr. STIEIT. I would be glad to send you my full statement on
that. It boils down to this:
I believe that Moscow, from its past practices, would be so concerned in trying to prevent this union being realized that it, woul
make very considerable concessions to remove any incentive to bring
it. about. I think that., therefore, it would bring pressures on North
Vietnam; its concessions would be there. I have heard from people
who have been there and whose views I respect. that Moscow hIas
really very great influence with Hanoi, and my guess is simply that
the Soviet, in seeking to remove incentive for' this convention to
reniedy ineffective unification would make concessions in Vietnani.
Mr. FnIEINtHUYSE,. I an not sure I follow at. all your argument
as to why a federal union of some NATO allies would bring alny
pressure on North Vietnam to stop its aggression.
Mr. STREIT. I did not mean to say that, sir. I meant the mere
calling of this by the United States, authorizing, should I say, this
convention to explore the possibility of agreement on an eventual
Atlantic Union, would lead the Soviet-I am not. talking now about
anything the convention would have done; I in talking about the
mere act of calling it, of moving seriously in this direction.
My premise is that the Soviet government does not want any such
union to be established, and that. it, will pay a very high liice to
prevent its being established, and that its strategy, as'in the past, wiill
be to actually make concessions so as to prevent this.
I could develop this in detail if you wish.
Mr. FRiEJJINGHUYSEm. Moving to another point, hypothesizing that
we have a union now, the point would be to develop a common military
policy. One of the reasons for such union would be to develop a
common policy, not having individual nations having their own
national policies; is that correct? We have had several other
sponsors of these resolutions saying that this would be one of time
objectives, a common foreign policy, common military policy.
now would such agreement be reached?
Would it not be possible, if an agreement were reached that the
United States would be unable to -'pursue its own objectives-if that
common policy should not be the same as the U.S. policy?
Mr. STREIT. It seems to me all those questions are too hypothetical
to be answered in detail right now.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I cannot imagine a more practical question,
if as a participant in a federal union the United States would be obligated towithdgraw its forces from Viotnam if the other member states
of the Atlantic Union decided that should happen.
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I can imagine no more practical application of the consequences of
such a union than to hypothesize such a situation.
You mentioned in your statement something about a majority vote.
On page 9, I think, you mentioned that the convention wouldmake
decisions by a majol:ity vote. On theUnion."
bottom of page 9: "They will
Iccoinniden this approwh to Atlantic
Tits, I would assume that a majority-no matter how you determine the majority-the majority woull prevail over an individual
member state.
Mr. STREIT. ';Mr. Frelinghuysen, whether the convention moved by
tnanimnity or majority, anything it did would be simply recoimendation, and have no effect until ratified by our constitutional processes.
And these are very thorough and long.
I think the kindly of federal union that I believe we must come topersonally, I believe we must come to-would require, I believe, an
amendment to the U.S. Constitution.
Whatever plan is submitted, if the convention does agree on some
of these steps-and that remains to be seen-whatever plan is subinitted will have to go through a very thorough and soul-searching
examination in this country, InI France, in England, in every one of
the countries, before it comes into effect.
This is the democratic process.
As I said, with this very rapidly moving, changing world it would
seem to me that there is not much danger in anything that you consitter, or others consider, rash being done.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I wish you would not put words in my
mouth. I have not used the expression "rash."
I very strongly favor effective ways of improving cooperation
between nations, but it seems to me if we take a st p as far reaching
as you hope this will be, we ought to look carefully before we take that
first step. It is as simple as that. Furthermore if we should be
bound to a common military policy, it seems to me we might be
tying our hands-and I mean all the members of this alliancebecause one member might argue against another, and thus be able
to prevent any action. Presumably were France in an Atlantic
Union and we were in it, too, she would be able to prevent us from
doing what we are trying to do in southeast Asia.
I recognize my time has expired.
'h. STREIT. Sit-, I think you are considering some of the dangers
that might arise by action, and seem to be omitting the dangers of inaction, if I may say so, Mr. Frelinghiuysen.
It would appear to me that we are signing no check in blank by
authorizing a convention to explore freely i'ithout government instructions; that is, they would not be binding any government, and
would not be h)inding 'the Congress of the United States, to explore
freely atil fully how to work out-now, this might be in 15 or 20 or 30
years, (lependitig on the speed of events-to work out a federal union,
In the eni.
If you take the position we should never at any tine ever contempilate having any federal union, no matter whether we are going to

the moon and i)ack, or any other technological advances that aire m-khug the world smaller and smaller, you are certainly entitled to that
position.
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Mr. FRELINrHUYSEN. We have a form of international cooperation
right now, Mr. Streit, called the United Nations. I think we might
learn lessons both from its advantages and weaknesses.
I am certainly not opposed to this kind of discussion, but I think the
far-reaching consequences of what you are suggesting make it very
necessary for us to proceed with caution.
Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Frelinghuysen, your time has expired.
Mr. Fraser.
Mr. FRASER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Streit, I wanted to add my commendation to that which has
been made by others with respect to your many years of leadership in
developing and promoting the idea that Western nations could do
better by working together than by working separately.
The first question I would ask might be a logical one following Mr.
k
Frelinghuysen's question .
I concur in the idea that we ought to know what we are doing before
we vote for this resolution.
How long, has this idea of the union of the Atlantic nations been
discussed publicly in the United States? For how many years?
Mr. STREIT. Since 1939.
Mr. FRASER. Would it be your view-that would be approximately
27 years?
Mr. STREIT. Yes, sir.
Mr. FRASER. This would lead one to believe that we have not
shown undue haste in moving in this direction.
M'r. STREIT. I would concur in that.
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Streit, because of the nature of this resolution,
would it, be your view that nations which do not have within themselves democratic procedures, that is, the use of the ballot box and a
reasonable amount of 0pen choice by the citizens, would it be your view
that these kifid of nations would not be likely to be eligible to become
participants in the kind of federal union you are thinking of?
Mr. STREIT. Yes, sir. I want to make that view very definite.
I would expect any such union to have av ery strong bill of rights,
at least as strong as our own, to proteot'the individual's liberty.
After all, that is why we Americans have always formed our governments. I cannot conceive of our going into any union that would not
have similar guarantees, as we have always had in America, nor do I
conceive of any country that did not have sufficient guarantees of
individual liberty, or was unwilling tQ give them-I cannot conceive
of their coming into such union.
Mr FRASER. I suppose in this way the proposed Atlantic Union
would be rather sharply differentiated from membership in the United
Nations?
Mr. STREIT. Yes, sir.
The union, it would seem to me, could lie a member of the United
Nations, but would inherit the voting'power of all the nations in it,
just as Soviet Russia has two of its states-two of its states have
delegations in the United Nations. The union would have, I hope,
once it was formed-I insist this is a question of how all of thisis
worked out by the convention, what it recommends, and that.would be
subject to ratification or nonratification-but I would certainly hope
it would have common foreign policy ind a number of other things
that are of common concern to the people of the union; and that
would be on a much different basis, then, than the United Nations.
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I was for 10 years correspondent for the New York Times covering
the League of Nations every day of the year for 10 years, and so I have
some knowledge of tihe workings of that system. It was the failure of
the League for structural reasons, its failure to cope with depressions
and wars, that was one of the reasons that led me to write my book,
"Union Now."
Mr. FRASER. The reason I raised the question as to the quality of
the democratic procedures which might be required for membership
is thht I thought a great deal about how, in this world, we can move
toward the rule of law.
I have been, and I am today, a very strong supporter of the United
Nations. But I have not been able to conceive of our moving toward
a rule of law on a worldwide basis where important O6nstituent
members such as Soviet Russia-zandI--suppo4.e someday China will
be a iember-such nation deny to their own citizens free choices and
tmo
individual liberties.
Ut
Ni
So while I want tp see the Usted Natins rencthlehed, to move
toward the concept of the rule of law, i,.eiis" to me-we ha vq to think
of law are
in terms of those/ations in whjc llthe traditiois of the ruleestablied.
strong and in which protectioii of the in lividual', ri hts is
It is for this
l 4 ason tht'1 come to theyview.tliat the Atlantic nion

concept has t be the'beginning f.estaishing a rtile of law in this
world. I doii't know whether yg,.agyqe NQik me 6 r not, but I I ave.

thought abofht thisa great dcal'p$fa IUto not fi)A any'pther ansN' er.
Mr. STRE('. I agree entirely h you. I w Ulhot citedall the c les,
but I certain ly agree thit the it, d aJtionls l ah &one a great deal of
jood, and s6 did the 1eagwie fl IN ns" F: Biipt caniiot cope N'ith all
about the rule of
these other roblems \ And tl. \thing y
/
y)fli lih-said
law I think very coent.
.
/
o:.
Ir. FRASR. hvelrun o6 bi
ronlud
n.-sayig it'is- my vieiw that if the Wetern
I wv nt
nations should\embark on a conveiitio/Nof this kind it1iglit le d to,
Jniop, which wpuld be
perhaps, an evol itionary growth an Atlanltic
open then to otlr nations aktiev cold qualifv,!and this xybuld do
more than anythih else that "could be .aone ii the worl/today to
promote the welfare mankind.
This I feel very deeply, and so I again want to comminend you for
'
your very excellent work.
what you say
Mr. STREIT. I want to than -you..and-agr with
about being open ended. I can see the success of the development of
the Atlantic community along these federal lines would be as successful as in the United States, only on a much vaster scale. As Fortune
magazine said years ago, the only way one can really grasp the
possibilities that this opens is by considering the American experience
and noting that this would be on a much greater scale.
I think it is'essential-a point you made, that I did no, Louch onthat we must advance toward a rule of law between nations. I do
not see how we can do this on a universal basis, if if is to be what we
understand as law in a free society. Then how are we to proceed?
I think we have to have a pilot plant somewhere,-between democratic
free nations. I do not believe that the ideal of the democratic nation
is going to profit much from the present fragmentation of the world.
To me freedom is an extremely difficult way of life, and a Very rewardi one But very few nations have been able to maintain an even
fairly free rule of law for even 100 years.
.

,
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So it seems to ne we need to pioneer in this field by seeking to
estlablish-1at least exl)lore tile possibility of establishing-sonle pilot
plant here around the Atlantic--a union, with effective, representative, (lenioeratic government between our Atlantic nations. I think
(his would have a tremendous influence in promoting freedom everywhere in tie worll.
MortAN. Are thereany further questions?
n .
chairman
hlIr. Frelinghuysen?
,Nir. Fm.;m nf, IUYS.. Yes, M[r. Chairman.
I hope, 'Mr. Stieit., you (to not, take these questions to mean that I am
not in favor of inereal'sed cooperation between nationsn, especially those
I feel very
tradittionlat
istititionis
common
havewesome
that
and
equivalent,
someties.
or develop
NATO and
revitalize
should
strogly
improve t le it ernational climate one way or another.
Mr. -TREI1IT. I am sure I understand ilie spirit in which you are
ptttting your questions.
Mr. FrLlNGIIuSE,N.. Tile concept of Atlantic Union strikes me as a
very far-reaching one. On page 10 vou imply, as ati example, that, ti
basic problem that we have had wit our NATO allies, "The problem
of how to work out, a fair, effective, democratic balance of voting power
between the American colossus and our NATO allies is the basic
challenge we now face," arie your words.
How' is tie Atlantic Union concept going to solve this problem,
which has admittedly been plaguing us a? long time?
Perhaps "sneer" is not ti eword, but. you belittle the idea of a
European union as one step toward a partnership between the
American colossus and our other NATO allies. Yet you admit. this
miuht be one of tile consequences of the convention you advocate.
you suggest the Atlantic Union
how would
If '\ou had your way
problem?
wodd resolve this continuing
Nit. S'rim. First, if at European political union came ouit of this
convention it. wild be in the framework of an eventual Atlantic
Union, and this \umld lessen, altlugh not at all remove, tile dangers
I pointed to in su:ch a political unimi separate from the United States
and Calada.
'Mr. F'RimWNGi UYsEM. You say, of course, it is within tile frlamework of an event il Atlantic Union. But it might be tile European
cotutries would i'tit want that. It' they read your testh.ny today,
the, might see disadvalitfaes to joining something larger tamia ilniol
would give tile greatest degree of strength to their own currenlth1t
ci('s, as atillexamli)le.
Mr. '.MIM'rT. ";ite of them might do that. I think the wiser olles
wNVIll( realize that it is extremely dangerous to have two rival curleniies, even ifthey tire of fairly equal power. I mnelitioned the
monetary clement. "There are ot her elements in whieli tile United
States would imve ,greater assets than those of Europe. But we have
had internatiou:1i monetary stability only w-heni one curreticy--hirst
Ole podlil, thetl ile dolhll--dollhilkted tlhe whole world.
I think the Emuropeans, pariluie.thrly tle Frenchi, would be very
iiitoh concerned ahout the (angers resulting fr'om the points that
1,have ouiuitt out. tile (dlngers to them as Well Is to us. The fallout
ii a imnietzii'y cra 4t hits everywhere.
NIr. l'IliG No vUysuU. 1 wold mt iirmue about the gravity of tile
mioietary problem. and perhaps we have been less aggressive than
-
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we should have been in doing something about it. My basic question
renlains unanswered.
Let's assume tile European members of the Atlantic Union do not
envisAae European union as the fireal step, but one step toward
AtlantL Union. How would this get the "American colossus"
argument behind us? How would Atlantic Union in iny way help in
iig country and a number
solving the difficult relationship of one very
effecti ely?
cooperating
countries
smaller
of
I can see, and you mention it, that one of the results would bepage 11-one of the results would be, you imply, that if such an
Atlantic Union should develop, the United States, who often offers
"guarantees, safeguards, and other blessings," would no longer be in
the driver's seat. This could be rephrased to suggest that the United
States would be completely dominated by our partners inthe Atlantic
Union, that they would use us as a treasury but take from us the right
and responsibility of deciding how to spend our own money. This is
the basic argument you have to overcome.
If the "colossus" is simply to be divided up )by the decision of tile
other partners it might be a good idea for us not to join in it'. If we
(lid, even with tile best of intentions, we migit get inserious trouble.
Mlr. SmENT. I think tihe best answer is the one that has proved
effective in our own system, in which one House of the Federal
Legislature is weighted on tile side of tile snmldler States, and tile
other House is weighte(d ol the side of the larger. At the time this
was invented it was, of course, tie invention of neessity. But it has
worked so well that it has been copied in practically all federal constitutions everywhere, this balance between the two.
It seems to me it has rather well safeguarded both small and large
states. I would certainly not want, and would be on guard against
any outcome that wouldallow either us to dominate the others or
allow us to be dominated by them.
I think-in all practical politics-in such a structure the United
States with its huge population would have ample means of making
its views felt in the House, if the American people were agreed on then
and by the nature of things in the Senate the smaller nations would
have a strong position.
I 'do not mean we would have to follow necessarily the basis of
equality in the senate.
May I add one point on that, tomake it clear. It seems to me in
so vast a structure here you have to have some modifications on the
Senate side. I suggested in one of my books that there should be a
modification whereby every state had two senators, but those with
more than 25 million population had an additional two senators for
each 25 million, and then there were some qualifications on that.
But tle net result would be to keep in one house, as in our own
Federal Government, the smaller states in a strong position and in
the other house the larger states-im this instance, tile United Statesinl a strong position, to safeguard the interests of those people when
they are vitally concerned.
In most things, as you know, the different states can have representatives in Congress from both parties, or in the same party that
vote differently on the same bill. But when it comes to something
that affects a whole section in what they consider to be their vital
08-536---e11
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interests, they tend to move together, and we do not tend to override

the strong views of a big section of the Union.
Mr. FRELINoUYSON. There might not be tile intention to override,
but it seems to me one of the results might be to do just that. Nor
(toes this constant harking back to the 18th century reassure me at all
about the problems this union would represent to nations in the
20th century. I realize there is something common between what
was done in 1789 and this proposal, but to talk about population is no
answer.
To be quite bald about it, today's problem is not a question of
population. If you developed on the basis of sheer numbers, we might
get in far more serious trouble, because the wealth of this country is
of more significance than the number of people in our population.
Mr. STREIT. That was also a view that was maintained in the
Federal Convention in 1787, that representation should be based on
wealth rather than on number of citizens. It did not prevail.
It seems to me as regards the relevance hereMr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Therefore it should not prevail in the 20th
centTry? Is that the conclusion I am supposed to draw, because
representation based on wealth (lid not prevail in the 18th century?
I to not plan to advocate, nor be a participant in a(vocating, the
transfer by the citizens of this country of our sovereignty to an international body unless I feel sure the national interests of this country
areThis
protected.
may sound selfish and parochial, but it seems to be an absolutely ftunlamental reason why a resolution like this has not gone
further in spite of the eloquence with which it has been advocated over
decades.
Mr. STREtT. I would welcome the chance to discuss this with you
at any length you wish, Mr. Frelinghuysen. But it seems to me the
national interest, of our country are, (a)to prevent another world
war, (b) to prevent another monetary crash and depression, (c) to
prevent the advance of dictatorship throughout the world, and,
above all, to advance and preserve our system of individual liberty for
time citizens.
rhe question of sovereignty, to me in this, the overriding sovereignty, is in the citizens, not in the state governments.
Mr. FmuEImNOHUYSEN. Regrettably, we do not have time to talk
about such big topics as this, within the time limitation we have.
There is no reason that I can see to think war will be prevented by
transfer of sovereignty to a regional organization. I could understand advocating such a course more easily, if sovereignty were
transferred to the United Nations. At least that would take us
beyond a particular region, and if you gave the United Nations more
sinews and an adequate peacekeeping force, and saw to it that this
force kept the peace between nations, you might have an argument
that a transfer of sovereignty would reduce war.
As it. stands, it seems to me this might even increase the chances
of war. You mention the possibility of depression. There is no
reason to think that this is the only solution to prevent a depression
such as you envisage.
Of course, we need to seek some form of international cooperation
so we do not have competition between national currencies. How-
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ever, that is already underway with no thought of Atlantic Union as
the way to got a constructive result.
The possibility of dictators-you pointed out yourself that the
executive in an Atlantic Union might be someone like General de
Gaulle, who would be in a position to exercise very considerable
power.
Mr. STRIrT. Sir, I said in the European union.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSFN. You are quite right, but is it not possible
that you might get a dictatorr as the chief executive of an Atlantic
Union? It seems quite possible to me. Te fact they are all peaceloving members doesn't mean someone might not seek to take advantage of the considerable powers held by the executive of such a
union.
Mr. STREIT. Mr. Frelinghuysen, the question that seems to eito
be before us is not that of looking into all the dangers of exploring.
I do not see any dangers, really, in exploring the question in the
framework this has. I do see dangers in not exploring, not coming to
grips with some of these problems we are facing. I certainly would
not maintain that any solution that human beings are going to
bring out would be a panacea to cure everything and leave nothing
for the next generations to deal with. But I dobelieve time freedom
and the standard of living of the American people have been immensely advanced-and their peace and security and individual
liberty, (1ite to the fact that instead of continuing to depend on
cooperation between State governments we formed a union which
was based on the citizens rather than on the State goverunents. I
believe that since it worked out not only in the 18th century, but it
worked in the 19th century, and has worked in the 20th century, I
think it deserves to be explored.

Mr. FmELINGHUYSEN. Perhaps because I am a Republican I am

somewhat suspicious of the power of the Federal Government. Because of the constant growth of Federal power there is nothing much
left for the States. If our Founding Fathers could come back and
see how little there is as far as effective government is concerned still
residing in the States I imagine they would be somewhat shocked. I
am not arguing that this is not inevitable, and the only practical way
to run this country.
But what you are suggesting is a move in an international field
toward an entity which would raise its own money, levy, its own taxes,
develop its own armies, decide whether or not to use them to prevent
a member state from deciding for itself whether it wants to use its
men and its forces for a particular purpose. I would suppose that
this would be an inevitable consequence of entering into such a union.
Certainly one of our 50 States now cannot decide it will not proceed
with an unpopular war, or that it will go to war whether or not the
Federal Government approves. I assume the individual heiiber
states of an Atlantic Union also would be deprived of their individual
national responsibility. 1 do not say this is an im possible conception,
and I certainly agree that it is good for us to explore this, as a committee, with those who are expert in this field.
Yet what you are suggesting in this resolution is far more thaail
exploration. In part oF the language of tile resolution it.
is seemingly
an exploration, but what you seem to 1)0 suggestinig should( collie frmolI
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this exploration is a constitution that would then be ratified by the
congresses of the different countries.
I realize, Mr. Chairman I have imposed on the committee's time
and on Mr. Streit's. I wili try not to make further comments.
Chairman MORGAN. Mrs. Bolton.
Mrs. BOLTON. You spoke of the languages, and so oi. We all
feel very strongly the language barriers. I wonder whether you have
looked into the possibility of the use of Basic English as a ground to go
out into other languages from?
Mr. STREIT. I have not given that the attention it deserves. I
would guess that from the development .of English through the world
in my lifetime, and from the composition of this union, in which there
would be more than half the population English speaking, this would
enhance the use of Basic English.
Mrs. BOLTON. I would like to have your judgment as to the possible
use of basic English, where many of these new little nations come in,
as to whether it might not be a very useful avenue, and that it would
be a helpful thing? I would like to feel that you were very well versed
in what they have already done, and why it has been kept alive for just
such a purpose as this, worldwide communication.
I don't want to take any more of the committee's time. We have
to go to the floor.
Mr. STREIT. 1 would be in favor of any steps on the language basis
that would bring about the result you speak of.
Mrs. BOLTON. Of course, you kvow, C. K. Ogden presented it in
England, Churchill finally accepted it, and the idea has had a very
interesting growth.
Mr. STREIT. I am1 sure this type of union woul(l give considerable
impetus to tie growth of English in the world.
Mrs. BOLTON. It would be interesting if you could read Plato's
Republic in time English version that is, now available, Ipublished by
time Cambridge Press.
Mr. STREIr. I regret that, Mr. Frelinghuysen has had to leave, but I
would point out for the record there are a number of Republican
leaders ho all share Mr. FIrelinghuysen's fear of federalization. Certainly Barry Goldwater (toes, yeli he as well as former President Eisenhower, Richard Nixon, Governor Ronney, Governor Rockefeller,
Governor Scranton, have all endorsed this resolution. I think this
should be kept in mind. They are not fearful of it.
We cannot possibly know w"hat would come out of this convention.
A groat deal is going to depend on whether the situation is getting
better or worse. Democratic peoples (1o not move very rapidly except
from necessity, and then they usually (1o too little, too late. Now,
when this convention meets-if it is not approved this year this
means delay for at least a year, to start, with. I would think it would
take at least a year to get this started, after it is approved by Congress.
We don't know what is going to happen in those years. If things
are moving, if the United Nations is making a much better world,
there may not, be so much incentive to federate Atlantica. But it is
only 5 years, I believe, since the wvall in Berlin was built, and the
confrontation in Cuba was 4 years ago, and only 9 years ago sputnik
(.tle ill. My guess is that, te sitailationi is nlot going to become easy
in time coming years. It is goil.o to .Ie (ifficult. And time pressure is
going to be onmls to get a nore ('ffeetive answer.
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Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for the time you have given
'1e.
Thank you mneol)ers of the committee.
Chairinan OTROAN. Thank you very nutch, Mr. Streit.
AC this time, if there is no objection, 1 want to insert in the record
letters and statements in support, of the resolutiins by the Honorable
Richard M. Nixon, the Honorable Francis B. Sayre, Mr. Elino Roper,
Sir Michael Wright, former British delegate to the Nuclear Test Ban,
10-Nation and 18-Nation l)isarmamont Conference; Mr. Hans Christian Sonne, Mr. l[ithgow Osborn, vice president of the CitizenAdvertiser, Aulburn, N.Y., and Mr. Charles S. Rhyne.
(The statements referred to follow :)
STATEMENT OF RICIIARD M. NIXoN, NEw YonK, N.Y., SEPTEMBER 1, 1966

It is fitting that the United States the world's first truly federal government,
should be a main force behind the effort to find a basis for a broad federation of
free Atlantio nations.
Although the accomplishment of the ultimate goal of the Resolution may well be
impossible to attain for many years, recent events of history and the numerous
scientific and technological advances of the last twenty years point the way in this
direction. It would be foolish for us to ignore the fact that science and history are
even now fatefully combining to accomplish the same goal. Perhaps, by antioipating the further shrinking of the world, the dialogue which this Resolution contemplates will provide a resourceful tool for coping with the problems of a world which
in twenty years will have undergone even more drastic changes than have occurred
since World War 11.
I have been deeply disturbed of late by the trend of events in Europe. The
renewed nationalism of France has for the moment halted the pace at which the
nations of Western Europe were moving toward becoming a unified and federated
community. By adopting a measure such as the Atlantic Union Resolution we
could give now Impetus to the spirit of federalism In Western Europe.
To be sure the once t of an Ati antica" is at present only a rem, but in the

age of the rocket, dIreams become reality with a speed which is difficult to imagine.
Trhe Atlantic Union Resolution Is a forward-looking proposal which acknowledges
the depth andi breadth of Incredible change which is going on in the world around
us.

I urge its adoption.'

VINEYARD HAVEN, MASS., August 28, 1966.
iIon. THOMAS E. MORGAN,
Chairman, Foreign Affairs Committee,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
My DEAR MR. MORGAN: May I send you this word in strong support of the
Atlantic Union Resolution now being considered by the House Foreign Affairs
Committee.
Sooner or later all those believing in worldwide justice and human freedom
must unite to withstand international bri andago; and surely the most practicable
approach to this great objective must te through leadership of justice-loving
peoples united for those great ideals. The United States should lead the way.
For the cause of human welfare and Christian advance I therefore strongly
urge support of the Atlantic Union Resolution.
Faitfuly
yorsFRANCIS
B. SAYRE.
ELMo ROPER ASsoCIATES,

New York, N.Y., August 80, 1966.
Hon. ThoMAS E. MORGAN,
Chairman Foreign Affairs Committee,
Home, of representatives, Washington, D.C.
)EARu CHAIRMAN MORGAN: I should like to urge passage of the resolution to
create an Atlantic Union delegation.
I believe that the proposed Atlantic convention would be the most signiflcant
step that can be taken in the area of Atlantic relations. There are many reasons
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why this step should be taken. Part of the reason is military Only through concerted strength can the shifting pressures of the global Communist threat )e met
successfully. Part of the reason is economic: Taken together, the Atlantic countries represent a full 70 per cent of the world's productive capacity, potentially
the world's strongest economic grouping. It has been estimated that by elimination of trade barriers between our countries, so that the area's full economic potential can be efficiently developed, we would achieve a 30 per cent rise in our
standard of living
But most of al, only through forging deep and lasting ties between the Atlatic
democracies is there hope that democracy itself, rather than communism and other
totalitarian ideologies, can shape the future development of the world.
The precarious ties of alliances will not give us the unity, or the security we
ed. Throughout history, alliances have been notoriously unstable, breaking
(town whenever the self-interest of one member has run counter to the collective
interest of the alliance.
They fail, because they leave the root of the problem untouched: The primary
allegiance remains with the nation. Nor will the United Nations, whatever important functions it may serve, provide us the guarantees we seek; it has the same
essential limitations as any alliance. We will not solve the problems that beset
us until we come to understand that sovereignty resides not in the nation but in
its people, to confer on whatever shape or form of government that best suits their
leedS.
A survey done by my firm in 1963 has shown that most Americans are convinced
of the value and necessity of close continuing ties with Europe. Our people know
that whatever short-term difficulties and disruptions may mark our relations with
Europe, long history, common values and traditions, as well as economic and
political self-interest, act to unite us most closely with the democratic nations
across the Atlantic. The survey also found considerable receptivity, among
people with opinions on the subject, to a number of concrete proposals for even
closer ties with the other Atlantic nations.
The American people are ready for new positive steps toward a more stable and
peaceful world, and they see in our historical links with Europe a rich source of
strength and stability. The current resolution offers an opportunity to bring to
fruition the long dream of an Atlantic community of free nations.
I very much hope that this opportunity is seized.
ELMO RoPR.
Sincerely yours,

Hon. THOMAS E. MORGAN,

PEASILAKE, SURREY, ENOLAND,

September 1, 1966.

Chairman, Foreign Affairs Committee,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DE,,\R MR. CONORESSMAN: I have learned with interest of the decision by the
House Foreign Affairs Committee to hold hearings on the Atlantic Union IResolution.
I am writing to you to express my conviction, which is shared by many in
Britain, of the primary importance for the safety, prosperity, and happiness of
the Western world of early and active steps to promote discussion and action
upon closer Atlantic integration.
Regrettably, there is a widespread impression in European countries, that
action in this sense is not practical politics in the United States. The Committee
Hearings may accordingly prove of great significance if they demonstrate that this
impression is an illusion.
With best wishes for the work of the Committee in this vital field,
Sir MICAEL Wnumn',
Yours sincerely,
Former British Delegate to the Nuclear Test Ban, 10-Nation and 18-Nation Disarmament Conferences.
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NEw YORK, N.Y., August 29, 1906.
lion. THOMAS E. MORGAN,
Chairman, Foreign Affairs Committee,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
D AR CONGRESSMAN MORGAN: I am familiar with the Atlantic Union Resolution, on -which your Foreign Affairs Committee will hold hearings on August
30th, and I write to say that 1 fully support it.
It is-to my mind-of great importance to the future of our country that a
resolution-substantially as drafted-be adopted by the House of Representatives.
Believe me.
HANS CHRISTIAN SONNET.
Sincerely yours,

THE CITIZEN-ADVERTISER,

Auburn, N.Y., August 2.9, 1966.
lion. TnIOMAS E. MORGAN,
Chairman, Foreign Affairs Committee,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I would like to go on record as strongly favoring the
Joint Resolution now before your committee-"To create a delegation to a convention of North Atlantic Nations."
It would commit this country to nothing except to consult and to "reason
together" (as LBJ is wont to say) with other North Atlantic countries on the
future of the alliance and the Atlantic peoples.
I have always been a Democrat and this paper has in general supported President Johnson. However, I find that the neglect of the administration to do anything (except to utter sweet talk) to maintain and strengthen the Atlantic Alliance
is shocking. It has neglected to take any of the many possible initiatives open to
it. Our great power carries with it responsibility, including the duty of leadership.
The passage of the Resolution in question might well have the effect of galhanizing the White House and the State Department into constructive action.
LITHOW OSBORNE.
Yours very sincerely,

RHYNE & RIIYNE,

Washington, D.C., August 31, 1966.
Hon. THOMAS B. MORGAN,
Chairman, Foreign Affairs 6Committee,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
1)EAR M n. MORGAN: I write in support of the Atlantic Union Resolution.
There never has been a time in all history when It was more important that
North Atlantic nations work together and join together to advance our common
goals. The joint resolution before your Committee is a modest step in the right
direction.
CHARLES S. RHYNE.
Very respectfully yours,

Chairman MORGAN. The committee stands adjourned
September 20.
(Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the committee adjourned.)

until
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HOUSE oF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS,

! 'ashington, D.C.

'The coninittee met, v,pursuant. to adjournment, at 10:20 a.m. in

room 2172, Rayburn Building, Hon. Thomas E. Morgan (chairman)

Presiding.

Chairman
aM0oIAN. The committee vill come to order.

The committee meets this morning in open session for continuation
of the hearings on House Concurrent Resolution 523 and similar
resoltiolns.
'The witness this morning is the Hon. George Ball, Under Secretary
of State, accompanied by lion. H. G. Torbert,, Jr., Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Congressional Relations.
M\r. Secretary, you have a )repared statement, and you may
proceed, but before the Secretary starts the testimony, I want to
announce that it is going to be absolutely necessary for him to depart
from the conimittee room here at 11:30. He has a conference with the
President at the White House shortly after that, and lie has to be
on time.
I ask that members of the committee keep this deadline in mind in
(lirecting their questions to the Secretary.
Mr. Secretary, you may l)roceed with your prepared statement.
STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE BALL, UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE
Mr. BALL. 'hank you, Mr. Chairman.
''his conimuit tee is examining proposals-in the form of resolutionsdesigned to encourage a federal union of the North Atlantic countries.
(ertainly the Department of State favors the development of
increased coo)eration among these nations. We look forward to
seeing this coo)eration-over tinie-assume an increasingly political
forill. We welcome i lireased -discussion among private citizens who
seek to promote Athnti cooperation.
r. chairman , endorse these resoinBut, I caminot in all candor,
tions since they (1(to t, il our view, accord with the political realities
of this mid-2Oth century. It is our experience that the purust. of
unrealistic goals distracts from, rather ti tan assists, time achievement
of the useful wid the I)ossible. We (to not believe a U.S. Goveraunent
initiative on Atlantic Union would serve our interests and those of
our Hilrolpeai friends at this time.
'rile ntural forces that. tenid to bind together tie 1)eolles of the
North Atlantic are clear for all to see. We share a commmnon history
1111dl a common civilization. We tare legatees of the great civilization
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of the Greeks, the political institutions of Rome, and the unifying
moral force of Christianity.
We are in a real sense children of the same history and the same
spirit, as the men who founded our country well knew. The first
of the great anticolonial struggles-our own War of Independencewas sparked by explosive ideas that originated in Europe.
Beyond our common heritage there is a second element that has
tended to unite the Atlantic world. The nations of Western Europe
and North America have, to a unique extent, been beneficiaries of
the industrial revolution of the 19th century, and the great scientific
revolution of the 20th. As a result, the Atlantic nations occupy a
position of unparalleled power. They share a set of unique world
responsibilities that derive partly from that powNer and partly from
the great ideas of human freedom that first flourished in the West.
Together, we Atlantic nations produce some two-thirds of the
world's industrial output, while having only one-sixth of the world's
population. We use advanced technology and a highly skilled labor
force to feed manyv other parts of the woRld. We share an enormous
reservoir of capital and trained manpower.
A recitation of these facts poses the central question this committee is considering today. Given the common heritage of the
West, how can the Atlantic nations best translate their shared national interests into common policies? How can they most. effectively
work together to contribute to the needs of the modern world?
In principle, there are two major Ways of going about combining
the energies and resources of the peoples of the Atlantic area.
One way would be, as the pending resolutions suggest, to move
toward some form of Atlantic federalism immediately. The second
way would be to encourage the nations of Western Europe to move
toward unity, while we at the some time worked at perfecting transatlantic institutions to make possible an effective partnership between
North America and a uniting Europe.
Of these two approaches, the realities of politics and power clearly
favor the second.
There are, it seems to me, two reasons why it is unrealistic to expect
great progress toward Atlantic Union at the present time.
The first derives from the great disparity in size and resources between America, on the one side of the ocean, and the individual nation
states of Europe on the other.
The second results from geography. The United States faces not
only on the Atlantic, but also on the Pacific Ocean, while Europe does
not---and the United States also has special responsibilities within the
Western Hemisphere.
The fact of disparity in size is, it seems to me, the central and
inescapable impediment to serious movement toward Atlantic Union
at the present time. During the last. 20 years we bave seen a massive
transformation of the power balance of the world, of the power
structure of the world, in fact. The nations of Western Europe,
which only a quarter of a century ago controlled a great part of the
population of the earth through vast colonial systems, have been
reduced to their metropolitan dimensions. At tle same time, with
the emergence of the United States and the Soviet Union, each
organized on a continent-wide basis, there has been a redefinition of
the scale of size essential to the roleof a world power.
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The individual nation states of Europe, therefore, find themselves
suddenly lacking both well-defined territorial interests around the
world and the vast resources which today are prerequisite for a
generalized world role.
As a result, the European nations have quite naturally tended to
turn their attention inward toward a concentration on their own affairs.
To be sure they have cooperated with the United States in developing
an. Atlantic defense system. But, in economic and political matters
they have been concerned primarily with their own European Affairswith building institutions looking toward economic integration and
taking tentative steps toward political unity within Europe.
Quite frankly, I find little evidence of any strong interest among
Europeans for any immediate move toward greater political unity
with the United States. We Atlantic nations are of different size
and the Europeans are sensitive to this disparity. They fear the
overwhelming weight of U.S. power and influence in our common
councils. They fear the superior resources of U.S. industry in their
economic life. They are concerned that, in their relations with the
United States, they may tend to lose their identities and to become
simply passive ancillaries to American policy.
These are the hard facts, as I see them. Anyone who has attempted
to perfect techniques and arrangements for effective consultation with
European governments cannot help but be sensitive to these realities.
Along with the feeling of European peoples that they have not yet
organized themselves on a basis that enables them to work closely
with the United States without danger of being overwhelmed is the
fear that Atlantic Union under existing circumstances would force
them to pursue American policies not immediately relevant to their
own interests.
This feeling is particularly apparent with regard to our policies in
the Far East. Iere our differences derive in considerable part from
a differing sense of our responsibilities. They flow to some extent
from the fact that the United States is a Pacific power and the European nations are not.
I do not mean to suggest by these comments that there cannot,
and should not be, a progressive drawing together between the peoples
of the United States and those of Western Europe.
Indeed, consistent with their efforts to build -a iinified Europe, most
Europeans continue to favor cooperation across the Atlantic. I think
that the difference between the Department of State and the proponents of the pending resolution is a difference in sequence and
timing and in the assessment of political realities.
We believe that so long as Europe remains merely a continent
of medium- and small-sized states there are definite limits to the
degree of political unity we can achieve across the ocean. We believe,
however, that if Europeans get on with the pressing business of constructing political unity in Europe, a coalescence in the relations of
Europe and the United States can take place at a much more rapid
pace.
Today, our prime objective in Western Europe should be to encourage unity. Western Europe lies between the United States and
the Soviet Union. It is still the center of power and it is no accident
that tile two great wars of modern history have sprung from Europe.
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Over the past three centuries the world has already )paid too dearly
for tile rivalry among European nation states. It is essential that
that rivalry be ended if we are to have any assurance of peace in tile
world.
Fortunately, within the last 20 years, men of great vision have led
Europe by peaceful means to a degree of united action unprecedented
in its history. They are now completing the steps that ire creating
a vast mass market embracing six countries. Sooner or later this
economic community will almost certainly be joined by Great Britain
and perhaps by other European states.
In the political sector they have unfortunately made less progress.
Nonetheless, the internal logic of the situation creates a very strong
pressure toward unity. Europeans have come to recognize that they
caln lay a significant role in the world and make the contributions
which their resources and talents justify only by organizing their
political affairs on a scale of size commensurate'with the requirements
of tile modern age.
It is with these considerations in mind that the United States
throughout all post war administrations has worked toward a constructive partnershil) of equals with a uniting Europe. We wish to build
unity on a sound basis, and experience has taught that nothing can be
more useless-and in fact diversionary-than creating a formalistic
set of institutions without organic vitaClity or political validity.
It is imperative, therefore, that Europe get on with its own special
task of unity if we are finally to deal on a basis of true equality across
the Atlantic. For equality'between Europe and the United States is
not something that we Americans can grant by an act of grace or
create by unilateral flat,. Equality springs from political facts.
Americans can act through a single set of institutions and thus can
apply the full resources of our continent to a,single purpose. Europeans as yet cannot, do this. And, until they are organized to speak
with one voice and act with one will, there can be no real equality.
Efforts to build the basis of Atlantic partnership cannot, of course,
await the full achievement of a united Europe-and they need not.
There is much that. we can and should do. For some years in NATO
and the OECD we Atlantic nations have been seeking to perfect
instruments for common action for defense, and common policies in
otr economic relationships. These are necessary tasks but they are a
far cry from the achievement of a Federal Atlanltic Union. They are
undertaken within the four walls of the possible. They take us,
in Churchill's phrase, "from the tossing mea of cause and theory to the
firm ground of result and fact."
As the process of integration in Europe proceeds it. is not possible to
pIrejudge what more thorough forms of transatlantic collaboration
may develop. I do not rule out the possibility that one day-when
Americans and Europeans can address each other as true equals-both
may choose some more binding form of Atlantic association. But, to
press such associatiot at the l)resent time, Mr. Chairman, on an
unwilling and unequal Europe ctld well postpone the future dawn
of a more perfect unity.
Thank you.
(hairman lMORGAN. 'rlul nk you, Mr. Secretarlmy.
M~lr. Secretary, I just have one qljestion after considering your
st a teenlllt.
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I get the impression that you feel ,hat the Atlantic Union is a
(lesirable objective, but that the real initiative should come after there
is a united Europe?
.Mr. BALL. I think it can Come al)out, Mr. ('hai'man, only if it
occurs by a l)rocess. I think that this process may be (IefeatCd if it
is hastened. [ think that. things have to take plaee which are the
prerequisites to Atlantic unity before it can I)e fully achieved. One
of those Prerequisites, it, seons to me, is a (liflef'ent structure of
organizatioII among the ppeople of Europe.
( 'h airman MoRoAN. Thank y,,ui, M'r. secretary .
.Mrs. Boltol.
.\hIrs. BoLTox. 'rliank you, Nr. Chairman.
Mr. Ball, I have a lot (;f questions, but your time is so limited I will
limit them.
But, having been keenly interested in tile council l of Europe. since
its inception, 1 have been wondering what efl'ect the Atlantic Union
would have on the Council of Europe anti its plans for European
unity?
Mr. BL.
When you say what effect. would Atlantic Union have,
I take it. you mean what effect would these initiatives have.
Mi's. BL'0VON. Yes.
Mlr. BALI,. I think quite frankly they would tend to confuse the
issue. I think it. is all to the good'to have private initiatives in which
groups of Americans and groups of EHim'opeans meet together andi
talk out these problems and talk in a future way about the plans for
an Atlntic. arrangement and Atlantic federalism. I think this kind
of (ross-fertilization of ideas and this kind of better mutual understanding is greatly to be encouraged.
What we-tare talking about here is a U.S. Government initiative,
and I think an initiative of this kind taken at this time would be
misunderstood in Europe. I think that it would not at all succeed,
and I think that it would confuse the efforts that. are going forward in
Europe, including the progress that is being made within tie European
Continent.
Mirs. BOLTON. Thank you very miuch.
Chairman MXIORGAN.

M. Zablocki.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. To pursue the line
of questioning more specifically, would an Atlantic unity enhance or
(leter European unity, Mr. Secretary?
Mir. BALL. Well, again, if we mean by Atlantic unity an initiative of
this kind taken in tie direction of an Atlatie unity, I think it would
confuse the situation. And, I think it could well be misread in Europe
as meaning a withdrawal of Ameri(an supl)ort for European unity.
M1r. ZAnLOCKI. M.r. Secretary, in your' preliminary statement you
indicated that there is "little evidence of any strong interest among
Europeans for any immediate move toward greater political unity
with the United States." And yet some very influential European
leaders have cosigned a statement of resolution which endorses the
comivening of a conference on this question-a move which tile statement desci'ibed as a step in the right direction and very necessary.
Mir. BALL. There is supl)ort for it, M '. Zablocki, among important
and thoughtful peop!-, in Europe. I wouldn't want to suggest
otherwise.
Mr. ZABLOCKI. Then how can you justify, Mr Secretary, your
closing statement that to press such an association at tie present time
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on an unwilling and unequal Europe could well postpotie the future
dawn of a more perfect unity?
Mr. BALL, What we are talking about and I think it is important
to distinguish, are two things: People who have cosigned resolutions
of this kind or proposals of this kind in Europe are speaking as individuals. They are not speaking as governments. What we are talking
al)out here is an initiativewhli would be taken by the. U.S.
Government.
Mr. ZAHLOCKI. Well, Mr. Chairman, would the Secretary be in a
position in executive session to present testimony substantiating this
apparent unwillingness of European governments to participate in
such a conference as proposed in the resolution?
Mr. BALL. I would say this: The problem, the question has not
been posed in that explicit form.
Mr. ZABLOCKI. ''hen on what basis do you make the judgment?
Mr. BALL. This is a matter of experience. It is a matter of working
with them on a day-to-day basis. It is a matter of understanding
the mainsprings of European policies as expressed through European
governments.
Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Secretary, this committee must make its
decision on the evidence presented to us. Among that evidence is
that signed statement of resolution to which I referred earlier. AIthough the signatories are acting as individuals, their statements
represent to me greater evidence than you are presenting to the
comniittee in support of the State Department's position regarding
the alleged unwillingness of Europe to consider an Atlantic unity at
the present time.
Mr. BALL. Well, I would suppose that one piece tf evidence which
would be relevant and useful to the committee would be a statement
of the experience of the foreign office of the United States in dealing
with European governments on a day-by-day basis as to what the
reaction of those governments would be. I wouldn't have the slightest
question about supporting the statement that I made.
Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Chairman, may I ask permission of the committee to insert at this point a letter that our colleague Mr. Findley
has received from Mr. Paul van Zeeland, Former Prime Minister of
Belgium and Honorary Chairman of the Atlantic Institute, in which
he states that the Atlantic Resolution appears to be a great step in
the right direction.
Chairman MORGAN. Without objection it will be inserted in the
record.
(The letter referred to follows:)

Mr.

PAuL FINDLEY,

BRUXELLE8, LE,

August 26f,1066.

Representative in Con gress,

Springfield, Ill.

DzAn Ma. FINDLEY: I received, a couple of days ago, your letter of August the
19th 1060, and I take pleasure in answering to It.
I am very glad to have an opportunity to voice my opinion, concerning the
important matter which is treatedin your letter.
The Atlantic resolution appears to me as a great step in the right direction.
The picture offered to-day by the world at large is a disquieting one.
It shows a continuous and even increasing threat, brought up against our
civilisation, in every corner, by opposing ideologies and measures of all kinds,
armaments, propagandas, ....
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Even In the midst of the free people, who Invoke and get the principal benefit
of that olvilisation, there are so many conflicting and.contradictory views that the
main Impression is one of striking confusion.
The necessity to organise the forces, the will and the resources of the free
people in order to give to any prospective aggressor the conviction that his plans
are useless and vain, Is too evident to need d iseussion, At the same time, such an
organisation of their common resources, both iuaterlal and spiritual, Is essential
and urgent If the free people are truly desirous to offer their citizens the fu1ll
roallsations of the limitless possibilities of their cIvilization-be it on the economic,
social, political, or Intellectual ground. In other words, such a high goal Is
obtainable only by a european american community.
This Is why I hope that the American Congress-will follow the lead of the signers
of the joint resolution you have boon kind enough to call my attention upon.
I do not think I am entitled to write directly to the Chairman or to the members
of the House Foreign Affairs Cdmmitto; but I think appropriate to send those
remarks to you, and lot you make .ofthem the best use to obtain the high purpose
which I know is common to-you and t me..
Sincerely yours,
PAUL I.V
ZELAND
Minister of State Form'primeMinister, Honorary Chairqman "fthe Atlantic
Institute, Chalirnatfthe W.E.AC.
.
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'FI'ree that both from your
own rather fre uent visits to Europe and your position in the Department, you are n close contact with this matter. WOuld you restate,
please, what you believe to be the attitude of the ordinary person
in Europe with respect to this matter of an Atlantic Union?
Mr. BALL. I think that again one must distinguish two things.
The abstract expression of an interest in a closer drawing together
across the Atlantic is one for which I think you will et very great
support. But, I think that When you get down to* the question of
what does this really mean and when you translate it into political
terms that what you get is a real drawing back on the part of Europeans from the idea of going down this road at the present time.
What is involved in any resolution of *thiskind is an adoptibn by the
U.S. Government of an expression of an intention to press toward
some kind of Atlantic Union. I think that the reaction one would
get in Europe would be very rmuch a reactionof driving back; a feel-
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tary of State has been trying to got the other 14 nations just to give
official status to this organization; isn't that right?
Mr. BALI,. TIhat is eight, You are entirely right, Mr. Hays.
Mr. HAYS. And, up to now, not one of them has been able to take
that little stop. This is an organization that has not oven an advisory
power.
Mr. BALi,. The point you are making is very valid. I think this
does indicate a reluctance on the European side to move along that
line.
Mr. HAYS. Mrs. Kelly mentioned three organizations. There are
at least two others that are functioning after itfashion along these
lines-the Council of Europe and t-h6 Western European Union.
There are more international parliaments now than peoplIe have time
to go to. I think-and I talked to, as I say, some of the sponsors of
this-until we got some indication from soae of these European
nations that they are willing to take even the flist step to formalize
some kind of meting place-and that's all we are asking them to dothe United States has already done it 11 years ago. 'They attend
every year on an ad hoc basis and they contribute to the running of it,
but not one of them, not one of them has been willing to take the
stop to say that we officially belong to this organization.
Mr. BALL, Your point is a very valid one. I think it is very useful.
Mr. HAYS. While it might be nice for a lot of well-meaning, thoughtful citizens, to use your language, to talk about this, the political facts
of life being what they are, it would be conversation; isn't that your
opinion?
Mr. BALL. Every movement of this kind is preceded by private
discussion, by a cross-fertilization of ideas. And when the political
movement becomes opportune, then it begins to translate itself into
political action. I wouldn't for a moment suggest that there isn't
great usefulness in these kinds of private conversations going on even
though they don't result in anything immediately. They lay the
groundwork and educate people and prepare the climate in which
political action becomes possible when events roach the point where
it is auspicious for them.
Mr. HAYS. Well, I can agree that your theory is correct, but it
seems to me that instead of preparing the climate, we have been
retrogressing away froni it. Would -be curious to see what you
think. I think there is less inclination on the part of the European
nations to join anything like that. than there has been any time in
the last 20 years porlaps.
Mr. BALL. I think that as the European nations have begun to
feel a sense of their own economic strength, at the same time they
have felt their own political weakness in relation to the United States.
They feel a sense of well-being, but at the same time they feel a
concern that the United States will exercise its groat power and large
resources in a way that will overwhelm them. But I think there is
a certain drawing back, I will agree with you. I think this has been
aided by the policies of the French Government which have been
very assertively pro-Europe, or at least pro-French and nationalistic
in this situation.
Mr. HAYs. Well, it has been my experience in meeting with them
over the past 11 years more than annually, that they are willing to
talk a groat deal about this, but they are not willing to do anything.
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Mr. BALI,. I think that is right, Mr. Hays. I would agree.
Chairman MOItOAN. Mr. Frolinghuysen.
Mr. UNEANOHUYSH1N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, at the outset I would like to say that while I agree
that we should try to encourage increased coopOration among nations,
I too have reservations about this particularr resolution an( the proposed U.S. initiative.
Your argument basically was couched in terms of the fears of the
Europeans, and the disadvantage to the European participants in
such a union. Would you discuss whether or not the United States
ought to be wary of entering into such a union? In other words,
couldn't it be that though we were the biggest and the strongest
Nation, that we might in effect, be a Gulliver? Might it not happen
that our T
-reasuy
would be used, that decisions would be made by
others and not ourselves as to what to do with our troops? The
former national decisions would become decisions of this new international union, To what extent could the United States defend
itself against small countries ganging up on the one big one and
making their views override our own? Isn't this a real possibility?
Mr. -BALL. I think that the point is very well taken. If the question
of a national decision on the part of the United States to opt for a
federal union with Europe were put to the American people tomorrow,
I don't know where they would come out. For this would represent,
obviously, a dilution of American sovereignty of a kind which we In
this country have never really thought very seriously about.
It would represent a reversal of a great deal of American feeling
about Europe which has accumulated out of our heritage. It would
face Americans with one of the most critical national decisions that I
can imagine.
Obviously a great deal would depend on the actual institutional
form that an arrangement took and what protections were provided for
the rights of individual nations as against the rights of populations.
It would depend on the kind of institutions which would be perpetuated
or created-whether it would have a judicial system, for example
based on Anglo-American principles, or on civil law principles,
whether the legislative body of such a federal system would be a
parliamentary body or a presidential system. All of these things
would have to be sorted out and the problems that each pose would
be very great, You would get different American reactions depending on the particular form that the proposal happened to take at the
end of the road.
Now, then, in abstract, the decision on the part of the United
States as to whether it wants to mold its sovereignty into the sovereignty of all these European nations is, as I say, a decision which we
haven't taken. It is pretty hard to say how we would come out.

Mr.

FREL1NOHUYSIN.

Well, looking at the U.S. interest, which

seems essential, I think you could argue, using your argument, that
now would be the time for the United States to move if we were
ever going to move. You do not close the door to the possibility
that there might be a coalescence somewhere along the line, but you
said, twice I think, that at this time you think this is unrealistic.
In your opinion the inescapable objection you believe, is the disparity
in size between- the members.
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Front the U,S, pointI of view would not tIo (lisparity of size )e III
argument lor 1.'. initiative Itow? Now we woul(l be 4il the driver's
seat in eStabllishing an inst ltittion which would In effet, make our ot her
allies a1vllhurio0 to us, On the other hand if we %'Ilit until the other
tltio1s get, to be aniequal part-tlor, witllh whom we will tr.rio and meld
sovereignty, we might, he In a loss a(liantalX00e1s positllo,
MNr. BALL. I think the Europeans would agree with your analysis,
Mr. Frelinghuysen. That's exactly, why they would react. neau'ely
to any American initiative along tis lino, Let me say that I t.link an

Anieican initiative would be interpreted in those terms and would be

represented persuasively by a great many Europeans as ia power move
by the United States for the very 'easons you suggest.
Mr. FRul INOGUYSEN. But. might this not be an arguOnt from omr
point, of view In favor of it move now?
Mr. BALI, I think it. the end of the road it wouhl 1)e a defeated
o(ne and 1 think it would confuse tile situation, It would result. inl
a good deal of misinterpretation of American motives.
Mr. F'IIJ1NoIuYWN, 'lte Department is obviously still very
munch in favor of continuing political unity in Europe, ho you think
t hat. if that should be achieved t hat an Atlntic Union1 woul(l )0 less
likely, or more likely? Would it be more realistic as a possibility
or even then would it be unrealistic?
Mr. BALi. I think it would be more realistic because I think that
once you have created units which are of comiparablesize and resources,
that thley will tend over time to have comparable interests given the
kind of (,omion heritage andi civilization from which Western Europe
and North America spring. Thus its a result they vouli find it very
much easier to combine their interests ili some political arrangement.
than i4 floW tile case.
ll'. FIOELINIIIUYSEN. Thantk yOU, Mr. Secretary.

Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Selden.
Mr. SELDEN. Thanlk you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Secretary, under it federal union such its is envisioned )y tile
resolution that Is11tl(OP1 consideration,
how much ,sovereignty (do you
aniti'ipate would have to )e rgivent up by tile particl)ating iltion in
order to make this union workable?
Mr. BALL. I think in order to make tle union work, t good deal of
sovereignty would have to 1)0 given up. Otherwise, it- would just
be t very loose kind of consultation arrangement wlli.h I wouldn't
think would be very effective. The history of any of these things is
that if they are going to have any rmeal meaning, they have to represent, a progressive reinquishmnent of sovereignty into t larger entity.
Mr. SRt DEN. Do you think that if the American people recogizedI
that. such an amount of sovereignty would have to be given tip, that
by any stretch of the imagination, they would be willing to go along
with a union such as this?
Mr. BALL. If the matter were posed today as something which was
imminent, I think you would get enormous reluctance in the United
States to pursue a movement such as this.
Mr. SIELDEN. Wouldn't you say, as a matter of fact, the reluctance
would be just as great in the United States as it would be in Europe?
Mr. BALL. I would agree. I think that over a period of time as the
worldl becomes Inore interdependent than it is today as Europe hopefully moves toward a better structilral arrangement, as we scramble
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the eggs more tihan we have up to the present, point, then I think that

all o tIese things are p ossible, I eertailnly don't rule out, the possibility that somewhere own the roid We CIAi move toward much closer
arrangements with Europe, and they may even take a federal
0om'1 ultimately.
Mr. SIM N. I gather you think that, the timing is bad.
Mr. BALL. I don't expect to be In the Department, of State at that
point, Nir. Seldeni.
I)oliticaI

Mr. SELDLniN. Thank you, Mr.Chai'man.

Chairman lOIoAN. Mrll'. Whalley.
Nh'. WALuYv. Thank you, INIr. Chairman.
X1', Serelltary, do you k noW of auuay Eurol)ean nations that are in
favo' of this federal union'?
MI'. BAI,. I know of no Eu'opean government tlat is in favor of
it, Mr. Whailey. There are individuals, of course.
Ni '. WJAILY, Well, Eull'oean nations who receive so InuCh benefit
from NATO, if iley couldn't atgreo, how would anyone be expected
to favor this?
Mr. BALI,. In the present climate of opinion I don't think any
European government would riealct very favorably toward an imitative
of this type.
Nil'. WHIALLEY. You say the present, tite is not the right time.
When in your oplinion would be tihe right time?
Xi'. BALL. I thinc t great deal more progress has to be made
toward the restructuring of EuropO so thatit. feels tsense of asuraSlneo
that it doesn't feel today in its dealings with the United States.
I think also that, there are natural forces at work such as those
that spring from the technological anld economic developments of
today. TIhey are making nations more and more interdependent.
Industry is becoming international in its interests. People are becoming much more mobile. They move around the world, T1hey mlovo
across the Atlantic as though it,
were a pond. I think all of these
things are tending to bring people and nations together and particularly
the peoples and nations of the North Atlantic. But this is a l)rocess
that, has to go on over time and to attempt, to listen the process by
tgovernmental initiative at this time would slow it down or defeat it.
I don't. think it,
would be useful.
Mi. WIIALLHY. Would you guess 5 years, 10 years?
Ir. BALL,. It's very hard to make time predic'tions. I think vhenever we have made them, we lave almostal.'ways been wrong. But,
I would say another decade, given t resumption of serious moves in
Eluropo towardpolitical unity, could create clinmato in which much
more progress could be made here.
Mr. WI ALLPY. ''hank you Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MORGAN. Mr. AItrplty.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Chaii'man.
M'r. Secretary would you care to conunent in reference to Mr.
do Gaulle's stand on t united Europe?
Mr. BALL. I think that Mr. do Gaullo is interested primarily-as
he has made clear throughout his life in all of his writings and in all
of his statements-in the development of France and in the resumption by France of the great voild role that she played in the past..
I think this is the objective of everything lie seeks to do. I think
that his conception of Europe is a conception of a rather loose arrange-
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by tile (CoIigi'ess an(l sigle(d by tle P'rCsidett that. this w(otild 1)e lsetlil.
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ink It is truo that the Americau prosono 'i Europe is resonltled
nd all I hlvo seen ill tio last, or rteceit y ears is slow disengage-

111011i, ofth
t" United States from Eurol)e. It. is a pailfill )r'cess, hilt,
it is happening, obviously, at. least ill res)ct. to Fraice-it, is
happelling with res]e(, to our policies both ViS-a-Vis 1,.lasterl. Europe
aid toward( the0 Pacific area, Aoil did not gue In your initial staitenieit. this initiative would be illisiliterl)re(ed in E'uol)e. I agiee it,
could he, blut. I don't l)ellveO it, would |)e, and I. thitik it wol(d 1) it
far 111010 welcome level of initilative where wo would be dealing with
trying to
people together
t)1(
than to ia've the current relationship
exhib1ited by the Departtiuent, of State whi(h is an exercise of Amerihlcl
power as a nation intervenIng in European a.fair,,s.

I think it would ho a fal movo weloino Initiative and one in which
I think Cho 1)opartnent of State, if it, were only differently oriented,

wold h)e interested.
Mr'. BAm,. All right. I must file a dissent.
Chairman
Moro.,x.
Mr. Borry.
Mr. l ,n,'. I have 110 (lliestioi, really. I do want to (ommeled hie
Secretary for tho betiefit of his tiunking here today, and I would like
to yield to tho gent.letiiaii from Ohio.
Mr. HAS. I than k the gentleman.
I would just, like to point out. there. have beei a hundred of' these
resolution,. thrownt in. I don't. know if it, has o('ecurire( to all hundred
of them, but, only eight are going to get, to make tile trip, and it will
be a disappointment, to the or,hens.
Mi. ZmoclKI. Would thOe gentleman from Ohio yield? I would
siml)ly like to Make it, clear thatas onte of tie sp)ons()rs of this 'resohltiLon It. wits noVOr my hope or intent to become a member of the a)l)oitited delegation.
i'IMr.
Roseiitlal.
Chtu'rman ,MoIA.
Mr. ROSEN'THAL. 'l1h11k you, Mir. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I might say that from tie tilings I iave read about
your particilia. ol in te iite rcouticlls of Govertiont and our goverllmont ad policyy decision I'm rather sorry to see you go, and I gntiuinely mean that. 1 think it is going to be a great loss.
Mr. BAU. Thank you.
Mfr. ROSENTnALm,. A( response to mie of Mr. Fraser's questions you
sug tested that if one of these resolutions were passed and signed by
1i0President, this would be)taken noto of as it position of the American
Oovernent., and that if it failed it would not do our imago much
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('ongi'es goes ver'y fil,(downlkhsroad it vlhlsidelcl'(lIeflilly whetheri' t
Wallts to pass5 11resohllt tol of this kind where there wld.I not be at
rel'so
(15It the jpai' of the0 Eun'opeals".
NI%' RO8s-NIA1, I1..;~l
P ilieif)al objeCt toll
to 0WItCT' Of these 1050liltiolis thie fll(t, that t4O Attie,'k'lil iliago aibr'oad wold(sillyet if yourv
pl'ojeeted EurIopeanh jpalttiol'5 (lid not, come11 forward and1(wit to
parlti(cipate?

INit'. 1iml. I don't think it, is j)11ticilla'ly usefull for the0 U.S. Gov'ernm~ient. to embark oil inlitiatives whlich Iare ~ot Conistenlt with (tl
realities of tile time. i tiik thtt fot' us to take atstel) of this
IJ)Oliticia
tinld, where (te best, readings ar'e that, there will beno)0110 teilesfpo1so
and thaut. it woldl( he subject to mlisinlterpIretationi, wouldn't. be it very
goodl thing to (10.
NMt' flosIn'rumI. Assiiii you were I'ight-and~ I hatve 1n0 rons1501i

to think that. youl are not, tigii t--(l( YOU t10111l1 thitikt Our image would
suffet' sullstatilially ovoiast if wO took the infiiativ !it something thtl
Illereoly wia,; oria (isel"4tI
rCess--allid
~O
80soewhere-III
3o'01tatene101t,
todal- yot.use
5(lite wvord that the not, result. of this; wotil( be makee
pe)pir d)0tlifiik." Well, I don't find anything offoi~ve about, that.
NiP. BALA,. I W1is ruling thuit, ill L'01111'ioll With the diSel'USill Of this
m11atttrt' iIthe Congress, and the fact, tht. it, has beeti brough li u for
(Iiseuiiohi. Againl, 1 distitnguishi it from formall acetiolt o7 tileC U.S.
Governmental, which would bo greeted( ar'ounld the world as it U.S.
inlitiaive for' Atlaittie Untion.

NOW, if (te U.S. Government were to take such, tinitiativo, and
the response would be very, negative, I think o wiou.ld~ l6o by it.
Mr'. RosHN'tHAp. Do y"ou think we have difficulty ill Sellig tile
theory that this is merely an initial pltiiting sessionI, titt thle U.S.
Government. merely Wanlts to inlitiate discussions anid nothing othier
thtin that?
Nil'. BALLJ. Ihlitilit.0 discussions looking toward what? Toward
Atlantic Union? And, to the Eutropean mntd, what does this, 1)1011?
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Is this an effort by the United States to extend its domlinion over
Europe? Is it an effort to destroy the movement that is presently
going forward toward the unity of Europe? Is it an effort to outflank General do Gaullo? All of these questions come up, and you
would get the propaganda machinery started and discussion started
in a way which I don't think would Ge useful.
Mr. ROSEN'rI,(AL. IS our reputation in Europe in your judgment
good, fair, pool, excellent or what?
Mr. BALL. I think that it is mixed. I think that by and large
there is a great appreciation in Europe of the fact that America is
working in the interests of the European people. I think this is reflected in almost all the public opinion polls we see, although there
are different percentages for different countries. But, I would say
that, while we have an excellent reputation in Europe, we have problenis from place to place. We have an excellent reputation because
by and large when we have exercised American leadership we have
exercised it successfully. For us to undertake initiatives where they
seem so far outside the real of political realities, that we wouldn t
succeed, would not be helpful to our reputation.
Mr. ROSENTIAL. In short, you say our reputation would suffer or
go down a peg if we initiated this thing, and it fell through?
Mr. BALL. I think so. What it wou d demonstrate, it seenis to me,
if you got the kind of negative response that I think you would get
from European governments, is that the United States really did not
have prestige in Europe, was not appreciated in Europe as I think,
in fact, it is.
Mr. ROSENTHAL. Do you take the same attitude or position vis-avis our Asian policy that we shouldn't do things if there isn't a high
chance of success?
Mr. BALL I think we have to appraise the importance of what it
is we are undertaking, what the consequences may be for our not
undertaking something. These questions are always veryt complicated. You can't say that you should never do something if the
chances of success are only 25 percent. It depends on all the other

factors. There are certain situations where I would say you probably
shouldn't do something if the chances of success are 00 percent, but
that a gain depends on other factors.
You may do something if the chance of success is only 10 percent
if the achievement is so great at the end of the road and the need for
action is so pressing. But this is something that you can't put in
absolute terms.

Mr. ROSENTHAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MORGAN. Mr. Morse.

Mr. MORSE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I was glad to hear what you just said in response to
Mr. Rosenthal's last question, because I otherwise would have inferred that you did not favor the peaceful measure undertaken last
winter because our lack of success would indicate political defeat.
You used the phrase, extend dominion over Europe. We know
they are sensitive to our policy. Do you think they regard our efforts
in Vietnam today to extend dominion over the peninsula?
Mr. BALL. I think there is a diversity of opinion in Europe today
with regard to Vietnam. I think that most of the Europeans do not
regard our efforts in Vietnam as designed to that end, and, in fact,
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there is a good deal of underlying support in Europe for what we are
trying to do in southeast Asia,
Mr. MoRsE. I would agree with that, but it seems to me we are
involved more in a military manner there that could be much more
smiseo)tiblo to a misrepresentation as a desire for domination rather
than the simple mission that we propose here. Recogniizing the very
limited nature of the contemplation of this resolution you indicated
that the principal difference between the position of the Department
and the position of the sponsors of this resohltion was one of sequence
and timing.
So, I infer that the ultimate objective of this resolution as distinguished from tie ultimate objective of Atlantic unity is something
with which the Department does not disagree; is that right?
M .' BALL. I think that is correct,
Mr. MolsE. In that regard, your principal concern seems to be
that it would meet )ellaps an antagonistic attitude from some of the
European nations. Would you agree, sir, that perhaps this kind of
initiative on the part of the United States might stimulate perhaps
even in a negative way, the effort to which you subscribe of greater
European unity? Just as the threat of the Soviet Union created the
framework in which it was possible to construct NATO, perhaps this
initiative of the United States might prompt the Europeans to get
greater European unity than they have been.
Mr. BALL. I don't think they take it that seriously.
Mr. MosE. I assure you they won't if the Department of State
takes this rather negative attitude toward it.
Mr. BALL. I take this attitude because I don't think it is useful.
Mr. MousE. I understand. One of the principal complaints that
I hear from my European friends-and I certainly don't have any of
the experience that the Under Secretary has-is that our failure has
been insufficient leadership in European affairs, and I think perhaps
you have heard this from some of your friends in Europe. It would
seem to me this is perhaps an opportunity to remedy that.
Mr. BALL. I think what they mean is leadership that is effective,
and I don't think this would be effective leadership. This is our basic
disagreement, Mr. Morse. This would demonstrate American impotence In this particular area because we would be moving against the
political elements of our time.
Mr. MonsE. I served with a bureaucracy for some years and one of
the great errors I found In my colleagues and myself was trying to
anticipate the Congress, and we have seen it I think, by people who
are in our executive branch today. I recall Secretary McNamara
coming up here one time looking for a particular authorization for
military assistance, saying the billon dollar figure which he requested
was all the Congress would provide. I think, and I ask, sir, as to
whether or not we don't err when we do that, vi-a-vis the Congress,
and advocate wvhat some of the responsibilities of the executive branch
are.
I ask further whether we are not erring here in anticipating the attitudes of the European nations foreclosing ourselves from an opportunity to take what might be a significant initiative by virtue of that
apprehension.
Mr. BALL. Well, again, I can only say that it seems to me that one of
our responsibilities is to make sure before the U.S. Government moves,
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concrete and useful solutions rather than to pIl'sue sotiiothiing which
seems foredootned to failure.
M[r. FILTON. Well, could I point out in your statement at the
beginning of your second paragraph you say that. "1 cannot in all
candor,, Mr. (Ihairiman, endorse these resolutions," and theft you go
down below and say "we do not believe tile U.S. initiative o)I t6e
Atlantic Union would serve our interests." First, you aro speaking
for yourself. Are you really in that paragraph speaking on behalf of
both yourself and the State Department?
Is this the official U.S. policy il the seconl paragraph?
Mr. BALI,. I think you can accept it,
as oflicial policy, Mr. Fulton.
Chairman MOOA N. 'Po gent leman's time hats expired.
Mr. Secretary, it,
is now almost 25 minutes to 12.
I'm sure there are many, many questions the other members, want
to ask, but we are having a full committee Imeeting tomorrow well
we can decide whether it will be necessary to ask you to return or not..
Mr. BALL. I would be very happy to.
Chairman MORGAN. At this time tie Chair would like to insert in
the record statements in support of the resolution front tile Honorable
Seymour Halpern, Member of Congress front New York, wh() is the
sponsor of a resolution on this subject and from Prof. Georges Portmann
of France.
Also, in opposition to the resolution a letter from Hamilton A. Long,
4 West 43d Street, New York, an attorney, and also a statement in
oppsition from E. F. W. Wildermuth, attorney, Jamaica Estates,
CONGRESS OF TIE
UNITED STATES,
][oUSE OF REPItESENTATIVES,

Ifon. THOMAS E. MORGAN

Washington, D.C., September 8, 1960.

Chairman, House Foreign Aflairs Committee,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I am taking the liberty of submitting herewith to
your Committee, for its consideration, a statement in support of an Athultic
'Union convention, and request that it he included in the record of hearings on
these resolutions.
With kindest regards, I am,
Most sincerely,
SEYMOUR I!AI,PE RN,
Member of Congres .
STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SEYMOUR IIAIPERN, oF NEw

YOnIK

ATLANTIC UNION

Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased to submit my views with respect, to numerous
HIouso resolutions aimed at creating an Atlantio Union convention, my own
measure being 1.J. Res. 800.
This Committee is to be congratulated for holding these hearings. I also wish
to compliment my colleague, the gentlemen from li noise (Mr. Vindley), who has
worked so energetically and effectively for this cause and who initially spurred
my own profound interest.
In my judgment the appointment of an American delegation to an Atlantic
conference, charged with exploring the means toward closer unity with Eurpe
and ultimate federal unioni, represents a bold and wholly desirable course for
United States diplomacy.
Whilo there are, admittedly, numerous political and practical obstacles which
stand in the way, a North Atlantic gathering of this kind constitutes a project of
such compelling merit that, as the leader of the free world, the United States
cannot forego taking the initiative toward this venture.
t
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The intent of these resolifons III's drawn the elltillsistic endorsement of
foriner Presidents lharry S. Truman 'al l)wight I).
isenilower who, (iIIng
tlwhir telnire in olfie, dealt intimately with the problems of U.S.-European relations.
It is very easy to become disillusioned over the prospects for a true North
Atlantle partnerships.
Profound changes are taking place on the European con.
tilnett.
Tito Anerican iegenilony Is finished, fnd in plaec of tile post-war polarization, we are t1ow witnessing poleentrio forces at work both within the Conliunist blot and the Amrlcan-roniiinted Alliance.
President do Gaulle by his policies, is encouragilng a reemergence of the nationalis't sentiment. NAT6 will be reconstituted. li a series of House floor speeches
during this session of the Congress, I attempted to analyze these trends and point
out sonle of the dangers for American policy.
I have always believed that it is not NA'TO itself nor the other inter-governmenial organs, which will ill tile final analysis deterinino the course of our relationship with Europc. For these are only the Instrulentallities which are formed to
carry out it certain policy or course of action. Today, as yesterday, it is still
self-interest which fundamenitally guides the conduct of states. And the objectives of closer bonds between tile nations ringing tile Atlantic is, fundamentally,
in the interest of all.
Tile reorganization of NATO, the containing political differences between
France and the United States, tile agonizing partition of Germany and the
nuclear question are complex matters which need not necessarily disrupt tile
development of Atlantic unity in a permanent manner. Although President
do Gaulle's philosophy is directly contrary to the principle of federalism envisaged
ill tile resolutions before the Committee, this should not deter us front doing what
can be done today.
The peoples of tile Atlantic states share, historically, so many common features
that o11 can hardly visualize separatism as the wave of tile future.
But lot 11sadmit that changes are occurring in outlook and political attitude
that require us to re-think tile postulates of our past policy toward Europe. As
far as I know, no Executive official of our government ias publicly spoken of these
transformations. Instead, we have heard a consistent and dreary defense of tile
status quo. Our response, during these past several years hai1s been listless,
artificial, and anachronistic.
The United States cannot expect to have its voice heeded unless our government
makes a realistic appraisal of what is taking place in Europe.
All Atlantl Union convention, initiated by tills country, can represent one of
tile many features of a now approach toward our European allies. In the face
of growing differences between the Western democracies, tile United States ias
allowed its policy to drift. And ill this fluid situation, it is precisely tile lack of
innovation and fresh initiative which can in time turn mere differences into permanent cleavages.
I fully support tile Atlantic Union Resolution, as being nlot only consistent with
our traditional commitment toward closer unilty with Europe,'but as a means
of re-awakening American policy to tile real interests at stake.
[Translation)
SENATE, ]EPUBLIC Op FRANCE,
August R0, 1000.
DEAR M1R. CHAIRtMAN: I am completely it accordance with tile resolution
before tile Committee on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives concernIng tile eventual transformation of tile Atlantic Alliance into a federal union, in
accordance with the measures proposed to bring about tlat result.
With assurances of my high esteem, I am,
Sincerely yours,
Prof. GEOROES POITMANN,
Senator From the Gironde.
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more mature view, better able to Interpret democracy at work on a world scale,
with the benefit its well as the risk that the extension of democracy always entails.'
"If these exhortations by clerics are not sheor euphemistic evasions, then the
Ten Comnandments already have been offered upon the sacrificial altar of interuational crucifixion. By the sane token and for the same reason, it becolnes
crystal-clear that a large segment of the Anrican clergy is in dire leed of guidance
and (deliverance from the influence which inspired such exhortations, made obviously in tdeflance of the praxeological knowledge with which all Americans are
endowed in varying degrees. However these gentlemen are not out of step with
other advocates of world government, who likewise are without shame ist proposing
that Americans sacrifice their rights and freedonis as guaranteed by the Constitution and subordinate themselves to the will of the U.N.
"Such behavior is htcomprehensible.
It eloquently evidences an1 urgent need
for schooling in the American system of government contemplated by the Foundin ,Fathers,
"The civilization of this world (at the moment it seems highly uncivilized) is
precisely what the schools have made it. Little of the shocking truth is generally
known about our schools and colleges. For instance, it is apparent that a conspiracy of worldwide magnitude has long been at work against thorough courses
in our1 own history, and especially constitutional history * * * the history of
liberty.
"The manifest Indifferences of AInerloans to the constitutional doctrines of their
country is appalling, The Indefensible proposals and practices against the plinest
linitations on power contained in the Constitution do not appear to evoke objection from any quarter, not even front the organized bar.
"Is it not shocking that for more than a quarter of a century, no great debate
on a constitutional subject has been heard in either House of Congress?"The principles of constitutional government are not outmoded as is proclaimed
by the proponents and advocates of world government and by the profusion of
anti-American propaganda which fouls the very air we breathe. These principles
are as Immutable as those of mathematics.
"The constitutional system of the United States Is the first that fallible man was
able to formulate for the one purpose of controlling those in power and every
American should know it as he knows tile alphabet.
"For more than several generations we have failed und neglected to Indoctrinate
each new generation with a knowledge of the superiolIty of the philosophy of the
American system. We have also failed and neglected to combat alien dogna and

propaganda designed to destroy constitutional government in the United States.

rhe net result is that many Americans have been 'taken in' with the false promisess
made b pro onents of world government and a large number of Americans have
been misled huto believing that public officials and sundry self-certified persons
are endowed with superior wisdom and knowledge at Washington and at tho U.N.
and will solve all the problems of the world, as well as the personal problems of
all Americans.
"The underminers of the Constitution have long been plying their nefarious
occupation, and it, is pertinent to recall Daniol Webster's warning that the constitutional system of the United States 'is the last hope of the world.'
"The problems of Americans would be much simpler if the United States wore
predominantl populated by citizens motivated by the ideas and ideals which
inspired the Founding Fathers and the countless other patriots who, at great
personal sacrifice contributed to the making of tills Nation, at one time, the
envy of the world.
"It Is probable that the law schools of this Nation are in a large measure at
fault for the deafening silence on the part of the organized Bar while alien Ideas
are introduced in government In violation of the Constitution. Some years
ago the American Bar Association made a survey of the law schools in 25 of the
loading uhlversities and found that only 8 of them made a knowledge of the
Const tution a requisite to a degree. This dearth of knowledge with respect to
constitutional government persists, and there are times when it appears that
both Americanism and the Anerican system of government have become unfashionable ill the United States and throughout the world.
"TIE CONNALY

AESERVArION

"On July 25, 1040, Senate Resolution 100 was adopted. It provided for the
unconditional acceptance by the United States of compulsory jurisdiction by
the International Court of Justice, better known as the World Court.
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"Before I)ecoming effective on August 14, 1)46, by reason of President Truman's declaration for the United States accepting compulsory jurisdiction of
the International Court of Justice, a reservation was adopted which provided
that. tile acceptance by the United States of jurisdiction by the Worl Court
'shall not al)p1y to disputes with regard to matters which are essentially within
the Jurisdietion of the United States, as determined by the United States of
Anerica.'
"Having been offered by the then Senator Connally, of Texas, this reservation
beenm known as the Connally reservation.
"The proponents anti advocates of world government are most unhappy with
this extremely important protetive reservation. Accordingly, they propose its
repeal and so great Is their pressure in this regard that they succeeded in obtaining a )lank in the 1060 Democratic platform pledging repeal of the Connally
reservation. Similar pressure groups are effectively active in the other major
political party.
"Briefly, the repeal of the Connally reservation will subject the United States
irrevocably to the jurisdiction of the World Court in every matter with respect
to which the World Court decides that it has jurisdiction.
"Tie World Court, unlike courts in the American system of Jurisprudence, Is a
court of first and final j urisdiction. There can be no appeal to a higher court
from Its determination that It has acquired jurisdiction and there can be no appeal
to a higher court from its adjudication on the merits, no matter how corrupt,
illogica , unlawful, or unjust may be such adjudication.
"It is not generally known that the World Court is in no way bound or guided
by any definite rules or system of law, such as the common law or the American
system of constitutional law. The World Court is free to improvise and to make
tip its own rules and render any judgment its members agree on, as Influenced by
each judge's own peculiar legal concepts * * * and, as Influenced by his national
pride or interest. There are no juries In the World Court.
"We have witnessed our own lifetime-appointed Supreme Court exercise absoluto and unrestrained power; nullify acts of Congress; usurp legislative powers
and apply its legislation to past, transactions,c not to mention its having decreed
Itself to be the supreme law of the land the onstitution of the United States to
the contrary notwithstanding * * * all with absolute Impunity.
"It will bo recalled that il 1952, Chief Justice Vinson and Associate Justices
Minton and Reed, in a dissenting opinion, held that the U.N. Charter superseded
the U.S. Constitution when they voted to uphold President Truman's seizure of
the Nation's steel industry, on 'the ground that the U.N. Charter obligated the
United States to resist aggression in Korea and therefore authorized hIm to take
any steps he deemed nccossary fitthe prosecution of the war.
"In view of this strange behavlor )y the dissenters, what guarantee do Amerlcants have that a majority of the Supreme Court may not one day succeed in
sulordinating our Constitution to the U.N. Charter or to any other treaty?
Also, if the dissenting opinion in the Steel Seizure case had been the majority
opinion, Is it likely that anyone would be free to publish this article or that you
would be free to read it? *
"If we are powerless and helpless, as apparently we are, to prevent our Supreme
Court from decreeing itself to b the supreme law of the land in defiance of the
Constitution and attempting to subordinate tile Constitution to the U.N. Charter,
how can we assume or believe that the World Court will not decree, even in the
face of the prohibition contained in the Connally reservation, that our Constitution Issubordinate to the U.N. Charter?
"Precisely, what could Americans do, short of war, to restore the sovereignty
of the United States if tile World Court decreed that the U.N. Charter, to which
it owes its sole allegiance, supplanted and superseded the Constitution of the
United States?
"What guarantee do Americans have that the World Court judges from nations
in which the people are denied free government, are not biased and prejudiced
against American constitutional government?
"The present World Court Is composed of 15 members, selected and elected
for terms of 9 years each by the U.N. General Assembly and the Security Council
of the United Nations. Only 3 jurists are from common law countries 4 are
Latin Americans; 2 are from Moslem countries; 2 are Communists; one Chinese;
and one each from Greece, France, and Norway. None of the nominees is subject to our Presidential, Senatoral or State Department approval. It is not
required that they be lawyers or have judicial experience.
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"Recently, Dr, Philip C. Jessup, allAmerican, was elected to the World Court
by the U.N to succeed lion. Green Ilaywood Hlackworth, who urged that he
not be considered for reappointment.
"lion. John I. Pillion of Buffalo, a distinguished Member of the House of
Representatives, sent telegrams to the President and the President-elect In an
effort to bar Dr. Jessup's election, charging that. his career 'has consistently been
one of appeasement retreat and slirrender to pro-Coniuuist causes.'
"The New York Times expressed itself editorially on November 10, 1960, with
respect to Dr.Jessup's selection for the World Court., as follows:
1 'It is hard to conceive of a better selection than that of Philip C. Jessup for
the International Court of Justicetat the Hague, made by vote of the United
Nations (oneral Assembly on Wednesday.'
"It will be recalled that Dr.Jessup testified as a character witness for Alger Hiss
and that after Iliss was found guilty of perjury by a jury, in accordance with
American jurlslprudenc'e, I)r. Jessul) had 'no reasons whatever to change his
opinion about Hiss' veracity, loyalty, and Integrity.'
"Although other member nations of the U.N. have reservations similar to our
Connally reservation, the promoters of world government have concentrated
their attack on the United States and Americans. Quite obviously, those member
nations are self-respecting sovereignties which refuse to permit meddling in their
internal affairs by the World Court, and the advocates of world government
consider it the better part of wisdom to refrain from attempting to stampede those
nations into repealing their protective reservations.
"No valid or substantial reason has been offered and none exists requiring the
repeal of the Connally reservation. Its repeal would actually constitute an
Invitation to the World Court to meddle in our Internal affairs and, having been
invited, the invitation will be accepted at the first opportunity.
"The repeal of the Connally reservation will vest the World Court with the
sole power to finally determine that the United States Is not blessed with domestic
or internal matters and then it will be free to proceed with reckless abandon and
malice to meddle in our internal affairs, at the whim and caprice of any member
nation which chooses to hail the United States before the World Court under any
pretext.
"The World Court has no jurisdiction over the internal affairs of a member
nation. Simple as this statement of fact sounds, it has no meaning until It is
applied In a particular case. For example France claims that shooting Algerians
is solely an Internal affair of France and Russia claims that shooting Hungarians
is solely an internal affair of Russia. What Is an internal affair? The answer,
without the Connally reservation, would come only from the World Court. In
1950 our own State Department declared that there is no longer any real difference
between domestic and foreign affairs.
"The U.N. Charter falls to define 'international affairs' and the reason for this
omission is manifest. No two nations can agree as to what constitutes 'internal
affairs.' If there could be agreement, it is probable that the need for a World
Court, as claimed by advocates of world government, would not exist.
"In an apparent effort to coerce the United States into endowing the World
Court with power and authority irrevocably to make those final decisions affecting
Americans in all disputes or controversies with regard to matters pertaining to
their domestic or internal Interest and concern, the Connally reservation Is
damned as being 'self-judging.'
"To so damn the Connally reservation is also unjustly to imply that evil selfinterest prevents our performance of some inferred legal and moral duty to so
empower the World Court.
"If it be self-judging to take the precaution afforded by the Connally reservation, self-jiudging in this instance is a virtue to be preserved at all costs, as the last
bastion of defense against those who would so use the Constitution as to make
hostages of Americans.
"Officials, sworn to uphold and defend the Constitution, but who fail to uphold
their oaths of office by advocating and promoting the repeal of the Connally
reservation or who, in any other manner aid in the surrender of the United States
to the irrevocable jurisiction of the World Court, should be impeached and
removed from their positions of public trust.
"It is difficult to understand why any patriotic and loyal American would
propose or advocate the Irrevocable surrender of tileUnited States to the tnrestricted powers of the World Court, or even so much as suggest the repeal of the
Connally reservation.
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CONCLUSIONN

"It appears that there is much room for the improvement of scholastic standards
in the schools of the various States of this Nation and particularly with respect to
education in matters pertaining to superiority of the philosophy of the American
system of government.
"Accordingly, it is proposed and urged that the organized bar, through the
membership of its respective associations in the United States of America,
promptly adopt resolutions urging the legislatures of their respective States to
forthwitfh enact legislation requiring all schools from the seventh grade up, and
all colleges and universities to give thorough courses in all subjects pertaining
to constitutional government, and prohibiting a degree of graduation to al
students until a rigid examination has been passed tinder appropriate and effective
supervision; and urging Congress to retain the Connally reservation in its present
form.
"Last year the House adopted a joint resolution favoring repeal of the Connally
reservation, which the author believes to be mll and void and the tlouse should
be so informed.
"If the organized bar in the United States of America (ioes not promptly adopt
and vigorously pursue its appropriate role of leadership in government, based
upon constitutional principles, it will stand convicted by public opinion of having
failed to justify its existence should the American system of Government fail."

(The following statement in ol)position was subsequently submitted
to the committee:)
FOnDHAM UNIVERSITY,

lion. THOMuAS E.

M[OROAN,

SCHOOL OF LAW,
New York, N.Y., September 23, 1966.

Committee on Foreign Affairs,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MIt. MOROAN: Enclosed is a statement for inclusion in the record of the
hearings on the Atlantic Union resolutions, as diseased in your letter of September 7th.
Very truly yours,
CHARLES E. RICE.
Does our Constitution, in the treaty power or elsewhere, empower tho federal
government to legislate our nation out of existence? This is no inbre academic
question. Resolutions are now pending in the House of Representatives and
Senate to promote the creation of an Atlantic federal union which would do just
that. The House version (H.J. Res. 769) was introduced by Representative
Paul Findley of Illinois and the Senate version (S. Con. Res. 64) by Senator
Eugene McCarthy of Minnesota. Similar resolutions were introduced by
Republicans and Democrats in both houses and the Findley resolution was specifically endorsed by former Vice-President Nixon Governor George Romney, Governor William Scranton, Governor Mark Hatleld, Governor Nelson Rockefeller
and former Senator Goldwater. Senator Goldwater said, "'While I don't believe
the North Atlantic unity is just around the corner, I (1o believe it is coming, in
fact, I believe it will be a must before we can present a solid front to our Cominunist enemies."
The Findley and McCarthy resolutions are successors to various world government resolutions Introduced in the Congress in earlier years. Under the NATO
Citizens Commission Law of 1960 (Public Law 86-719), twenty citizens were
appointed to consult with citizens of other NATO nations to examine the possibilities for achieving greater political and economic cooperation among the NATO
nations. The Declaration of Paris, adopted by the Atlantic Convention of
NATO nations on January 19, 1962, declared the goal to be a trite Atlantic coinmunity within ten years.
The Findley and McCarthy resolutions, however, are not mere pious declarations. Rather they create machinery to implement concretely the Atia'ntic
union aim. Moreover, the strong bipartisan support for the resolutions means
that they merit serious consideration despite the fact that the State Department
has declined to support them. It is important, therefore, to analyze just what
they would (ho. The resolutions are very similar to each other and the quotes
here will be taken from the Findley proposal. They both draw an analogy
between our present situation and that of the newly independent American
states in the 1780s and they envision their NATO convention as a modern counter-
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part of our own Philadelphia convention of 1787. The resolutions would create
an 18-member citizens' delegation, with former Presidents Truman and Eisenhower as co-chairmen, and eight members to be named by the Congress and eight
by the President, to meet with similar delegations from other NATO nations
"to explore the possibility of agreement on"(a) a declaration that the eventual goal of their peoples is to transform
their present alliance into a federal union;
"(b) a tentative timetable for the transition to this goal; and
"() democratic institutions to develop the ways and means for achieving
the goal In time to save their citizens from another war, depression, or other
manmade catastrophe, and let them enjoy, as soon as possible, the greater
freedom and higher moral and material blessings which federation has brought
to free people in the past."
Also, "The convention s recommendations shall be submitted to the Congress
for action by constitutional procedure." The resolution thus contemplates that
Congress, by Senate action on a treaty or by ordinary legislation, would cede
certain of the sovereign powers of the United States. It is plain that these
resolutions anticipate nothing less than the ultimate abdication by this nation of
its character as an independent nation. For while the Findloy resolution praises
the Federal Convention of 1787 because it "assured each State an independent
government for State affairs," and while he seeks for the United States a position
in the NATO union similar to that held by Illinois in the American union, there
are certain realities which intrude. For one thing, the Findley resolution itself
blandly proposes a common gold stock and NATO currency:
"Whereas these allies need but unite their gold and other resources behind a
common currency to assure their citizens and the developing nations, enduring
monetary stability and liquidity, and to prevent another dictator-serving crash
like the one of 19L1."
For another thing, the analogy to our own federal union would seem to require
that the central government of a NATO union have power to impose a common
citizenship to tax individual citizens directly to make and enforce laws applicable
against individuals and to try persons in NATO courts for violations of those laws,
to Issue and borrow money, to admit new members, to conduct foreign relations
and, most importantly, to make war and have a monopoly over all armed force
with the exception of local police and militia-type units.
The Findley and McCarthy resolutions are nothing less than invitations to a
national suicide pact. Also, it ought to be clear that it is utterly beyond the
power of the government of the United States to surrender voluntarily and substantially those national capacities, such as the power to conduct foreign relations
and wae war, which inhere in national sovereignty. Unlike the states which
created itin 1787, our federal government is one of limited and delegated powers.
Nowhere in the instrument of delegation the Constitution of the United States,
is there the slightest warrant for an impilcation that the delegation includes the
power to legislate the nation out of existence. Nor should this power be thought
to reside in the states today. Not even a constitutional amendment, ratified by
three-fourths or even by all of the fifty states could properly work our liquidation
as an independent nation. For the Constitution created an indestructible union
of indestructible states, a government for posterity as for the present. It is
given to no generation of Americans to presume to barter away for their descendants the right to live under the independent United States of America. The
Findley and McCarthy resolutions ought to be opposed. And in opposing them,
It ought to be made clear that we welcome the need for greater cooperation
among the nations of the free world. But this cooperation can be attained
without surrendering to a super-government the essential powers of autonomy
and self-defense without which no nation can be more than a province. The
Atlantic union resolutions, moreover, are conceived in a pessimistic and disparaging view of the capacity of our nation to meet in independence the chalenges of coming years. The resolutions are an unwarranted confession of
bankruptcy of the American system and the American spirit. And they are n
clear and present danger to the liberties of American citizens.
CHARLES E.

Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
The committee stands a journed.

(Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the committee adjourned.)
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